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3coue and Purposes To obtain an accurate description of current
adoption practice, to evaluate its validity and answer a number
of subsidiary questions.

Samplet This consisted of: (i) Twenty Sheriff Courts; (ii) twelve
adoption agencies; and (iii) a postal questionnjire.

Methodology; a. ;'©scriplives Basic data and information were
obtained from the case records of adoption agencies and the courts,
and were supplemented by information gained from answers to the
questionnaire,

b. Eva^qative; The accepted standards and criteria of the social
work profession, research findings and the legal framework were
U3ed to appraise practice.

PWinftg
Irrespective of fluctuations in the number of illegitimate

children born annually, the rate of surrender has remained con-
sstant since 1995* The number of adoptions contracted each year
is still determined by the surrendering habits of single
mothers, A high rate of surrender was noted among the more
educated type of mother and certain other characteristics
suggested themselves as influencing the adoption decision and
its timing# The majority of mothers received no casework help
from the agencies through which they surrendered the children
and little reality was injected into the surrendering process.

Though adoption work requires continuous assessments,
observations and decision-making, it was carried out by the
least trained workers in the social work field. The range of
observations, thinking and acting was very limited compared to
social work expectations and the respective merit of a range of
possible activities were not considered. A major part of
practice, including the assessment of children and the selection
of adoptive applicants, was based on expediency, intuition,
personal beliefs and prejudices and it did not reflect any
organised body of knowledge or any discernible method. Because
of this, the consumers of the service were placed at a consider¬
able disadvantage. Certain other aspects of practice were a
negation of fundamental social work principles and of basic
child welfare concepts. Dysfunction could result in children
and adopters from this approach. The expertise that is generally
claimed*to go into agency placements has been greatly exaggerated.

Agency programmes were generally geared towards the adoption
of young, healthy infants and to the rejection of older,
handicapped/

Use other side if necessary.
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handicapped children or those of "poor" background. Adopters
for "hard-to-place" children were mostly selected on the
principle of "less eligibility" which resulted in the
placement of the more marginal children with the mora marginal
adopters. The amount of physical and human resources, available
to each agency, was only one factor that appeared to influence
the quality and amount of service given, More important'appeared
to be the attitude towards the use of resources, the way the
agency was organised and the kind of policies and programmes it
pursued. Resources were under-used or over-used, either because
of the absence of any coherent policy or through adherence to rigid
outmoded concepts.

Three important agents, i.e. the supervising officer, the
curator ad litem and the Sheriff, all charged with the respons¬
ibility of safeguarding the interests of the child, lacked
conviction about the importance of their role. The .multiplicity
of individuals and bodies involved in the process, far from
ensuring the child's welfare, seemed to create a false sense of
security. Each one of these agents or agencies acted independently
and without consultation with the other and too much was assumed
all round that was not justified by actual events. The Court
decisions were generally reached in an impersonal, routine way
and with only a limited range of concrete factors influencing
the decision. The various courts approached the matter of reclaim
by mothers,and of adoptions by relatives, in widely differing ways.

In conclusion, with few exceptions, it is too early yet to
talk of any organised adoption work being done on practice-
principles ant being influenced by a wider body of knowledge.
Though the stu y points towards a number of necessary legal
changes, major improvements can only come from within the agencies
themselves. Finally, the findings highlight the importance of
practice-stu ies preceding, taking place alongside, stu ies
in outcome.
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SUMMARY 0? RS3SA3CF_ PROJECT AKD FINDINGS

Title: Evaluation, of Adoption Practice in Scotland.

Scone and Purp.oso: To obtain an accurate description of current

adoption practice, to evaluate its validity and answer a number

of subsidiary questions.

Sample: This consisted of:(i) Twenty Sheriff Courts;(ii)twelve

adoption agencies; and (ii.i) a postal questionnaire.

Methodology: a.Descriptive: Basic data and information were obtained

from the case records of adoption agencies and the courts, and were

supplemented by information gained from answers to the questionnaire.

b,Evaluative: The accepted standards and criteria of the social work

profession,research findings and the legal framework were used to

appraise practice.

Fj.qdipgs

Irrespective of fluctuations in the number of illegitimate child¬

ren born annually, the rate of surrender has remained constant since

1950. The number of adoptions contracted each year is still determined

by the surrendering habits of single mothers, A high rate of

surrender was noted among the more educated type of mother and

certain other characteristics suggested themselves as influencing

the adoption decision and its timing. The majority of mothers received

no casework help from the agencies through which they surrendered the

children end little reality was injected into the surrendering process.

Though adoption work requires continuous assessments, observations

and decision-making it was carried out by the least trained workers
in the social work field. The range of observations, thinking and

acting was very limited compared to social work expectations and the



respective merit of a range of possible activities were not consi ered,

A major part of practice, including the assessment of children and

the selection of adoptive applicants, was based on expediency,

intuition, personal beliefs and prejudices and it did not reflect

any organised body of knowledge or any discernible method. Because

of this, the consumers o* the service were placed at a considerable

disadvantage* Certain other aspects of practice were a negation of

fundamental social work principles and of basic child welfare concepts.

Dysfunction could result in children and adopters '"roin this approach.

The expertise that is generally claimed to go into agency placements

has been greatly exaggerated.

Agency programmes were generally geared towards the adoption of

young,healthy infants and to the rejection of oler,handicapped

children or those of "poor" background. Adopters for "hard-to-place"

children were mostly selected on the principle of "less eligibility"

which resulted in the placement of the more marginal children with

the more marginal adopters. The amount of physical and human

resources, available to each agency, was only one factor that appeared

to influence the quality and amount of service given. Ho re important

appeared to be the attitude towards the use of resources, the way

the agency was organised and the kind of policies and programmes it

pursued. Resources were under-used or over-used, either because of
or

the absence of any coherent policy/through adherence to rigid

outmoded concepts.

Three important agents, i.e.the supervising officer, the curator

ad litem and the Sheriff, all charged with the responsibility of

safeguarding the interests of the child, lacked conviction about



the importance of their role. The multiplicity of individuals and

bodies involved in the process, far from ensuring the child's

welfare, seemed to create a false sense of security. Each one of

these agents or agencies acted Independently and without consultation

'with the other and too much was assumed all round that was not

justified by actual events. The Court decisions were generally

reached in an impersonal, routine way and with only a limited range

of concrete factors influencing the decision. The various courts

approached the matter of reclaim by mothers, and of adoptions by

relatives, in widely differing ways.

In conclusion, with few exceptions, it is too early yet to talk
of any organised adoption work being done on practice-principles

and being influenced by a wider body of knowledge. Though the

study points towards a number of necessary legal changes, major

improvements can only come from within the agencies themselves.

Finally, the findings highlight the importance of practice-studies

preceding, or taking place alongside, studies in outcome.
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i? 13TO 'IXCAT, DdQDddDUNlJ TO AlJULTION.

".•'hereas originally the aim o: adoption was essentially

to provi e the adopters with direct heirs, it is now

increasingly considered as a unique means of providing

a permanent parental relationship for children deprived
1.

of their natural parents".

Legal adoption in I ritain is barely more than forty years

old. Adoption, in the sense o the permanent transfer of

parental rights and duties in respect of a child to another

person, and their assumption by him, was unknown to British

law before 1926. Until then, the rights, liabilities and

duties of natural parents were inalienable. In the case of

Brooks V Blount (1923) 1, K.B. 2^7;87 J.a.6h;28 Digest, 563,793
the question arose as to the liability of the father of a

legitimate child, separated by teed from his wife, to whom he

had purported to transfer the custody of the child. "In my

1. "Dtudy of the Adoption of Children" Dept. of Social Affairs,

U.N., 1953.
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opinion" sai Lord Ilewart, "it is not possible for parents by

their own act to get rid of this legal presumption".

In the case of Humphrys V Polak (1901) 2K.E.33lf;70 L.J.K.

B.752; 3 digest 3 & 2,211, the defendant covenanted to maintain

and bring up the plaintiff's illegitimate child, as though she
were their own, an for "ever to relieve the plaintiff of all

liability". A month after the defendants entered into this

covenant they refused to continue to look after the child,

whereupon the child's mother brought the action for damages

for breach of contract. The Court held that an action was not

maintainable for "the law does not permit such a transference

of the mother's rights and liabilities".

The first Adoption Act was introduced in England in

1926 and in Scotland in 1930. Amendments to the original Act

and new Acts and regulations followed, to give expression to
new ideas gained in the process of the practice and the adrnini-

sstration of the law. The comprehensive Act of 1953 is now

in the process of being overhauled again in the light of new

knowledge and insights gained both from practice and from

research. Though originally the law was seen as a necessary

instrument for sanctioning already existing informal relation-

:ships and similar ones that were likely to follow, in later

years it has come to be seen as a regulator of "good" practice.

Thinking behind the legal changes was influenced as such by the

work of the more advanced practitioners in the field of child
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care, and adoption in particular, as by insi.. ts contributed

by studies in child development.

In matters where social issues are involved, there are

limits to how far the law can prescribe in detail standards of

"goo " practice. hat it can do, is to enable something to

happen and to act as a guide by prescribing minimum standards.
• too detailed or rigid legal framework can easily stifle

practice. Firm rules in social legislation ten.'' to exclude

new initiatives :esigned to meet ur.feres ea rv~- s. 3uch an

example was the Lunacy Act of 1890 which went to such great

lengths to define the categories of prople who could receive

treatment in hospitals that it made it impossible for any to be

treated without certification. The other extreme is when so

much vagueness and so many generalities are built into the law

t" t it often leads to ratly differin standards and provisions

An example is the 1963 Children and Young Persons Act which

refers to preventive work with fa lilies, being undertaken by

local authorities. The vagueness of section one, allows local

authorities to do much or litt."'. a anc still be within the letter

of the law.

. •erant a option legislation has no explicit policy

behind it and is mainly the result of piecemeal empiricism.

It can be argued that we cannot legislate on matters about

which so little is known. It appears to be this absence of a

clear policy, which has led. to the wide variations found in
practice. Many agencies aim, it seems, to meet the



requirements of the law, which as stated earlier, are only

minimum, and to consider these as adequate instead of seeing the

law as offering a structure within which 'good.' practice can be

developed.

Current adoption legislation is directed at regulating

the relationship between natural families unu adopting families,

mostly chil less ones, and protecting the child's interests.

Before the 1926 Adoption Act, there had been informal relation¬

ships of this type which, while not recognised In law, were

in other respects analogous to legal adoption. It was a

tradition by which families brought up children mostly from

within their own kinship circle and occasionally from without.

The practice goes back several thousand years and reflects as-

:pects of the goal system of the societies in which it was

followed. Such goals were connected with the need for an heir,

for acquiring fame or with the duty of perpetuating the domestic

worship. The practice of using de facto Adoption for the pur-

:pose of obtaining an heir for an individual or family persisted

in some form or another till the end of the 19th century. During

the twentieth century, and especially following the two World

bars, a option has been increasingly motivated by the idea of

providing a family with a child who has been de; ivcd of his

own family.
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The Practice of Adoption Through the Ages

Adoption was practised in the ancient -astern civilisations

of the second millenium and traces of the custom can be found

in the old and New Testament. The literature too of some

of these countries aboun s with the stories of persons who were
2.

reared outside their own families. Sargon, the founder of
3.

the city of Babylon, was an adopted child, and so was Oedipus,

who later became King of Thebes. during the period $30 B.C. -

$00 A.D. infant exposure as a method of controlling poverty,

was widely practised in Greece both anion" the upper and among

the lower classes. Frequently uch children were rescued and

brought up by other families but sometimes situations arose

of natural parents later reclaiming the children. Among

the windus, adoption is recorded in the most ancient legal

cedes and is discussed in Sanskrit commentaries. In India, as

in ancient times, it is still const ered very unfortunate for

a man to die without leaving a male heir to perform certain

2. "jargon King of Assyria" - ?ext with German translation,

3° Leipzig, 1839. "die Kcilschri 'toxte Sargon nach den

rapierabklatachen una Originalen" ~neu hrag. Von 1 . /inckler.

3. Sophocles "The Tragedies of Sophocles" (Translation into

English by Sir R.C.Jebb, 3 Cambridge, 1917.

k. A.R. Bands "Charities and Social Aid. in Greece and Rome"

Thames-Hudson, London, 1968.
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religious functions. In fact mortality in that country having

always been very high, the need to adopt arises not infrequently.

"He to whom nature has denied a son can adopt one, so that the
5.

funeral ceremonies may not cease". Thus speaks the old

legislator of the Hindus. From Greek mythology we also read

of Hercules born to Alcraena after Seus, the Olympian King of

Heaven, impersonated Alcemena's husband. After the child was

born and in order to protect it from his jealous ife Hera, Zeus

persuaded the latter to adopt Hercules. She subsequently gave
6.

meaning to the act by imitating a birth initiation ceremony.

The most famous adoption in Hebrew history is that of

Moses. In Hxodus 2:10, we read, "and the child rev/, and she

brought him unto Pharaoh's daughter, and he became her son.

Ana she called his name Hoses; and she said, because I drew him

out of the water". The feeling that the man and woman who

bring up a child and more especially those who teach the child

virtue and the fear of 'God, should be honoured as parents, is

strongly expressed in the Talmud (derail 196). Concerning the

cons of iichal, daughter of in Saul (mentioned in II 3an,xxl.8),
Habbi Joshua Korba, one of the sages of mismaic times asks:
"CiH llichal bear them? Did not rather Herob bear them? Merob

bore thorn and. Michal reared them: to teach us tl at who ever

5. laws of :Janus .10. "Sacred Books of the Hast" ed. by Prof.
Max Fuller, book XXV.

6. Sir James Fraser "The Golden Bough", London, 1890 and 1922.
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rears an orphan in his own home is in the words of scripture

deemed its parent". This piece of evidence seems to suggest

that the adoption of mostly orphan babies was done in the

interests of the children. (Unlike Greek and Latin, in ancient

Hebrew tongue no word for adoption as such occurs and there is

no evidence that formal adoption existed). From den. 2xxx.3»
we find, also that at first barren thrives were giving to their

husbands their female slaves with the view of adopting any

children bom of this association. The mode of adoption was

one by which the handmaid brought forth her child upon the knees

of the adoptive mother. The placing of the child upon the knee
7.

or bosom resembles the old Teutonic mode of adoption. The

practice of Jewish adoption, hovever, was never made part of
the Israelite legal tradition since there is no trace of it in

the Biblical law codes. Adoption in a legal sense was practical-

:ly unknown among the Moslems who, in case of childlessness a

man could get another wife in order to beget a son for his

heir (Koran xxx 111:3).

In Greece, Solon the Athenian King and "law giver",

introduced in 59^ B.C. la\*s regulating and sanctioning adoption

in order that a family might not die out. Isaeus, an Athenian

orator who lived around *+00 B.C., defended before the courts

7. Grimm, J. "Deutch Rechts-Alterthumer" Gottingen, 185^.
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the claims^of many adopted sons for the estates of their adoptive
families. In a case where the legitimacy of a son's adoption

was contested, the defendant shows first the motive for which

one .adopted a son by saying that Menecles did not wish to die

without children; he was desirous of leaving behind him someone

to bury him, and in after time to perform t; , ceremonies of the
9.

funeral worship. He then goes on to describe what will

happen if the tribunal annuls his adoption. This, he claims,

will not only affect him, but also the one who adopted him. He

claimed that if the tribunal annulled his adoption they would

leave Meneocles, who was cad, without a son; and consequently

no one would perform the sacrifices in his honour, no one would

offer him the funeral repast, and thus he would be without
10.

worship. Adoption l?oth with the Greeks and later with the

Romans, was accompanied by a ceremony very like that which took

place at the birth of a son. By this very ceremony the adoptee

renounced the worship of the old fa lily and adopted the worship

of the new one. The practice of adoption in ancient times,

unlike current practice, produced a change in a man's worship

8. F.G. J'orster "Isaeus" (On the '.state of Menecles) (Translation)

Teinman, London, 1927.

9. Ibid. II, pp.^6,

10. Ibid. VII, p. 66.
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11.
and introduced him to a new religion. The adoptee not

only continued the worship of his new family but also inherited

their estate. He was, however, excluded from the inheritance

of his natural parents.
12.

Under Roman law, the position of the children was

carefully secured and the birth of subsequent legitimate

children did not deprive adopted ones of their rights. According

to Roman law, adoption constituted a diriment impediment to

marriage. Similarly the law provided that the adopter should

be at least 18 years older than the person to be adopted. Both

the Greek and Roman systems, however, had as their primary
motive the continuity of the adopter's family, particularly

in view of the importance attached to the ceremonies which had

to be carried out at the family tomb. The object, in other

words, was not to succour unwanted chil ren, but to strengthen

the family of*the adopter. The provisions in the Greek and

Roman world dealt mainly with the- protection of property-rights

and so concerned only orphans or children of the propertied

11. Ibid. Ibid. X, pp.151-161 ("On the Estate of Aristarchos").

12. For a general discussion of the Roman law on adoption see

O.P.Sherman "Roman Law in the Modern .orId" 3ra ed. Baker-

Vourhis & Co., New York, vol. 2, 1937 > P* 83.
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13.
class. They ha little o- nothin ■ to do with the welfare

of orphans as such. (All five adoptions quoted by Isaeus in

his orations were adoptions by relatives and four out of the

five were for boys. The Greek word for adoption, which is

still in use in Greece a; Cyprus, means the fostering of a
1^".

son). Cicero attacked the adoption of i*ero by the emperor

Claudius in A.D., taking the line that the man who had

adopted him, already had a son and he declared t! at his adoption

x/as contrary to sacerdotal lax/.

The first eparture from the ol concept of adoption

being practised in the interests of the adopters, was introduced

by the creators of the "great code" of Alphonsc of Castille in
15.

1300 A.D. This gave some consideration to the welfare of

the child. It defined adoption and provided some measures of

protection for the child. For instance, a child under seven,

being an infant, coul not be adopted because his reason was

not "sufficiently developed to consent". The chil between the

13. . 1. Hands (see )

lk. F.I. Cicero 'Fro Domo", 13>1^ Cuius Cellius, V. 19).

15. Alphonso of Castille "The Great Code". Opusculos legales

del Hey Don Alfonso el Gabio, publ. y Cotejados Convarios

Codices Antiguos par la Heal Aca<"einia de la Hlstoria, Madrid,

I836.



ages of seven and fifteen years, although considered "not

wholly devoir of understanding" could be adopted only with the

consent of the King after an investigation showing that the

person wishing to adopt him was motivated by goo. intention

and that the adoption was to the advantage of the child. This

type of investigation bears many similarities with the present

obligations of the curator ad litem.
16.

Margaret Mead in her more recent studies of primitive

societies describes how, in many of t" o tropical islands she

visited, the custom exists of families exchanging babies for

rearing outside one's family. The custom is an indication of

the more 'open' type of family life of Tropiolanders, compared

to the customs of more closely-knit fa allies, such as the

Indians who appear to adopt mainly from within their kinship

circle. Mead writes that in :anus society the chil who is

socially fatherless is almost unknown. "The infant eath rate",

she writes, "is so high and chil ren are so loved and valued,
17.

that there are always e-ger candidates to adopt orphan children"

In another passage she writes that one foir tl of the children

in reri were adopted and in about half of these the p-rents

were dc-ad. eckler reports thet nearly a third of the children
18.

born on xlokil since the typhoon of 1775 had boon a. -.pted.

16. M. lead "Coming of Age in Samoa" Pelican, London, 1966,
17. M.Mead "Growing up in Flew Guinea", Pelican,London, 199+ P.185
18. J.E.Weckler "Adoption on Mokil" American Anthropologist,

55,1953 pp. 556-562.



Adoption is a well organised institution in hokil society and

illegitimate children are mostly adopted by relatives. Some-

tthing of a cross between naturalization and what we would today

regard as adoption, was also practised by the American Indians
who often adopted white men in their tribes and were using the

19.
word adoption to describe that process and its results.

Some form of adoption appears to have been practised in

Britain during the pre-reformation period, though there is no

evidence that the practice was either widespread or connected

with the fate of orphan or illegitimate children. The Oxford

Dictionary traces adoption and its cognates back to the four-

iteenth century with a meaning close to that assigned to it

today, namely, the taking of another into a relationship with

oneself that the other did not previously occupy. Marbeck in

his 'book notes' of 1581, gives a definition, of adoption which

reads: "The lawiers define adoption to be a legitimate act

imitating nature, found out for their solace and comfort which

19. See United States V Rogers. *+ How. 567,972 (18^6); United

States V Ragsdale, Fed.Gas. 16,113 (C.C.D. Ark., I8V7): "The

question here arises, whether a white man can become a member
of the Cherokee tribe of Indians, and be adopted by them as

an individual member of that tribe? (After quoting from United

States V Rogers that "He may by such adoption become entitled

to certain privileges in the tribe, and make himself amenable
to their laws and usages").
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20.
have no children". Here again the interest of the adopters

are stressed. In Shakespear's writings we come across both

the use of adoption and also the problems posed by it. In

Richard II; IV, i, York says to Bolingbroke:

"Great Duke of Lancaster, I come to thee from

plume-pluck1d Richard; whowith willing soul

Adopts thee heir, and his high sceptre yields
To the possession of thy royal hand.

Ascend his throne, descending now from him;
And long live Henry, of that name the fourth".

Shakespeare pursuing the subject in Henry VI,I,i has King Henry

saying*

"I know not what to say; my title's weak,

Tell me, may not a king adopt an heir?

An if he may, then am I lawful king;

Fo^ Richard, in the view of many lords,

Resign'd the crown to Henry the Fourth

whose heir my father was, and I am his."

In response to the king's doubts and to York's comment thQt

Richard had been forced to abdicate in favour of Henry IV, the

20. J. Marbeck "Boke Notes and Common Places", London, 1581.
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following dialogue is exchanged between Warwick an- Sxeter:

Warwick: "Suppose, my lords, he did it unconstrain'd

Think you't were prejudicial to his crovm?"

Exeter: "No; for he should not so resign his croxm

hut that the next heir should succeed and reign".

axeter's comment amounts to sayin that it is not possible

to substitute a rightful heir for an outsider, ouch considera-

:tions appear to have exercised considerable influence in

delaying adoption legislation in Britain. (The first Adoption

Act of 1926 excluded the adopted child from inheriting from his

adopters. He could, however, inherit from his natural parents.

The amendment to the Act in 19^95 allowed adopted children in

England to inherit property, but not a title, from their adoptive

pa ents. The change about inheritance did not occur in Scotland

until 196V).

The influence of the toman Civil law upon the legal

systems of Europe affected adoption legislation too. Legisla-

ition in a number of European r :d Latin American countries

reflected the concern of Ionian law for the welfare of the

adopters in this and the other world' as being of primary
21.

consideration. The earliest adoption lavs in the U.S.A.

21. "or • gener al discussion o t'r: United .states law on adoption
see: .IV'hitmore "The Law of Adoption in the United itates" - J.

"lunsell,Albany,F.Y. ,1876,and F.L. itmer,a.l ersog,,.. ...einstein
and M. ... Jullivan "Independent Adoptions" Russell Sage Foundation
IVY. 1963.



appeared in the State of Louisiana (1803) and reflected the

provisions of the Roman law. The State of Texas followed that

of Louisiana with a similar type of legislation. The first

adoption acts of these two States were predominantly legislative

acts authenticating and making public record of private agree¬

ments of adoption. There was little concern for the welfare

of the child. The State of Massachussets was the first State

(1850) to require judicial machinery to effect an adoption.

In contrast to the laws of Louisiana and Texas, the Massachussets

act provided judicial supervision over adoption to insure that

the adoptive parents would rear the child properly. In the

U.3. there is no Federal adoption law, which, because each

State has its own laws and rules, has led to a variety of

legislation. Because of many sub-group3 such as negro, Chinese,
io'1 to-diean s and of strong religious affiliations (Roman Cathol-

sics, Jews, etc.) the problems are more complex than in Britain.
In France the origins of adoption are again to be found in Roman

22.
law. The practice disappeared almost completely in the

Middle Ages but was reintroduced by a decision of the Legislative

Assembly in 1792. By this code only adults could be adopted.

Napoleon's decision later to adopt the children of his generals,

officers and soldiers killed in the battle of ustorlitz had

both political and social motives behind it. A French law in

22. See 1.



1923 made possible the adoption of deserted and orphan children.

Western Australia passed an Adoption law in 1896 and

similar legislation was introduced in New 'Zealand in the same

year. The Senior Magistrate in the city of oilington writing

in the Journal of Comparative Legislation in 1915 commented

that "there is no doubt about its benefit both to the infant

adopted and the adopting parents, whilst the State gains in

this way, that the burdens of maintaining destitute persons is

lightened and its liability is lessened through the aid of

private persons. It is agreed by all who are associated with

the maintenance, care and guidance of destitute children that

the conditions of training found in Receiving Homes (i.e.

foster-homes) although excellent in many 'ways, fall short of

those found in decent private life, and the institution of adop-

:tion supplies the means by which the best results can be
23.

obtained and all parties interested benefitted". This

comment represented a further departure from the old concept

and the objectives of adoption were now seen as being for the

interests of the children and those who adopt them, and of the

State. Switzerland was one of the first European countries

to pass adoption legislation at the beginning of the century,
but the conditions appear rather restrictive, especially with

regard to the age conditions to be fulfilled by the adopters.

23. quoted in " ieport of the Committee on Child. Adoption,

H.M.3.0," Cmd 125^ (1921).
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In the U.3.S.R., though adoption was prohibited by an Act of

1913, The Family Code of 1926 reintroduced adoption with a view
2*+.

to protecting abandoned children.

British legislation departed from the Ionian law by

stressing that where an : ption order was to be aade, it should

be "for the welfare o f the infant". The motive that brought

this new legislation was not, as in doman law, the strengthening

of the family, but the creation of a new chil"/_ - rent relation¬

ship. The Fopkinson committee which was appointed in 1920

to consider the desirability of making legal provisions for

adoption, pointed out that in all cases "no doubt the welfare

of the child is the question of paramount importance". The

report went on to add that "it is also riaht to aim at the
25.

legitimete satisfaction of the adoptive parents too". The

Forsburgh committee which reported in 1936, reiterated a
26.

similar aim. The urst committee, after emphasizing that the

2U-, dee 1.

25. "Report of the Committee on Child Adoption" E.d, J.O.

CU 125+ (1221) .;ara. lH-.

26. "Report of the Departmental Committee on Adoption

Societies and Agencies". H.d.3.0. Cmd. 5+99 (1936).
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primary object in adoption shoul: bo the welfare of the child,
vent further than previous reports and, added, nln the interests

of cb.11 "ran the aim shoul be to protect the three parties

concerned - children, natural parents and adopters - from risks
27.

which load to unhappinesThe interests of the natural

parents wore mentioned for t1 •• first time, alon - with those of
the child and the adopters.

w„ I

The use of a "option as a means of -ealin;: with. the problem

of illogl tinrcy appears to be of no re recent ori in than the

practice of •- "option Itself. .".option in the modern sense,

is mainly pr- otiso-" as an emergency s tare to e 1 '?ith illeg-

:itiuacy and childlessness... Its study cannot therefore be

seporeDod from an examination of the ' i: orical background of

illog U2 cv and esp-'cir ily o ' public ttitu'os t<- war 1 the

unrr rricd mother zr," bor o"."sarin a

ir: >- to the introduction of marriage an especially of

; .10no •-am? ("s 1 stinct "roa trld. 1 • n-. r-ui'ion- rrltal rites),

the ' let 'netion between logltim.' to *ui: illegitimate was somewhat

bin. "*e , ?' an s conch 'era* lo tolaranee to'-or- 3 the

illegitimately been, t■ on ;b t' sy n•••■ver raca.lvo " t) a le approval
as the legitimate ones. The subsequent sanctioning of

procreation only within some form of marriage was perhaps due

to the gradual realisation that this was the only way to

perpetuate societies. In * oraoric literature illegitimacy

27."deport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
Children" H.il.3.0 .Cmd.92^8 (195*0 para. 19.



is implied in the tale with which Odysseus sought to conceal

his identity from fumeneus immediately upon his return to
28.

Ithaca; thus his father was a wealthy Cretan, his mother a

"bought concubine"• When the father died, the legitimate sons

divided the property givl him only a dwelling and a few

goods. Later by his valour he o'i tainecl as wife the daughter

of a man who had many estates. It is thus suggested that at

this pcrio' it was the father's status that seemed important

rather than the woman's belly. Honour and respect could also

come by the way one distinguished himself through valour or

wisdom. Finley commenting on children horn to slave women

at that period, writes that nearly all the chil ren born were

the progeny of the master or of other free males in the
29.

household. The slave woman's son might sometimes be a

second class member of tie family, but even then he was part of
the narrower circle within tl e "oikos" as a. whole, free and

without even the stigma of bastardy. This happy state of

affairs apparently did not continue as Isaeus (around LfOO B.C.)
now refers to the existence of a, law ordaining that an

30.
illegitimate son or daughter could not inherit as next of kin.

28. Homer "The Odyssey" (Translation by I2.V. Bieu) ienguin

Classics, 19^-6, Book XIV,

29. II,Finley "The World of Odysseus", Pelican, London, 19&7.

30. Isaeus, See 8.



In contrast, under Roman lav/, the child horn out of wedlock

had a defined status and when a bastard was born in royal

families he was given special privileges.

It is difficult to trace how and when illegitimate children

came to be increasingly Tded as outcasts of society. The

English law, for instance, has always regarue-, the illegitimate

child with quite peculiar severity. '/hat is even stranger

is that most of the churchmen gave their approval to its attitude.

In England the origin of their "persecution" possibly goes

back to the eighth century. At that time, the period of the

Venerable Bede, the nuns and monks were notoriously profligate,

lope Zachary first threatened to excommunicate the entire

Northumbrian nation and in 7^+ A.D., he sent two papal legates

to the Synod of Northumberland, with the result that the law

made its first assault upon the natural and civil rights of

illegitimate children. Article Xii declared that no illegiti¬

mate p rson could be chosen Sovereign, Article Xiii that

"bastard ,, especially those of nuns, are incapable of
31.

inheriting". Three centuries later, .illiam the Conqueror

described himself as "I, illiam surnamed the Bastard, King of

England".

i-foral, economic, social, demographic and religious factors

31. II.Best "The War Baby", London,Stanley Paul & Co. 1915,
Ch. III.



have all played their part in shaping community attitudes

toward the unmarried mother and the illegitimate child. The

writer's personal observations, when employed as a social worker

in Cyprus, offer some evidence about the changed outlook towards

the illegitimate, follow' the introduction of monogamy among

the Moslem population. As recently as 1951, there was no

Civil law regulating marriage -nd divorce among the dosiem

community the Island. Unlike that the Orthodox church,

the authority op the Moha imedan religion was very loose and

unclear in its directions, though as stated earlier the Koran

instructs that in case of childlessness a man can obtain another

wide in order to beget a son for his heir (Koran did III - 3) •

:Sonogamy by the Moslem population was mainly practised in the

big centres, mostly due to identification with the Greek inhabi-

:t•nts an the British colonials on the Island. In some of

the more distant Josi em villages in the liarpass area, it was

not uncommon for men and women alike to have successive

co-habit tions and practise a form of polyga iy. The children

resulting from the various associations were accepted, not only

within the family, without sti .in or discrimination, hut also

by the surrour. ing community. Illegitimacy as such was not

i entifiahle and it presented no acre probl .1 tl n that generally

presented by the deprived, orphaned or abandoned child. In
case of parental death or desertion, the children would usually

be looked after by the extended kinship group without discrimina-

stion. With the introduction of the Marriage laws in 1951, r
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clearer distinction between legitimate and illegitimate began

to emerge. (Between 1953 and 1956 the writer spent two years

among these small communities. In response to questions

asked for the prep-ration of social investigation: reports for

Official use, the villagers were unable to say which children

of a family were legitimate and which not. This distinction

developed gradually and the various official requirements

stimulated it considerably). As on other occasions, the law,

in trying to regulate a major problem, unwittingly may create

new ones.

Economic expediency seems to have prevented the colonizers

in the Caribbean from interfering with the customs and tradi-

:tions of their negro slaves. Western settlers, for instance,
did not encourage any form of marriage among their slaves,and

children born of co-habitation were welcomed as additional
32 & 33.

labour-force for the sugar plantations. In fact, the

procreation of chil men was positively encouraged to avoid the

purchase and import of more slaves from Africa. Marriage, as

an institution in the Caribbean, developed only gradually and

mainly after the abolition of slavery. Pregnancies out-of-

wedlock are, still, the most common form of procreation and an

accepted feature of Test Indian life. No stigma or guilt appear

32. H.O.Oakley (ed.) "New Backgrounds", Oxford Univ.Press,

1968, pp. 1-23.

33. M.Green "The Save the Children Fund in the West Indies"
International Social Work,Vol.IX No.2,Apr11,1966, pp.38-l+1+.



to be attached to children torn out-of-wedlock or from other

consensual nions, an. casual relationships are an integral
3;+.

part of traditional negro life. Ferskovits end Terskovits

advance the view that in the -est Indies there is no social

disability imposed by the community because of legitimacy or

illegitimacy. It was only after the /est Indian negro began

to identify with the value system of the /estern world that a

somewhat different attitude toward illegitimacy started to

evolve. Even so, stigma and guilt appear to he associated

with the values of the aspiring raiddie-classes among the negro

population, rather than with the multitude of the working-class.

Among the eider population it is still an acceptable thing for

a single girl to have children by more than one man before

marriage. Illegitimacy by 'estern standards is about seventy

per cent of all live births. The children, however, are fully

accepted both within the girl's family and later within the

marriage. jM.e worn- n may bring one or two children into the

marriage, tut equally the husband may bring children from his

previous associations. In this type of family and society,

the boundary-line between what is legitimate and what is

illegitimate is very unclear and possibly not important. This

2>h. M.J. '■ F. Ferskovits "Trinidad Village" Alfred Knoff,

New York (19^7).
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perhaps explains why the institution of adoption, as we know

it here, and especially as an emergency ,;ie .sure to eal with

illegitimacy, had not unt 1 very recently developed in the

Caribbean. Further confirmation of the fact that est Indian

women, even in F'ritain, generally tend to keep their illegitimate
35.

children, conies from Healy. v/riting in the Journal of

Medical Social Work, she says "although the colour question

presents acute employment problems in the Luton area, in the

field of illegitimacy it is hardly a problem at all, though it

would be true to say that it is considerably more difficult to

get coloured or half-caste babies adopted where this is asked

for. Practically all the coloured girls I met would go through

any conceivable hardships rather than part with their babies,

and indeed, think this is most sinful behaviour". Of the

estimated three million illegitimate children un er 13 years of

age in the United States in December of 19&1, thirty-one per

cent haa been auopted. The proportions are strikingly different

by race, however; seventy per cent of the white and only five
36.

per cent of the nonwhite illegitimate children were adopted.

35. J. Kealy "Two years work in a Maternity Department" Journal

of Medical social Work, July, 1937. pp.139-1^•

36, duo ted by 0. T.Vincent "Illegitimacy in the Text -Decade:

Trends and Implications" Child Welfare XLXII No.10 (196*f)

P.517.



An illustration of differing social attitudes towards
37.

the ille.giti3r.te comes from Germany. .'here, social rank

used to be the criterion to distinguish between legitimate and

illegitimate. The German law recognised as legitimate only

those whose parents were of the same social rank. All others

were regarded as bastards and took the status of the parent of

inferior rank. The aim of the Germanic code was to preserve

purity of race, not to improve morals, because incestuous unions

were not censured. The influence of the Germanic law lasted

throughout the feudal period, and bastards were debarred from

rights of inheritance. In the thirteenth century the

influence of the Roman law tended to modify this severity. An

exception was probably made for those whose fathers were of

royal blooi , in which case it seems that no stigma was attached

to acci ent of their birth, nor did they suffer from the usual

disabilities as to inheritance, which attended those of

illegicim art....

A bastard under English common law was "fillus, nulllus"
- nobody's child - and could not inherit civilly, not even a

surname. Yet in Tudor and Shakespearean England, illegitimate

children and bastards as such were more or less socially

accepted. The grandfather of gueen Elizabeth the first, i.e.

Henry VII was descended from an illegitimate son of John of

37. The Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 11th Edition, Vol. III.



Gaunt and his distress Catherine Swynford. There are several

other examples of how tie British monarchy, from time to time,
33.

injected itself with bastai • blood. Jinclair, in his

statistical account of -co -land, quotes from a document which

refers to "Bobert Bruce (109*+), elder fone to A emin-, affifted

Edgar (sone to K.Halcom Cranmore) in recovery of the crovm of

Scotland, unfurped by mancan, his bastard brother and onald

Bane his uncle". There is evidence to suggest that the

equivalent of the Greek oikos, and of the manorial system in

England, was in Scotland, the rouping by clan and the acceptance

of a chief, which was not limited to those who were of kin and
39.

blood relationship only. Dickinson comments that the "chief"

was regarded as the "father" of the clan and its members 'were

his "children". There were no outcast children, but all were

part of the narrower circle within the clan. Johnson, in his

history of the working classes in Scotland, writes that in

Perth in 193" , fc -ty per cent of the children baptised were

born out-of-wedlock and in Aberdeen it was about twenty-seven

per cent. He adds "this state of affairs was not confined to

any one stratum of society. It was common anion", the nobles and

among the clergy". Kings and nobles introduced their

38. J.Sinclair "Statistical Account of Scotland" Vol.l^th MDCCXCV.
39. V.C.Dickinson and G.S.iryde "A now history of Scotland",

Edin., 1961, Vol.1, p.60.

*tO, T.Johnson "The History of the Working Classes in Scotland",
Glasgow, 1920, kth ed. in 19**6. p.31*.
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legitimate and illegitimate sons into the more remunerative
*+1.

, k2.
offices of the Church. In lM+8 the Synod of Edinburgh

enacted that neither prelates nor any other ecclesiastics should

directly or indirectly give with their illegitimate daughters,
in marriage to barons or landowners, any greater sum that 100

pounds yearly of the churches patrimony. We are tol that

Patrick Hepburn, Bishop of Moray, had seven illegitimate
*+3.

children, five sons and. two daughters. This information

reflects both the state of the church as well as the amount of

tolerance and acceptance of illegitimacy at that time.

With the Reformation and the emergence of a Puritan out-

:look with its strict adherence to a moral code, an attitude

of hostility and severe condemnation came to be attached to

illegitimacy, Social stigma became associated with

illegitimacy and gave rise to persecutions and punishment.

Illegitimate children, along with the destitute and deserted,
attracted no special sympathy from the community and as a result

protective legislation was delayed for almost four centuries.

Until the sixteenth century, the maintenance of an illegitimate

hi. Ibid.

b2, T.Ferguson "The awn of Scottish Social Welfare", Ed in,

19^8. p.299.

*+3. J"- 1 Intosh "r istory Civil Scotland", ii. p,*+l.
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or destitute child in. England was assumed by the Parish in

which he was born. The first effort to shift the burden was

the Bastardy Act of 1576 which Imposed obligation for support

on the mother and the putative father and called for

imprisonment in default of payment. In the years that

followed, the unmarried mother and sometimes the putative father

were seen either as culprits fit for punishment for allowing

themselves and their children to become a burden on the rates

or were treated as sinners who had to perform public "penance"
kk*.

for their sin. The community in its earnestness to punish

the "offending" parent(s) forgot the needs of the child. In

1552, Christ Hospital tried to provide for abandoned children,

but by the middle seventeenth century it had become reputable

and would only accept legitimate ones. A law passed by

James I states that "every lewed woman who shall have a

bastard which may be chargeable to the parish shall be committed
*+6.

to the House of correction for one year". The law provided

for life imprisonment for producing a second illegitimate child.

The majority of eighteenth century orphanages declined to admit

M+. M.Eopkirk "Nobody Wanted Sam", Murray, London, 19^9.

1+5. M.P.Hall & I.V.Howes "The Church in Social Work" .K.I.,

London, 1965.

k6. uoted by opkirk (see ¥+) p.l6.
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illegitimate babies, whose care was left entirely to private

enterprise and to institutions such as the Foundling Hospital

in London, which was set up to meet this pressing need. A

wave of persecutions and prosecutions followed these laws and
V.

harsh treatment was often accorded to the unmarried mother.

dome of the feelings that were aroused at this period pervaded

the country and still account to a great extent for the hostile

feelings surrounding illegitimacy. Despite a less rigid

attitude during the Restoration period, the general attitude
in the centuries that followed was to view the illegitimate

child, like the pauper child, as socially inferior.
, '+8.

Crammond in his treatise on 'Illegitimacy in Banffshire'

comments that Acts of Parliament were passed before

Reformation times against offences of immorality, but Reformers

took a very decided stand against them. An Act of Privy

Council dated 156*+ provided that in the case of sexual immorality

the man and woman for the first fault pay ten pounds each, or

suffer imprisonment for eight days. Penalties would be cumulative

with every offence. Ordinary Courts of law frequently imposed

fines for such offences as recently as 17!t-8. Crammond adds,

"men and. also women for their immoralities were scourged through

*+7. Ibid.

*+8. .. Cramnion , "Illegitimacy in Banffshire", Banff, 1883,
nn.8-10.
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the streets of the burghs by the common hangman and frequently

banished from the to\ra ....women who would not declare the

true father of their offspring, were ordained, if refractory,

to be taken to the Justice Court 'to see if imprisonment could
*+9.

do anything'. One of the most prominent punishments was

appearing before the congregation on Sundays during service,

the number of times corresponding with the gravity of the offence.

In the case of aggravated offences men and women had to stand

at the church door "bair footit and bair leggit" for the space
50.

of one yeir". In some parishes, we are told, it was only on

rare occasions the seat of repentance was empty. Subsequently,

tolerance of illegitimacy came to be associated more with
51.

working class attitudes and Alexander, writing about

illegitimacy in Northern Scotland in the eighteenth century

says: "....but one thing we may hold ourselves assured - that

at no period in history was the proportion of births other than

considerable Born into and nurtured from childhood in a

pervasive social atmosphere of this sort it becomes readily

intelligible how women whose characters otherwise one would be

sorry to impugn in the least, barely realise it as any permanent

lt-9. Ibid. pp.8-10.

50. T.Johnson (see Uo).

51. ./.Alexander "Northern "Sural Life in the 18th Century"

Edin. 1877. p.212.



stain on their womanhood to have been the mother of a bastard".

Following the Poor Law Act of 183^, ;nost parishes strongly

objected giving outside relief to illegitimate children.

Illegitimate children had to follow their mothers in to the

workhouses along with the poor, the old and the lunatic. In

Scotland, however, different parishes adopted different systems

and many did not follow the rigid English pattern of giving

in-door assistance only. In 1870, Henley, a Poor Law

Inspector, who was sent from London to report on the Boarding-

nut system in Scotland, wrote in his report that "the mothers

of illegitimate children commonly received out-door relief

and that this lessened the number of children in the poorhouses

as compared with that which existed under the English system".

A lot of criticism was levelled at parishes which gave out-door
52.

relief for "encouraging illegitimacy". By the end of the

nineteenth century the policy of the Scottish Board of

Supervisors and its successor the Local Government Board, tried

to reduce pauperism due to illegitimacy by securing that all

unmarried mothers who sought parochial assistance were offered

only in-door relief. By 1902 only alasgow and a few other

parishes placed widows with children on a special roll. Fergusson

52. J.J.Henley " Report of J,J.Henley ioor Law Inspector, to the

Poor Law Board, on the Boarding-out of Pauper Children in

Scotland". 18 <0 , .1176.
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comments that "it would not be unfair to say that for many

years the official attitude to the illegitimate child was more

concerned with possible repercussions on the poor rate than

with the welfare of the child himself. The official policy

of o "fering only in-door relief to unmarried mothers was

calculated to prejudice the welfare - even the survival of the
53.

child". The position of the unmarried mothers sometimes

persecuted and sometimes grudgingly assisted within or outside

the workhouse, was far from enviable. The Examiner of Eastern

District egister wrote in 1855 that the circumstances of the

reported deaths of a great number of illegitimate children

were suspicious. He referred to the "disease" called

"boweline" which medical practitioners considered to be a

convenient term for acci entally overlaying or smothering a

child. Also in the minutes of the General Committee of
3+.

the Foun ling Hospital it is recorded that the grievance

intended to be remedied by the Hospital was to prevent the

frequent murder committed on "poor miserable infants" by their

parents to hide their shame. The grant that Thomas Coram

53. T.Ferguson "Scottish Social Helfare". Livingstone, 1958?

p.539.

5^. V . ichols i F.A. ray "The History of the Foundling "osp-

:ital". Oxford Univ.Press, 1935.
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received from public funds to enable him to open Britain's

first foundling hospital was attacked on the grounds that it
55-

was likely to increase the evil he was seeking to remedy.

From the examination of various documents of the eighteenth

century, no evidence was found to suggest any special public

sympathy towards the deserted or illegitimate child that could

have led to their adoption. The Foundling Hospital which was

started in London in 1739 with the object of accepting mainly

illegitimate children, unwanted or deserted by their parents,

has no record of any of these children being adopted until
56.

1802. The Hospital had a policy of placing out the infants

with "wet nurses" when a few days old and recalling them at the

age of four or five. After a short period of instruction the

children were put out as apprentices. The Hospital kept

detailed records of what happened to each child until it was

out of their care or reached the age of 21. Adoption is

mentioned in the minutes of 1802, in the case of a nurse who

fell ill after the return to the Hospital of a four year old

girl she was fostering. The Governors of the Hospital upon

request agreed to return Mary to her nurse. Twelve years later

55. J.Massie "Observations relating to the Foundling Hospital

showing the ill consequences of giving public support thereto",

London (1753).

56. "l.r.: ichols F.A. ray (see )
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the Inspector for the area reported; "Mary Wilkinson seems to

have been adopted by her Nurse and she is now learning to be

a Mantua Maker". Glasgow Town Hospital initiated a similar
57.

system of placing out children on "nursing \-rages" in 1733.

The policy of recall was reviewed in 1818 when it was decided

by the hoard to aim to encourage children to be brought up by

the families with whom they were placed "until they find their

way in life". There is no record, however, of the hospital

placing children for adoption, other than on a fostering basis.

A similar practice was followed by the Managers of the Poor for
58.

the Parish of St. Cutbbert (Edinburgh) since 1832. In the

middle of the nineteenth century the parish started a full

scale boarding-out system, but again no evidence was found in

their records indicating that any of the children in their care

were adopted, until the last quarter of the last century. All
the available evidence suggests that the adoption of legitimate

and illegitimate children, to any degree, began to develop

after the 1860s.

Further evidence confirming the absence, and almost

57. Minitus of Town Hospital Glasgow from 1733 onwards. Kept

at Glasgow Public Library.

58. Reports of the Managers of the Poor of the parish of St.

Cuthbert from 183^ onwards.(Kept by the Archivist of Edinburgh

Corporation).
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ignorance,of the practice of adoption in Britain, before the
59.

nineteenth century, comes from the letters of Lady Montagu.

In 1718 whilst staying in Constantinople, she wrote to a friend

in England describin the custom of adoption in that country.

>he describes adoption as "peculiar to Constantinople" and

goes on to add that it is common amongst the lurks, and far

more amongst the Greeks and Armenians of the city. "The

adopters are mainly childless couples who chose a child of

either sex among the meanest people, and with the consent of

the p arents they declare before the cadi that the child they

received will be their heir. The parent renounces every claim

to the child and an agreement is signed between the two parties

to this effect. A child thus adopted cannot be disinherited".

Lady Montagu adds "the adopting fathers are generally very

tener to these children of their souls, as they call them".

Jhe then gives her own views on the custom and writes: "I own

this pleases me much better than our own absurd custom of

following our name. Methinks 'tis much more reasonable to make

happy and rich an infant whom I educate after my 01m manner,

brought up (in the Turkish phrase) upon my knees, and who has

learned to look upon me with a filial resjject than to give an

59. "Letters from Lady : . . tontagu, 170 9-1762". Everyman's

Library, London, 1925» vol.1, p. 170.
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estate to a creature without other merit or relation to me

than by a few letters. Yet this is an absurdity we see frequent¬

ly practised".

Isolated cases of adoption, mostly by relatives are

mentioned during the first half of the nineteenth century.
60.

Gerin, in her biography of Charlotte Bronte, writes that the

Hudsons with whom Miss Bronte stayed, had been married in I83O
but were childless. At the time of Hiss Bronte's visit they

had staying '1th them a seven year old niece of Mrs. Hudson
61.

"whom they later adopted". George Sliot, in her novel 'Silas

darner', which depicts village life during the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth, centuries, remarks that "adoption was more

remote from the ideas and habits of that time". Nancy, one of

the characters in the novel, later says to her husband, when

expressing fears that an adopted child may not turn out well:

"Don't you remember what that lady we met at the Royston Baths

told us about the child her sister adopted? That \*as the only

adopting I ever heard of: and the child was transported when

it was twenty-three". In the same novel, Sppie is 'escribed

as the adopted child of beaver alias, who grew very fond of him.

60. W.Gerin "Charlotte Bronte". Oxford Clarendon Press, 1967?

p.165.

61. G. lliot "Silas darner". The Thames Publishing Co., London,

P. 159.
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62.
A less fortunate case came to light in 1810; Richard Barrow,
a 3urgeon of Hounslow, was indicted for cruelty to Samuel

Strange, a child of seven years old. Barrow had taken the

child into his house with the intention of adopting him.

Earlier in the year on a frosty morning, Barrow, for a slight

offence, stripped Strange naked, put him into a large watering

trough in the yerd and pumped on him till he grew perfectly

insensible.

The relative absence of adoption practice in Britain

until the second half of the last century appears to be

connected with, the following reasons: (i) A reluctance to

entertain the possibility of adopted children inheriting prop¬

erty; (ii) the strength of parental rights; (iii) the prevalence

of a puritan outlook and the absence of public sympathy and

concern for the illegitimate, neglected or orphaned child;

(iv) fears connected with the belief that immorality,

criminality and badness were either hereditary and/or trans-

smissible from parents to children. Such beliefs began to

change only with the '"-''vent of the study of psychology at the

turn of the century, and a real change did not come about until
after the second World War. A comment reflecting these beliefs

appears in the minutes of the Parish of St. CuthbertC inburgh)

62. M.Bopkirk (see ¥0, p.62.
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in 1853. Members of the acting committee expressed opposi¬

tion to the adoption of the boarding-out system and gave as

their reasons the fact that "they (the children) are the

offspring generally of the most debased class of society.

Their hereditary and acquired dispositions and principles are

in consequence of the worst and most pernicious kind. Nov/, to

disseminate such chil ren over the country is in some measure
63.

to sow the seeds of moral evil"; (v) the demands of the

Industrial devolution, which led to children from the poor law

authorities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and other parishes who were

difficult to apprentice, being sent with their indentures to
6b,

Owen's cotton mills in Mew Lanark. Small children of only

three and four years old were employed to pick up cotton v/aste,

creeping under unguarded machines. Some children from

Glasgow and Edinburgh were sent as far as Manchester to work

in the mills there. .hen the Factory Acts put an end to the

practice, poor law authorities turned their attention to the

boarding-out system which gained momentum after the 1893s.

63. Gee 58.

6*f. T.Fergusson (see *+2).
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& Qi--tion sis an o .T-shoot o I' the boarding-out an?: 'baby-framing1

systems.

Boarding-out in Scotland, 03 we understand it to-day,
became a traditional methoc of caring for children deprived of

a normal home life, after the I83O3, but especially after the

mid-nineteenth century. In England the method of dealing

with such children was by admission to an institution of some
65.

kind. uiderson, writing in 1871, says that "England has at

length to some extent recognised what Scotland has believed

and acted upon for thirty years - that it (the Boarding-out

system) is one of the most effectual methods of dealing with

this difficult but all-important subject". There were,

however, acute differences of opinion about the relative merits

of the system and some Scottish parishes preferred to follow

the English system of keeping children mainly in institutions,

whilst the majority of parishes favoured the boarding-out

system. The evidence collected by Anderson in 1870, after

personally inspecting 320 children in the care of Edinburgh

and St. Cuthbert's Parochial hoards, leaves little doubt as to

the beneficial effects to the children. He concluded that

the scheme "is the nearest approach to the family circle that

65. W.Anderson "Children Rescued from Pauperism or The Boarding-
Out System".
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66,
the circumstances admit of".

67*
The borough of Paisley started boarding-out children

in l33d and the city of Glasgow a couple of years later. The

Paisley Board in a report in 1366 3aid; "We believe that chil¬

dren brought up in public institutions, when at length turned

out into the world, are, as a general rule, feeble in body

and mind, and less able to fight their way through life than
68.

those who come from the doramon walks of life". Henley in

his report gives details of large numbers of orphaned, illegiti-

smate and destitute children being fostered, especially in the

western part of the country. The children were fostered mostly

by "small farmers", "crofters" and "cottiers". Many authori¬

ties encouraged a complete severance of children from their

parents where it was thought that the latter were of 'evil'

influence. One way of achieving this was by boarding the

children hun reds of miles away so as to give the child, as

they put it, "an opportunity of starting a new life". The

figures, supplied by the various parishes in I863, showed that

between 25 and UO per sent of children in care were illegitimate.

66. Ibid.

67. J.J.Henley (see 52).

68. Ibid. p.7^.
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The system of boarding-out, like to-day, was mainly confined

to the 'lower1 classes who used it, among other things to

supplement their incomes. One of the Board's officers who

visited the Island of Arran where 130 children were boarded-out,

said in his report: "These children were welcomed by the

receiving families, for in the homes of crofters there was

usually a 'roughness' of wholesome provisions, such as oatmeal,

barley meal, milk, potatoes, and poultry, and the addition of

two or three children made no great difference in the fa lily

consumption of food, while their board, paid regularly in cash,

was of considerable importance to the crofter in helping him
69.

to pay his rent". Anderson remarked that the benefit to

nurses and children was mutual, for while the children were

well cored for, they assisted the crofters in various ways in
70.

their little farms. Anderson added that the^e was no attempt

to place the children in a better position than the families of

the respectable labouring classes.

Any form of regulated de facto adoption did not begin

until the 1860s and at the start it was closely associated

with the hoarding-out system and later with some aspects of

the "farming out" of illegitimate babies. At first children

69. Ibid.

70. .Anderson (see 65).



were "adopted" mostly by their .foster-parents and close

relatives, but a few were also "adopted" by other people in

snail communities who happened to know them through their

foster-parents. Among foster-parents as such, there was little

incentive to adopt as this implied automatic discontinuation

of the boarding-out allowance. Many crofters and widows could

hardly afford to lose the pay and in many respects this is as

true to-day. There was still a considerable number of

children, who though not adopted by their foster-parents,
continued to visit them when they ceased to be the responsibility

of the Parochial Board or in Elany cases continued to lodge
71.

with them. By the mid-eiehteen sixties considerable evidence

accumulates of children going out of the care of the Parochial

Boards following their "adoption" by foster-parents, relatives

or strangers. The Inspector of G-ovan Parish wrote in 1867
that h<~ had many instances in which this fostering process had

resulted in the eMl1 being adopted as a member of the family

and acquiring the name and home of the family, and in all
72.

respects been dealt w:'th and treated as one of themselves.

The returns of the Barony Parish of Glasgo- for 1869,

show eight out of 63 children in their care as having been

adopted. Four were adopted by their foster-parents, one by

71. Ibid.

72. guoted in J.J. Henley (see 52).



"a respectable childless grocer", another by "a respectable
73.

parson" and another two by "most respectable persons". The

returns of the Abbey Parish of Glasgow for the years 1362 to

1865 have a special column indicating the number of children

adopted. They show that 12 out of 76 children in the

Parish's care --ore adopted during that period. Their average

age when fostered was six years and they were adopted between

two months to three years after placement. Nine of the twelve

children were girls, though the Parish had far more boys in

care than girls. Of the twelve children three were orphaned

by taother, four by father, one deserted by his mother and one

by his father, but in the case of the remaining three children

both parents were alive and living together.

Adoption as practised then, differed in three main ways

from present practice: (i) most children were adopted after

being boarded-out; (ii) they were older in age than to-day's

childrenj (iii) th^ number of legitimate children adopted by
non-relatives to-day is insignificant, and so is the number

who are adopted because of "orphanhood".

In an apparent effort to encourage the adoption of

children whose parents were alive but had deserted, the Inspector
7k.

of Barony Parish suggested withholding information to anyone

73. uoted in J.J. Henley (see 52).

7k. Ibid.
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about the child's whereabouts to prevent parents or others from

interfering with the child and the 'adopters'. In the report
75.

of the Glasgow 1arochial Board of 1857, the case is recorded

of a Mrs, Lawrence with whom a Mary Taylor was boarded. The

foster-mother was emigrating to Australia, and she wanted to

take Mary with her. The Committee authorised this and agreed

to pay Mary's passage and to clothe her. Of interest are the

reasons the Committee gave for agreeing to this plan: "The

Committee seeing that the girl is only seven and a half years

of age and likely to remain on the roll for some years to come,

were of opinion that paying the passage .money was the best way

of disposing of the case". Mo consideration as to whether

the plan would be good for Ilary. In another case in 1863, it
is reported that "Mr, and Mrs. McCracken, intending emigrants

to Queensland, wished to adopt two little girls - that the

Inspector made inquiry into their character and habits and found

the same satisfactory. The- Committee consented to the two

sisters Suphemia and Elizabeth, aged 9 years being placed in

charge of Mr. and Mrs. McCracken. These girls have no relative
76.

so far as known and they appear suitable". Florence Hill

75. T.Fergusson "Children in Care and After", Oxford Univ.

Press, 1966. pp.22-23.

76. F.Hill and F.Fowkl "Children of the Jtate", London,
1889.
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writing in 1889 records the case of a woman who had asked for

a child to adopt after the death of her own little one. She

was persuaded to take one "disfigured with disease". On first

seeing the child her husband wanted Id return it but eventually

they had the baby and through care, anxiety and self-sacrifice

they were repaid by her becoming a fairly strong and healthy

child. In contrast, to-day there appears to be very little

encouragement to adopters to adopt children with some handicap.

Along with the development of the boarding-out system,
the second half of the nineteenth century also saw the rapid

spread of 'baby-farming', i.e. the private caring mostly of

illegitimate children, for a premium. The children were

offered through public advertisement. The evils of this prac-

ttice were revealed at the notorious trial of Margaret Waters
77.

and Sarah Wilis. These women had been in the habit of

advertising In the press for a child 'to adopt', and arranged

with applicants for a premium ; of four or five pounds to be

paid over with the child. The children were afterwards

neglected and many died. At the trial, the conditions of the

house were vividly described by a police officer who had visited

and insisted on seeing a particular child who had been "adopted".

As a result of this trial considerable public concern was

77. "Protection of Infant Life" delect Committee Report.

r.w.s.o. 372(1871).
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was generated and a ielect Committee was appointed by the

Government in 1870 to report on "Infant Life irotection". The

Committee heard evidence from several witnesses on the subject.

Some of the witnesses referred to the existence in all parts

of London of a large number of private houses, used as lying-in

establishments where unmarried women were confined. .hen the

infants were born, some of them were taken away by their mothers,

but if they were to be "adopted" as was usually the practice,

the owner Oj. the establishment received for this "adoption" a

lump sum of money. This ranged from to hlOO according to

the means of the woman who was confined. The infant was then

immediately removed to "the worst class of baby farming houses",

under an arrangement with the lying-in establishment, by which

the owners of the baby-farming house were remunerated, either

by a small round sum, which was totally inadequate for the

permanent maintenance of the child, or by a small weekly payment

varying from 2/6d to 7/6d. In the former cases there was

obviously every inducement to get rid of the baby, unless the

mother was likely to come back to look after it (which she

seldom did). The baby-farming houses became known through

advertisements in the public press, but later by private
78 •

circulars secretly distributed in various ways.

78. Ibid.
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79.
The Select Committee identified in its report one group

of children who were put out for reward with the deliberate

knowledge, and, probably, also with the deliberate intention

that thfey would be sure to die very quickly, and a smaller group

which were genuine "de facto" adoption cases. The usual method

for unmarried mothers, or lying-in Homes, to get rid of babies
was described by Hart and Wiltshire, in evidence to the

Committee, as followss "Advertisements would appear in the

papers offering a child for adoption and prepared to pay £5

or £10 lump-sum to a nurse willing to take care of it". To

one such advertisement deliberately placed by Hart, there were

333 replies expressing a desire "to adopt" the child which

was offered "for adoption". Those adopting such children

woul^ usually dispose of them very quickly by starving them to

death. Most of the children, according to Hart, were
30.

illegitimate. No check could be made by the authorities as

there was not yet compulsory registration for births and

deaths. In 1870, for instance, 276 infants were found dead

in the London area. Cameron, who was editor of the •North
British Daily Mail* conducted at about the same time enquiries

around the Edinburgh district and established that a similar

system of baby-farming existed here. He commented, in his

79. Ibid.

80. Ibid, para.l-lM-. Minutes of Evidence. 12.6.71.



evidence to the Committee that "if the payment is made in one

shin, it is naturally, it appeared to me, in the interests of

the person adopting to get rid of the responsibility by

allowing the child to die as soon as possible". It should be

noted, however, that both Hart and Wiltshire said that in a

very few cases the "adopters" were genuine and brought up the

babies in the "best manner".

Most unmarried mothers resorted to baby-farming of this

type, mainly as a result of the great stigma attached to

illegitimacy and the social burden of bringing up an illegiti¬

mate child. Philanthropists and philanthropic organisations

at that time were afraid to touch the problem of illegitimacy.

Possibly they were afraid that they would become the propagators

of sin, make vice easy and relieve too readily the mothers of

the burden of their "sin" which was also seen as a deterrent

to others and for the future. Dr. Barnardo's policy was "to

avoid on the one hand, releasing the mother from her due and

proper responsibility in consequence of her own weakness, folly
and sins: and on the ether hand to assist mothers who are deeply

81.
penitent". They would agree to foster a mother's child and

pay part of the fostering fees, provided they were satisfied
she was "penitent and checked repeatedly to make sure she

continued being so". This policy was in line with that of the

81. E.Best "The War Baby" (see 31) Ch.IV.
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Charity Organisation Society which only helped "deserving"
82.

clients. The belief that unmarried mothers should keep

their children as a way of staying chaste did not begin to

lose groun ' until after the first quarter of this century. It

is not surprising that such a policy forced mothers to make

their own private arrangements, most of which were unsatis-

:factory.

The Infant Life Protection Act of 1872, which followed

the Select Committee's recommendations, was widely evaded.

It was the passing of the Births and Deaths Registration Act

of 187}+ which was "the first step in eradicating the anonymous
83.

destruction of infants born in unregistered maternity homes".

Co provision, however, was made for the compulsory registration
of such homes until 1927.

The final end of "baby-farming" and "pseudo-adoption"

came as the result of the enforcement of the 1903 Children's

Act. In o. report produced by a sub-committee in 1911 about

the procedure adopted by the Parish Council of Glasgow and the

Inspectors of the Poo"1, we are told that 'nearly for a year

82. A.F.Young and E.T.Ashton "British Social Work in the

Nineteenth Century" RK.P, 1958.

83. H.P.Tait in "Child Health and Development" '. . . dlls (ed.)

London, 1958. p.273.



now they had. had no case of baby-farain^ in its worst fori,
8*f.

and that it was practically now extinct'. The Council

attributed their success to an arrangement with the newspapers

to refuse adoption advertisements. In the report, the evils

of baby farming, before this arrangement was made, were described

by some of the Officers of t^e Parish. In 1910, Officers of

the Parish visited a home suspected of baby farming and found

two babies on some filthy rags "in the last stages of starvation

with abundant evidence of their having been drugged with

intoxicating liquor to keep them from crying". These two

infants had been "adopted" a short time previously-and .08 had

been received for each. Enquiries by the Officers revealed

that two other Infants, who were similarly adopted, died under

"gravely suspicious circumstances". The report states that

midwives in Glasgow were occupying large houses rr • letting the

rooms to expectant women wl':v the promise that they would provide

a "good home" for the babies. They would extract varying

amounts of money and then farm the babies for a small fee. It

8*+. "Memorandum regarding the procedure adopted by the Parish

Council of Glasgow and the Inspectors of the Poor on the 1908

Children's Act". Published by the Glasgow Parish Council in

1911 and kept in the city Public library.



is recorded that a mother and her daughter obtained in this

way some 25 babies within a year with sums varying from £5 to

£25 and immediately they received one they advertised to hand

ove" the baby for adoption. dome of these babies, according

to the report, subsequently died or disappeared, (Under the

1908 Act they were not bound to give notice of placing the child

for "adoption"). An English midwife who had a small maternity

hospital in London, used to advertise in Lanarkshire newspapers

for parties "to adopt" infants born in her house. "As a result"

the report adds, "quite^a number of babies have been dumped
throughout the county". Again the report makes the point

that some people were genuinely interested to adopt infants

and the majority were adopted, without any money payment,

usually a few hours after the child's birth.' Like the earlier

philanthropists, this sub-committee was regretful that mothers

were able to get their inf nts adopted without having "to pay

a large premium". They argued that this did not help them to

be more careful as regards tveir morals.

The sudden rise of illegitimacy during the first Uorld

War brought the problem forcibly to the public's notice. Great

interest was aroused as a result of a letter on the subject

that appeared in the Morning Post of May 2, 191?> contributed
86.

by Mr. McNeil, M.P. For the next few weeks letters

85. Ibid.

86. Letter by a.McNeil M.P.to the Morning Post on 2nd May,1915.
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continued appearing in the 'Morning Post1 and the 'Daily Mail'.

The rise in illegitimacy was attributed mainly to the movement

of troops and to the unsettled conditions prevailing in the
87.

country at the time. Best describes how the barracks at

Lor Ms were surrounded by a cordon of Police, because of the

persistent molesting of women. A correspondent wrote that in

the King's lark in Edinburgh, "if you went there for a walk

and fresh air all last summer from the time the military were

put un er canvas, every Sunday all day, and week evenings, all

the girls of the vicinity (hundreds of them) you would see

lying on the grass with a soldier's arms around them". The

correspondent went on to suggest that for their "sins" the

mothers and their relatives should be made to look after the

%
chil ren, as a gunishnent, because "they brought shame on the
British army".

89.
Mr. McNeil in his letter argued for positive provision

by the State for these illegitimate children and for sympathy

for their mothers. !Te urged the casting aside of established

theories, prejudices and formulas about "setting a premium on

immorality". " 'hat is wanted" he wrote "from the religious

leaders of the nation in the first place, is to come forward

with an honest and courageous pronouncement that under existing

87. II.Best (see 31), Ch.l.

88. Ibid.

89. dee 86.
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circumstances the mothers of our soldiers' children are to be

treated: with no scorn or dishonour, and that the infants

themselves should receive a loyal and unashamed welcome". He

further suggested the "adoption" of all these children by the

state, Thi3 declaration of tolerance towards the illegitimate

child and his parents reinforced the thaw started by Josephine

Butler at the end of the last century. In the correspondence

that followed, the needs of the children were lost sight of,

and most o** the writers focussed on the moral issues, and

mainly on condemning the mothers, with no responsibility being
attributed to the fathers. The Archbishop of Canterbury

wrote: "There can be nothing more cruel, either as regards the
soldiers or as regards unmarried women who are likely to become

mothers, than that we should at this moment seem in the slightest

degree to be sweeping aside the values which ordinarily govern
90.

us in everyday life" Fifty years later, a report produced

under the Chairmanship of the Bis"op of Leicester, on the law

and the welfare of children designated illegitimate, said:

"deference was made to the stigma of illegitimacy, to the

wrongness of the sins of the parents being visited upon the

children and to the fact that we had no right, under the guise
91.

of any rules or laws of morality, to harm thousands of children."

90. quoted by H.Best (see 31). Ch.6.
91. "Fatherless by Law?" A study by the Board of Social Besponsi-

:bility of the national Assembly of the Church of Ehgland,Chaired

by the Bishop of Leicester Church Information Office, 1966.
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Mr. McNeil tol the 'Daily Mail' that he received "a

tremendous lot of letters" most of them approving his views.

,ome of the correspondents went further to suggest that the

problem of the illegitimate child should be taken up and not

simply treated as one of the results of wars. Some others
92.

suggested whipping the mothers or shooting them. Best

advocated good provisions for the child, mainly on population

grounds. It was argued that the tremendous toll of able-bodied

men at the front needed to be replaced, and that one way of

doing this was by taking especial care of illegitimate children,
93.

because of the high mortality rates amongst them. (In the

mid 1910s, of 300,000 babies born, 1^0,000 died before one

year). Best, who was also the Organiser of the "lathers' League",

urged the rich with few children "to come forward and help to
9^.

save and rear the babies we want to badly". Like B&rnardo's

and the Charity Organisation Society, Best too classified

unmarried mothers into "desirable" and "undesirable". The

"desirable" ones, who deserved help and sympathy, were those

stably co-habiting, such as those who had soldiers staying in
their homes and then became pregnant, and those who had been

courting for some time. To .these, no encouragement should be

92. H.Best (see 31), Ch.6.

93. H.Best (see 31), Ch.3.

91*-. Ibid. p. l*+3.
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given to get rid of the beby through adoption or otherwise.

The keeping of the baby, she argued, would, help the mothers

stay "chaste", and she saw the baby as the best safeguard
95.

against further indiscretion.

The "undesirable" ones, according to Best, were the

careless, frivolous, indiscreet, vicious and drunken mothers.
She urged that the children should be separated from these

mothers and be placed in institutions "where their identity

would be lost" and the children could grot; up probably honest

and good citizens. She also suggested finding foster and

adoptive parents who would undertake to look after them and
96.

bring them up as their own children. "It is almost incredible",
Best writes, "that so many childless couples exist, and it is

interesting to note that there are more applications to adopt
97.

babies than babies to supply". She expands in her book, on

the benefits that such an arrangement can have for the children

and ends by urgin~ the State tc legalise adoptions "If adop-

stions could be legalised and by Act of Parliament, those

children became the legal children of the foster-parents, a way
98.

would be opened for the benefits of the babies". Mothers who

95. Ibid. Ch.7.

96. Ibid. Ch.8.

97. Ibid. p.1^3.

98. Ibid. pp.1^3-l¥t.
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applied to the I-others' League to help then place the child,

were asked to fill in a form asking then whether they wished

temporary or permanent adoption. The name of the adopters was

not divulged to the mothers and they were expected to sign a

letter in which promised never to molest the adoptive
99.

mother or claim the child. A few "wealthy" and "titled"

ladies began to adopt children who were orphaned because of the

War, but there is no evidence to suggest that this practice
100.

spread to any considerable degree.

The object of the "Mothers' League" was "to save the

child", with no desire to help the mother rehabilitate herself.

Adoption was seen as necessary where the mother was "un esirable"

and unfit to look after the child. There was no suggestion

that some other mothers might want to surrender their babies

as a positive act. The insistence that all "desirable" mothers

should keep their babies could be interpreted as an indirect

form of punishment.

Alongside the work of the "bothers' League" was that of

various Church organinations. At the turn of the century,

the latter began to form Moral Welfare societies and to open

Mother and Eaby Homes for single mothers. They 3hared the

League's belief that if the single mother was encouraged to

99. Ibid. Ch.9.

100. Ibid.
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keep her child, the likelihood of a second illegitimate child

was minimised. Other moral and religious points were advanced

why the single mother sho illa keep her baby. dome of these

views were expressed in the rules of some of the xlother and

Baby domes and in the way they were run. tigid beliefs under-

»lying the running of these homes often masked subtly punishing

attitudes, heme of these rules ana practices are still with

us to-day. The 'Times', in an article on 19.6,68, described

"as somewhat cruel" the insistence that even mothers ;hose

babies are to be adopted have to stay in a Home for a compulsory

post-natal period of six weeks. All the Homes surveyed by
101.

hicholson in 1^68 imposed conditions governing admissions.

xn most cases only first pregnancies were accepted, and some-

:times an applicant's age, faith, marital status and residential
*

area were considered before admittance, A similar ad somewhat

punishing attitude to-day is also the insistence by almost half

the adoption agencies that an unmarried mother, who wishes to

surrender her child, should first consent to its being fostered
for a porio of six to twelve weeks, hot only does fne have

to wait for the assurance that her child is settled in what

is likely to be its adoptive home, but also she has to pay

fostering fees. At least one agency also insists that every

101. J.Nicholson " (other and Baby Homes" Allen Unwin,

London, 1968.
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mother surrendering her baby must accept casework help.

Developments during and after the First ..orld War did

not change the position of the single mother over-night, but

she could now expect a little more understanding from some

quarters. The motives that led to this softening of attitude

were mainly demographic rather than philanthropic, though public

opinion was perhaps readier at this stage to entertain more

tolerant attitudes. The heavy loss of human life on the

battlefields of Europe, the low birth rate and the influenza

epidemic gave rise to serious considerations of the demographic

effects. The Child Welfare /ct, introduced in 1918, aimed

at lowering infant mortality in general nd stimulating an

increase of the population as well. It introduced home-help

service for some expectant mothers and recognised the special

problem of mothers with illegitimate children. It 'as not,

however, till 19J+3» when again illegitimacy figures were soaring,
102.

that the Ministry of Health in a circular, placed responsibil¬

ity for the care of unmarried mothers and their children on

local authorities. let 16 years later, the Younghusband

brking Party on social workers in the local authority Health

and. elfare Services reported a reluctance on the part of local

authorities to accept responsibility for looking after unmarried

mothers and their children. At that time only 16 local authori-
103.

sties in England and Wales had special staff for this purpose.

102. Ministry of Health Circular No.2866 (Nov.l6, 19*+3).
103. "Report of the Working Party on Social Workers in the Local
Authority Health and Welfare Services" K.M.3.0.Ministry of Health,
1959-
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In Glasgow, a Home for Deserted "'others was established

in 1875» but admission was allowed only to those TTho were

mothers for the first time. In Edinburgh, the Lauriston Pome

for unmarried mothers was established in 1899 "to provide

temporary shelter for young unmarried girls about to be mothers
10 if.

for the first time". This last rule was not removed till

1966. The Salvation Army opened its own Pome in Edinburgh in

1912. Restrictive rules still operate in many Mother and

Baby Homes md often single mothers are reluctant to use them.

The various rules appear mainly to be based on the traditional

outlooks and beliefs of Committee members and of many workers

in the field and, to the young unmarried mother, often sound

punitive or judgemental.

Greater tolerance and compassion towards the unmarried

mother and her child was considerably promoted by the work of

the National Council for the Unmarried Mother and Per Child
10 5.

(U.C.U. :.C.). The Council was founded in 1918, mainly as

a result of the concern aroused when the Registrar-General drew

attention to the fact that the infant mortality rate among

illegitimate children was twice as high as among those horn in

wedlock. Since its inception, the Council has been working

for improved social services for unmarried mothers and their

children and at promoting public understanding of the implications

lOH-. Frivate communication to the writer about the first objectives
of this Home.

105. !.Fall "The social Services of Modern England", .1.1.,

London, 19&3 Ced.) p. 185.



of illegitimacy. Public opinion seems to have moved in a

more liberal direction after the First World War, but Browne
sees 19^5 as the year that marks the beginning of a general

106.
move towards a more liberal climate of opinion on this subject.

There is much that suggests that this change gradually came

about through increased opportunities to study the subject of

illegitimacy and that those in turn were made possible through

an increase in the amount of factual material made available

since ID5*!?. This was the first year in which questions about

unmarried mothers and illegitimate babies were included in the

annual eturns which local welfare authorities were required

to submit to the Minister of Health. Up to this point no one

national body had been in possession of full information

about the services provided for unmarried mothers in the U.K.,

and the assembling of such facts was a step tpwards dispelling

prejudice and permitting a ^ore rational view to be taken. It

is also probable that present-day young people have different

attitudes to the matter, compared to their parents. jgx as a

subject appears to be more freely discussed amon the young

people of to-day. The W.C.U.M.C. reported that it had recently

106. M.Browne "How far Public Opinion has moved in a more Liberal

Direction with Regard to Illegitimacy in the past Twenty Tears"
- Evidence to the Scottish Committee on the Law of .Succession

by
in Relation to Illegitimate Persons - Chaired./Lord Russell.
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received contributions to it .; funds from twenty secondary
107.

schools.

Writing in 1951!-, Pergusson and Fitzgerald claimed that

the trend has been towards more equality in social status and

in codes of behaviour both between men and women and between
108.

members of one social class and those of another. A less

optimistic view is expressed by Hamilton who says that in its

attitude to extra-marital conception, public opinion strikes
an uneasy compromise: "From the social point of view we are

not certain where we stand". Hamilton also adds that

"destructive social attitudes and inadequate social measures

are often ignored which could more fairly be charged with being

the source of infanticide, abortion, still-birth and other
109.

calamities, than the simple fact of illegitimate conception".
The Observer Sunday paper on 8.12.68 reported that when a girl,

who was nursing in one of London's leading teaching hospitals,

told her matron that she was pregnant, she was told she must

leave the hospital and "there could be no question of either

supplying her with references or readmitting her to continue

her career after the baby's birth". The girl was immediately

107. quoted by If, Browne (above 106).

108. S.H.Fergusson & H, Fitzgerald "3tu ies in the Social

Services", Longmans, London, 195^»

109. M.Hamilton "Extra-Marital Conception in Adolescence". Brit.

Journal of i sychiatric Social ,.ork, Vol.VI,No. 3 (1962),pp.11^—122.
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removed from ward duty and, on her return from a weekend leave,
she found her trunk and suitcases outside the door of her room.

It is sometimes argued that the shortened form of birth

certificate removes the stigma of illegitimacy. "On the other

hand", Browne argues "if public opinion were in truth as

liberal as it now gives the appearance of being, it is doubtful
110.

if the retention of such a device would be necessary". The

level of public attitudes may still be gauged from hospital

practices where-by single mothers, we have been told, are

labelled as "Mrs." by the staff and provided with pseudo-wedding

rings" to protect them from embarrassment alongside other

expectant mothers. hitehorn, when addressing the annual

conference of the . .C.U.U.C. in 1966, said that the position

of the unmarried mother in public opinion had improved quite

enormously, even in the last five years. She gave examples

of neighbours and friends who rallied round t6 assist and

support girls who found themselves expecting. 3he concluded

"it is quite recently that these big changes have come about,

and I think, looking at t is, that what has happened is that

people have ceased to think of this as something which can only
111.

happen to a different species of human beings". It was in

110 . '. Browne (see 106).

111. K.'.'/hitehorn "iublic Opinion and the Unmarried Mother".

National Council for the Unmarried Mother an Her Child, 1966,p«3.
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December 3 966, however, that a Slough Borough councillor, when

registering hie objection to a decision to allocate a council

flat to an unmarried mother, asked if "the price of fornication
112

is to be a Slough Council flat?"

Nevertheless, few would dispute that, in comparison with

the situation of a hundred years ago and the attitudes of fifty

years ago described earlier, a more liberal and less condemning

attitude has come about. The spread of knowledge about child

development has reduced fears that children would inherit the

badness or immorality of their parents and has led to a greater

willingness to adopt released children. This is especially

seen in the number of children adopted by professional couples

since 19^5. Since then the demand for babies has in fact been

outstripping the supply. At the same time warnings are being

made that the needs of the unmarried mothers should not be

tailored to the needs and practice of adoption. Valid critic-

sisms have bean heard that because of the great demand for

adoptable illegitimate ohil'ren, not enough pressure is being
exercised to bring about a change in social policy and improve

the inadequate provisions available for unmarried mothers.

Wynn's survey demonstrated very effectively the inadequacy of
113.

services for fatherless children in general. The vast majority

112. quoted in Manchester Guardian of 23.12.66.

113. M. Vynn "Fatherless Families" Michael Joseph - London,

196V.
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of working class mothers in our study, when asked why they

wanted to relinquish their children, answered that they were

"unable to support them". Only a few mothers qualified this

statement by adding that they would like the child to have a

father too, or a better chance. The Association of Child Care

Officers in evidence to the oeebohm Committee recommended much

more support for unmarried mothers who face alone the task of

bringing up a child: "At present economic factors very often

combine with social and emotional forces to make an unmarried

mother give up her child for adoption. To find somewhere to

live and to afford the cost should not be the chief arbiters in
ll*f.

this situation". Cchapiro, when addressin the annual

conference of the w.C.U.M.C. in 1965* said that he did not feel

that society was doing justice to the unmarried mother, and

particularly to the child "if adoption is forced upon her by
115.

social and financial reasons as it sometimes undoubtedly is".

In aweden, where there are more extensive services for

unmarried mothers, the rate of children surrendered for adoption

11-f. T-'vi-Jence t1"'- Association of Child Care Officers to

""he Con ilttee or Local Authority and Allied Personal Social

Services" (1966).

115- L.Schapiro "Unmarried parents and their children:Rethinking

policy", national Council for the Unmarried iother anc her Child

1969, p.3.
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116.
each year is only half compared with that in the U.B. The

neec,in Britain, for better co-ordination of the whole spectrum

of services involved in adoptions, Bother and Baby Homes, and

illegitimacy is imperative.

The delay, compared with other countries, in introducing

adoi.ion legislation in Britain was mainly due to the emphasis

of the hnglish Common law on the rights of the natural parents,

to attitudes towards property and inheritance as veil as to the

social conditions, anc the prevailing philosophy o~ the 19th

century. for these reasons, adoption legislation cannot be

separated from the general developments in the field of child

welfare as a whole.

h6 saw earlier how the arrival of the industrial .evolu-

:tion heralued the beginning of an age of harsh exploitation

of child labour in the factories, cotton-mills and mines,

irrespective of the child's status. The community's concern

for the illegitimate child shoult therefore bo seen in proportion

to tie little concern shown towards children from "ordinary"

backgrounds. Various Acts were promoted at the beginning of

116. Figures given by Miss '.Jenkins when addressing a Confer¬

ence organised by the national Council for the Uniaarried Mother
and her Child in Edinburgh on 15.6.68.
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the 19th century aimed at alleviating the circumstances of

various groups of children, but real concern did not emerge

until the second half of the century. The first Acts aimed

at eradicating the most gross conditions unuer which children

from di xhrent walks of life were working. This appeared to

take some precedence over other considerations, such as the

needs of minority groups - the restitute, the illegitimate or

the .elinjient. The general hostility nd moral outrage felt

towards the single mother would not have tolerated special

measures for her child, before the needs of other children were

met. As modern adoption began to be increasingly associated

with ill gitimacy, legisl tion regaleting its practice also

had to wait for a softening of public attitudes.

The first concern about children was expressed through

Acts in 1793 and 1JQ2 providing for the protection of apprentices.

These were followed by Acts regulating work in factories and

mines. An Act regulating the work of children in coal-mines to

ten hours became effective only in li&k. The Ae formato ry and

Industrial ochool Acts were introduced in 1857 and in 1370

the Lducation Act became operative against bitter opposition.

The Infant Life arotection Act of 1372 provi ed foi the

compulsory registration of all ''l.wby farmers'1 who were .receiving
into their homes "for hire or reward" one or nore children under

one year old, but the Act was .. Idely evaded. There were not

enough supervisors to enforce it. The 1908 Children's Act
raised the age of such chil ren to seven and prohibited the
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taking out of life insurance. The 19*+8 Act raised this to

school leaving age, but a recent study in Birmingham found that

only one-third of private foster placements had been notified
117.

to the local authority.

The Guardianship of Infants Act of 1886 provided that in

cases of divorce and where there was a dispute about the custody

of the child, regard was to be paid to "the welfare of the

chilu" and also to the conduct of both parents. The ambiva-

:lence in the law was an attempt to compromise between the

welfare of the child and the emphasis of English Common law

on the rights of natural parents. A clearer directive was

given in the same Act of 1925 in which it was stated that a

court, in deciding about the custody of a child, should "regard

the welfare of the child as the first and par-amount considera¬

tion". The Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act of 1889,

which aimed at preventing cruelty to children in their own homes,

came under considerable criticism. It was seen at the time,

as further encroachment on the rights of the natural parents.

Even Lord Chaftesbury, with his record of introducing and

supporting child welfare legislation, is reported to have said

117. Preliminary findings from a study in private fostering,

given by H.Holmau, (Lecturer at Birmingham University) at a

Home Office Conference at >unningdale in Nov. 1968.



on the nature of the Englishman's rights that "they are so priv-

sate, internal and domestic in character as to be beyonv the
118.

' ach of legislation". A further encroachment of parental

rights came with the ioor Law amentment Acts of 1889 and 1899

which, gave ,o .ers to the Boards of Guardians to assume "parental

ri;:.ts", in respeet of eserted children at first, ana later

for orphans and children of parents who were disabled or in

prison, or unfit to have their care.

fhe various Acts quo wed marked the beginning of a growing

public concern in the welfare of children and the need for the

Jtate to lay down some standards of parental care. Looking

retrospectively at many pieces of social legislation, it appears

oh t a particular group's interests were usually promoted when

an influential body of people made it their concern to advance

dhat cause. fhe advancement of the welfare of the blind, of

the spastic child, the maladjusted and more recently ol the
autistic and thalidomide chilh demonstrate this point. Ay

the curn of the century, apart from Josephine Butler, no

influential body or person identified itself with the needs of

either the illegitimate or the adopted child, the letter being

very .such a minority. real spearheading O: the needs of the

illegitimate child and its mother was accomplished by she

R.C.U.M.C. The resources, however, allocated to agencies deal-

sing with the care of the illegitimate chil and the promotion

118. dev., . Iorton "Early ays". . .f.O.C., 195*+.
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of adoption services is still very inadequate. No one

department is seen to be responsible for providing a social

service and many departments have only a peripheral interest

in the needs of this group of parents and children.

Jeriou3 pressure for the introduction of adoption

legislation increased after the end of the First World .var.

Public opinion appeared more ready then to consider the intro¬

duction of new legislation to regulate the position of many

children who were already "adopted" or about to be "adopted".

The solidarity fostered by the war encouraged a more compassion-

sate attitude towards the less fortunate in the community.

During this period two large national Adoption societies were

formed in London, and in Scotland the Scottish Adoption

Association was set up in Edinburgh in 1923. In the meantime,

bodies such as the Mothers1 League and the National Children's

Home and Orphanage, which started operating an adoption section

and had placed a few children before the war, increases their

adoption work during and after the end of the war. «s the

first voluntary adoption workers and the agency committees began

to gain some experience of adoption work, they became more aware

of the drawbacks of "de facto" adoption and they developed into

a sizeable group demanding for the introduction of adoption

legislation. The existing a -rangements offered, no protection

either to the child or to the adoptive parents or for that matter

to the natural parents. A child, even where temporarily placed
with another family, had no legal protection or rights, and
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coul not develop a sense of physical or emotional security,

I'he situation was complicated further by the fact that there

v, s a lot of confusion as to what names such a child should be

known by, "Adoptive parents" had no guarantee that the child

would not 09 reclaimed by the biological parents. Likewise,
the natural mother had no guarantee that her child would have

a secure home or that she wouiu not be asked at some stage to
119.

resume responsibility for it. the hopkinson Committee which

reported in 1921, said that there was lack of security for

foster parents who wanted to bring up these children, it was

not unusual for parents to try to reclaim the children when

they reached working age, (Come minimum protection was afforded

uo the child and the "adoptive parents" under aection 3 of the

Custody of Children Act of 1891).

Under pressure from various bodies who now haa support

from within the house, the Covernment appointed a committee

with Cir Alfred Hopkinson, K.C. as Chairman, "to consider the

desirability of making legal provision .tor adoption and the

form any such provision should take". The Committee reported
120.

in 1921 and it came out strongly in favour of adoption

legislation. The Committee felt it was better to place children

119. "deport of the Committee Child Adoption" . . 5.0. Cmd.

125^ (1921).

120. Ibid.
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with families for adoption than in an institution with a number

of others. It referred to the increase of adoption during

aid after the war and said that there was evidence that the

practice of adoption without definite legal sanction had been

accompanied in many cases by serious evils. Trie National

oociety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chilcren, which gave

evidence to the Committee, saiu that in the last two years

they had enquired into 622 cases affecting 76k "adoptee" children

"The effects", according to the evic ence "had often been

distinctly beneficial but there were many cases in which there

were definite acts of cruelty, or poor neglect aria of exposure
121.

of the child to grave moral danger". Following the

Hopkinson report, a private member's Bill was introaucea in

1922, but had to be dropped, on the dissolution of Parliament,

after reaching the report stage. Two further Bills were

introduced in the next year but they were dropped because of

lack of wider support, and for lack of agreement among ..embers

of the House about whether such legislation was necessary. In

June of the same year, Mr.Briant H.1. asked the Home Jacretary

if, in view of the many cases of hardship and cruelty inflicted
on children by persons adopting them, he woul< promote legisla¬

tion making it compulsory for satisfactory references uo be

provided by such persons and for the formal adoption to be

121. Ibid, para 17.
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122.
sanctioned by a ma istrate. The Home Secretary replied that

he had the matter under consideration. Because of the divergency

of views in the House, the Government appointed a further

Committee in 192^ with ilr. Justice *omlin as its Chairman,
123.

The Co Mil «ce reported within a year but were very cautious

in thoi ' comments vhen ssessing the need for adoption legisla¬

tion and r marked that they .ore unable to ascertain the

extent o such a demand. In contrast to the Hopkinson report,

the Tomlin Committee saw the increase in adoptions as an off¬

shoot of the 1912-13 war and did not think that this interest

voul be maintained. (Subsequent developments were to prove

them wrong). The Committee also suggested that "the people

wishing to get rid of children . • are more numerous than
12*+.

those wishing to receive them". This statement contrasted

sharply with Best's observations about the increasing popularity
125.

of adoption. The Committee's view, however, that adoption

122. Hansard Volume 165? date lM-,6.23.

123. "Child Adoption Committee" - First deport 1925# H.h.S.O,

Cmd.2^01.

12b, Ibid, (para *f).

125. H.Best (see 31).
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by itself could not resolve the problem of the un anted child

"especially the older one" was as true then as it is today.

■ e Committee followed their first report with a second and
126.

third one, but in spite of their reservations, a draft Bill

was submitted. It was this Bill that formed the basis of the

1926 Adoption Act. In the debate that followed in the House,
the discussion was focussed on how to promote the interests of

all the parties involved in adoption. It was argued that

natural parents needed, protection against giving chile ren up

unwillingly and unnecessarily; that children needed protection

from those who profited by placing them in foster-homes and

from those who profited from taking them into their homes;

that adopting parents needed protection against the parents'

later claims. the 1926 Act was limited to hnglanu ana (ales,

but an almost identical one became operative in .jcotland in

1930. Scottish adoption law remained a separate statute until

1990 when, with the exception of some differences that are
still retained, the new legislation x/as consolidated with the

Adoption Acts of 1950 and 19^8. One of the main differences

between the two countries is connected with the Court procedure,

which in Scotland is governed by the Scottish Act of ~>euerunt

and hot by the Hnglish rules relating to aaoption.

126. "Child Adoption Committee" Second Report J. . .0. Cmd.

2^69(1926); Third Report 1 . 1.3.0. Cmd.2711(1926).
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The provisions of the 1926 Adoption Act mainly related

to the conditions under which adoption orders could be granted,
to the jurisdiction of the Courts, to the kind of consents

necessary, the appointment of a guaruian ad litem (Curator-ad-
litem in cotland) ano to the effect of adoption orders. The

Act also prescribed certain conditions regarding those who

coulc adopt. For instance, no applicant could be less than

25 years of age and that an applicant could not be less than

21 years ol er than the infant to be adopted. The influence

from the homan law is quite obvious. A further condition was

that one's spouse could not adopt without the consent of the

other, unless he or she could not be found, or was incapable

of giving it, or the spouses were permanently separated. ^

male could be allowed to adopt a female only in special

circumstances.

.01 adoption order could not be made unuer the Act, "except
*

with the consent of a parent or guardian of the infant or the

person who had the actual custody of the infant or who was

liable to contribute to the support of the infant"', it gave

power to the Courts to dispense with such consents if certain

conditions were satisfied. duch conditions were for parents

who could not be found, who haa abanaonea or deserted the child
or who had persistently neglected or refused to contribute to

its maintenance.

The Act explicitly provi ed that the Court should be
satisfied that the order, if granted, would be for the



welfare of the child. Unlike the Guardianship of Infants Act,
the Adoption Act of 1926 did not make the welfare of the child

"paramount", though it will be argued later on in this paper

that by implication it did more than the present Act. The

1925 Act Iso provided for the appointment of a person or a

body to act as guardian ad litem to the child, with the main

euty of safeguarding the child's interests before the court.

There as provision in the Act for de facto adoptions to cover

all children who, for the last two years preceding the Act,

were in the custody of adoptive parents. If the court was

satisfied in such cases that the order would be in the interests

of the child, no parental consent was required.

The Registrar-General was directed by the Act to establish

and maintain a register to be called the Adopted Children's

Register, in which every adoption order would be registered.

A c- cified copy of such an entry woula be accepted as evidence

of the adoption and a birth certificate could be issued from

the Register as if it were "a certified copy of an entry in

the register of Births", The legistrar-General would also

keep an index of the Adopted Children's Register which would

be open to public search. Alongside this, he was required to

keep a register in such a v/ay ti: it it would be possible to

trace the connection between an entry in the Register of Births

and its corresponding entry in the Adopted Children's Register.

These Registers would not be open to inspection nor would

information from them be given "except uner an order of a
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127.
Court of competent jurisdiction". This provision for

secrecy was contrary to the recommendations of the Hopkinson

committee. That committee felt that it was undesirable to

celiberately obscure the traces of a child's origin so that it

would be difficult or impossible later on to ascertain his
128.

ori in. ith certain provisos, the Committee would find

support among to-day's experts in the field of chile cevelopment,

who believe th; t family background information is necessary to

t .; chil . to enable him to establish his identity. In contrast

to the hnglish Act, the Scottish -Aloption Act provi es that

inform- tion from the Register which gives the connection

between the entry in the Adopted Children's Register and the

original birth entry can be made available to the adopter

persons themselves, after they attain the age of seventeen

years. This information is not available to anyone else except

under an order of the Court. Apparently this provision was

made to enable adopted children to fin, out about their parents

because, until 196b, they coula inherit only from them.

An adopted child can hi ve the equivalent or a birth

certificate giving his adopted name, date of birth, and the name,

127. "Adoption Act, 1953" dec. 22 (b).

128. "Child Adoption Committee". First Report,

(Cee 123).



occupation and a dress of his adopters. ho details are given

about the biological parents, or the place of birth. In

subsequent life situations, however, such as obtaining a pension,

it is the place of birth which is asked for. Bince 1936 it

has been possible in Scotland to obtain a shortened certificate

from the Adopted Chili ren agister which conceals the fact of

adoption, this certificate gives no details of parentage. A

similar certificate was introduced in Bngland in 19^7.

The Act of 1926 has formed the basis of present day

adoption legislation and subsequent Acts have been noted mainly

for their additional provisions and their amendments to reflect

new thinking arising out of experience from the application of

the Act, The Act, with it3 aual purpose of facilitating

adoption as a natural child-parent relationship and of strength¬

ening public controls for the protection of the child's inter-

sests, assumes a number of things whose validity is still to
be proved. Its original failure to make suitable provision

for relevant research to be carried out, which lasted till

1963 in Bngland, and 1966 in Scotland, meant that the assumptions

coulu not be tested, the passing of the Act die help, however,

to adu the glow of respectability to aaoption practice in gen-

;eral. It may be a cha acteristic oi the British public to

respect and value an institution that the legislator sees fit

to regulate. This respectability was further enhanced, among

the middle-classes, by the growth of several adoption societies
whose committees consisted almost exclusively of women and me'-
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of a similar background. Thus adoption was gradually being

elevated from a mainly working- lass custom into the ethos of

i...i ale-class society. i-ast evidence suggests that de facto

adoptions from the mio-nineteenth century onwards were mostly

confined to the artisan classes. The ferment and emotion

about the number of orphan and illegitimate children resulting

from the first forId far generated a certain amount of sympathy

anion,;, the upper classes, but there is no evidence to show that

any widespread attempt was made to adopt such children. Our

subsequent findings show that in 1935 the percentage of middle-

class families that adopted through the courts in the cities

of -idinburgh and Glasgow was only seven per cent, compared to

more than five times that number in 1965. In 1935 most of the

middle-class adopters were small tradesmen, but in 1965' they
were mostly professionals and semi-professionals. This cannot

be explained entirely by the spread of professionalism in the

last thirty years. The main factors that seem to have contri-

:buted to this, are the increased unt erstanding about

illegitimacy and knowledge dispelling fears about the hereditary

transmission of immorality, badness, etc. from parents to

children. studies in child development have helped to dispel

many misconceptions and especially to stress the importance

of environmental influences. Mead, in discussing the close

rel tionship between father ano young son in the Manus society,

wrote that the correspondence between the personality of
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father and adopted son is as great as that between the

personality of father and own son, and greater than that between

a nan and his blood son who has been adopted by a man of

different temperament or status in the community. "This

eviuence" continued Head, "suggests that shatever the hereditary

disposition - a factor which we at present have no means of

measuring - it is greatly influenced by this close association
129.

with a mature personality". The general spread of

knowledge and its effect on dispelling prejudice and ignorance

is further demonstrated in chapter eight of this study, where
it is seen that the vast majority of middle-class couples who

adopt are professionals with university and other similar

qualifications, with only a tiny percentage of business people

and managers of industrial and other concerns. jince the end

of the last World «ar, adoption has become both fashionable and

respectable, as illustrated by the fact that since the mid-
fifties adoptions are being announced regularly in the "Times".

The irony of the situation now is that it is much harder for a

working-class couple to adopt, because the criteria used by

several adoption agencies in their selection process are mainly

based on material circumstances, and possessions.

The number of adoption societies increased and proliferated

to such an extent, after the 1926 Act, that it was giving rise
to public concern and anxiety. The 1926 Adoption Act had

failed to make any provision for regulating the activities of

129. M. Head (see 17), p.175.
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old or new societies, and no standards for practice were laid

clown. 3y 1936, adoption societies in England were placing

almost one quarter of all children adopted, without any
130.

accountability to the community. 3ome local authorities

too, like the old London County Council, also arranged adoptions,

mainly of children in their care. Under the xoor Law Act of

1930» public assistance committees could consent to the

adoption of children deemea to be maintained by them. The

jt-ublic Assistance Officers of Glasgow and Edinburgh arranged

in 1935 for the adoption of twenty-five children who were

maintained by their authorities. Some Probation Officers and

Health Visitors were also acting, in the course of their work,

as third parties for the purpose of arranging adoptions, mainly

of the children of unmarried mothers they had been in touch

with. The increasing popularity of adoption was reflected in

the great response that the L.C.C, was having from potential

adoptive parents, when it was advertising for foster parents
131.

for children, not in fact free for adoption. The concern,

however, about the activities of certain smaller societies

led to the appointment in 1936 of a Committee under the

Chairmanship of Florence (now Lady) Lorsburgh, h.x. "to enquire

130. ..uoted in the "Report of tue Departmental Committee on

Adoption societies". H.M.S.O. Cmd. 5*+99 (1936).

131. Ibid.
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into the methods of a- option agencies and societies an" to

report whether any, and if so what, measures should be taken
132.

in the public interest to supervise or control their activities".

The Committee, which reported in 1936, gave a numb r of

examples of hastily ana poorly contrived adoptions by son:

societies. some children haa been placed with blind, deaf
and mentally unstable people, or ith families thrt wanted to

exploit; them# The Committee reported that some of the

societies were doing their selection through co"respon once

without adequate investigations to satisfy themselves of the

suitability of the applicants. Though legal adoption was

becoming increasingly more popular, Ue facto adoption was still

widely practised, but it was ci ficult to estimate its extent.

Thirty per cent of one large society's placements were not

subsequently legalised, and local authorities lacked the

necessary trained staff to supervise clil ren placed hr no

rewarc un .er the provisions of the 190 3 Children's Act.

similar pattern developed in Jcotlanc where th act was clayed

for four years before being introduced. There are suggestions

that, during these four years, some trafficking of aMl fen
between the two countries took place.

In outlining the duries of adoption societies, the

Committee firmly stated that "the first duty of an adoption
133.

society is beyond question to t' a child". They added that

132. Ibid.

133. Ibid. para. 10.
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the child's future was at stake and society, therefore, should

take every reasonable step to satisfy itself as to the

suitability of the prospective adopters on all grounds, before

the child was handed over. Commenting on the difficulty of

rejecting would-be adopters, the Committee felt that "the child

ana not the would-be adopters should be given the benefit of
1?h.

the doubt". Jetting the pattern for some standards in

selection, the report stressed that enquiries by societies

should go beyonc the economic and social circumstances of

applicants, into their suitability on other groun s: "Thus to

place a child in a home where there is matrimonial disharmony

will not prove conducive to its well being. dor are financial
135-

considerations the only criterion". It urged full personal

inquiries and added: "These inquiries shoulo be more than mere

formularities, an<: our only other doubt in connection with
the societies which make all of them, is whether in practice

they re always sufficiently thorough or whether the persons

who carry them possess the qualifications to perform what
13^.

should be a very thorough social investigation".

13';. Ibid. parr. 10.

135. Ibid. para. 10.

136. Ibid. para. 10.
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^°mmittee advocated the medical and mental examination of the

chile; before placement and for enquiries to be made into the

"social and medical" background of the natural parents.

After stating that the average adopters trust the adoption

society to give them a child which is not ± iima facie unsuitable

for adoption, the report added that "some adopters may be

prepared to take a child suffering from a minor efect but

it is essential that they shoulc be in possession of the full
137.

facts concerning its physical and mental health".

The Committee1s recommendations resulted in the Adoption

of Children (Regulations) Act, 1939. The Act provided for the

compulsory registration of adoption societies and for

regulations to be made about the way they should be run.

Because of the outbreak of the war, the Act id not come into

power until 19*+3> when it applied to both mgland and Scotland.

It prohibited a body of persons from making arrangements for
*

the adoption of children, unless that body was a registered

adoption society or a local authority, The registration of

such societies would depend on the competence and fitness of

the people employed by it. ho explanation or definition was

offered about the meaning of the words "competent" and "fit

and proper person". For similar reasons t'o registration of

a society could be cancelled by the registration authority.

The Act failed to provide for the inspection of the work of the

137. Ibid. para.11



socic-ties and for this reason accountability has always

regained minimal. Similarly, 10 explicit provisions were

made for grants to be given to enable the societies to employ

suitably qualified people to carry out their work without having

to depenc extensively on the subscriptions and covenants of

their wealthier clients. The regulations provided, however,
anon ; ot sr t ings, that the case of every chile about to be

delivere.. into the care of adopters, should be consiuered by a

"case committee" appointed by the society for this purpose.

Also, that every applicant should be interviewed before

placement, by the committee, or its representative. These

regulations have remained almost unaltered since their inception

in 1939. Alterations cculu only come on the basis of relevant

in 'oraation about ho./ effective they were, but this was unlikely
because o the provision for excessive secrecy and most

societies' reluctance to evaluate their practices.

.eople who adopted a child through an adoption society

had now to wait for three months before applying for an order.

Other adoptions remained free until the passing of the 19^9

mdoption Act. Jurin:;> this three month probationary period,

either party could give notice and cancel the arrangement. The

..ct, however, made provision for the supervision by the local

authority of all children under nine, placed through a third

party outsi e their family, anu for a seven day notice to the
welfare authority before such placement. It made it unlawful
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for any p-rson other than a registered society to advertise

that a baby was available for adoption. The ban on British

children being adopted by foreign nationals was modified by

the 1958 Adoption Act. This new Act made it possible for a

court to grant authority for the transfer of a British child

abroad with a view to adoption.

The coming of the war and the ensuing upheaval had its

Impact on child welfare in general and consequently on adoption.

The billeting of thousands of children away from their families,

to avoid the bomb-blitz in the big cities, drew public

attention to the emotional problems that many of these

children exhibited after separation from their families. The
133. 139.

wo k of ; urlingham and Freud and later of :owlby, drew

attention to the needs of very young children and to the bad

effects, especially of prolonged separations. At about the
sa ie time Lady Allen of Iiurtwood, with her correspondence in

the "Times" (l5»7.1+)+) and the circulation of her pamphlet
ihO.

" hose Children" , drew attention to the fact that the quality

198. ^.^tirlinehan °nd A.Freud "Infants ''ithout Families.

Ca s a Po*" and. against Best's tin I Nurseries". Mien and

Unwin, 19^.

139. J.Bowlby "Maternal Care 1 Mental health", .1.0.,

Geneva, 1951.

1**0. Lady Allen of I'urtwood "Whose Children?M, The Favil Press,
19^5.
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of care given to homeless children in Britain was very much out

of date. She ^ave examples of harsh, unimaginative treatment,

amounting in some cases to cruelty, mental if not physical.

In the correspon ence that followed, there was a general demand

for an en miry. The death of Dennis O'heil in 19*+5» a child

who was in the care of a local authority, reinforced the
ii+i.

demands for such an enquiry. The enquiry into the death

of 0' oil revealed that the child died from ill-treatment. It

came as a shock that a child who was removed from his parents

for neglect should die whilst in the care of a public tody.

The outcry that followed led to the appointment of the Curtis

ant Clyde Committees in England and Scotland respectively. The
l*t2 & l*t3.

reports published within a year made startling

revelations about the state of child care in Britain and made

recommendations for a radical re-organisation of the child care

services. The recommendations were legislated for in the

Children's Act of 19^3 and resulted in the removal of the child

care services from the province of the poor law.

l^+l. "Dennis O'Neil" Report by Sir Walter Monckton. r. I.'l.O.

Cmd.6636 (19^5).

I*f2. "Report of the Committee on Homeless Children". H.M.3,0.

Cmd. 6911, 19^6,

l!+3. "Report of the Care of Children Committee". E.M.3.0.

Cmd. 6922, 19^6.
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The new outlook towards child care fostered hy the

Children's Act had its effect on the practice of adoption too,

especially as many children placed for adoption were either

already in care or could become long-term care cases. The

Curtis report commended adoption highly as a method of providing

a permanent home for the parentless or- unwanted child: "Adoption

is a method of home-finding specially appropriate to the child

who has finally lost his own parents by death, desertion or

their miscon uct, and in a secondary degree to the illegitimate

chili whose mother is unable or unwilling to maintain him. If

it is successful it is the most completely satisfactory method
1M+.

of providing a substitute home". The recommendation contrasted

greatly with the view expressed by the Tomlinson Committee

twenty years earlier, which said "the activities in recent years

of societies arranging systematically for the adoption of

chili ren would appear to have given to adoption a prominence

which is somewhat artificial and may not be in all respects
l**5.

wholesome".

The Adoption Act of 19*+9, together with the consolidating

Act of 19^3, made some fresh provisions, the main ones being
a requirement that in each case there should be a probationary

period of three months, un er the supervision of the local

lMf. Ibid. para.Mf8,

1^5. See 123, para.1*.



authority, immediately before an adoption order could be made.

This supervision was to be car-lea out by the new children's

(departments, that were set up under the 19*+8 Children's Act.

A parent's consent could now be dispensed with, if it was

"unreason bly withheld". The new Act also provided that the

child's mother could not give her consent before the child was

six weeks old, and it clarified and emphasised that the power

of courts to make adoption orders includes, and had always

included, the power to make adoptions authorising the natural

mother and/or father of an illegitimate child to become the

adoptive parent, lection 3 of the Act also made possible the

adoption of foreign children, with certain necessary safeguards.
This was to facilitate the adoption of children, who, as a

result of political circumstances, had come to Britain as

refugees or otherwise. The 1950 act also introduced the idea

of a serial number allotted by the court to be used on consent

forms so that the identity of the adoptive parents would be

concealed from the natural mother.

In spite of the legal changes brought about in the post-

war years, by 1953 it was again felt that new thinking had to

be injected into adoption practice and that the law was for

this purpose the best regulator. In January of that year, a

Committee was appointed under the Chairmanship of 3ir Gerald

Hurst "to consider the present lav; relating to the adoption

of children and to report whether any and, if so, what changes
in policy or procedure are desirable in the interests of the
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l*+6.
welfare of children". The Committee reported within a year

and the Adoption Act of 1958 incorporated most of the

Committee's recommendations. The Act superseded all previous

Acts, anu has not itself been superseded. It applies

throughout Britain, except for certain modifications to conform

to variations of Scottish and Northern Ireland laws and

procedures.

The new Act gave express power to local authorities to

arrange for the adoption of children not necessarily in their

care. It extended from 7 to 1^, the number of days' notice

which a third party v/ho arranges an adoption was required to

give to the local authority, and it made all third parties

respondent to the application. It required that all applicants

for an adoption order, other than the father or mother (and
his or her spouse) should be required to provide a medical

certificate signed by a fully registered medical practitioner.

The Hurst committee refused to recommend the prohibition of

third party placements, in spite of considerable evidence urging
them to do so. The committee argued that, though sympathetic

l*f6. "lepert of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption

of Children". Chaired by Sir Alfred Hurst, H.M.3,0.

Cmd. 92*f8, 1951*.
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to the motives underlying such proposals, acting on them without

enough information would be a serious infringement of
l*f7.

individual liberty. The Act introduced a new provision

under which a parent's consent could be dispensed with, if the

court was satisfied that the parent persistently failed, without
1*4-8.

reasonable cause, to discharge the obligations of a parent.

Though this section of the Act was heralded as a new provision

that would facilitate the adoption of many children whose

parents lose interest in them, it will be shown later on that

its provisions have hardly been used. This is an interesting

example of the difference between identifying a need and knowing

how to meet it.

The old concept of adoption being practised for the

benefit of the adopters has, especially in the last fifty

years, gradually changed, but not disappeared. It is true
that now the primary consiueration is the child, though the

interests of the adopters and those of the natural parents are

borne in mind. Adoption agency practices, as will be seen

later, appear to be still more adoptive-parent centred rather
than child-centred,

1*4-7. Ibid. para.*4-*4-.

l*+8. "Adoption Act 1958" Sec. 5 (2)-a.



Though adoption was widely practised in Greek and Woman

times, the^e is no evidence to suggest that it developed to

any appreciable proportions in Britain until the raid-nineteenth

century. The institution of adoption in Britain has mainly

developed as an off-shoot of the boarding-cut and "baby-farming?

systems, and for this reason, at the beginning it came to be

mainly associated with the working and crofting classes of

Scotland. In the last forty or so years, it has been

increasingly seen as a measure for dealing with the problem of

illegitimacy and the "unwanted" child-. The first adoption

societies were formed at the turn of the century and started

placing children whose mothers were considered as "un esirable".

well-to-do families were urged, during the first World War, to

adopt orphan and illegitimate children, mainly on "patriotic"

grounds, but there is no evidence to show that this call met
with any appreciable success.

Adoption legislation, as such, was delayed mainly because
of its effect on the natural rights of parents, its relationship
with inheritance and its connection with illegitimacy. Also

the circumstances of many children in the 19th century were

far from enviable, and it was only after legislation dealt with

the worst conditions affecting all children that attention was

eventually focussed on the needs of the deprived and illegitimate

Voluntary societies and philanthropists were reluctant to touch

the problem of illegitimacy for fear they might be encouraging

immorality. A softening of attitudes was brought about
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through the work of Josephine Jutler and from events that foil-

sowed the First .orld far. A truly more liberal attitude did

r t set in until the ena of the last .'orld .ar. The adoption

legislation of 1926 brought more security for all parties

involved in the situation. The first Act was followed by

now additions and amendments until it was finally replaced by

the comprehensive Act of 1958. in these last forty years the

law came to be seen as the regulator of "good" practice,

though it is recognised that the law can only prescribe minimum

standards and that "good" practice cannot be brought about

entirely by legislation. The difficulty of legislating in

matters of adoption is that very little is known about this

important subject and the limited studies available are often

contradictory. The frequent changes in the Adoption Act

reflect, to some extent, the great number of adoption aspects
that have not been clarified or more accurately assessed.
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qj-AHTER 2,

dhlEAlCr hnTTkOSS AN!) bESIGH

The I3agi,c C<pnqe^ts ,aqd Ob.ject;lvqs

ihe chief aim of adoption law in . ritain is to facilitate

adoption s a natural child-parent relationship and to safeguard

"the welfare of the infant" by satisfying itself that children

are • dopted in good adoptive homes where they will have a chance

to develop their full potential. The process of adoption

work may be seen as a continuing series of assessments,

observations and decisions in which a number of caseworkers,

adaption agencies and professionals from related disciplines

take part. Caseworkers -re now predominantly responsible

for arranging and supervising adoptions, though ultimate

responsibility for the final disposition lies with the court}

the latter is bound by the adoption law to Insist upon a full

expert investigation before it grants an order and it must be

satisfied that adoption will be for the welfare of the child.

In spite of the serious implications of adoption practice

for the lives of many parents an: children, there has been a

paucity of studies to identify, describe and evaluate practice.

For various reasons, information and experience accumulated

over many years remained unexploited. av t constitutes adop¬

tion practice in Britain, and particularly in Scotland, is a

question that remains, to a large extent, still unanswered.

Though a number of studies in adoption outcome have been
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undertaken both here and the United States, for several reasons,

1 ctice-studies have been lacking. The absence o: such studies

is a ch racteristic though, not only of adoption wort, but of

soci 1 work practice in general. T1 e possible contribution

of "escri,..tiye an evaluative studies to the development of

practice and of the soci' 1 work profession in general is only

gradually being realised. Doubts and reservations about the

valu of tudies in social work, were originally focussed on

evaluative research. The argument has mainly been that
1.

evaluation studies in social work were premature. It has

also appeared that attempts to assess effectiveness amounted

to oubts on the "competence and integrity" of the social work
2.

, eofassion. The attitude of adoption workers, and especially

of lay committees, towards research were as much influenced

1. T, Greenwood "Social Science and Social ..ork: A theory of

Their Relationship". Social Service "Review, "Sol.29, Marcfaj 1955*

pp.2' -33.

2. i-i. Blenker She discusses the issues and positions taken

by practitioners in the caring professions in "Obstacles to

evaluative Research in Casework" social Casework, Vol.31?

February-March, 1953? pp. 55+-6°» 97-10 5.



by the wider reservations of the social work profession as by

some factors peculiar to adoption work as such, Some studies

in outcome were not much affected by such attitudes because

the studies were often outside the control of adoption agencies.

The main obstacles to adoption research, and in many

respects to research in social work in general, could be sumraar-

;isec as follows: first, the 1~ ;al provisions, which prohibited
the disclosure of certain information, resulted in strengthening

agency defenciveness and in shrouding adoption practice with

considerable secrecy and mystique. It is interesting that

once the regulations were changed in 19^7, all the courts and

local authority agencies approached, agreed without reservation,
to make their records available to us. Second, as a result
of casework theory and casework philosophy which attaches great

importance to the "intrinsic worth of the individual", the fear

grew that research studies, by generalising behaviour, would

minimise the importance of that which is unique to the individual.

Though this may be true to a great extent, human behaviour also

follows certain patterns which can have predictive value or

point to certain causative trends. Furthermore, the belief

in the "intrinsic worth of the individual" is not exclusive to

social workers only but is sheared by other caring professions

such as medicine. In contrast to social workers, the medical

profession appear to view research as an indivisible part of

their function. Third, social work practitioners are not only
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doubtful about the value and applicability of research indings,

but also frustrated by the research worker1s ability to produce

findings relating to the aggregate rather than to the individual,
because this still leaves the practitioner with the resjonsibil-

:ity for •"■^achinr his o,Tn 'ecisions in the individual situation.
1.

Boehm made the point, however, that ractltioners appear to

accept comparatively ^eadily many generalisations in clinical

ju " .lent and diagnosis, though these have less reliability

and precision than the generalisations derived from research.

Fanshe1, too, points out that "the product of research activity

'•-ill not provide the practitioner with ready made answers for

the decision he has to make...their research findings will not

ve .uito that 'practical' for the child welfare workers. They

can only sensitize him to the importance of certain variables

as there have been demonstrated by aggregates of subjects in a
2.

specific sample". The cautiousness on the part of social

1, B.Boehm "Applicability of Child ..elfare Research to Practice",

Chil Welfare, Vol.XLIV No.*+ April, 1965, pp. 218-225.

2. . Tanshel "Opportunity and Challenge in Child elfare

Research" paper presentedat the Institute of Chil1 Welfare

.Research Amherst, Massachussets, 1963. Quoted by Boehm in 1

above.

1



workers in recognising the value of research was often matched

by the apprehensions of research workers, who were uncertain

about how accurate and exact stu'ies based on the subjective

impressions and observations of caseworkers could be. In fact

a school o* sociologists, in 'cbeir desire to make their ~tudy

into a science, concentrated their mail; efforts on elaborate

an" statistically planned projects to test certain hypotheses,

nogl-etin- basic studies fo^ the formulation of the problem

th-'ou-h observations. a'riting on the limits o^ social science

"'a w stated that "exact truth is both a proper objective and

an unattainable one. Exactness is beyond our reach...however

we sen see around us a multitude of practical problems that

call for action, and a multitude of people torn by their
i ".perfect understanding of the situation in which they have to

act. That they need are not absolute truths and wat^-rtiaht

theories, but the skills to ~ui"e themselves toward realistic
1.

;in sensible "ecisions".

'• fourth -"eason for the scepticism, with which social

workers viewed research, was their doubts about the value of

•tu'ies in casework by researchers who "ore unfamiliar with

sock 1 work methods and concepts. A subject widely debated

in schools of social work in the last decade, was how much

1. J. Madge "The Tools of Social Science" Longmans, 1963,

pp. 290 and 29^.



research and casework had in common and whether research could

be integrated with social work as a method. Though a consider-

sable number of caseworkers now consider the teaching of

research methods in social work as necessary, the issue was
I.

more debatable a few ye rs back. Dr. Abbott, late Jean of
the School of iocial work Administration at the University of

Chicago, insisted that "every social worker ou ;ht to be a

rese .rch worker in order to (i) understand his own work; (ii)
contribute to the advancement of the profession; and (iii) be
able to plan (adequately for individuals and groups within

their cultural setting). A fifth important issue is that of

confidentiality. Social work traditionally, and most approp¬

riately, occupied itself with the problem of confidentiality

in order to safeguard the right to confidentiality of each

individual client. Its importance cannot be minimised,

especially in ,the field of adoption. Again, however, social
workers are not alone as a profession in attaching great import¬

ance to the need to safeguard their clients' confidences,

barker, in trying to dispel such fears remarked that "although
research has to regard indiviaual cases when the data are being

1, quoted by P.V, Young in "How can Social Research Serve the

Community" The Chinese University of Hong-Kong, 1966,

PP. 5-6.
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collected, its essential function is to compound and not to

individualise. Consequently results will normally be unaffected

by the restriction that no in ividual should be identifiable.

Research is usually dealing with sufficiently large numbers to
1.

make such identification impossible". Though, as stated

earlier, we found all public agencies and most church organisa¬

tions willing to co-operate in our research project, the most

unyielding agenciesproved to be old established ones set up by

independent committees. Their refusal to consider the matter

was explained in terms of hesitation about divulging their

clients' confidences. The fact that the Secretary of state

had authorised the writer to carry out such research, and the

courts had made available their hitherto sealed information,

did not seem enough to allay their fears. In this respect, it

is relevant to quote Parker again who said, at a meeting of

the Standing Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption:

"It needs to be pointed out that overconcern with confidentiality

can provide a rationalisation for the reluctance everyone feels

at having their work placed under the microscope:...The problem

of confidentiality is fundamentally one of protecting clients,
2.

not the administration". The sixth factor is perhaps more

1. R.A. Parker "Research in Adoption" Case Conference, Vol.10,
o,b Sept. 1963, pp.95-100.

2. Ibid.



characteristic of research work in Britain. Social work in

Britain has for Ion* "been viewed as a vocation rather than a

profession. Much of the work grew out of philanthropic and

religious ideals and it has adhered to these traditions. This

is particularly so in the field of adoption, where many societies

were initially started by one or more individuals with a very

definite objective in mind, or in connection with some church

organisation. In the former, policy had roots in the beliefs

and attitudes of that one individual; in the latter, polic3/

was that which would be appropriate to the particular denomina¬

tion. "Neither of these starting-off points", writes

Mc hinnie, "is likely to lead to an objective appraisal of each

human situation. Nor are they conducive to a questioning atti¬

tude of mind which could critically analyse the results of
1.

such philanthropic actions". This is a real problem which

commonly results in the fact that those field workers who are

most experienced in the practical problems of adoption are often
those least likely to be able to view their basic assumptions

dispassionately. The seventh and final point, that appears

to have especially hindered studies in administrative processes,

was the orientation of casework towards therapy and treatment.

1, A.M. Mc.vhinnie "A itudy of Adoption". Ph.D. Thesis, Univ.

of Edinburgh, 1959, p. *+2.
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Though this no longer predominates, it resulted for a time in

a failure to study and evaluate administrative processes and

their effect on practice. 3uch aspects as examination of the

agency's objectives, the administrative processes necessary

to achieve them, and the organisation of administration as such

were divorced from service to clients.
1.

Eaton in putting the case for research, and especially

for evalu' tiv© studies, maintained that these were necessary,

not only to justify the extensive investment in effort and

public money, but also to provide some guideline for the

development of "practice principles in casework".

The basic rationale or our study was that, although

approximately two thousand children are adopted each year

through the services of over fifty adoption agencies and of an

almost similar number of courts, nothing is known of how this

is brought about and of the principles behind it. In spite of

over thirty years' experience in adoption work, no effort has

been made to identify its process or assess its policies. Except

1, J.w. Eaton "A scientific basis for helping" in A.J. Kahn

(ed) "issues in American Social .ork" Columbia Univ. Press

New "fork, 1959, pp.270 -292.



for one recent study, no effort was made to bring together

into a whole the "working rules", hunches, findings, postulates

and concepts acquired in the course of arranging adoptions,

or to generate theoretical formulations about the sociological

characteristics of the biological parents, the children and

the adopters. Such an approach could have helped to provide

a basis of the principles, policies and methods on which adoption

work operates. For us, the opportunity to do this came with
the

the amendment to/Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children) making

possible the disclosure of certain information.

An adoption case usually starts from a maternity hospital,

where the unmarried mother communicates to the social worker

there the wish to surrender her child. The hospital social

worker will then refer the mother to one of the adoption agen-

:eies in her area. The adoption agency will delegate one of

its caseworkers to interview the mother and at the same time

another caseworker may he busy selecting prospective adoptive

parents. When the child is placed with its adoptive parents

and notification is given to the local authority of intention

to adopt, a caseworker from the local authority will start

visiting the placing. Finally, the person, who will prepare

"a full expert investigation on behalf of the court before an
1.

adoption order is made", is very likely to be a caseworker from

1. E. .3.0. deport of the Work of the Children's department,
196!+-66. i-ublished 1967, Wo.60 3, p.28.
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the local authority, or a solicitor. Thus, the major activity
in adoption work is carried out by social workers employed in

hospitals and voluntary or local authority social work agencies.

From the very first moments of an initial interview, the case¬

worker is confronted with varying amounts and t:/pes of client

or applicant information, which he uses to form tentative assess-

:ments and judgements about the natural mother, the child and

the adoptive applicants. Such "clinical" judgements form a

crucial part of casework and it is for this reason that in

recent years investigators in social work have turned their

attention to studying the judgement process and the information

on which this was based.

The judgements and assessments of caseworkers are usually

based on a body of knowledge derived from disciplines such as

child psychology, sociology and. social administration as well

as on experience accumulated through dealing with similar cases

over a period. The application of the various theoretical

concepts is set-out in social work literature and in the agreed

standards of the professional associations representing different

groups of social workers. The process by which caseworkers come

to see clients, or make arrangements, is based on certain

"working rules", mainly devised by their agencies. In adoption

i.-rork, some of the rules are necessary to comply with certain
statutory regulations, but the agencies have a wide latitude

within which to develop their own policies, principles, criteria
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and practices. Because of this, there is a wi espread feeling

that wide variations in practice exist between the different

agencies. Not only do agencies appear to be doing things

differently but the same agency will operate in various ways

as staff changes, and, this is in a minority of cases only, as

new ideas emerge. During the last decade a growing point of

view emerged, urging that adoption practice should be based

upon much more than "working rules" and theoretical derivations,

and that practice should become more explicit and to some

extent be validated by its efficiency in offering a service.

Adoption studies may be grouped into three broad types:

(3) Studies of administration and practice; (ii) studies in

outcome; and (iii) studies in outcome related to process.

Until very recently, stu ies in the United States and Britain
have centred mostly on outcome with no or little reference to

practice and no study has as yet attempted to relate outcome to

the practices of different agencies.

A major limitation of studies in outcome, even where they

took some account of agency practices, such as the one by
1.

Brenner, was that the findings could only be true in relation
to the placings of a particular agency. Similar limitations

1. a.F. Brenner "A follow-up study of adoptive families"

Child Adoption lesaarch Committee, New York, 1951*
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1. 2.
have been observed In Trasler's and Parker's studies in

foster-care outcome. There is always a danger that practition¬

ers in the field may see such findings as applying, which

sometimes they may, to all agencies. A study under way by
5£

Mcdhlnnie aims to relate present development of adopted

children placed by a slnale agency, to paediatric, social work

and psychological assessment at the time of placement, and also

to pre-placement care. Studies in outcome hr;,ve further suffered

from the lack of vital preliminary information on which to

standardise samples, and from a failure to use each child's

"base-line" data for measuring improvement rather than assuming

that all children start from the same position. The research

workers, with some exceptions, have relied for their subjects

mostly on volunteers, on school-children or on the clients of

1. G. Trusler "In Place of Parents". R.K.P.-London, i960.

2. R.A. Parker " ecision in Child Care". Allen 5: Unwin -

London, 196b-.

a

This is a developmental follow-up study of approximately

200 children placed for adoption by the Guild of .Service,

Edinburgh.



psychiatric clinics. Our oresent study highlighted some of
1.

the deficiencies of certain studies in outcome. Brown, for

instance, based his study on thirty adopted children mainly

from Glasgow and from some other small Scottish towns in the

surrounding area. The sample was made available mainly by

friends in the teaching profession and by Ministers of religion.

lis sample was heavily weighted in terms of children of middle-

class, processional and business parentage. In fact his sample,

as established by this study, bears little similarity to the

pattern of adoptions taking place in the Glasgow area. Several

other aspects, besides social class background, like the ratio

c ? boys to girls, age at placement and placement practices are
2.

at variance with our findings about actual practice. 3haw,_

in a follow-up study in England, used for her sample 68 families

with 90 adopted chil ren. All the families had advertised the

fact that they had adopted a child and volunteered to complete

the questionnaire sent out to them. Furthermore, the group

of volunteers were all members of the Society of Friends. Shaw

1. C.E. Brown "The adjustment of adopted children within their

families and in the school environment", B.E . thesis, Glasgow

Univ., 1958.

2. L.A. Shaw "Following up adoptions" Brit.Journal of Psychiatric

Social .ork, No. 8, pp. lk-21, 1953.
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and Brown both admit the limitations of their samples. Addis
1.

and others, in a survey based on adoption case records and on

seventeen children who atten ed child guidance clinic, were

equally limited in their sample selection. Their sources of

information were six adoption societies near or in London and

two child guidance clinics. All the adopters were people who

had kept in touch with the societies. These limitations do
2.

not make for a representative sample, Humphrey and Ounsted saw

eighty adopted children who attended certain child guidance

clinics between January, 1951 and April, 1962, but, in spite

of some useful information yielded by the study, it still suffered

from some of the same drawbacks as the previous studies.

Kellmer Pringle, commenting on the value of studies in

outcome, states that "perhaps the main point that emerges from

the research work of the past sixteen years is a commonsense

1. a.3. Addis, F. lalzberger and E.Hable "A Survey based on

Adoption Case Records". National Association of Mental Health -

London, 5.95^.

2. I. Humphrey and C. Ounsted "Adoptive families referred for

psychiatric help. Part Is The Children, Part II: The Parents".

Brit. Journal of Psychiatry 109 and 110 (1963 and 196*0, pp.599-

608 and ^9-555.



one: that no other circumstance of adoption (except possibly

the child's preplacement experiences) is as important as the

kind of people the adopters are and the kind of home they create

...To know about the kind of risk would seem to be much more
1.

important than to elucidate its incidence". Yet no study in

outcome can claim any degree of accuracy if it does not take

into account the agencies' practices about pre-adoption place-

iments, the selection and matching policies and the various

characteristics of those involved in the adoption situation.

A combination of studies in process and outcome could also yield

valuable information about the characteristics of adoptive
2.

parents who refuse to co-operate in research studies. Mc/hinnie's

sample was made up of fifty-eight adults who were adopted as

children. All were put in touch with the researcher by General

Practitioners and six foster-children were included in the total

sample. The only criterion used for the sample was that all

subjects were adopted or fostered. They mainly came from the

South-East of Scotland and their ages ranged from 18-60 years.

Four decades separated the placement of the oldest and the

youngest subject, during which time adoption practice changed

1. M.L. Kellmer Pringle "Adoption - Facts and Fallacies"

Longmans, 19&7? P« 28.

2. A. . c hinnle "A Study of Adoption" Ph. .Thesis, Univ.of

Edinburgh, 1959.
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considerably. The study's main value was in the insights it

yielded regarding the kind of feelings adults have about their
1.

adoption. Goldman , in a study in the Midlands, used for her

sample fifteen adopted children, five boys and ten girls, all

of whom were attending a private primary school, and children

in the same adoptive family not yet attending school. That

this too was a highly selective and possibly biased sample can

be seen from comparison with some of Goodacre's findings about

the characteristics of adopters.

Heece and Levin who reached some similar conclusions

about the limitations of previous studies in the United States

wrote: "In recent literature reporting on emotional problems

in adopted children, it is clearly evident that the various

study samples are not comparable except in broad terms, i.e.

all are comprised of adopted children who had been referred

for some reason for psychiatric or psycho-therapeutic assistance.

It is obvious that such diverse settings do not serve comparable

populations, and to disregard their essential difference -

especially those related to socioeconomic variables - can only

contribute to the confusion. Findings reveal, for example,

differences in the age range of patients served, sex ratio,

1. H.J. Goldman "A critical and historical survey of the methods

of chili; adoption in the U.K.and Uni ed Gtates"(Illustrated with

case studies of adopted children in school).H.A.thesis,
Birmingham Univ.19^8.
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income level..In view of the differences noted, it is not

surprising to find wide variations in the reported incidence of
1.

psychiatric disturbances in adopted children". Parker notes

that a considerable amount of social research fails to reach

completion or tends to result in "vague and woolly conclusions"

due to failing to define its questions precisely. He then

continues "in order that many of the crucial and important

questions can be asked - whether particular or general - in a

precise and accurate manner it will often be necessary to under-

jtake a considerable amount of preliminary or descriptive
2.

research". The absence of preliminary or descriptive studies

in adoption work, from which studies in outcome could be planned

and visited, resulted in widely conflicting findings. Because

of this, certain studies in outcome could be describe as pre-

smature. Gordon in 1951 observed that the vast bulk of current

research in social work fails to come to grips with the kernel

of social work, viz., the social work process. Such research

1. 3.A. Reece and B. Levin "isychiatric Disturbances in Adopted

Children - A Descriptive Study". Social ork, Vol.13, Ko.l Jan.

1968, p. 101-113.

2. 1.A. Parker "Research in Adoption" Case Conference, Vol.10,

o. t, Sept. 1963, pp. 95-100.



is seen as being very basic to all other research.

Janie Thomas, when reviewing Goodacre's book, remarked

how, by its very nature, adoption is one of the most difficult

areas for research, and although literature based on research

findings and experience has grown, most adoption policy and
1.

practice is still based in "untested assumptions". Goodacre's

research was the first one to appear in Britain on policy and

practice. The study was confined to what happened in the

administrative area of one children's department during the

years 1955 - 1958. Having been undertaken before the recent

changes in the legislation came about, it could not include

the court practices. Goodacre studied the cms records of

295 adoptions arranged by fourteen different agencies and

privately, and, from these, ninety families were selected and

interviewed. Her object was to make a critical study of prac-

:tice and to examine the assumptions upon which it was based

and suggest areas for the improvement of the service. Another
2.

study on a smaller scale was undertaken by Brandon. Ghe

confined her survey to some of the practices of adoption societies

only and the emphasis of her study was on methods of assessment

of applicants. Her sample was made up of twenty-two adoption

1. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice". Allen and Unwin -

London, 1966.
2. J. randon "Voluntary adoption agencies and selection of adopt-
:er3".Case Conference, Vol.13, 0.8, ct.1966,pp.202-208.



societies (from a total of sixty-six) who agreed to co-operate.

The method used was the postal questionnaire. Only 33 of the

agencies responded to her questionnaire, which is well helots

the 5^ response that Schapiro obtained from a somewhat similar

study in the states,
1.

Schapiro's survey on "Adoption Practice" in the United

States is one of the most comprehensive on practice. The study

was sponsored by the Child elfare League of America, with whom

most of the adoption agencies were registered as constituent

organisations. The scope of the study was to establish the

current social work practices of adoption agencies and to

appraise their validity in the light of social v/ork knowledge

and other professionals contributing to the adoption field.

The sample and method used consisted of postal contact with 3^3

private agencies and 120 public ones. Of the total of 5^3

agencies, only 5V replied to the questionnaire sent out to them.
The main purpose of this retrospective study v/as to

obtain certain basic data about the sociological characteristics

of those involved in the adoption situation, to give an accurate

description (within the limitations of t: e sample) of the

process of adoption practice in Scotland, and to evaluate it -

1. M. Schapiro (ed) "A Study of Adoption Practice" Child

elfare League of America, Hew fork - 1956.
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on the basis of certain criteria. After extensive discussions

with adoption caseworkers, children's officers, clerks to the

various courts, and on the basis of the pilot survey, the

detailed scope and purpose of the study was outlined as follows:

(i) to obtain an overall view of adoption practice in

Scotland and certain basic data about some of the

sociological characteristics of those affected by it:

i.e. the biological parent, the child and the adopters;

(ii) to identify how adoption agencies and services are

administered;

(iii) to obtain an accurate description of the process

of adoption work as actually practised by the various

agencies and parties involved: i.e. (a) voluntary

and statutory adoption agencies and third parties;

(b) the supervising local authority; and (c) the

court - including the work of the curator-ad-litem;

(iv) to determine the extent of uniformity, agreement and

consistency of policy and practice and to i entify

the decision making process and the information on

which judgement was based;

(v) to evaluate practice in the light of the legal frame-

iwork, the standards of professional bodies, social

work knowledge, and research findings from social
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work and collateral fields such as child development,

psychiatry and medicine.

It was felt that a descriptive and evaluative study, as outlined

above, could yield basic information about the administration

and practice of adoption work. Parker, outlining the need

to ask "preliminary" questions wrote: "to answer general or

particular questions in a precise and accurate manner it will

often be necessary to undertake a considerable amount of
1.

preliminary or descriptive research". He recognised that in

the present condition of our knowledge "many preliminary ques-
2.

:tions can be legitimately and effectively asked and pursued".

Concerning research in adoption, he pointed out that questions

that are crucial to the welfare of the child, the natural parents

an the adopters remain unanswered. Fanahel too commented on

the great need for agencies to engage "in relatively simple

projects Involving the systematic recording of the basic phenomena

associated with the clients' use of the service. Once this

phenomenology is made quite clear, more sophisticate! research
3.

projects will readily suggest themselves". The iocial

1. 1.A. Parker "Research in Adoption" Case Conference, Vol. 10,

No.b dept.1963, pp.95-100.

2. Ibid.

3. D.Fanshel "A Study of Caseworkers' Perceptions of their

Clients" Social Casework 1953 Vol.XXIX Ho.10, pp. 5^+3-551.
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Administration Association at its first meeting in the summer

of i960, listed the need k>r "an evaluation of adoption practice"

as one of the subjects needin" to be researched urgently.

Goodacre, in her introduction to her book on "Adoption Policy

and Ir^ctice" wrote that "the extent to which the protective

aims of adoption are being promoted by agency policy and

practice is unknown. In fact no serious assessment of the

work of adoption organisations has been made. There is also

an almost complete Ignorance of the outcome of adoption and

bonce the consequences of granting orders (or refusing them)

can only be surmised. Untested assumptions and popular theor-
1.

ties abound". >he recognised that her research was limited

and that the results might not be typical of the rest of the

country. For study, however, was the first systematic work
that tried to identify and to some extent evaluate adoption

practice. Held, writing the introduction to the publication

outlining the results of the first study of adoption practice

in the United States, stressed the importance and value of such
studies and stated* "Like any other examination of human function-

ling, a study such as this does not begin with the gathering

of data, nor with the writing of a report. From this stu" ,

many things have been learned that will improve adoption

1. I. 00 acre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Uhwin -

Lon on, 1966,
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practices in the United states. Adoption agencies are

implementing and will continue to implement its conclusions,

.uch has been learned that will enable the league to report
1.

more intensively and accurately on progress in the future".

These were some of the additional reasons that prompted

our own study. Contemplation of the study coincided with the

period when the secretary of -State for Scotland was about to

amend tie Scottish Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children) to

allow accredited research workers to carry out work in this

field. ->ince we started this study, Soo.acre1 s work has been

published. Like her study and that carried out in the States

by Schapiro, we would like to feel that it \tfill help to improve

adoption practice in Scotland. Hacdonald commenting on the

difficulties in communication between the researcher and the

practitioner stated that "the objectives of the social work

practitioner and the research worker are the same - simply, the

improvement of practice". Thus, "the function of social work

research is to contribute to the development of a dependable

body of knowledge to serve the goals ana means of social work
2.

in all its ramifications".

1. J.H.Held in "A Study of Adoption Practice" edited by M.Schapirc

Child Welfare League of America, New York 1956.

2. Wktcdonald "Social York Research: A perspective" In N.

Polansky (Ld) " >ocial ork Research" Chicago Univ.Press 19$0,p.l.
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II.

CONSIDERATION OF METHOD

The objectives of a study determine to some extent the

type of methods to be used. The purpose o " this study was not

to test or demonstrate hypotheses, hut rather to obtain an

accurate description of adoption practice, answer a number of

subsidiary questions and evaluate practice against social work

theory. The following methods were found to be appropriate

for the aims of this study: (i) careful abstracting of data

and other relevant information from the case-records, supplementing

with information obtained from the answers to the postal iuestionn-

:aire; ' nd (ii) the use of appropriate criteria by which to

e\ luate the emerging practice.

(i) The abstracting of basic data and other relevant information

from the case records.

Reference was made earlier on to the prevailing feeling

that there is an absence of a universally coherent policy in

adoption practice, and that different agencies appear to pursue

different policies and practices, which have their origin in

personal assumptions, untested concepts and perhaps personal

and religious prejudices. Though the professional organisations

and the social work profession in general have developed certain

principles and standards for practice, most of these have been

built-up through a trial and error method and in a highly

empirical and pragmatic manner, which makes their examination



necessary. The primary task for us, therefore, was to identify

what these principles and concepts were, the extent to which

they were bein] used by adoption workers, and how far the

latter were using their own principles and "working rules" instead.

for an accurate description of practice we decided to

rely mostly on the case records of the twelve agencies and of

the Courts, and p rtly on the replies to the postal questionnaire.

The children's departments, both in their role as adoption

agencies and as supervisory authorities, the adoption societies
and the courts made all their records available for the study,

(This is the first time in adoption research that all types

of agencies have made their records available for a study and

evaluation of practice,) The use of the ease records an of a

postal questionnaire were thought to be the least intrusive

methods from the agencies' point of view. Agency staff were

already being over-worked with their routine responsibilities

and we promised to the directors to avoid making unnecessary

demands on them. This ruled out the possibility of an on-going

study that would need the active co-operation of agency-staff.

It was also felt that, at this beginning stage, an on-going

study, in depc/ twents which had not participated in research-

projects before, might generate a lot of anxiety and might be

seen as seriously impeding the primary task of the agencies,

whicl . as to offer service to their clients.

Though the potential research value of case material has .
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long been recognised, until recently very little use had been

made of it. Experience, which caseworkers had accumulated in

their records over many years, remained unexploited. Recent
1. 2.

stu ies in Britain such as the ones by Trasler, Parker,
3«

Goodacre and to a lesser extent by others, helpa 1 to demonstrate

the potential value of case-records as research material. As

far back as 1929, Lundeberg was saying that "caseworkers are

the great observers of first hand social behaviour, and the

great collectors of social data. Unless we can utilise their

material for a science of sociology, the development of that

science will be unnecessarily delayed". More than thirty

y ars 1 ter, Parker was adding that "the modification of

existing policies, the formulation of new ones and the iwprove-

:ment of social work techniques all depend upon the accessibility

1. G. Trasler "In Place of Parents" RKF-London, i960.

2. -.A. Parker "Decision in Child Care: A Study of Prediction

in Fostering" Allen and Ihwin, London, 196**.

3. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin -

London, 1966.

**. G.A. Lundeberg "Social Research" New dork, 1929? p.187.

Omitted from 19**2 edition.
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of past experience. Little opportunity has been taken to

assess the policies which have been adopted or to assemble and

make available the store of experience which has been accumul-
1.

sated". Madge too, commenting on the positive value of case

records, wrote: "...perhaps because of the unstructured and

individually conceived nature of case-histories, they can possess

more richness ai evocative quality than the schedule, however
2.

efficiently tle latter may have been designed and filled in".

One of the biggest advantages of case records for the purposes

of t7 is study was that they afforded the best opportunity for
3.

the identification of what fonnison describes as "extant"

practice or practice as it really is.

Against these advantages is set the question of the

reliability end validity of the case records. There is no way

of knowing to what extent the worker, consciously or unconsciously

1, R.A. Parker "Research in Adoption" Case Conference, Vol.10,

No. *+, Sept. 19^3? pp.95-100.

2, J.Madge "The tools of Social Science", Longmans, 1953j

p.101.

3, f.V.Donnison and V. Chapman and others "Social Policy and

Administration". lien and Unwin - London, 1965?

P. 33.



leaves out certain data that might be of the utmost importance

in the i entification and evaluation of the practice. Obviously

what appears in a case record represents the worker's observa-

:tion, impression and selection from a number of things that

have happened between him and the client. Another major

difficulty, found by other studies too, is the fact that the

records are written to fulfil certain agency objectives rather

th-n vitl any research project in mind. Not all agencies, for

instance, seek out the same basic data, neither do they see

the same things as being important enough to merit recording.

The pilot study we carried out indicated that one type of

agency by itself could not provide the necessary information

which would supply a whole picture of the adoption situation.

The study pointed to the need to combine the information

contained in the records of the three different types of agencies

i.e. the courts, the children's departments and the adoption

societies. 3uch a combination could help to rectify the

unevenness and, in some cases, the absence of basic data about
sue1* characteristics as age, date of marriage, movements of the

child before the adoption placement and so on. Other basic

data, that we would have liked to be included, could not be
obtained except in a patchy way, and eventually had to be

dropped. In this respect, the research worker needs to find

a common, denominator, whilst being conscious of the fact that
the value of any findings will be considerably diminished, if
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he has to settle for the lowest common denominator.

somewhat similar descriptor e study based on the

collection of basic data and other characteristics, was
1. 2.

followed by Goodacre in England and by Schapiro in the

Unite" tates. The latter, however, relied entirely on answers

to a postal questionnaire sent out to the agencies. The

respon ents in hi~ study were expected to answer questions

eliciting information about their policies and practices in

adoption work. Th limitations of this method is that what

it eventually identifies is the assumed and not the "extant"
practice. Theories in administration and m nagement distinguish

3.
t ween four ways of explaining what an agency is doing.

Distinction is made between ' t is called (a) manifest practice

i.e. the officially approved version which is usually written

into the agency's constitution or in its operating manuals;

(b) assumed practice i.e. the interpretation offered by the

individuals concerned when questioned. Donnison remarks that

the people who work in such agencies often give their ox/n

interpretation of the system, explaining that the "official"

1. I.Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin -

London, 1966.

2. M. -chapiro (ed)"A Study of Adoption Practice" Child ..'elfa re

League of America, New York - 1956.
3. .V. onnison, V.Chapman others,"Social Policy and Adminis¬
tration" .lien Unwin-London, 1965» p.32.



version has in p-actice been eveloped and modified through

the interplay of practical necessity, historical accident,

personal idiosyncrasy and other local circumstances; (c) extant

practice i.e. the reality, or practice and administration as

it really is; and (d) requisite practice i.e. whet the agency

ought to he doing. The questionnaire method generally elicits

the "assumed" practices of agencies which may or may not be the
1.

sr :e as the "extant" ones. Goodacre relied for the background

of her own study on the esse records of fourteen adoption a. ;en-

:cies and on interviews with staffs in such departments. The

agencies whose records she studied included children's departments

ar: adoption societies, but the latter allowed only certain of

their records to be studied.

The abstracting of data:

Descriptive research of the kind we were pursuing required

the gathering together of certain facts and items from a 3ories

of case records, in some orderly fashion. The asseibly of

such items helps to indicate which factors are constant in the

series and how many vary from the average. Such an assembly

also helps to iientify the rules or principles on which certain

actions are based. During the pilot study it soon became clear

1. x. ;oo< acre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin
- London, 1966.
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that the repetitiveness, with which certain aspects or

characteristics kept appearing, led to the emergence of a

pattern. Such patterns were observed in a number of activities

and quickly pointed to certain principles behind the practice

of adoption,

A special form was devised for the abstracting of the

information from the case records of the agencies indued in

the sample, (See Appendix 0). Only one .form was used for each

separate case but r. different colour was used to distinguish

between information abstracted from the courts, the children's

departments and the adoption societies. Thus a total of 1030

forms was originally used, all containing basic information

obtained from the court records. Of these, 37^ forms, represent-

:ing as many cases, were pursued, and supplemented with informa¬

tion from the records of adoption societies and children's

departments. The form was devised in such a way as to permit

the eombin tion of information for certain basic data and, at

the same time, to make possible the identification of the

practice of each individual agency in each individual case. In

this way it was possible to obtain a picture of the case from

the time it started at the adoption agency, follow it through

to the supervising authority and finally to the court. As

there are three main parties in the adoption situation, i.e.

the mother, the child and the adopters, the form was also sub-
divi ed into three parts, each part being allocated to one of
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each of the three parties.

The postal questionnaire was devised in such a way as

to supplement information not already available from the sources

quoted above. The questionnaire should be seen, therefore,
as a means both of eliciting certain aspects of the "assumed"

practice of the agencies and of aiding the escriptive and

evaluative aspects of the study. A different questionnaire

was prepared for adoption societies from the one sent out to

local authority agencies. (3ee Appendix A Da). This was

done for two reasons: first, the information already in hand,

from the to different types of agencies, differed in some

respects and so different supplementary information was required

frc -i each type of agency. "cr instance, though we had available
information about the policy of adoption societies with regard

to religious requirements, such information was not available

from local authorities and had to be elicited through the

questionnaire. Th second reason was that all the local

authorities were also functioning as supervising authorities

under section 38 of the 1958 Adoption Act and it was an oppor¬

tunity to obtain certain information regarding their role in

this matter. In the case of the twelve agencies that were in

the sample and which also answered the postal questionnaire,

it was possible to compare some of their "assumed" practices
with the "extant" practice that was identified through the study

of their records. The information received in answer to the
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postal questionnaire, was transferred on to forms specially

devised to facilitate its analysis.

(ii) Evaluative lethods

Evaluative studies in social work have increased consider¬

ably over the last ten years and this is possibly connected

with an increased wish on the part of social workers themselves

to find out more about the quality and effectiveness of the

services they offer. Evaluative techniques, however, are still

in their infancy and many problems of method have to be worked

out-. The construction of diagnostic and treatment typologies

which incorporate the basic principles of practice, and which
1.

Greenwood has been urging since 1955) are only gradually

being realised. Similarly, standardised instruments for

measuring client functioning such as the Community Service
2.

Society Movement Scale, are still in their infancy. Shyne

poses some of the difficulties in formulating evaluative criteria

when she says: "evaluation of results has as its prerequisites

specification of social work methods and of important variables

1. E. Greenwood "Social Science and Social ;/ork: A Theory of

their Relationship" Social Service Review, ]f$l»29* -Msifch 1955?

pp. 20-33.

2. J. . unt c L.S.Kogan "Measuring Results in Social Casework: A
Manual for Judging ibvement" (Sev.ee.few ford,Family Service
Association of America, 1952).



in the worker, the client, and the problem to which service is
X•

a -ressed". Knowing what to evaluate ana the development of

star. :ards to be used as criteria is a difficulty faced not only

by social workers but also by other caring professions. A

major ifficulty already pointed out by others is that the

worker, the client, the client's family and the community may

have jaite diffc. .cnt criteria for judging outcome. for instance

re iova.1 of a chile from neglectful parents may be an appropriate

step by the worker on behalf of the community but not of the

parents themselves. Blenker writing about obstacles in

evaluative research remarked that "a first step in the process

of evaluative research is the formulation of criteria of success

and failureon Which there cm., be agreement by at least a sizable
2. 3.

minority, if not a majority, of the profession". darker, when

1. A.b.Shyne "Evaluation of Results in Social dork" Social

dork Vol.8, No.1* Oct.1963, pp. 26-33.

2. '.Nlenker, She discusses the issues and positions taken by

practitioners in the caring professions in "Obstacles to Evalua-

stive Research in Casework"Social Casework Vol.31, February - rch

1950, pp. 5^-60 , 97-10 5.

3. R.A.Parker, "decision in Chile Cares A study of Prediction
in Fostering" Allen and Unwin, London, 196k.
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isessing tie outcome of foster-core, chose as the criterion

of success whether or not the chili stayed in his foster home,
X.

Grunhut in his follow-up study of detention centre committals,

usee: reconviction, within two years of discharge, as the main
criterion for success or failure. In other coses, however,

defining the success or failure of certain methods of social

work treatment or of policies can be more complicated. How

far, for instance, can a further attempt at suicide be regarded

as fa'lure of the treatment methods? In view of the difficulty

in establishing criteria of success and failure, the suggestion

has been advanced that the caseworkers themselves should be

left to evaluate the outcome of their work. Caseworkers, as

part o" their practice, usu ™ly outline at the beginning of
intervention the goals which they seek to attain with their

clients. vhen the time came to close the case, they could

evaluate the outcome on the basis of their knowledge of the

client and his problem and the extent to which the set goals

had been achieved. However, for the caseworker on the case

to have to apply his own yardstick could be seen as a highly

subjective interpretation, though not entirely unreasonable.

Another method advanced is to use the judgement of a number of

1. .Grunhut "After-effects in Punitive etention" frit,

journ 1 of delinquency, Vol.10, i960, p. 178.
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workers, including the one on the case, who could be asked to

write out their reasons for judging various amounts of change
1.

in the client and his situation. Shyne and Kogan, for instance,
demonstrated that it is possible to obtain reliable ratings

among case-readers of over-all 1adjustive' level and of various
2.

aspects of adjustment. Meyer, Borgatta and Jones, in their

attempt to evaluate the extent to which contact with the social

agency (Youth Counselling) was helpful and in what ways,

contrasted the recipients of service with control groups where

specific services were not made available. For their evaluation

they used a wide range of objective clinical and behavioural

criteria which included information on school performance, out

of school behaviour, measures of personality change, and a
3.

short questionnaire. Moon and Clack, in a project sponsored

1. A.W, Chyne cc L.3. Kogan "A Study of Components of Movement"

Social Casework, Vol,39, No.6 June, 1958> PP* 333—3^2.

2. F.J. Meyer, S.F. Borgatta .pc w. Jones "Girls in Vocational

High" Bussell Sage Foundation New York, 19&5.

3. M. Moon & K.M. Slack "The first two years" The Institute

of Medical social Workers, London, 1965,
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by the Institute of liedical Social .orkers, tried to identify

the realities of the work of hospital medical social workers

in order that future developments in both education and

organisation or practice should be based upon actual evidence,
an; not impressions. The evaluation was base.: n interviews

with, staff who had been on the job in the first tv.no years after

qualification, dome aspects o~ the study turned out to reflect

the perceptions of newly qualified staff of t\ e courses where

they had trained, end how far they felt these lad prepared them
1 •

for the job. Jutrym, in a study aiming, among other things,

to find out how successful the social workers' efforts were,

asked for the workers' own judgement about their work, and in

some instances she also ask.. ... the clients and those who referred

the clients to them. The information was elicited through

the istribution of a questionnaire to all three groups. In

this instance, the criterion of failure or success was what the
2.

recipients of service felt. Similarly, Goo'."acre, as part of

her study of policy and practice in adoption, asked adopters

how they experienced the services of adoption workers, super-
3.

svising officers and guardians-ad-litem. Finally, Schapiro's

1. Z.Butrym "Medical Social dork in Action" Bell 1 Jons,

London, 1963,
2. . oouacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen a ad. unwin
~ London 1966.

3. . Schapiro (ed) "A Study of Adoption Practice" Child el-
:fare League of America Sew fork - 1956.
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evaluation o^ adoption practice in the United States was based

on social work knowledge and knowledge from other professions

contributing to the adoption field.

The main objective of this part of our study was to

evaluate practice and not outcome. The methods to be used

had therefore to meet with this objective. In our endeavour

to appraise the quality ~ather than the effectiveness of practice,

we ware faced with the same problems as those faced by research

workers studying outcome. We bad to decide early on what were

the accepted standards in the social work profession in general

and in the adoption fiold in particular, if tTese were to be
used as evaluative criteria. It nay be argued that the test

of all adoption work lies in 1 rr successful the arrangements

turn out to he; i.e. if the placement is successful, then the

method by which it has been brought about is immaterial. Even

if studies in outcome were to show that all adopted children

were successfully integrated with their adoptive families, we

would still need to identify the circumstances under which this

was achieved in order to pass it on to new workers and students

who would be expected to carry on the practice. We eventually

decided to u^e as evaluative criteria, social work theory : I

research findings, including the contributions to the adoption

field of related professions such as medicine, child psychiatry

and ' ult psychiatry. Beyond this, however, it was also

decided to use as criteria the requirements of the law as well
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as the standards recommended by the professional bodies rep.es-

:enting the child welfare field. During the last two decades

a number of books and articles have appeared, both here and in
the United States, about various aspects of social work practice

and method. Some of these publications are more generic and

refer to the social work field in general, but others are more

specific and r fee to child welfare and adoption practices,

locial work journals containing articles from practitioners,

and occasionally from research workers, have also multiplied
in the last decade. Relevant articles also appear in journals

of other related professions, containing either views from

practice or findings from research in adoption. During this

same period, the social work organisations have made use of a

considerable amount of experience from practising workers and

from research findings to build up a theory for the profession

and to suggest standards for professional practice, 'e felt,

therefore, justified in using the theory and standards of the
profession as one of our main criteria in evaluating the quality
of practice. Fanshe1 pointed out that "the primary aim of
research in child welfare is to contribute to the body of

1.
knowledge that constitutes the professional basis of practice".

1, i. Fanshel "Research in Child ..elfare: A critical Analysis"

Child ."elfare, Vol.XLI No. 10, Dec. 1962, pp.lf8k-£>7.
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If research can contribute to the body of knowledge that consti¬

tutes the profession, it was felt equally appropriate to use

the body of knowledge as a basis from which to evaluate practice.

Ihis - ecision was further strengthened by Greenwood's observa¬

tions about the importance or theory for a profession and the

belief that the social work profession had achieved some of

-hese qualifications. Greenwood wrote about the importance

of theory for a profession*"... the skills that characterize a

profession flow from and are supported by a fund of knowledge

that has been organized into an internally consistent system,

called a body of theory. A profession's underlying body of

cozy is a systeai of abstract propositions that describe in

general terms the classes ox phenomena comprising the

profession's focus of interest. theory serves as a base in

te ms of which the professional rationalizes his operations in

concrete situations ...The importance of theory precipitates

a form of activity normally not encouraged in nonprofessional

occupation, viz. theory construction via systematic research.
To generate solid theory that will provide a solid base for

pro essional techniques requires the application of the scientific
method to the service-related problems of the profession.

Continued employment of the scientific method is nurtured by

and in turn reinforces the element of rationality. *s an

orientation, rationality is the antithesis of traditionalism.
The spirit of rationality in a profession encourages a critical.
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as opposed to a reverential, attitude toward the theoretical

system. It implies a perpetual readiness to discard any

portion of that system, no matter how time honored It may be,
1.

with o formulation demonstrated to be more valid,.," dome

would query whether social work is a profession at all and the

extent to which it has developed and made known theories about

its practice that could earn it professional status, or whether
the work is still guided by empiricism and personal hunches.

'/cotton, for instance, laments the fact that "the facade, at
once defensive and pretentious, by which social work seeks to

justify its professional existence, has not been seriously
2.

shaken". There are many who agree, however, that in the last

two decades the profession hrs organised its practice-theories

and methods and has engaged more in research in order to build

up and reinforce its body of knowledge. Fanshel writing on

research in child welfare maintained that because of a major

acceleration of research activity between 1953 and 19&3, was

unable to remember all significant research and had to refer to

the library reference room. He added that "the works of

Maas, Wolins, Boehm, Meek, Fanshel and a growing array of other

investigators portends an almost revolutionary situation in

1. E. Greenwood "Attributes of a Profession" Social Work II,

No. 3, 1957, ppA6-V7.
2. B. /ootton "Social Science and Social Pathology" Allen and

Unwin, London 1959, p.287.
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child welfare research". In I961!-, Florence ho11 is published

the first book outlining a classification of treatment procedures

in casework. The acceptance of social work as a profession

is further demonstrated by the fact that several American

Universities have established Chairs in social ':ork and within

many British Universities, social work courses have now become

an established, if not an altogether accepted, pattern.
A further point that arises from this discussion is of

course the extent to which writings rno research findings

about social work practice percolate to the ordinary workers

in the field and to those responsible for formulating policy

and outlining programmes. This we do not know and. it is hoped

that this study will provide some answers about the relation-

:ship between theory and practice in social work, Studies

in outcome have often too easily assumed that certain methods

and practices had been used, without establishing first, whether
this was so and to what extent.

standards for adoption practice were first agreed upon

by the constituent bodies of the Child welfare League of America

1. D. Fanshel "Research in Child Welfare: A critical Analysis"

Child Welfare Vol.XLI No,10, Dec.1962, pp.^-^7.

2. F. ho11is "Casework - A Psycho-Social Therapy" - Random

Eouse, 196^.
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(OWLA). The CWLA in consultation with its constituent organisa¬

tions published its first standards for practice manual in

19^8. Since then, these have circulated widely on both sires
1.

of the Atlantic. The Committee members who drew up these

standards were selected because of their experience in the

field of .adoption and represented the views of member agencies

o^ the CWLA, of other national organisations and of professions

concerned with adoption. These standards .have been revised

several times in the last twenty years to reflect new i !eas

and thinking in adoption work. In Britain, the equivalent
of the C'WLA in the adoption field, has "been the Standing
Conference of Societies Hegistered for Adoption (3C3RA). Unlike

the C'.'LA, the 3C3RA has not , ublished any standards for prac-

:tice, but developments and thinking in adoption practice are

reviewed an discussed at annual conferences. The content of

the various papers and of the discussions that follow usually

appear in post-conference publications. Occasionally

resolutions are passed at these conferences indicating the

acceptance or otherwise of certain principles for practice.

All adoption societies in England, '/ales and Scotland are

1. "Standards for Adoption Practice" Child Welfare League of

America, New York, 1953, reprinted 1962 and

196^.
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members of the 3C3RA with the exception of a small Scottish

society. Member societies are k- pt in touch with developments

in chil-" welfare ant with adoption thinking through the SCSflA's

wr-terly journal "Chil Adoption". Like the C .LA, ti e Scottish

Association of Children's Officers and the Scottish Association

of Child Care Officers have agree upon, an distributed to

thai- -lenders local autho ity agencies, a stan. arcs manual
1.

for- adoption practice. These standards are almost identical

wit1* those eco . :r• led by the C"T,A. "he principles on. standards

of-these various bodies, as well as of social work literature

in -enoral, were closely identified and used as criteria to

evaluate practice, where appropriate. (These will appear under

the relevant subjects evalu ' 1).

Jecislon-Making

A considerable part of this study was taken up by an

evaluation of the information on which decisions for the selec¬

tion of adoptive parents and the granting of adoption orders

were based. The caseworker's decision-making process is an

area on which social \jork !eseareh has focussed considerable

attention during the last decade. The selection of adoptive

1. "Memorandum on Adoption in Scotland" - Scottish Children's

0 Pfic . ; Association and Association of Child Care Officers,

19^5.
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pp.rents, for Instance, presents a situation w' ere a caseworker

is mainly responsible for making a variety of Judgements based

on how he "perceives" the applicants. A decision in this case

may be affected by such a factor as amount of information and,
1.

according to Eruner and Tagiuri, cultural factors will also

affect caseworkers in their choice of criteria for the selection
2.

of adoptive couples. Wollns, in a study of foster-parent

selection, studied the effect of the amount of information on

the "interJudge" reliability of social workers. The social

workers were asked to rank in order the suitability of homes

for foster-care on information items which were selected from

social case records. He randomly discarded 20 , Uc , 60 and 80;?
of the items to form cases with varying amounts of information.

Several randomly chosen groups of caseworkers read the cases

and ranked them with respect to the suitability of homes for

foster care. He found that cases containing kO% of the

information produced the highest "inter-Judged" agreement, and

1. J. Bruner and R. Tagiuri "The Perception of People" in G.

Lindzey (Ed,) "Handbook of Social Psychology" - Reading, Massa-

schussets: Addison-Hesley Publishing Go.,195,+> pp.6*f-6k9.

2. M. Wolins "The Problem of Choice in Poster Home Finding"

Social fork, Vol. U-, No. V, 1959> PP« It0-i+8.
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be concluded that the amount o^ Information beyond the ootinum
1,

point tended to he inversely related to reliability. Brieland,
in an examination of the decision making by caseworkers for the

selection of adoptive parents, tape-recorded initial interviews

with five different couples. These Interviews "ore played in

random order to 18*+ caseworkers selected from various agencies.

He concluded that iudgement in the first half of the interview

was predictive of judgement in the second half. Though both

Wo1ins and Brieland found that decision making by caseworkers

was far from capricious, they hove suggested a lack of clarity

about the characteristics to be looked for in the adoptive or

foster-parent role.

Our own approach in tM * matter differed from that of

Wolins and Brieland, in that the objective was to establish the

type of information that the caseworkers and Sheriffs used to

base their decisions on. Selection reports prepared by adop-

:tion caseworkers for their case committees were judged on how

far they contained the type of information su-gested by social

work literature and outlined in the standard manuals of the

various professional ho ies. The curator-ad-litem reports,

1. . Brieland "An experimental study of the selection of

adoptive parents at intake" Child Welfare League of America,

New fork, 1959.
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.hich formed the basis of the court's decision, .ere judged on

how far they reflected the requirements laid doan by the

adoption regulations. (Appendix F). flic need to establish the

basis oi the caseworkers' and Sheriffs' decisions is bound up

with the recognition that both these people are ..ally confronted

/ibis ocision making and that the selection of adoptive parents

or the granting or adoption orders is boun~ up with such a
1.

uaily process. nadushin likened the adoption selection

process to an occupational application, in the case of adoption

an application for the "job" of parent. he goes on to say

that "the ultimate decision about his application is made by

the social worker who controls the access to adoptive children",

fhe caseworker is constantly faced with the difficult task of

selecting "good" families that will proviae a certain standard

of care for the children in the agency's care. This is done

in the knowledge that the qualities of what constitutes a good

or bad parent are rather unclear and only helpful in ruling

out obviously unsuitable applicants. However, social ;ork

literature and the standards of the various professional bo les

quoted above, suggest th t certain information around a number
of topics, if properly elicited and assessed, can lead to the

1. A, Kadushin "The knowledge of Jocial ork" in . ha. n ( .)

"Issues In American social fork" New fork - Columbia University

mess, 1959*
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sc Gction of "suitable" adoptive parents. The evaluative

standards set up by the profession for use by caseworkers have

been considerably influenced by insights gained from psycho-

;analysis ant. from theories of dynamic psychology. On the

si e these criteria reflect social workers' own observa¬

tions as to how disastrous family breakdown! can be to children.

a 1 .••go extent, these observations are supported by
■ -

_ 'iwental evidence from psychology and studies in child

:v :;lopnent. It could be argued, however, that there are no

bjactive criteria of such concepts as maturity, marital

r. 'just sent, motivation and so 011 and that there is a real

iger od these being made to fit one's own views. Our own

s not to question these criteria, which have been set up

by the profession itself, but to establish the extent to which

c se rorkers followed them in the process of adoptive-parent

selection. The main reason for this type of evaluation is that

it is too easy for research and other workers to assume that

such concepts are in current use and that selection is based

on t" em. Kirk, when giving the Hilda Lewis memorial lecture
in London on 10,7.69* strongly criticised British adoption
workers for basin, the whole of their adoptive-parent selection

system on psycho-analytic principles. Though claiming a

scientific approach for himself, he failed to establish first

whet" j his assumption about ritish adoption practice was
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1.
accurate.

<e identified, and grouped unuer a number of topics,
the kind of information suggested by social work literature

and by the professional bo i©s as a necessary basis for reaching

appropri' to decisions in the selection of adoptive parents.

To avoid unnecessary bia3 and subjectivity, each of the nine

topics was further sub-divided into a number of relevant items,

also elicited from social work theory and the standards of the

p o essional bodies. In the end, nine topics comprising forty
items were used as criteria for the evaluation o. the adoption

selection material prepared'by agency caseworkers. No topic

or item was indu ed over which there was no broad agreement

in social work liter, ture. (The nine topics with li.sir respec¬

tive items appear in Chapter 3, iart III),
In spite of the partialisation of each topic, it cannot

be claimed that subjectivity in the assessment was entirely

disposed of. ill attempts by one person to assess what another

person does have their difficulties. It is r rely possible

to evaluate comprehensively every aspect o. the domain concerned.

■x>mo agree cf arbitrariness enters into the rating system.

1. Prof. Kirk was giving the Filda Lewis Memorial lecture

at a conference organised by the standing Conference of >ocioties

Registered for Adoption, 10.7.69 in London.
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The direct method usually available in the physical sciences,

in which a number of observations of an attribute (weight,
chemical composition, etc.) are mde, is not possible in

evaluating work in which many intangibles are involved.

for the evalu tion of the curator-*ad-litem reports which
site

form the basis for the court's decisiori:,i;?#rve topics comprised
of nine items, ere identified from the adoption regulations

and used as criteria in similer fashion to the way that agency

sel ction reports were rated. a total of 180 court reports,

prep:.red by 60 curators appointed by the twenty courts in the

sample, were finally analysed an. evaluated on the basis of

the following topics and items which we# e used as criteria:

Topic No; Ci) Contact with t.he biological parent, and knowledge

of the circumstances of surrender.

mma .-.p. (hi) -ho curator' s eon-act .. d d ... o- -. . felons about

the child.

Items:-*The child's history ana his mo\omenta

from the time his mother surrenderee him

to his present placement;

2.observations about the child's interaction

with the adoptive . .;ily, inclu .inj an

assessment of his personality (where

appropri ;e);
3.ascertaining the child's wishes (where
applicable)



ToDie Ho. (li.I) The curator-aa-litem' s report on the petitioners.

Items: 1. Observations about the adoptive father,

including en assessment of his personality;

2. observations about the adoptive mother,

inclu ing an assessment of her personal¬

ity;

3. observations, where applicable, o~ the

petitioners' other children.

Topic ho.(iv) Consultation with the supervising authority.

..o vie . o. (v) ca-^ato is fij,i-,i o.. m.c situ. ...on,

Eoth the agency selection reports and the curator-^-

litem ones were copied in full from the records and the informa-

:tion carefully analysed an scored under the appropriate topics

and items. It coul be ar ucd that, as t, e reports were not

compiled wit! research aims in mine, they might fail to provide

all the information that formed the basis of the decision in

each individual case, and also to show the trend Ox policy.

The answer to this is that adoption practice in this respect

is aifi'erent from other forms of social work, in that it is on

the basis of what .jostly exists in the reports that lay

committees and the courts make their decisions. Je later

verified that many lay committ ss do not ask for the caseworker

who prepared the report to be present and neither is there any
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personal contact between the curator-ad-litem and the Sheriff.

Finally all the data and findings were presented in

simple, but we hope systematic, statistical form, without the
use of complex techniques of analysis. This was partly

dictated by the more comprehensive scope of the study and

partly by the need to avol~ decreasing the comprehensibility

of results to the field-worker, who in the end is the one who

will apply anything useful from this research.

III.

Tld. rLAhhluG

Discussions about the feasibility of the study bag. a in

early 1966 when the Secretary of State for Scotland was

considering the amendment of the Scottish Acts of Sederunt
1.

(Adoption of Children). The purpose of the amendment was to

make it possible for both courts end adoption agencies to

make available, to accredited research workers, hit', erto

confidential information about the adoption situation. The

writer met representatives of the Scottish education department

an discussed in advance plans for a study in adoption practice

in Jcotland, The Scottish education department expressed great

interest in the project and. promisee' t! eir full support.

oral discussions were subsequently I cl with representatives

1. Scottish Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children), 1959.



of adoption societies and. children's departments. The provis¬

ions! objectives of the study were discussed and their views

sought. Some of these representatives made useful suggestions

about particular information that would be of general interest

in clarifying aspects of a option policy and practice in the

country. Understandably enough, a number of agencies were

initially cautious about sharing recorded information that had

not been made available to any other person, and repeated

reassurance had to be given that any information would be treated

as strictly confidential. A further requirement made by some

of the agencies was that their staff should not be unnecessar-

:ily involved in collating information or asked to participate

in an on-going study, because of their heavy case-loads. Other

bodies approached at this time were the Scottish Children's

Officers Association and the Scottish Standing Conference of

Societies Registered for Adoption. Both organisations expressed

enthusiasm at the suggestion and promised their full co-operation.

In the Autumn of 1966 the courts and adoption agencies

were circularised with the amendments to the Act of Sederunt

(Adoption of Children) and an explanatory letter addressed to

County Clerks, Town Clerks, Clerks to the Courts and the

secretaries of all adoption societies accompanied the amendments

to the Act. The new provisions came into force in January,

1967 and at the same time the writer applied to the .Secretary

of State for Scotland for permission to carry out research in
the field of adoption by using the records of courts, adoption
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agencies and children's departments. The application was

accompanied by preliminary information about the aims and

methods to be used in the study and by further discussions

with the Scottish Education Department at which the seriousness

o the research project was examined. Finally the Secretary

of State granted the petitionc with certain provisos. (See

Appendix A). A letter was then sent out to all the courts,

adoption societies and children's departments included in the

sample, asking for their co-operation. (Appendix B). A separate

letter was also addressed to all the courts and children's

departments by the Scottish Education Department, asking them

to lend their support to the research. A personal contact

followed with all the courts and adoption agencies and details

of the research project were discussed with those who expressed

active interest. None of the courts or local authority

departments declined to participate in the project. Only two

of the adoption societies approached refused to do so and, in

spite of several meetinas and letters, it was not possible to

alter their original decision. Both these agencies were

operating only as adoption societies and appeared cut off from

and uninfluenced by developments in social work in general,

subsequently two other societies were selected and included in

the sample. Adoption societies, in general, expressed many

fears about disclosing confidential information and many

reassurances were given to allay their reasonable anxieties.
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3y the dprin" of 1967, several discussions and meetings were

held with caseworkers, children's officers, court officials,
members of adoption society committees and with representatives

of the Scottish Education Department, which retained an

interest in the project till the end. Jome of these persons

helped both with the pilot study and with the testing out of

the postal questionnaire.

At this stage very little was known about the amount and

kind of information contained in the courts' sealed envelopes

and to some extent the same applied to the contents of the

agency records. From the discussions we had with the various

representatives of the agencies, including the courts, it was

made apparent that no agency's records, by themselves, would

be adequate for the purposes of the study. This made necessary

the mounting of a pilot study aimed at ascertaining the possibil¬

ities of the various case-records. One such study was carried

out at a court, another at a children's department and a third

at an adoption society. These yielded very valuable information,

which eventually determined the kind of samples to be used,

as veil as some of the details of the research project which

had to be altered to reflect the potentialities of the records.

IV.

T"d :>A ii IE

The practice of adoption is a very complicated one and

involves a multi-disciplinary approach. here are social,
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medico-psychological and legal aspects to be considered.

Because of the complexity of the practice, as it stands to-day,

a variety of disciplines and agencies participate before the

child's adoption is finally effected. A descriptive and

evaluative study of the kind we were pursuing had of necessity

to include the practice of all those who play some part in the

process. This holistic approach was further made necessary

by the fact that what one type of agency does, is often affected

or determined by what the previous agency did and x^hat the next

one is about to do. This process can be likened to a chain

with the various types of agencies forming the links by

performing some vital task. however, because of the number

of agencies and agents involved, it is often assumed that

certain types of help have been given or certain investigations

hove already been carried out by the previous agency, or that

they are about to be performed by the next agency in the line.

One such example occurs in the selection of adoptive parents:

an agency may assume that the supervising authority will rectify

any deficiencies in their selection, while the latter may fail

to carry out certain functions because it trusts the placing

practices of the adoption agency; the curator-ad-litem and

the court may also make similar assumptions. A further reason

why it was felt necessary to look at the practice as a whole,

instead of singling out the courts, agencies or children's

departments, was the important fact that information is kept in



a piece-meal fashion. For any useful results to be obtained,
this information head to be pieced together and it was for this

reason that it was foun necessary to use three samples, but

all three closely linked with each other and with the two samples

referring to the same cases.

The year selected for study was 19^5. /hen preliminary

discussions were started about the feasibility of this study,

1965 was the latest complete year. It was then felt that the

study should describe and evaluate the latest complete year

when agencies would still have all their records available and

when the workers involved would still be around to clarify or

explain ambiguous aspects of the practice or supplement, where

necessary, certain factual information. This study, along

with others, cannot escape the criticism that by the time it

is finished it is likely to look out of date. Nothing of what

we observed indicated, however, that drastic changes in practice

were taking place within the agencies. A Home Office >epart-

:mental committee was appointed in 1966 to look at some aspects

of adoption practice but at the time of writing it had not yet

reported. The writer was invited to give evidence to the

committee in September, 1968 and some of the findings of this

study were shared with its members. Two articles, one

published in "Case Conference" in September, 1968 and the other

shortly to appear in "Child Adoption", contained some findings

from certain aspects of this study. In this way an effort was
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made to share preliminary results within a considerably shorter

period.

The three samples used consisted of:

(i) A court sample comprising 1030 cases;

(ii) an agency sample comprising 12 agencies and 376 cases

which were also in the "court sample";

(iii) a postal questionnaire addressed to all adoption

agencies, inclu ing the twelve in the "agency

sample".

(.£). ,0oHr^ da.ipic:

The whole of Scotland is served by twelve Sheriffdoms

comprising 56 Sheriff courts. In 1965? these courts granted

a total of 201'+ adoption orders out of a total of 2018, The

remaining four orders were granted by the High Court but because

of certain administrative difficulties these could not be

included in the sample.

For purposes of this study we selected twenty of the 56

courts representing eleven of the twelve Sheriffdoms. No

court was included from the twelfth Sheriffdom (Caithness,

Sutherland, Orkney and Zetland) because the area they serve is

in the extreme North of the country and no resources were

available to cover travelling and other necessary expenses.

Furthermore, the four courts making up this Sheriffdom granted

only 21 adoption orders in the whole of 1965 and they would be

too small a number to point to any regional variation. The
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twenty courts in the sample, were selected to represent each

of the eleven Sheriffdoms, but more than one court was included
from some of the Sheriffdoms for the following reasons!

(a) In some of the very sparsely populated areas, each Sheriff

court granted from three to five adoption orders only, and to

obtain a satisfactory picture about adoption practice in these

areas, such as the Border country, it was necessary to include

more than one court; (b) similarly, in densely populated areas,

such as Lanarkshire, where approximately one third of Scotland's

population lives, three Sheriff courts were included to make

the sample representative of the population composition.

The twenty courts in the sample granted 1525 adoption

orders in 1965? or 75.6 of all orders granted in Scotland that

year. Of the 1525 orders, we studied a total of 1030, that

is 67.5/^ of the orders granted by the surveyed courts, or $lj
of all orders granted in Scotland in 1965. The number of 1030

was arrived at as follo*ws:

(i) In cases where the court in the study had granted

one hundred adoption orders or less, then all the

orders were included in the sample. (Each order

represented one child).

(ii) In cases where the surveyed court had granted 101

adoption orders or more, then only half of the orders

were included in the sample. The sample was selected

by taking all the even numbers from the serial numbers
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allocated to each order by the court.

In order to be able to make certain comparisons •/ith 1965, we

also studied adoption orders granted by the Sheriff courts of

Edinburgh and Glasgow in 1935. The same sampling process was

followed as above.

The following twenty courts participated in the study.

The first column shows the total number of orders granted by

each court and the second the number of orders included in the

sample. (As a result of certain amendments made to the Act of
1.

Sederunt (Rules of Court), whilst the study was in process,

eight of the original courts were re-visited in the Autumn

of 1968 to establish the effect of the nev; provisions on the

reports of the curators-ad-litern. These courts appear

underlined in the next list).

1. Scottish Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children)Amendment 1966,
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the co u \T ca.:pie

3heri 'f Court Orders Granted

Aberdeen Qh

Airdrle 80

Ayr 79

Cunar 31

Dumbarton 116

21

Dundee 53

Dunfermline 38

Duns 7

Lc- inburah 272

Elgin 21

Falkirk 52

llasfP.y 3*+l

Hamilton 137

Hawick 3

Inverness lh

Jedburgh 11

Paisley 121

Perth hO

Selkirk h

Ore era in ;amcle

8*f

80

79

31

58

21

53

38

7

136

21

52

170

68

3

1*+

11

60

ho

h

Total 1525 10 30
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(it) Tgc, Adoptipg :,;oncy Sample

The "Agency Sample" was made up of twelve adoption

agencies, eight local authority ones and four voluntary societ¬

ies. In 19^5? Scotland was served by 5^ adoption agencies -

forty-six local authority ones and eight voluntary ones. At

least twenty-one of the local authority agencies handled less

than ten adoptions each during the year. (The eight local

authority agencies included in our adoption sample were also

studied with regard to their function as supervising authorities

for children awaiting adoption). To preserve a link with the

Court Sample, the Adoption Agency Sample was selected to cover

roughly the same areas as the courts. At the same time we

tried to select agencies that would represent big cities, large

boroughs and county areas. Eventually the eight local authority

agencies were selected from areas with population density

varying from 27 persons resident per acre to 0.1 persons per
1.

acre. (Burns and Sinclair, in their study of the Child Care
Service in Scotland, selected seven children's departments for

study from a total of 515 and the population density o the

areas covered was roughly similar to our own). Of the eight

1. T. Burns and S, Sinclair "The Child Care Service

at dork" H. 1. 5.0., No. bo - 5^3 (1963).
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voluntary adoption societies operating in Scotland, fou^ were

selected to form p-rt of the "Agency Sample". Two societies,

originally approached, refused to co-operate and they were

replaced by two others. The original i ea was to include two

denominational and two non-denominational societies but in the

end only one non-denominational society vas included. One,

of the four societies included in the sample, operates nationally,

the seconi one operates mainly in the whole of the East of

Scotland, the third covers mainly central and West of Scotland

and the fourth operates within a radius of fifty miles from its

base.

The twelve agencies (Agency Sample) placed between them

a total of 3?6 children which were among the 1030 in respect

of i/hom adoption orders were granted by the twenty courts in

the "Court Sample". Thus, the cases of the 376 children were

followed from the Court Sample to the Agency Sample, and

information was supplemented, compared or evaluated accordingly.

The 376 children represented almost a quarter of all children

adopted by non-relatives in 1965*
The twelve agencies which comprised the Agency Sample are

listed below, together with the number of children adopted

through the twenty courts. (The local authority agencies are

above the line and the four voluntary societies below the line.

To comply with the request made by the agencies, all the names

are fictitious).
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THE AOL- CY JA .i-Li:

Adoption Agency CI• 11 ren placed and ado pted

eastern Borough I

Eastern Borough II

Eastern County

Highland Borough

Highland County

South Eastern County

/estern Borough

Viestern County

11

k-2

16

9

13

9

59

8

Indepen ent Society

National Society

St. Kilda Society

Moral Society

h8

71

33

52

Total 376

.postal .uestionnai,re

Though several aspects of agency policy and practice

could he deduced from the case-records, there were still a

number of aspects and certain data that could only be obtained
by asking the agencies directly. For this purpose it was
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thought that the postal questionnaire would, be the simplest

and 1 ast obtrusive way of obtaining the ■ '.esired information.

Consequently a questionnaire was designed and seat out to all

fifty-four adoption agencies in the country - including the

twelve in the "Agency Sample". A somewhat different questionn¬

aire was sent to local authorities from the one sent to

adoption societies because of certain differences in their

respective records and the fact that the local authority agencies

were also acting as supervising authorities at the same time.

The questionnaire was sent by post to the *+6 public and

to the 8 voluntary societies. leplies were received from k2

agencies (or 77.8'). (This compares with 33.-" received by
i. .2.

Brandon for a similar questionnaire and 5*h' by Schapiro).

Thirty-eight of the agencies answering were local authority

ones and included the 8 in the "Agency Sample" and were

voluntary societies, i.e. all those that were also in the

"Agency Sample". A reminder had to be sent out two months

after the original questionnaire was distributed and this

produced almost a fourth of the total replies. A number of

agencies replying were unable to supply answers to all the

1. J.Brandon, "Voluntary adoption agencies am selection of

adopters" Case Conference,Vol. 13>No.6,Oct. 1966, pp.202-208.
2. M.Schapiro (Bd.) "A itudy of Adoption Practice" Child .elfare

League of America, h'cw fork - 1956.
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questions because of the absence of certain ata. 3uch data

inclu ed information on the number of adoptive applicants they

in 19^5) the number accepted, rejected etc,, the number of

children accepted for placing, the number of handicapped or

coloured children placed or awaiting to be placed, the number

of children they refused to accept and so on. As the

questionnaire was sent out only 2 years after the end of the

year un er study, it was surprising to find that some public

agencies were unable to provide basic information about children

for whom they had accepted direct responsibili y two years

earlier. In some cases we were able to trace better recorded

information on the subject of fostering and adoption relating

to a hundred years earlier.

(In this paper the label 'adoption society' will be used

to refer to a voluntary agency, whilst the label 'adoption

agencies' will refer to both local authority and voluntary

agencies. In the case of local authority agencies only, this

will be defined in each case. The word 'Act' will be used

to refer to the Adoption Act of 1958-)
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CPA1 TFR

■. "'c Gouuo

Courts in Scotland granted only three orders in 1930,
the first year the Adoption Act came into power. The number

rose to 3*+7 in the following year and reached its highest peak

in 19^6 when 2292 orders were granted. In 195^ the number

dropped to their lowest post-war figure of 1236. Between 195°

and 1959 the numbers fluctuated from around 1200 to 1500. A

continued increase, however, was maintained om the year i960
onwards and in 1965 the number of orders granted totalled 2018.

Of these, 1053 (or 52.2/6)were in favour of boys and 965 (or
*f6.8;£) in favour of girls.

The annual adoption rote per 10,000 children under 18

years of age remained constant at 10.0 for the period 1951

through I960. From 1961 through to 1965, however, the rate

rose to 12.6 per 10,000 children under 18 years of age. The

increased rate reflected an increase in the number of

illegitimate children born during this period, without a

corresponding increase in the number of all births. (This did

not mean that the rate of surrender changed). There are now

approximately 25,000 adopted children under 18 years of age,

or about 16 for every thousand of the under 18 population. No

official figures are available for Bngland and dales, but
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ICellmer-Pringle estimates these range from 1,3£ to 2. a:;iong
1.

the general population. In the United States, the annual

option rate per 10,000 children under 21 years of age remained
2.

constant at 1^ to 15 for the period 1951 through 1961.

Table. JL» Tie number of illegitimate c aldron horn and
x

adopted from i:36 - 1>65.

No.of illeg. No.of illeg. p of children

Period child.born child, adopted adopted

1936-^0 5397 873 16.2

19^1-^5 696b 1^56 20.9

I9I+6-P 5819 1657 28.5

1951-55 1+259 1290 30.3

1956-60 i+lUo 1227 29*6

1961 1+6^8 llH3 P.5

1962 5020 1^+76 29.!+

1963 53^ 1508 28.2

196^ 5628 1723 P.6

1965 5883 1813 30.8

x The figures were arranged on five year averages up to

and including i960, and thereafter on a yearly basis.

1. . L.lCellmer iringle "Adoption - Pacts and Fallacies"
Longmans, 1967.
2. C. ;.Vincent "Illegitimacy in the Next ocade: Trends and Impli¬
cations" Child ielfare, Vol. XIII, No.10, dec.I96N, pp.513-521.
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During the 5 year period from 1936 through 19*+0 (table 1),
the rate of adoption of illegitimate children was 16.2,.' of all

illegitimate children born in that period. The rate rose to

28.5,i during the period 19*+6 through 19^3 and has remained

constant over since at around 30 f each year. This percentage

is maintained irrespective of the number of illegitimate children

born each year, though it varies from one part of the country

to another. This means that it is the mothers of illegitimate

children who, through their surrendering habits, determine the

number of children to be adopted each year and that adoptive

applicants at the moment have no control over the situation.

These surrendering habits have not changed appreciably over the

last twenty years. Adoption can be described as being a
*

"sellers" market. It is difficult to foresee, of course, the

effect on adoption numbers of easier abortion, improved and

accessible methods of contraception and better social provisions

for single women and single mothers. No study has as yet been

attempted to identify how far the single women who abort, or

seek contraceptive advice, have identical characteristics with

those who surren er. Adoption numbers could be conversely

3€

(Caution is required in interpreting these figures because

we do not know the number of "hard-to-place" children who are

rejected as unadoptable.)
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influenced too, as a result of uproved fertility treatment

and by a possible change in attitudes towards illegitimacy and

a Toption.

The following figure (Fig.l in folder) shows how the

number of children adopted eac"~ year follows roughly the

fluctuations in the number of illegitimate children born,

though, the rate of surrender as stated before does not change,

.'hen the number of illegitimate children born rises, the number

of children adopted does so too and vice versa. This is best

demonstrated by studying the period 1961 thro gh 1965. From

1961 onwards there has been a steady rise in the number of

illegitimate cb.il ren born and subsequently of illegitimate

children adopted. During this 5 year period there was an

increase of 26.6- in the number of illegitimate children born

and during the same period there was an almost identical

increase (27,5/) of children adopted.

The relations: bp hatw.cn tl a nuub-r c 1* c' 11 ren a- opto each

y--"' an __thu.nunV.':- o? - 'o ...tdu • a /roles QdJ' J-iy-.

In 1965, the whole of Jcotlanc. was served by 51*- adoption
agencies. These inclu ed lf6 of the 52 local authority depart¬

ments and 8 voluntary societies. A relationship between the

number of children adopted each year and the opportunity to

surrender was found by comparing adoptions by non-relatives
in the four Scottish cities. (T: 0 comparison was made after
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standardising the number of ill gitinrte children born in each

city, the number surrendered and the percentage of the under 18
1.

population). In the City of Edinburgh where there are 6

adoption agencies, the rate of adoptions was 12,*+ per 10,000
children under 18 years of age for the year 1965; in the City
of Glasgow, with only 3 adoption agencies, the rate was 6.1
per 10,000 children under 18 years of age; in Dun ee with one

small local authority department and some coverage from a

society in Perth, the rate was 5«^ and in Aberdeen City where

until recently the only adoption agency was t: a county

department, the rate was only k per 10,000 children under 18

years of age. (Dundee had one of the highest rates of

illegitimacy in Scotland). It thus appears that an increased

number of agencies offers opportunities for the release of a

greater percentage of children, and for more adoptive applicants

to come along. Some of the children adopted in this way could

have stayed in long-term care and perhaps never been adopted.

A revealing article on the same point appeared in the bulletin

of the Association of Children's Officers in day, 196**. In

it there was an account of a report by the Children's Officer

of rnrrey county on the adoption work of her authority. The

Children's Officer described how, in 1959 > her authority started

1. Sample Census( Scotland) 1966 and Reports of the ledical Officers
of health for the cities of Glasgow, idinburgh,Dundee and Aberdeen
for the year 1965.
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to op-rate as an adoption agency because of concern about the

number of children who were availnvo an suitable for adoption,

it who had not been so placed. by the end of the first year

after the authority started operating as an adoption agency,

85 chil ren had been placed for adoption who could have otherwise

stayed tn long terra care. A further example pointing to a

relationship between the number of adoption agencies and

opportunity to surrender or to adopt, is demonstrated by

comparing -coltish and English adoption statistics: In Scotland

where almost 90 of local authorities ware, in 1965, acting
as -option agencies, 25.0." of illesltiaate chil ren were adopted

by non-relatives: in contrast, in England and sales, where
1.

only U0,6 of local authorities were operating as adoption

agencies, only just under 20.0,3 of illegitimate children were
x

adopted by non-relatives. The only other, but less likely

1. Rome Officer reply to S.HcKinlay (Unpublished Degree

dissertation - Nottingham University,)submitted under the title
"The selection of adoptive parents" (196?).

51 The percentages were worked out on the basis of our findings,

on the returns of the degistrar-Goneral for England and wales,

1965, and Goo acre*s findings regarding the percentage of

relatives - besides mothers and their husbands - who

adopt.
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explanation, for trie difference may be due to the different

surrendering habits of English girls compere" to Scottish ones,

further research is obviously needed to establish the number of

children in the care of local authorities who could have been

adopted if prompt action had been taken at the right time.

Adoption work is a race against time, and having to depend on

another agency to provi e the facilities often deters the

over-worked staff of children's departments from acting with

the necessary speed.

Types of Adoptions

The 20 courts surveyed (table 2) granted 1030 adoption

orders, 76.0% of them to non-relatives. Of the orders granted
to relatives, 15.0;' were granted mostly to mothers adopting

jointly with their husbands, k.3% to grand-parents and

another k,6% to other relatives.



Table
2s

Glassification
of

adoptees
by

tae

child's
legitioacy.

(Court
Sample
:

K

1030)
Adopted

within
the

Family

%

Non-relatives
Mother
andStepfather
Bothparents
Oneparent
Grand¬parents

AuntsandUncles
Re-adopted

Total

Illegitimate:
752(7350

93(9.0%)
5(0.5%)
3(0.3%)
34(3.3%)
35(3.4%)
4(0.4%)
926(89.9%)

legitimate:
31(3*)

50(4-9%)
-

10(1.0%)
13(1.2%)
-

104(10.1%)

Totals

783(76.0%)
U3(13.9%)
5(0.5%)
3(0.3%)
44(4.3%)
48(4.6%)
4(0.4%)
1030(100)
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Though adoptions by relatives in the b Scottish cities averaged

31. Oi all adoptions, in the boroughs and county areas they

vere only 17.0, . Adoptions by mothers and their husbands were

less frequent in county and borough areas which suggests either

that mothers of illegitimate children move a /ay from small

communities or have fever opportunities for marrying, Soodacre

in her study of adoptions in an English county found that 3*+-
of all adoptions there vere by relatives and this was mainly

because of the high percentage of mothers adopting Jointly
1.

with their husbands. In the United States a many as b?/j
2.

of children adopted in 196b, were adopted within their families.

Just over 10,J of children adopted in 1965 were legitimate

and of these 70,. were adopted by relatives, two-thirds by their

mothers and step-fathers. Children born in wedlock formed

only 3 of those adopted by non-relatives and there was only

one instance of a legitimate child being adopted by non-relatives

whilst the parental marriage was intact. In contrast to these

figures, one fourth of the independent non-relative adoptions
3»

in the united states, in I960, involved children born in wedlock.

1. I.Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin,

London, 1966.
2. "Child -.'elfare Statistics - 196^ (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

overnment Printing Office, 196*0.
3. Unpublished Statistics of the U.S.Children*s Bureau, quoted by

r.L. i truer et al in "Independent Adoptions "-Russell Jage

Foundation, Hew York, 1963jP»75.



Five children in the sample (or 0.5%) were adopted by

their mother and father because at the time of birth the parents

were not free to marry. Only 3 children (or 0.3) were adopted

by their mothers alone, and 2 children were both adopted by

their alleged, father. Four children (or 0.' ) were re-adopted

by their adoptive mothers and their husbands, the first adoptive

fathers having died. Fifteen of the 23 legitimate chil 'ren

who \Tere adopted by relatives were the children of widowed,

divorce' or separated parents. Three children were adopted

by male applicants only (two of these were ado ed by their

putative father with the consent of the mother who was at the

time living abroad and the third was adopted by the child's

step-father following the death of the mother).

Fifty-two (or 5.0.') of the chil]ren were formerly in the

care of a local authority and two thirds of these were adopted

by their foster-parents. \ Scottish Education Department

privately circulated list, gives the proportion of children

who were in cere prior to their adoption as being 31.C"'. From

our enquiries, however, it was established that most c* these
were only technically 'in care' cases. This step was taken by

local authorities to ensure payment of fostering fees and other

expenses in case the mothers were unable to meet these commit-

sments. For purposes o" this study, these '/ere not considered

as 'in care' cases.
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authoritative studies about the characteristics of

mothers giving birth to illegitimate children are rare and at

the same time either out of date or carried out in countries

or areas with different socio-cultural influences. The

accelerating process of social change quickly makes existing

stu ies become out of date and emphasizes the necessity for

.lore immediate analysis of new ones. In an a tempt to predict

the disposition decision of mothers,a few studies have

recently appeared comparing the background characteristics and

circumstances of single mothers who surrender with those who

keep their children. The first of these studies by Meyer,
1.

Jones and Borgatta was carried out in the U.3,A. in 1956 •

2.
This was followed by Yelloly's study in England in 1965 and

by two Scottish studies in 1969. Ore of the Scottish studies,
3.

by Gill, was focussed on Aberdeen and the other, by

1. F.J.Meyer, .Jones and . . orgatta "The ecision by Unmarried
•others to Keep or Turret er tT eir Babies" Social dork, XIII,

April, 1956, pp.103-109.

2. .A.Telloly "Factors el; ting to an Adoption Decision by the
Mothers of Illegitimate Infants" The Sociological Review, Vol.13?
o.l, arch, 1965, pp.5-l*K
3. D.G.Gill "Illegitimacy and Adoption:Its -ocio-oconomic Corre¬
lates. A preliminary Report".Chile Adoption,do.56,1 o.l of 1969,
PP.25-37.
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1.
Triseliotis, with only preliminary findings about to be pub-

jlishod, was concentrated in Edinburgh. All k studies have

ad-?d some light on the timing or the mothers' decision and on

some of the background characteristics that appear to influence

this decision. because of the limitations o" the data and

the absence of accurate measuring standards, tho studies have

concentrated on identifying and comparing tangible cbr-acteris-

:tics, and aspects of personality and relationships have not

b~en fully explored. The studies are agreed about the

influence of c-rtain factors but they also sho considerable

differences and contradictions which may reflect socio-cultural

differences.

Un"er n third of all illegitimate children born In Scotland

each year are adopted. (In spite of considerable efforts,

however, no figures could be obtained to show the number who

are released for adoption but not accepted by the agencies

because of some handicap). Illegitimate children form 97 of

all adopted children by non-relatives. When we talk, therefore,

of the parents of adopted children, we generally refer to single,

unwed girls and occasionally to married women who conceive extra-

1. J... Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single bother's

Decision in delation to Agency Practice" - Child Adoption

lo. 58, Oct. 1969.
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sm-ritally. Though the worn?.]! who bears an out-of-wedlock baby

'"os 'it3 a phobicto society, I-1" the baby is free of defects

and tv" mother is willing to surrender it, she my be seen

as having produced a valuable product. By placing the child,

the natural mother, who cannot face the burden of rearing it,

can start life afresh and perhaps with a clean sheet. It is

often argued that it takes strength and maturity for a mother

to give up her child and come to the realisation that a future

together holds nothing for either of thorn. Adoption case-

sworkers, who often have to support mothers through periods

of indecision and fluctuation, have often folt that adoption

practice could be considerably improved, if more ^as known

avout th- background characteristics of single mothers, the

timing o" their decision to keep or surrender and the factors

'•hat appear to influence such a decision. dor instance,

further substantiating of the findings of the studies already

iuoted could directly influence the policies and practices of

agencies dealing with unmarried .mothers, in the direction of

change that can accommodate more liverse needs. Admii istratively,

it could help agencies to arrange placements with greater

certainty, and also to plan for appropriate resources ^or those

no th a 'S who do not surrender Immediately after birth or who

do not surrender at all.
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TT : • TIMING OF TTTE "DTP H1 0 DF.CT 10!^

^o^ever difficult the mother's situation may be, sooner

or later she must make a decision about the baby. Even a

decision not to surrender is a decision to keep. The mother's

anxiety, and often of those around her, is usually increased

because of certain inherent conflicting needs aroused by the

situation. One such conflict, for instance, is the need to

place the child as early as possible whilst at the same time

sivin"f the mother time to make up her mind in an unhurried way.

Equally, the various rulings and policies of mrkers in

hospitals, adoption agencies or Mother and Paby T'omcs can

become another source of anxiety. An insistence, for instance,

that every nother should be made to see her baby after birth,

or that all mothers must breast-feed their children whilst in

a Home, o" again that every mother must agree to her child being
fostered first before it is finally placed for adoption, add

to the existing anxieties and conflicts, Bowlby, discussing
this problem of the attitude of workers wrote: " Unfortun¬

ately, instead of considering objectively what is best for
the child and what is best for the mother, workers of all kinds

have too often been influenced by punitive and sentimental
1.

attitudes towards the errant mother".

1. J. Bowlby " Internal Care and Mental Health" W.F.O. deneva,

1952, P. 100.
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The studies quoted earlier on, in this chapter, tried to
answer the question of how fnr the mother's decision could he

mticipatsd and also whether there were any distinguishing

characteristics between those who surrendered and those who

kept their children. As our own sample consisted only of

10there whose children were adopted, a comparative study was

not possible, hut instead a retrospective study was planned

whose object was:

(a) to identify the stage at which the mothers in the

sample reached t" eir final decision J:o surrender;

and

(b) to identify these mothers' main background

characteristics.

It has been suggested that the policy about adoption

pi cings could be considerably changed if accurate information

could be provided that could help to predict the stage at which

the mothers of illegitimate children were most likely to reach

a definite decision about the child's future. Predictive
1.

stu ies of this kind were developed by Mannheim and Milkins
2.

in the criminological field and by Parker who developed a

prediction table about the possible success or failure of

1. .Mannheim and L.T..ilkins "Prediction Methods in delation to
Borstal Training" F. .3.0. 1955.

2. Parker "decision in Child Care" Allen Unwln, London,1966.
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fostering pi., cedents. In he f' .Id of illegitim. cy and
1.

adoption, Meyer, Jones and Borgatta, in a sta y of hun'red

v.. isrried mothers whose cases were active at xouth Consultation

Centre in hew fork, found that the disposition decision of the

mot' e-rs cculc be predicted for about 80 per cent of them.
2.

Yelloly, in a study of 160 single mothers who consulted a

casework agency in Gloucestershire in 1962, found that 88 of

them kept their babies and 72 decided to surrender them for

adoption, Seventy-eight per cent of these mothers made a

final decision about the baby within ten days ter confinement,
3.

Similarly, Iriseliotis found from a study of 221 single girls
who g ve birth to a child in a Maternity ospital in ^.cinburgh

in 1965? that by the time these mothers had left hospital, 80>
had reached a final decision to surrender or keep. Of the 221

1. E.J. Meyer, W.Jones and E.F. Borgatta "The Decision by

Unmarried Mothers to Keep or Surrender their Babies" Social

Work, XIII, April, 1956, pp.103-109.

2. '.A. Yelloly "Factors Relating to an Adoption Decision by

the itothers of Illegitimate Infants" The Sociological Review

Vol.13, No.l, March, 1965, pp.5-1^.

3. J... Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single Mother's

Decision in delation to Agency hractice" - Child Adoption,

Ho. 58, Oct. 1969.
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mothers, 122 kept their babies a; the remaining 99 surrendered

them.

Table 3 shows the findings of our retrospective study

which ' lined at identifying the stage at which the 368 mothers

in the adoption sample (Agency Sample) reached their final

decision to surrender.

Table 3. The t train ~ o" the mothers' decision.

(/ ;ency Sample !T. 368) *
Child Ado-tod

ii nop cent.

(1) ocision reached before confinement

and constant thereafter 227 61. $

(ii) Decision reached within a week

following confinement and constant

thereafter 18 (H-.9)

(iii) ecision reached when child was over

a week old 121 32.9

(iv) Mixed feelings up to the court stage... 2 (0,5)

Total 368 (100 )

*

The original sample was 376 but 8 of the children were

legitimate and therefore excluded.



Two thirds of the mothers .Table 3) made a final decision

to surrender either before or *rlthin a week after confinement,

whilst the rest did so at various intervals later. Those

findings suggest a slightly lover percentage of mothers who

reached a decision within a week after confinement compared

with the studies mentioned earlier. The main explanation

for the difference appears to be the presence, in our sample,

of 52 foster-children whose mothers made up their minds at

various periods within a span of 3 years following the child's

birth. This loaded the sample with a number of backlog cases

that voul not have appeared in a usual sample.

For some of the mothers the surrender of the child

appeared to be felt as a more painful experience than for

others. Forty-nine of the mothers Cor 13.3v) appeared to go

through a very distressing period during the first few weeks

after surrender, but in spite of this they kept to their original
decision. All these mothers wrote one or more letters to the

respective adoption agency asking for news about the baby and

for photographs to be sent to them. Some of the letters were

permeated with considerable guilt and remorse and in all of

them there was a tone of sadness or anguish. Through the

letters they appeared to be trying to retain some link with

the baby as if they found it hard to accept the fact that they

would not be seeing it again. Some suggested sending clothes

and other gifts or asked to be allowed to see it just once more.



This reaction was very reminiscent of the reactions of bereaved

persons. whilst finding it hard to accept she loss they

sustained, they were at the same time mourning ..or the loss.

The opportunity to do this, even by letter, must have been of

some confort to these mothers in trying to come to terms with

their situation. Almost three-quarters of these mothers had

surrendered the babies through adoption agencies that offered

them no casework help and no opportunity to reflect on their

decision during and after relinquishment. nut even some of

those who had received some kind of casework help appeared to

need to reflect again on the matter, which again is a usual

phenomenon with bereaved people. Apart from one agency that

tried to reply to the letters in a way showing understanding

and recognition of the mother's loss, the remaining ones either

failed to answer or simply replied to say that unfortunately

their request could not be met. It is a matter of speculation

whether a reaction of this kind is to be expected from mothers

who surrender or whether the process of 'mourning' and

acceptance could have been facilitated through a meeting of

mother and adoptive parents so as to inject the situation with

more reality.

Sixteen of the mothers (or *+.*+ ;) answered agency letters

in a very matter of fact way, betraying no emotion or feeling,

and making no requests for photographs or information. The

letters had a business-like tone about them and roost of the



mothers said in them that they wanted to finish with the matter

once and for all and not to have to reflect back on it* The

extent to which they were suppressing or denying their feelings,
because they could not face the pain involved, was difficult

to ascertain. VJith two exceptions, there was no suggestion

from the agency records that these were mothers who had

received substantial casework help and had therefore dealt

with their feelings about the loss satisfactorily, Je have

been told, however, by both hospital and adoption agency

workers, that some of the biological mothers are so distressed

about the surrender that they are reluctant to come back

either to the hospital or to the agency where the relinquishment

has taken place# Both places appear to be associated with

pain and loss in the minds of the mothers, and are therefore

to be avoided as far as possible. For this type of mother,

any casework help can only be offered before or during confine-

iiaent, otherwise she is likely to become inaccessible.

Among the corresponuence studied, there were 7 letters

coming from grand-mothers and asking for news about their

daughters' babies. These were grand-mothers who, at son.; stage

during the pregnancy, expressed the wish to adopt the chil ,

but tils had met with resi jtar.ee from their daughters. One

girl argued that it would be a "torture" for her to watch the

baby living with her parents an not be able to mother it herself.
Another remakred that her parents had made "a moss" of her own
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life and she would not let them do the sane with a child of

her own. She was certain that the child would be better off

with another family selected by the agency. Two of the

gran '-mothers asked in their letters if they could visit the

baby and one suggested sending it presents. The amount of

feeling expressed in the letters sounded as if the grand¬

mothers were experiencing this as their own loss.

Factors Affecting the Timing of the Mother's Adoption ecision.

Of 7 identifiable factors, i.e. age, occupation, social

class, education, movement before confinement, home background
and parity, two factors appeared to be closely associated with

the timing of the mother's decision. These were movement

before confinement, and social class. Two other factors which

suggested themselves were education and occupation, but because

of the absence of comparative figures these could not be

verified.

Table *+ shows the association between movement before

confinement, and occupation and their influence on the timing

of the decision. Of the 2*+5 mothers who moved before confine¬

ment, 20u (or 8*+.9)0 reached their decision to surrender before or

within a week after confinement. In contrast, of 123 mothers

who did not move, only 6l (or **9.6/0 reached a similar decision

within the same period. Of the l6*+ mothers employed in

professional, technical or clerical occupations or studying or

training for these occupations, 138 (or 8*+.2) ) moved before



Table As Factors Influencing the timing of the mother's adoption decision

(Agency Sample N.363)

Percentage based on total of each occupational group

•

(i) Professional, clerical Moved
studying or training
for these No move

Decision before
or within a week
after confiiiement

Decision later
than a week
after confinement Total

N %
123 (78.0)

16 (9.8)

N %
10 (6.1)

10 (6.1)

N %

133 (8A.1)

26 (15.9)

lAA (87.3) 20 (12.2) 16A (100 )

(ii) Distributive and Moved
skilled manual

No move

36 (A3. A)

23 ( 27.7)

3 (3.6)

21 (25.3)

39 (A7.0)

AA (53.0)

59 (71.1) 2A (28.9) 33 (100 )

(iii) Domestic, transoort Moved
and catering

No move

32 (37.6)

13 (21.2)

13 (21.2)

17 (20.0)

50 (53.3)

35 (Al.2)

50 (53.3) 35 (Al.2) 85 (100 )

(iv) Unskilled and semi- Moved
skilled jobs in
mills, factories No raov^

3 (21.A)

2 (1A.3)

1 (7.2)

3 (57.1)

A (28.6)

10 (71. A)
etc.

5 (35.7) 9 (6A. 3) 1A (100 )

(v) School-girls. Moved
housewives etc.

No, move

9 (AO.9)

2 (9.1)

5 (22.7)

6 (27.3)

1A (63.6)

3 (36. A)

11 (50.0) 11 (50.0) 22 (100 )
1



confinement and almost 93/- of them reached their decision to

surrender before or within a week after confinement. In

contrast, of 182 mothers occupied in the distributive trade,

in skilled manual jobs, in transport, catering and uomestic

jobs and in factories, mills or warehouses, only 93 (or 53U1,%)
moved to another area. Of those who moved, just over three-

luarters reached their decision to surrender before or kithin

a week after confinement. i lovemerit away from home appeared

to e the strongest factor that affected the timing of the

decision, followed by occupation, especially in professional

and other similar jobs.

In conclusion, adoption caseworkers may expect that ell

over ' r out of every 5 mo triers, who move before confinement,

ana want to surrender, are likely to reach their decision before

or within a week after confinement an that this possibility is

greatly increased if the mother is also employed, studying or

training for professional or clerical jobs. The value o -

these findings shouln not be exaggerated as they refer only to

t. ose mothers who eventually released their children and do not

take into account the mothers who kept their babies. hater

in this chapter, however, it will be shown that there is a

close association between aothers who move ana those ho

surrender their children. These later findings suggested that

9 out of every 10 toothers who jcve eventually surrender their

children. The present findings go a step further to say that,



of the 90$ who decide to surrender, over 85$ reach their
decision before or within a week after confinement. In other

words, of 100 unmarried mothers who move, 90 are likely to

surrender and of these 77 will reach their decision before

or within a week after confinement. This association is

closer for those mothers who move and are also occupied in

professional, technical and clerical jobs, or who are studying

or training for these occupations,

BACnGBQUND ChA.IAClESISTICS OF II.., BIOLOGICAL i-AdEUI3

In studying the case-records referring to the background

characteristics of the biological parents we were struck by

the repetitiveness of a number of them. This by itself,

however, says no more than that certain characteristics

appeared in the group of parents who surrendered their children

and does not take account of the characteristics of those
1.

mothers who chose to keep them, Meyer, Jones and Borgatta,

who compared che characteristics of mothers who surrendered

with those who kept their children, found that the following
factors had a positive influence on the adoption decision of

white girls: non-catholic religion, college education, ■ ged

unner 18 and the putativ . father being a single man, -hey

1. H,J.Meyer^V/,Jones and E. h,Borgatta "The Decision by Unmarried
/-fathers to K---ep or Surrender their Babies" Social Work, XIII,

April, 1956, pp. 103-109.
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also found that Negro girls tended to keep their babies in

higher proportions compared TTith white girls. The latter

could represent, as they point out, a cultural factor that

makes for tolerance and acceptance of out-of-wedlock chil ren
1.

among .:egroes. Yelloly's study showed that the decision to

surrender was related to the presence of other children of the

natural mother, the putative father being a married man and
2.

the mother's parents' attitude being negative. Gill claims

that of three factors, social class, age and parity, the

adoption decision-making process was influence( only by ocial
3.

class. Triseliotis found that the characteristics associated

with the decision of single girls to surrencer were: n ative

family attitude, social class I and II, movement away from

usual address before confinement ant the putative fath r being

1. r.A. Yelloly "Factors Relating to an Adoption Decision by the

fathers of Illegitimate Infants" The Sociological Review Vol,

13, No.l, March, 1965, PP. 5-1^.

2. .0. Gill "Illegitimacy and Adoptions Its Socio-economic

Co-•relates". Preliminary Report". Child Adoption, No. 56,
rfa.l of 1969, pp.2'+-37.

3. J.i. Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single Mother's

Decision in delation to Agenc; *ractice" - Chil Adoption do.58,

Oct. 1969.
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a married man. Though all these studies have some predictive

value, they are not a substitute for the practitioner's analysis

of each c se separately, the practitioner can only use them

both as a guide and as a challenge to a more accurate diagnosis.

It is observed that the various studies quoted are

agreed only on some charact ristics as influencing the

adoption decision-making process. A possible explanation is

that the differences may reflect specific cultural attitudes

and social factors characteristic of the areas where the

studies took place.

1 /• i. -. ■. ....... j — .. -i J J

( w ol .,xao.;1c:4 ..lohiGrs; Practising workers often

suggested to us that the mother's youth might be an important

characteristic having a positive influence on the adoption

decision. The argument put forward was that young mothers,

especially those under 10, did not have the emotional and

physical resources to cope with the needs of a young infant.

In spite of these commonly held beliefs, none of the three

studies by Yelloly, Gill or -riseliotis found any connection
between age and the adoption decision.

Table which Compares the age-group of mothers in

the adoption sample with that of all mothers who gave birth to

an illegitimate child in 1965* -3hows that over a third of the

mothers in the sample were under 20 years at the time of the
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child's birth; almost two-fifths were between 20 an< 2^,and
just over a quarter were twenty-five and over.

A-.;^ pf gopher sqrr^i. .:rlrv; (^ucy ... .,HAg ^63).

All mothers giving
birth to an illegit.

Mother's Age Child, Adopted child

N % %

Under 20 129 (35.1) 27

20 - 2*f iko (38.0) 32

25 - 29 57 (15.5) 20

30 and over k-2 (llA) 21

Total 368 (100 ) 100

x

Report of the Registrar-General for Scotland, 1965.

Our sample of adopted children shows a higher percentage

of mothers under 25 surrendering their babies compared to the

sane age-group of all mothers giving birth to an illegitimate

child. This, however, can create a false picture of the actual

situation. The high percentage of mothers under 25 surrender-

sing is explained by the fact that only a small number of

"ever married" women appear in the adoption sample, compared

with their estimated number among all mothers giving birth to
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an illegitimate child irrespective of status and include at

least one third who are married, separated, divorced or

wi lowed, and who are generally older than single mothers.

Their presence in relatively large numbers among the total

group tends to increase considerably the average age of mothers

giving birth to an illegitimate child. In contrast, the small

percentage of "ever married" women in the adoption sample tends

to lower the average age of mothers who surrender.

The relationship between maternal age and illegitimacy

is complex ana for this reason makes statistics difficult to

interpret. The Registrar-General uses two measures each of

which illustrates a particular aspect of the relationship

between material age and illegitimacy: (a) the illegitimacy

ratio which is only concerned with the legitimacy of birth and

which refers to illegitimate births in each maternal age-group;

and (b) the illegitimacy rate which refers to illegitimate

births per hundred unmarried females in each age-group, he

previous table shows illegitimate births in each maternal age

group because not all mothers surrendering their children are

single, . more accurate comparison, however, would have been

between single mothers who surrender and single mothers who

keep their children, a com; irison hich the studies referred
to earlier have observed finding, apart from the American one,

no connection between the mothers' age and the adoption-

decision.
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(h) Age of putative fathers: Host public documents concerning

births out-of-wedlock and other aspects of illegitimacy focus

on the mother and the baby, with no reference to the father of

the child. Information about the alleged fathers is hard to

come by and little is known about their main characteristics.

As a group, they have generally been neglected both by the

law and by the social work agencies. The latter usually limit

their services primarily to the mothers and the children, though

some agencies are now attempting to widen their function to

include services to putative fathers. The elusiveness of

putative fathers too makes contact difficult. They may

perceive contact as a threat involving court action, financial

involvement, loss of education, publicity which may entail

occupational and social hazards or affect his legitimate family,

if married. Though the mothers are generally reluctant to

give identifying characteristics such as name and address,

they do not mind revealing other characteristics such as age,

occupation and aspects of the relationship. They often see

this as necessary in the interests o the child. Five of the

12 agencaes in the sample happened to provide full particulars

about the putative father's age and occupation, and about the

length of the relationship between him and the mother. Because

information on this group of fathers is always very difficult

to obtain, it was decided t! t it was worth using the
information provided by the 5 of the 12 agencies. Some of
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the remaining agencies had data on a number of their cases,

but these were not included. The total number of cases from

the 5 agencies was 192.

The only British study available which throws some light

on the background characteristics of putative fathers is one
1.

by Hughes from his study of illegitimacy in a Midland town

in 195^? called "Midboro". The study, however, covered putative

fat ers pin general and indued a high percentage of very stable

cohabitations which - ould make comparison with the group of

fathers whose children were adopted in Scotland rather

irrelevant.

1- 6. A--: of Alleged fathers compare.-, with the age c. mothers.

(Agei^y Sample - yaiqlos hf 1

Ase group i-ut. Fathers Mothers

N. % %

Under 20 31 (16.2) 36

20 - 2k 77 (*+0.1) 38

25 - 29 k5 (23» 15

30 and 0 /er 39 (20.3) 11

Total 192 (100 ) 100

Only the age-group 20 - 2k bears some similarity between

1. V.Hughes quoted in "The Unma rried -other and her Chilby

V. imperis, Allen and Unwin, London, i960.
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the ages of mothers and those of putative fathers (Table 6);

otherwise, and not unexpectedly, putative fathers were generally

older than the mothers. Only a small percentage of fathers

were under 20 compared with mothers. The reverse was true for

the age-group 30 and over. However, in spite of this apparent

difference, only in 7% of the cases was the putative father

older by more than 5 years than the mother. This is a lower

percentage compared with that found between adoptive mothers

and fathers. On the basis of this, it would be difficult
to describe putative fathers as "fatherly" figures to young

teenagers, especially as more than half of the fathers were

less than 25 years old. Only 2 of the under 13 year old

mothers had the baby by a man who was over 2*+.
1.

The "iiidboro" study showed that more than half of the

putative fathers were 30 years and over at the time of

conception. This particular study referred to all illegitimate

pregnancies and, as stated earlier, included many stable
co-habitations where the fathers would be expected to be older.

A further factor which may account for the younger age of the

fathers in our study is the apparent change of attitude toward

sex by young people between 1950 and 1965» ^he yo^d men's

1, V. Hughes quoted in "The Unmarried Mother and her Child" by

V. Wimperis, Allen and Unwin, London, i960.
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greater financial emancipation and the more permissive attitude
1.

toward sex by the community as a whole. Michael Schofield's

survey of the sexual behaviour of young people found t; t one

boy ii three had experienced sexual intercourse b fore 18,

compared with fewer than one girl in five. However, o the

192 putative fathers in our sample, only 1*+ (or 7.3/) had not

yet reached the age of 18, Though 12 of the girls were

unuer school-leaving age at the time of conception, only 2 boys

were in the same age-group.

(ii.'

(a) The mar atus of the mothers: Though illegitimate

births do not occur to single mothers only, official statistics

do not distinguish between the unmarried, married, separated,

divorced o^ widowed women. Three independent studies in

different parts of Scotland suggest, however, that approximately

one third of illegitimate pregnancies each year occur to "ever
2.

married" women, Thompson , who studied illegitimate materni-

:ties in Aberdeen between 19^9-52 found that nearly a third of

1. ... jchofield 'sexual ,navioiu in Young x ec,... *' - u. .ans,

London, 1965.

2, B.Thompson "Social Study of Illegitimate Maternities"-Brit.

Journal of Social and Preventive ;Iedicine,10,1956, pp.75-87.
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such births occurred to .married, widowed or divorced women.
1.

Illsley and Gill claim that all forms of co-habitation and

women "eve-- married" accounted for HO, of all illegitimate

bi-ths in Aberdeen in 1963 and for 27/ in 1)66. The medical

Officer of Health for Edinburgh City reported in his annual

report for 1965 that just under a third of all illegitimate

pregnancies, occurring to ,romen resident in Edinburgh,
2,

occurred to married, divorced or widowed women. The M.O.H,

also reported that in 30 ' of the illegitimate births in the

same year, the same address was given for father and mother

which "implied co-habitation". Illsley and Gill explain the

slight decline in the number of illegitimate maternities to

women "ever married" or co-habiting as possibly related to

increased resort to, or availability of iivorce for the
3.

ultimate resolution of marital conflicts.

1. M. Illsley and D.G. Gill "Changing Trends in Illegitimacy"

(Advance copy to writer - article to appear shortly in k>c.

Science Medicine).

2. deport o the Medical Officer of Health for Edinburgh City

for 1965.

3. a. Illsley and D.G. Gill "Changing Trends in Illegitimacy"

(See 1. above).
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Of the 363 children a ;opted by non-relatives in 1)6$,
only (or 12.2/0 were born to "ever married "women and the

regaining 87.8/- to single mothers. If the various studies

suggest that approximately one third of all illegitimate

pregnancies occur to "ever married" women, then their percent-

sage representation in the adoption group at only 12.2 suggests

that the rate of surrender by "ever married" women is well

below that of single mothers. In other words, though 3 out

of every 10 illegitimate children were born to "ever married"

women, only about 1 of every 10 such chil ren featured in the

adopted group. In contrast, though 7 out of every 10

children were born to single women, in the adoption group there

were 9 such children out of every 10. The suggestion, there¬

fore, is that when the mother of an illegitimate chile, is

married, separated, divorced or widowed, it is most likely

that she will keep rather than surrender it. It is obvious

that those who are more likely to surrender are the ones not

in stable co-habitation.

(b) The marital status of putative fathers?
1.

rughes* ,r*idboro" study 11 again the only British study

1. V.Hughes quoted in "The Unmarried Mother and her Child" by

V. ,/imperis, Allen and IJhvin, nonclon, 19^0.



that provides some valuable information on the subject. The

study showed that at least two-fifths of the putative fathers

were not free to marry at the time of the child's birth.

Since then the feeling grew that we shoul not be talking of

"unmarried fathers" because of the high proportion of married

putative fathers. One of the factors that Meyer, Jones and
1.

Borgatta found as influencing the adoption decision in a

negative way was the father being a married man. Consideration

of tl e marital status of tl e putative father was suggested by

the theory that when a girl has relationships with a man who

is not free for marriage she will, upon becoming pregnant,

perpetuate her deviance for the same psychological reasons that

Is to her situation by tending to keep rather than surrender
2. " 3.

the baby. Yet Yelloly and Triseliotis found that the

1. H.J. Meyer, ./.Jones and E.F. Borgatta "The Decision by

Unmarried Mothers to Keep or Surrender their Babies" Zoeial

Work, XIII, April, 1956, pp.103-109.

2. . .Yslloly "Factors '.elating to an Adoption Decision by the

Mothers of Illegitimate Infants" The sociological Review 7ol.l3,

o.l, arch, 1>65j pp. 5-1'• •

3. J.ir. Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single Mother's
ecision in delation to Agency Practice" - Child Adoption,

Mo.58, Oct. 1969.
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decision of single mothers to surrender was positively influenced

in cases where the putative father was a married man. in the

adoption sample, one out of every 6 children surrendered was
with

born to a woman following an association/an "ever married" man.

Just over four-fifths of the fathers whose illegitimate

children were adopted in 1965 were single men and the remaining

63 (or 17.1.-) were either married or separated but not free to

marry. Only two of the 63 children were surrendered following

the collapse of a consensual union. In the remaining cases

the e was never any stable co-habitation between the mother

and the alleged father. It thus appears that, in the case of

both men and women who have ever been married, the chii ren

are more lively to be surrendered when no stable co-habitation

exists.

(ill) THh 1-ARENTS1 .30 CIO-S00 HOMIC BACKGROUND

(a) voeio.l dlass; sociologists have for long recognised that

social class is a most elusive concept loth as a subject in its

own right and as a method of classification. The phrase has

no precise meaning as there is no single measure of social

class. The iegistrar-General's classification is be m imply

on occupation, but problems can arise especially will.. marginal

occupations. It is difficult for instance to determine

precisely what social class amounts to in the case of the

daughter of a consultant surgeon, who is filling in time by
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doing a receptionist's job shortly after taking her eneral

Arts degree, or the daughter of a miner who is studying for a

maths de~ree at university. ( >ince 1993 the Registrar-General

(Scotland) has b~en classifying all students, trainees and

apprentices, in the social class they would most likely find

themselves in after graduation or at the end of their

training. There can still, ho- ever, be some argument a3 to

whether a girl working for a degree is going to teach and

should therefore be classified in social class II or work as a

secretary and be classified in social class III, ov obtain a

Lecturer's job at uhivsrsity and be classified in social class

I, The inclusion, however, of stu : ts and trainees in the

Registrar-General's classification has consi erably reduced

the element of bias that former classifications c; rriec. Under

the old classifying system, a young student ged between 16
and 90, and "iving birth to an illegitimate child woulc not be

classified, whereas a young factory worker, shop-assistant or

clerkess in tbi s&iae age-group would he classified because she

could give an identifiable occupation. 'his method of classifi¬

cation was likely to show a higher percentage of working-class

girls iving birth to illegitimate chil ren because they only

exceptionally attended school hryo co .e ulsory school- go,

whilst on the oth^r hand it was likely to unde--estimate the

percentage of middle-class girls ho usually are the ones who

stay at school and go on to colleges and universities).
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Table 7 which compares the social class background of

mothers whose children were adopted in 196? with all mothers

giving birth to an illegitimate child in the same year,

combined groups I and II, and 17 and V to reduce possible bias.
This table shows a. very big; r te of surrender among the two

upper 'roups and a considerably lover rate among girls from

semi-skilled an unskilled occupations. Though only about

11" of all illegitimate children were born to mothers in

soci'l class I an" II, such children formed almost a fifth
of all adoptions. In contrast, though almost *+8, of illegitimate

children were born to mothers in social class 17 and V, such

chil ren formed only 28.6/, of those a 'opted.

Tabje, 7, The social class backgrppna of ^thjsr.s_sering..
(Agency sample N.368) ^ , _ ... ... ,, ..Child adopted all illeg. births

iv, -/a '/a

I & II-rrofessional,
technical,
managerial, etc. 6? (18,3) 10,8
III - Skilled 182 (?2.6) ^1.3

IV a V-Semi-skilled
and unskilled 99 (28.6) !f7.9

3Lr6 (100 )
Schoolgirls and
housewives 22

Total 3£8_
K Registar-General's figures for 196?.In these figures no
occupation is given for 36 • of the mothers. It is assumed that
most of these ere either married or single women stably co¬
habiting,with no occupation to declare.
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The absence of reliable statistics, on a national level,
makes it difficult to establish the relationship between

illegitimacy and social class. Muirhead who noted the absence

of such statistics concluded: "I am inclined to agree with a

statement made by a colleague in the U.S.A. that 'there is no

typical unmarried mother. By and large, unmarried mothers

known to social agencies have social, economic and educational
1.

backgrounds fairly representative of the population as a whole".

From 1950 onwards the Registrar-General for Scotland has been

publishing information about the social class background of

women giving birth to illegitimate children based on their

occupation. A study of these figures shows that in the earliest

year, i.e. 195l> the highest ratio of illegitimate children

occurred in social class IV, then social class V, then III
and II and to an insignificant ratio in social class I. 3y

1965 the picture changed, showing a fall in the ratio of social
class V, and a rise in the ratio of social class II. The

highest ratio in 1965 was in social class IV then II, then III,

then V and I, The rise, between 1951 and 1965» in. social class
II may partly represent an increase of female occupations in

this class which was faster than male occupations in the same

1. D. Muirhead "Nursing Times", June bthf 1965>

PP. 773-775.
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class; or it may represent the new method of classification

that includes students; or that illegitimacy is gradually

spreading anon ■ the more sophisticated classes in spite of

greater awareness of contraceptive facilities anon; this group

of women. It is also of interest to note the high rate of

surrenders among this group compared to mothers from the two

lower social classes.

(b) Ocqupatipfl

The biggest occupational group of mothers surrendering

their children was that of clerical and secretarial workers

(Table 8). Over a quarter of adopted children in 1965 were

born to these mothers, followed by almost a fifth born to

professional, technical and managerial ones, almost a fifth
to skilled manual and a similar number to mothers employed in

transport and catering.
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Table 8. The occupations of mothers wT-ose lllc'-lti.ir 1 :

children were adopted in 19*5. ( ~.or.cv sample .168)

N.

(i) professional, technical, mana¬

gerial or studying for a

profession 65 (18.8)

(ii)Clerical and secretarial 99 (28.6)

(iii) L/istributive workers 19 ( 5.5)

(iv)Skilled manual 6*+ (18.5)

(v) transport, catering,

laundry, etc. (18.5)

(vi)Domestic 21 ( 6.1)

(vii)factories, mills, warehouses

and labourers, ets. 1^ ( *+.0)

Total 3^6 (100 )

Schoolgirls,

housex/ives, etc. 22

368

The most common occupations of mothers of professional

and semi-professional background were nursing, teaching and



attending higher education. Those of skilled occupations

were mainly clerical workers and skilled factory workers in

hosiery mills nd breweries. Mothers holding professional,

semi-professional jobs or studying or training for the

professions were the ones that appeared to experience the

greatest pressure from their families to surrender. dome of

the pressure, however, came also from within themselves and a

considerable number sai that the main reason they were

surrendering the 1 aby was to get on either with their studies

or with their professions. The reason why fewer girls of

unskilled and semi-skilled occupations surrender their children

may reflect social and cultural attitude$ towards illegitimacy.

Evidence of working class attitudes towards illegitimacy in

Scotland comes mainly from two sources, dating from the last

century. Seton, in a treatise on the caus s of illegitimacy

in .jcotland in i860, referred to evidence he had from several

people about the tolerance of illegitimacy among the working

classes. A Jr. itrachan remarked: "After a careful considera¬

tion of the records of ray own practice for many years, and

of the registers of this and the neighbouring parishes, 1 am

concerned, that of the first children amongst the working-classes

not less than ninety out of every hundred are either illegiti¬

mate, or are saved from this reproach only by the marriage

of the parents within a short period of the birth of the
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1.
child". Crammond in his treatise on illegitimacy in

Banffshire in 1888 quoted extracts from comments he had from

priests and doctors on the subject of working class attitudes

towards illegitimacy. A -toman Catholic priest is reported to

have said "There is not a sense of shame in the minds of the

young men and women in connection with it. It is no.disgrace
2.

to have an illegitimate child". A newspaper editor re.ar.rked

"There is a kind ox deadened moral feeling among a large part

of the rural population, in virtue of which a girl who has had

a "misfortune" is hardly considered a bit less eligible in the

matrimonial market". /mother witness said in written evidence

"The great immediate direct cause is this, that a woman in this

district feels it little or no disgrace to bear a child out of

wedlock, nor do her relatives feel disgraced by her conduct".
A Minister of religion told the story of how a woman once said

to him with reference to her daughter who was having an

illegitimate child: "It was not so bad as if she had taken

1. G.Seton "The Causes of Illegitimacy - Particularly in Scotland"

Edmonston and Douglas, Edinburgh i860, p.8.

2. ... Crammond "Illegitim cy in Danffshire" Ed. lanffshire

Journal Office, in 1888, pp. ^5-^6.
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1.
twopence that was not her own". The Minister addec that

the woman was a fair type of the average church member in this

district "neither better nor worse". Crammond goes on to give

several other similar examples. Attitudes obviously change

but caseworkers, with whom this point was discussed, confirmed
that from their experience it is the girl from a semi-skilled

or unskilled occupation that most often keeps her chile, and

that this is usually absorbed within the family. It has been

a long tradition in Scotland for grand-parents to bring up the

illegitimate offspring of their daughters. Triseliotis, in

the yet unpublished details of his study into the surrendering

habits of single mothers, found that support to the mother to

keep the child was highly associated with a family background
2.

of semi-skill d and unskilled occupations. This same

factor appears to be connected with a theme developed in the

first chapter, and which refers to the adoption of Illegitimate
children as originally being a working class institution and

1. W. Crammond "Illegitimacy in Banffshire" Ed,Banffshire

Journal Office in 1888, p. *f6.

2. J.i-. Iriseliotis. Unpublished study on the surrendering

habits of single mothers.



that it is only since the end of the last ./orld -''ar that it

has become more fashionable a ion.™ the middle classes. The

first time that the practice of adoption is referred to in

Scottish literature, it depicts a mother who reprimands her

son and daughter-in-law for "adopting" a girl when there is
1.

nothing to eat at home. Comparison between 191? and 1965;

A comparison between the occupation of mothers who surrendered

their children in 1935 in the cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh

witl those who did so in 1965} showed significant changes in

occupational background. Seventy per cent of mothers who did

so in 1935 were in semi-skilled and unskilled jobs compared to

only 26.65 in 1965. In 1935 only just under 9 of adopters

were in the two upper social classes compared with 37/ in 1965.

(As illegitimrcy in the thirties was mostly confined to the

working classes, it is not surprising that of those who

surrendered the great majority were from the same background).

In 1935 approximately 36 of the mothers who surrendered --ere

in domestic occupations compared with only 6." in 1965. On the

other hand, zl ■■ percentage of mothers holding professional,
technical or clerical jobs or studying in 1935 was only 16/

compared to over *+75 in 1965. This change reflects the c inge

1. ... Levack " .tories of 01 Lossiemouth".

1927, p. 32.

avid son, Elgin,
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in female occupations over the last 30 years, hut also the

spread of illegitimacy among the more educated classes.

Tfce ,ocgupGU9Uai of Information

on this topic was again extracted from the records of 5 of the

12 agencies in the agency sample.

Tsfll? 9». Mi3 9? qllSftgfi fetfrqyg Wmof-s -45ft

9iP ^9 (-5 "«3L9S)

<?tho?g

(i) professional,technical,

managerial, or studying

for these,

(ii) Clerical, salesman,

57 (31.0) 19.0

insurance.

(iii) dkilled workers

(iv) demi-skilled and

unskilled.

17 ( 9.2)

73 (39.7)

23,2

23.1

37 (20.1) 29.7

Not known

18^

8

To tal 192 (100 ) 100

More of the alleged fath rs were in the professional and



technical group than mothers. (Table 9). This group included

12 female and 21 male students. This did not mean, however,

that all the students were paired with other students, .vhilst

this was true of 8 white students, 7 "coloured" students chose

fernals partners who were mainly employed in clerical and

distributive jobs. Though female 'professionals', etc. were

generally paired with males from a similar socio-economic back-

sground as themselves, male "coloured" students and other males

classified as professionals etc. were not so choosey about their

female companions or did not have the same opportunities. Men

of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled occupations mostly

teamed-up with girls from a similar socio-economic background

as their own. Though men from a higher socio-economic

background paired with girls of every kind of background, it

was very exceptional for men of semi-skilled or unskilled

occupations to pair with girls from any of the two upper classes.

There were only 3 such cases involving nurses and teachers.

One group of putative fathers, who dominated all other groups,

was young apprentices between the ages of 17 to 21. These

were mainly apprenticed as mechanics, joiners, plasterers and

builders.

(iv) TEfigors d tt i tt" t'i

Though curators-ad-litem are not expected to provide

information on why the mothers • aided to su^ren'er their
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children, some curators made a habit of including such informa-

stion in their reports. The main conscious explanation of

118 of the mothers on whoa information was supplied cane under

3 different headings: (i) Inability to snnnort stated by 55

mothers (or U-6.6/.); Cii) to give an opportunity to the child

to ::row up with both a father an;' a mother st ted by 33 nothers

(or 28.0,1); and (iii) the need to carry on with current studies.

training or .job stated by 30 mothers (or 25.^1).

A closer examination of these figures (Table 10) revealed

some connection between the mother's occupation and her stated

reason for surrendering the child. Mothers holding mainly

professional jobs, or still attending university or college or

other similar institution, maintained that they wished to carry

on with what they were doing and would not have liked the child

to interfere with their plans. Two of these mothers reached

their decision \Mth the support of the "fathers" who were also

studying and they felt that their studies were priorities for

them at this -'ice. In contrast, most of the unskilled, semi¬

skilled and skilled, workers gave as their main reason their

inability to provide for the child either because of financial

problems or lack of proper accommodation. It is difficult to

predict wl 'Ms sizeable number of mothers will do if

eventually social provisions for unmarried mothers improve. It

is also difficult to say whether the mothers, who gave as their
main reason the wish to give the child the opportunity to grow
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up with a father and mother, gave up hope of marrying or whether,

if they married, the child might not be accepted by their future

husbands. This motive could be described as "altruistic1 in

contrast to the more "self-centred" approach by those mothers

who wanted to be free to carry on with their studies or jobs.

A study in depth of the reasons for which mothers surrender

their children should provide some interesting information.

fc..'.--.o 10. reasons for c. ra. ---in; related- to t" ; ~ mot" - - r' s

occupation (hroa Court icicle J'.llO).

(6 of each occupational group)

hna^o to
support

Professional,
technical,
managerial etc ..

Clerical and
secretarial

Distributive
workers

skilled manual

Transport,
catering,? aundry,
etc....

Dom-stic

Factories,mills,
warehouses,
breweries, etc.

N

N

1

7

5

10

15

3

(5.6)

(21.9)

(71.:*0

(75.0)

(60.2)

(37.5)

(85.7)

OpBLftpnity for
chil ■ to -row

HP in a fapily

N

5

l*+

2

6

->

55

1

33

(13.6)

(26.0)

(1^.3)

N

conilmje
cuicatipip
op .19]?

%

(27.8) 12 (66.6)

(^3.7) 11

(28.6)

(25.0)

3

(3^)

as.2)

(37.5)

30
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(v) . )UCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF BIOLOGICAL :OTHERS
1.

One of the factors found, by Meyer, . ones an "or etta's

study to influence the decision to surrender, was the nother's
2.

college education. YeHoly1s study shoved no connection
3.

between education and the adoption decision but Triseliotis

claims that in his study there was a close association -tween

the decision to surrender and an education goir ~ beyond, compul¬

sory school-age.

Almost two thirds of the mothers, whose children -ere

adopted in 1965} *iad left school at the age of fifteen. A

further 12.9d stayed beyonc the statutory school-loavi / age,

18.0,j had attended or were still attending collage, university

or other comparable institution, a. 3.3. were still at school.

One girl in every 15 in the saiaple became pregnant within a

year after leaving school at 15. Getting pregnant at t1 is

1. H.Meyer, W.Jones and i*.F. Gorgatta "A e oci dor by Unmarried
Mothers to Keep or Gurren< er their Babies" 3ocial Work, "III,

April, 1956, pp. 103-109.

2. H.A.Yelloly "Factors delating to an adoption -c.* s 'on by the

others of Illegitimate Infants" The sociological :v:' Vol.13,
> o.l. cl , 1965, PP.5-11*.

3. J.i-. Triseliotis "The liming of t.de Ginglc ..otl •1 . cision

in delation to Agency Practice" - Chil<: Adoption ho. 58, Oct.

1969.



stage may not be unconnected with peer-group pressures or

experimentations in the adolescent quest for identity. Twelve

girls were still attending school at the time of conception

and 5 went back to school after confinement.

Educational status is not of course a static thing as

opportunities always exist for those who leave school early

or ior those who are obliged to interrupt their education

through an out-of-wedlock pregnaney. (Educational background

as a characteristic influencing the adoption decision merits

a more detailed study).

(vi) :pyh:4e:tt atam ~"T>h mtial address before cpnfinbhent

One of the main repetitive characteristics the study

came across was the considerable number of mothers who had

changed their home-address for another area when their

confinement was drawing near. (Table 11). This ranged from

periods of a few weeks up to *+ months before confinement,

'lot"'ors moved not only from one part of Scotland to another,

but some came from distant places such as London, Liverpool

or Northern Ireland.

Of the 368 mothers in the adoption sample, 21k (or 58.2%)
had moved from their usual address to a city or town, other

their own, for confinement. A further 31 (or 8.) moved
to another address within the same city - usually a Mother and

baby Nome. Only un: er a third of the mothers did not move.
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(When analysing these figures, care was taken not to include

mothers who moved from their usual address singly because of

the absence of maternity facilities in the areas where they

happened to live.)

When these figures are compared with the movements of

those mothers who kept their babies and subsequently adopted

them, alone or jointly with their husbands, a significant

difference emerges. A definite relationship between movement

and surrender is shown from a study of Table 12. Whilst

the vast majority of mothers who kept their babies and

subsequently adopted them, did not move from their usual

address, the opposite was true of those who surrendered

them. These retrospective findings appear to support the

view that change of address before confinement is considerably

associated with the decision to surrender.
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Table 11. Movement before confinement of mothers who surren ered

and of the mothers who kept their babies and

subsequently adopted them. (Agency sample N.368).

Baby surrendered Baby Kent

N % N %

(i) Moved to another area

for confinement ..... 21*+ (58.2) 5 (5.^)

(ii) Moved within the same

city 31 ( 8A) >+ (b.3)

(iii) No movement 123 (33»*+) 8*f (90.3)

Total 368 (100 ) 93 (100 )

A breakdown of the figures by occupation in the next table

(Table 12) shows that the highest percentage of those who moved

were in the professional, technical, managerial and clerical

group, and over 8b% of these released their child. The less

mobile mothers were those of unskilled and semi-skilled

occupations. Considerable movement was also associated with

catering and domestic occupations. This latter group, like

professional and clerical workers appear to be more accustomed

to mobility and perhaps more independent and able to make

their own arrangements. In contrast, girls of semi-skilled

and unskilled occupations were more home-bound.
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Table X2.t The ocgupatjipftaj. background qt goth^r? ly inpv^pl?

before confinement. (Agency sample . . >60).

(Percentage of each occupational group)

"'eyed No Move

N. % N. %

(i) Professional,

technical or

studying for the

professions etc. 59 (90.8) 6 (9.2)

(ii) Clerical &

secretarial 79 (79.8) 20 (20.2)

(iii) Domestic, transport

and catering *p (58.8) 35 OKI.2)
(iv) Distributive

trade 9 0+7 .*0 1° (52.6)

(v) Skilled manual 30 (^6.9) 3*+ (53.1)

(vi) Unskilled & other

semi-skilled

workers V (28.6) 10 (71.*+)

(vii) School-girls,

housewives etc. l*f (63.8) 8 (36.2)

Total 2^5 123



Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dundee were the most popular places

of confinement for the mothers ho moved away from their usual

address. Eaternity hospitals in Glasgow an. Edinburgh still

have an exchange system by which girls from one eity can be

booked in a maternity home in the other city and vice versa,

Edinburgh's special attraction for girls from distant parts of

Scotland and elsewhere appears to be related to the number of

adoption agencies operating in the city (6 in number) as well

as the number of ..other and Baby homes. The need for secrecy

appears to be one of the main criteria for applying for

admission to these homes. One of the societies in the city

arranges also for digs with selected land-ladies who are supposed

to be sympathetic towards unmarried mothers. In other cases

the society finds jobs for the mothers as au-pair girls, till

the time of their confinement draws near. When registering

the child, a few of the mothers - especially those holding

temporary jobs - gave the latter as their main occupation.

This practice was follo\ired by some professional and clerical

workers and a few students. It slightly undermines the accuracy

of the information contained on the birth certificate and

eventually it affects the social class figures issued by the

degistrar-General,

The findings on this topic suggest that caseworkers can

plan with greater confidence in the knowledge that a girl of

professional or clerical occupation, or one studying or training



for the professions, who has moved away from her usual address

to avoid embarrassment, is most likely to surrender her child.

Eighty-four out of every hundred mothers in this category are

likely to release the child and of these, as pointed out

earlier in this chapter, over 92$ will have reached their

decision before or within a week after confinement.

(vil) dULf-U i.:pii~> IOT.. ,.V3

Just over 10$ of the children surrendered and adopted
1.

in 1965 were born to multiparous women. YeHoly claims that

multiparous women who kept their first child tended, to a

significant extent, to surrender the second. This did not

appear to be so from our findings. Of the *+0 multiparous

mothers in our adoption sample, 23 (or 57.5$) had kept their
first child whilst the remaining 17 had surrendered it. It

appears, therefore, that whether the mother keeps or surrenders

her first baby, this has no important influence on the
decision about the second or subsequent child. Apart from

Yelloly's study, none of the others found any connection between

parity and the adoption decision.

1. M.A, Yelloly "Factors Relating to an Adoption Decision by

the dothers of Illegitimate Infants" The Sociological

Review, Vol. 13? No. 1, March, 1965> pp. 5 -
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In contrast to the general sample, multiparous women who

surrendered were mostly of semi-skilled and unskilled

occupations. Seven out of every 10 multlparee Bothers (Table

13) were classified in social class IV and V, though the

percentage of primiparee mothers with a similar background was

only 22.9,3. In contrast, though a fifth of all illegitimate

children adopted were born to mothers classified in the two

upper social croups, only one such mother was a multiparee.

dn'lc 13. The social class bacl-round of nultirrree mothers

compared with that of priniparees. (Agency

jample : ,?'S6).

Hultiparee Prinioeree

N. tit - - tit
, ■>

I & II 1 (2.5) 20.9

III 10 (25.0) 56.2

IV A V 29 (72,5) 22.9

Total *40 100 100

(viil) INOOMPLTTE FAMILY BACKGdOUND

Since the publication of studies on emotional deprivation,

considerable attention has been focussed on the background

experiences of people who have been identified as "social

deviants" or as psychologically disturbed. A number of studies
suggest that a certain amount of delinquency, mental illness
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and other forms of emotional disturbance are related to early

childhood experiences of deprivation arising from the emotional

or physical loss of one or both parents without subsequent
1.

compensating and satisfying experiences. Binder, for instance,

found that nearly kO/o of mothers in his study had lost one or
2.

both parents before they became pregnant: Thompson also

found that a similar percentage of mothers from the Aberdeen

area grew up either in homes where one or both parents was

missing, or did not grow up in their parental home at all.
3.

Forty-three per cent of the mothers in Young's sample were

also classified as coming from "disturbed" homes. heir, in a

yet unpublished study on the background characteristics of

unmarried mothers, found that of mothers giving birth to an

illegitimate baby in the city of Edinburgh in 1965-66, just

over a third came from broken homes.

1. " .hinder "Uneheliche Mutterschaft" (Unmarried Motherhood)

fans uber (Berne, 19^1).
2. . Thompson, "Jocial ->tudy of Illegitimate Maternities" -

Brit,Journal of Jocial and Preventive Medicine, 10,1956,pp.75-87.

3. L, foung "Out of V.edlock" McOraw raperbacks (Original

e.„i-ion 195^)? -ew York.

!f. Private communication to the writer.
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In our adoption sample, 118 of the mothers who surrendered

(or 32,5) had lost one or both parents through death, separation

or civorce before they reached the age of 16, nother 18 (or

) came from homes where there was chronic illness and

disability. A significant point about the mothers who lost

one or both parents was that two-thirds of them had lost a

father and only one third had lost a mother or both a mother

and a father. Though it still has to be established that the

broken home is more characteristic of unmarried mothers than

of other women in the community, the importance of the father's

absence to the growing adolescent girl merits further study.
1.

One of the rare studies, that by Vincent, revealed that a

control group of single-never-pregnant girls, with socio¬

economic backgrounds similar to the unwed mothers he studied,

had an almost identical rate of broken homes in their childhood

(35-lIv for the unwed mothers versus 31 #1$ for the single-never-

pregnant girls). His sample was criticised, however, as

representing middle-class clients of maternity homes and not

including minority groups which possibly have a higher rate.

If we accept the various findings showing that between

one third and two fifths of all mothers giving birth to an

1. G.E.Vincent, J.3.Pearson and P.S.Amacher "Intellectual Testing
Results and Observations of Isrsonality Disorder among 359*+

"Jnwe mothers in Minnesota." Journal of Clinical Psychology,

XII, o.l, Jan. 1956, pp.16-21.



illegitimate child come from broken homes, then the rate of

surrender at 32.0.1 does not sir 'est that mothers from such

backgrounds surrender at a higher or lower rate compared with

all mothers giving birth to illegitimate children whose

surrendering rate in Scotland is approximately the same. In

other vrcrds, a broken home background. does not appear to

influence the adoption decision either way.

( XII ) —iiw 1 -ixU U ~» i-At.Cr.u JO Ua. D

Meyer, Jones and Borgatta claimed a relationship between

a toman Catholic religious affiliation and the mother's tendency

to keep the child. They explained this as reflecting "strong

religious beliefs associated with sex, marriage and motherhood
1.

or with retribution and responsibility". Of illegitimate

chil ren adopted by non-relatives in 1965* only 7/» were born

to mothers with a -toman Catholic religious affiliation. Though
2.

Triseliotis, too, found from his preliminary study that there

was a significant relationship between a -toman Catholic back¬

ground and the mother's tendency to keep, further stucies are

1. F.J. Meyer, !•/. Tones and F.F. Borgatta "The Decision by
Unmarried 'othe^o to Keep or -surrender their Babies" Social

tor1-, XIII, April, 1956, pp.103-109.

2. J.a. Triseliotis "The Timing of the Jingle Mother's

Decision in delation to agency practice" - Child Adoption

No. 53, Oct. 1969.
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needed in connection with this characteristic because of the

way Catholic mothers are concentrated in certain areas where

there are Catholic societies and Catholic social welfare

agencies. The outcome of their decision was also found to

he considerably influenced by the individual attitudes of

caseworkers attached to Catholic agencies. Some workers we

spoke to would encourage surrender only in exceptional cases,

whilst others would go along with the mother's decision. In

countries that are strongly influenced by the Catholic Church,
such as Spain and Italy, a separation of mother and child is

not easily accepted. Public opinion tends to condemn a mother

who <Tives up her baby for adoption.

(a;? Dimyioii or ^ ^LAi+onsiti^-

Writing about the motivation for an out-of-wedlock

pregnancy, Young claims that the mother not only wants a baby,
but specifically an out-of-wedlock one without a husband. She

attributes this need to a disturbed upbringing dominated by

the parents, which deprives the girl of normal relationships

with either and leads to rebellion expressed in illegitimate

pregnancy. Young goes on to adds "A considerable percentage

of them either do not know the man at all, or have had only a

brief, casual relationship with him. Frequently they do not
1.

even know his name". The putative father, in Young's view,

1. L. Young "Out of .edlock" hcGraw Paperbacks (Original

edition 19>k) New York, p.b?.
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is in almost every case a counterpart of the neurotic personal-

si ty of the mother" and the girl tends to pick someone who is

irresponsible or disinterested in her as a. r-rson and *./ho can
1.

he depended upon to abandon her". Thus Young, by implica¬

tion, associates neurotic personality with short and casual

relationships entered into by the "parents".

Relationships between human beings OT,e of an infinite

variety and their measurement is not easy. The in donation

contained in the records of 7 of the 12 agencies gave only

the simple indication of the duration of the relationship

between the mother and the alleged father, wit' no indication

of the quality of the feeling involved.

fable l**. The duration of the parents' relationship

(5 Agencies H.192).
N.

rl7
fo

Casual 12 ( 6.9)

3ix months and under 32 (ISA)

From 7 to 12 months 37 (21.3)

From 13 to 2b months 39 (22.h)

Over 2 years $¥ (31.0)

17b

Not known 18 -

Total 192 (100 )

1, J. Young "Out of Wedlock" YcGraw Paperbacks (Original edit

sion 195*0 hew York, p. 13^.



No more than a quarter of the relationships (Table 1*+)
could be described as casual, whilst almost a third lasted for

2 or more years. It would be difficult, therefore, to conclude

that the parents' relationships were brief or casual, recognis-

iing at the same tirae that even short relationships can have

a considerable amount of emotional investment. The mixed

pattern that emerges from the previous table suggests a very

mixed pattern of relationships which cannot be grouped under
1
-i- •

a blanket category of "brief" or long, Triseliotis, in

his hospital study of unmarried mothers, related the duration

of the relationship to the outcome of the mother's decision

about the baby, but found that length by itself did not appear

to influence the adoption decision either way. In this study

the length of the relationship did not appear to be related to

the mother's age, status or socio-economic background.

(xi) intjonaiity ctanactsii ;tic3

An out-of-wedlock pregnancy presents problems in terms

of the immediate necessity for adequate medical care, very often

for special accommodation to be provi ed, for the need to

maintain secrecy, for adequate financial support and above all

1. J.n. Triseliotis "The Timing of the dingle Ifother's

Decision in delation to Agency practice" - Child Adoption

No. 5C? Oct. 1969.



for a decision to be made about the child's future. It is

generally agreed that the experience of pregnancy creates a

state of crisis not only for the single expectant woman but

for the married woman as well. With the additional pressures

to which the unmarried pregnant woman is exposed, it is not

surprising to find an intensification of the reactions common

in her married counterpart, together with many mixed feelings

about the future of the baby. For approximately 90% of single

mothers who surrender, this is a first experience in motherhood.

This experience and its implications may have a permanent

effect on the single girl's image of herself as a mother and

person. It has been suggested that the crisis of pregnancy

is likely not only to disrupt current functioning, hut also to

stir past manageable conflicts as well as reactivate earlier
1.

feelings of "guilt and deprivation". Caplan lays considerable

stress on the management of crisis, unwed, pregnancy hein0' one

such instance, and points out that if properly handled it can

lead to the emergence of a more integrated personality. First

and Itrousse point out that the so-called "normal pregnant

woman" might he highly abnormal, and that, even if she is not,

she is anxious to a degree beyond that of the so-called "normal

1. G. Caplan " .motional Problems of -arly Childhood" - Basic

Booksj ""ew Pork, 1955 (pp. 155-163)•
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1.
non-pregnant female". This is a point worth remembering,
considerin tbrt a number of studies on unmarried mothers have

be seel their findings on the reactions of these women whilst

e;u.acting their illegitimate children.

It is widely recognised how difficult it is to decide

what exactly constitutes a "stable" personality or what is

meant by such descriptions as "disturbance", "instability" and

"immaturity". Like intelligence tests, personality tests,

which have been used to measure personality characteristics,

have been criticised for their lack of consistency, especially

when applied to people from varied cultural and sub-cultural

backgrounds. Nonetheless, during the past 20 years or so a

number of empirical and descriptive studies have appeared whose

object was to throw some light on the complex combination of

motives and circumstances that lead to unmarried parenthood.

Some studies have stressed the cultural and social factors,

such as the presence or absence of social stigma, and the extent

to n ieh socially inculcated guilt surrounds illegitimacy.

Others have stressed group pressures and the need for

experimentation, especially at the vulnerable stage of adolesc-

jence. The one exposition, however, that appears to have

1. J.C.First and F.Strousse "The Origin of Emotional Factors

in Normal Pregnant '/omen". American Journal of Medical Sciences.

Vol.196, No.l, Jilly,1933, p.98.
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gained roost ground is the psychoanalytic one nut forward by
1. 2. 3. *

such writers as Bowlby, Young., Binder and dough. All

these claim that unmarried motherhood is rarely accidental and

that the pregnancy represents the single woman1s solution of

her intra and inter-personal problems, The primary need, it
is claimed, is not sexual at all, but the libidinal need for
whole relationships. In all these women, it is suggested,
there is a strong unconscious desire to become pregnant,

Bowlby goes on to remark that the great majority of single
5.

mothers in /estem society are emotionally disturbed. These

1. J. Bowlby "Child Care and the Growth of Love" - Pelican,

London, 1953.

2. L, Young "Out of Wedlock" McGraw Paperbacks (Original

edition 19^r) New York,

3. H. Binder "Uheheliche Muttersehaft" (Unmarried Motherhood)

Hans Huber (Berne 19bl).

b. D. Gough "dork with Unmarried Mothers" The Almoner, Vol.13,

March, 1961. pp.b90-b93.

5, J. Bo\Vlby "Child Care and the Growth of Love" - Pelican,

London, 1953» P. 111.
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v/riters would claim that, in those societies where illegitimacy

is heavily punished through ostracism an even death, the

girl that defies these strictures must be very disturbed indeed.

Though the representativeness of the samples on which these

studies were based has been s riously questioned, it is

generally accepted that some of the explanations put forward

are true of a fair percentage of unmarried mothers. The

critics of this view rightly maintain that through the years

the most available subjects for study have been the clients of

social agencies, and generalisations about the unmarried mother

have typically reflected the characteristics of agency or clinic

clientele. It is maintained that doctors and social workers,

who have propagated the image of unmarried motherhood as

"unwholesome" and "sick", in their official capacities come

into contact mainly with those groups of unmarried mothers who

are poor, psychologically helpless, without social support or

emotionally upset. They go on to say that the psychological

explanation of illegitimate pregnancy appears to have set aside

the fact that the pregnancy may be the result of chance, ignor-

:ance, poverty, moral scruples, naivete, or just sheer hard

luck. The influence not only of emotional and inner inadequacy

but of social circumstances as well appears to have been

obscured in the search for a psychological explanation of
1.

illegitimate pregnancies. Tamilton for instance, following

1. • Hamilton " xtra Marital Conception in Adolescents" Brit.
Journal of Isychiatric Social ork, ^ol. /I,, o.3,1962, pp.11^-122.
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her study of 62 adolescent girls whose illegitimate babies were

born in Manchester, wrote that the mothers ranged from

difficult to easy, intelligent to dull, explosive to patient.

Berg concluded from interviews with 30 mothers that they were

showing strengths and a sense of values, and could not be

equated with irresponsibility or even pathology. All the

mothers in his study were at the time of the interviews drawing

Aid to Dependent Children allowances, Vincent presented

evidence to show that some unmarried mothers were relatively
2.

mature, upstanding and economically self-sufficient. When

in both Britain and the U.S.A., the ideas constituting the

theory underlying social work treatment of the illegitimately

pregnant woman are examined, it becomes clear that there are

two different categories: One is sociological and is chiefly

applied to Negro women such as immigrants from the West India

and Africa and the other is psychoanalytic and mainly applied

to white women. In the case of the first group there is a

tendency to attribute everything to cultural influences and

neglect personal factors, whilst in the case of the latter group

1, R.M.Berg "Utilising the Strengths of Unwed Mothers in the

AFDC Program" - Child elfare Vol.XLIII No.7> July,1961+,pp.333-31+0.

2. C.W.Vincent "Unmarried Mothers" Free Press of Glencoe, New

York, 1961.
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the opposite is likely to happen.

.Social workers with years of experience in maternity

work, with whom we discussed the problem of unmarried parent-

:hood, stressed the great diversity of the personalities and of

the social and sub-cultural backgrounds of single mothers,
with an age-range stretching from the school-girl of 12 or 13

to the middle-aged woman. Hospital maternity caseworkers are

usually in touch with more types and a less selected range of

unmarried mothers than are community workers. Doctors in

some hospitals, for instance, tend to refer all unmarried

mothers to the social work department and to leave it to the

worker to sort out the ones who are likely to need help from

those who can cope on their own. Caseworkers from such

hospitals told us that from their experience, all types of

girls, with different personalities, diverse social backgrounds
and with different strengths and needs, get pregnant. Many

are the products of physical and emotional deprivation and the

baby appears to represent an attempt to deal with their problems

and conflicts. For others, the pregnancy itself creates

problems of relationship. The reactions vary enormously,

depending on the girl's personality. x>me are shattered by

the experience and feel that they can never carry through;

others adopt a blase attitude towards their pregnancy, denying

all their feelings of guilt and fear and insisting that they

can cope on their own and that they are not worried about t'-e
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situation. And there are those who react in a realistic and

mature way by making adequate plans for themselves and the

children.

Because of the very scanty and factual nature of the

records studied, it was not possible to identify any particular

personality traits or characteristics. There was no

information in the records on which to base any judgement as

to whether the out-of-wedlock pregnancy was brought about by

personality difficulties or as a result of social and environ¬

mental circumstances. It was not possible either to identify

any mothers who needed intensive help because of the complicated

relationship between their personal and practical needs or to

assess how far any of them simply needed some practical help

arising out of the pregnancy.
1.

Yelloly noted from her study that the percentage of

"unstable" mothers who kept their children was higher than the

percentage of mothers who surrendered them. A study of

individual histories in her sample suggested that a number of

the girls, who kept their children, had emotional problems or

difficulties in social functioning which were frequently

associated with a disturbed family situation or deprivation in

1. M.A. "felloly, "Factors delating to an Adoption )ecision by
the Fothers of Illegitimate Infants" The Sociological ieview

Vol.13, Fol, larch, 1965, pp.5-1*+.
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1.
childhood. Vincent also concluded that a constellation of

personality characteristics, found with unmarried mothers who

keep their baby, implies general immaturity. He compared 71

single mothers who surrendered their children with 3b who did

not. Both groups were clients of two social agencies in

California. Using the California Personality Inventory, he

found that those who released their babies for adoption had

significantly higher scores than those who kept them, on

subscries grouped as measures of poise, ascendancy and self-

assurance; measures of socialization, maturity and responsib¬

ility; and measures of achievement potential and intellectual

efficiency. Vincent interpreted these findings, along with

some questionnaire responses, as suggesting that unmarried

mothers who keep their babies have minimum positive identifica¬

tion with individuals of social groups from where traditional

sex norms and the stigma of an out-of-wedlock chil<; could be

meanin fully communicated. Again, findings based on the

clients of social agencies should be interpreted with great

caution. Though Vincent, unlike Young, has not found all

mothers of illegitimate children to be "disturbed" and "neurotic",

1. C. ,. Vincent " h in ried do tiers" Free i- ress of Glencoe,

New York, 1961.
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1.
his own findings are contradicted by two studies, one by './right

2.
and the other by Levy, who claim that a majority of the women

who kept their children made a remarkably good life for

themselves and their children. Even the so-called border¬

line cases were able to manage fairly well in comparison with
3.

the total population. Triseliotie' hospital study showed that

a considerable number of mothers who kept their babies had in

advance made responsible plans with their families or with

the putative fathers and did not appear to need the support of

social agencies. Cultural factors again may be very

important in influencing the mother's decision. There is an

ur-ent need for research in this area to examine personality

and attitudinal variables, holding constant the social back-

:ground characteristics which are found to be predictive of the

1. H.R. Wright "30 Unmarried Mothers Who Kept their Babies" -

Dept. of Social ielfare, State of California (1965.)

2. D. Levy "A follow-up study of unmarried, mothers" -Social

Casework XXXVI (1955) PP.27-33.

3. J.i-. Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single Mother's Decision

in delation to Agency Practice" - Child Adoption No. 58,

Oct. 1969.
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mother's decision. Tx^o examples demonstrate the need for

research in this area. First, the findings by Meyer, Jones
1 *

and Borgatta showing that Negro girls tended to keep their

children in higher proportions than white girls, and second,

our own findings in this chapter, showing that a lower

proportion of mothers from semi-skilled and unskilled occupa¬

tions surrendered their children, compared with other mothers.

Both these findings suggest cultural factors that make for

tolerance and acceptance of out-of-wedlock children among

Negroes and the lower working classes in Scotland.

*3Trm A ">V
s- , ... ... 1,X

Two-thirds of the mothers whose children were adopted in

1965? arrived at a final decision within a week after

confinement, whilst the rest did so at varying periods after

the child was a week old. The findings suggest that, barring

other considerations, almost 7 out of every 10 children could
be placed for adoption directly with adoptive parents, provided

the mothers who were uncertain and most likely to change their

minds coul: be identified at the beginning stage. Agencies

should, therefore, be in a position to plan with a greater

1. H.J. Meyer, .Jones and -.F. Borgatta "The decision by

Unmarried Mothers to Keep or Surrender their Babies" Social

ork, III, Auril,1956, pp. 103-109.
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confidence a high proportion of their placements and also

anticipate, to a great extent, the kind of demands to be made

on their different types of resources, such as nurseries,

foster-homes and adoptive parents. Of mothers who surrender,

the one who is most likely to reach her decision before or within

a week following confinement is a girl who has moved away from

her usual address and who is employed in a professional,

technical or clerical .job, or who is studying or training for

these occupations. A close association was also found to

exist between movement away from home and the decision to

surrender, as well as between social class and the adoption

decision in general. In contrast, a low rate of surrender

was noted among "ever married" women. Other factors suggested

themselves as influencing the adoption decision, but because

of the lack of adequate comparative information these could

not be confirmed. Characteristics that merit further study

are: education, occupation, religious affiliation. Of the

more intangible factors, the attitude of the alleged father

and that of the girl's family - the latter in the case of

teenagers - may be important variables affecting the decision

considerably. The influence of community resources on the

mother's decision needs to be carefully investigated too, in

view of the statement by almost half the mothers that they were

surrendering the child because they were unable to support it.

Support can refer to both material and e lotional provisions,
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some of which could be provided by the community. The

Scandinavian example of providing a form of State guardianship

for all illegitimate children possibly goes some way in provid-

sing this support.

There is evidence to suggest that social conditions and

cultural attitudes influence the adoption decision at any one

period and for this roason differences between one country and

another need to be identified. The predictive value of any

findings can, therefore, be true only of the areas where the

studies take place and the period in which they take place.

Factors found to be influencing the decision one way or

another can be transient, as not only values change but, with

the spreading of knowledge and information, the trend may be

towards a more generalised value system. It is possible that

in the next decade we may witness the spread of a more

homogeneous value system which will invariably exercise a

different influence on surrendering habits.

II.

ATX)I-TIPII 21 W. ;I.f:T3

It is possible for a parent to apply to adopt his own

child alone, or, if married, jointly with his/her spouse. 15%
of adoption orders granted in Scotland in 1965 came under this

category, compared to 27/ in England and /ales. Of the 155
such adoptions in our court sample, three orders were granted
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to single parents, five to both parents because at the time of

the child's birth they were not free to marry, four were

re-adoptions because of the death of one parent and the re¬

marriage of the surviving spouse, whilst the remaining l*+3 were

orders granted to mothers adopting jointly with their husbands.

Of the lli-3 joint adoptions by mother and step-father, approx¬

imately one third (^)) were orders on behalf of legitimate

chileren who were adopted by their mother and her second

husband. In 85;' of those cases the previous marriage was

dissolved and in the remaining ones the father was dead.

Following changes introduced by the Adoption Act of 1958,

adoptions by parents need no longer be notified to the local

authority for probationary supervision. The only person that

ever gets in touch with the family now is the curator-ad-litem.

Curators have come to see these as routine petitions where the

adoption order will inevitably be granted. As a result, their

reports, on petitions where one of the applicants was a parent,

were usually the simplest and shortest of all the reports. The

petitioners too appear to feel that the granting of the order

is almost an accomplished fact. Likewise, the courts in our

sa nple granted these orders without any reservations, even in

cases where the situation did not appear to be entirely satis¬

factory. No application of this type "as refused or postponed

by the courts in the sample.
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The question that inevitably arises in eases of this kind,

is what type of objectives are being met by granting such

orders. Obviously, separate issues are involved in the case

of the adoption of legitimate children following their mother's

re-marriage, and in the case of the adoption of illegitimate

children being adopted by their mother and step-father.

(i) The Adoption of Legitimate Children

In every case coming up for adoption the court must be

satisfied that the order, if granted, will be "for the welfare

of the child". In the case of legitimate children this

question is more difficult to determine, especially as the

child's father is occasionally still around and may still be

interested in the child. The advantages of an adoption order

for the legitimate child appear to be as follows; (a) A

formal liability for maintenance will be laid on the step-father;

(b) in the case of the step-father dying intestate, the child

is not debarred from sharing in the inheritance; (c) the child

can bear the surname of the household in which he lives;

(d) it is a safeguard against possible interference by the

biological father; and (e) it can add to a sense of security

and belonging. With the exception of (a) and (e) all the other

three advantages can be conferred on the child administratively,

provided that the step-father is motivated enough to draw up

his will, the child changes his name by deed of poll and in the
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case of interference by the natural father the court machinery

is used. Liability for maintenance by a step-father is not

automatic in all cases, as for instance when a child is

committed to care under section 1 of the 19*+8 Children's Act

or under a fit person order. Any contributions in this

instance rest entirely on the good faith of the step-father.

The final advantage, i.e. security for the child, appears to

be the more important but also the nore elusive. Some would

argue that, if the personal relationship is strong and the

child is accepted for what it is, then the making of the order

is immaterial. Many step-fathers who are equally interested

in their step-children refrain from adopting them. Furthermore,

the e was no case of a step-mother, in our sample, applying to

adopt her step-child. If emotional security is important for

the child living with a step-father why is it not so for the

child living with his step-mother? Against these arguments

is the equally valid point that in cases where the mother dies

before her husband then the child has his step-father to rely

on. The step-father will also have the right to give consent

for operations, for the granting of a passport or for the

marriage of a minor instead of seeking out the legal father

whose whereabouts may not always be known. A further aspect

contributing to the child's sense of security is tl t it will see

itself as an equal with the other children of the family.
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The disadvantages for the legitimate child may be summed

up as being: (a) His birth certificate which shows that he is

legitimate will now be in a shortened form coupled with a

certified copy of the appropriate entry in the Adopted Children's

Register; (b) a change of surname or Christian name may have

repurcussions on the child's sense of identity. In three cases

of children aged between 3 and 9 in our sample, not only the

surnames were altered, but also the Christian names. Cases

came to our notice of adopted persons who, by deed of poll,

reverted to their original surname because they resented what

they felt to be an arbitrary decision at a time when they could

not decide for themselves; (c) the child may be used by either

party to cement an insecure marriage; and (d) if adoption

takes place when the child is very young, there is a real risk

that the truth about his parentage may not be disclosed to him.

On balance it is very doubtful whether there is any real

advantage to the child in allowing such adoptions, whilst the

adoption situation introduces a number of complications connected

with, personal relationships. A form of guardianship arrange¬

ment could secure similar benefits to the child without the

emotional implications of the adoption situation.

None of the fathers of the legitimate children refused

to give their consent and with the exception of three, the

remaining had either disappeared or were not at the time
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interested in what happened to the child, Of the fifty

children adopted, 29 (or 92.7 ) were female. Two fifths of the

children were between 6 and 9 years old at the time of their

adoption, another third were over 10 and the remaining 16
children were under 6. Only 2 of the children aged above 10

were consulted by the curator about their impending adoption,

but none were consulted by the Sheriff.

The average age of mothers at re-marriage was 28.0 years

anc" of their husbands 29.3. Both mothers and their husbands

were approximately five years ol "er compared to the average

age of those marrying for the first time. Though both the

mothers and their husbands were well within fecundity age, but

obviously decreasing with the increasing age, 31 of them (or

62.0,0) were childless at the time of the order; however, as

I'- of the couples had applied for an order within 9 months of

the date of their marriage, the probability of children being

born to them later could not altogether be excluded. Eleven

of these marriages (or 22.0,0 of the total) were childless two

or more years after marriage, but though this percentage is

near the average for couples marrying for the first time, the

fact that the adoptive couples were almost 9 years older

decreases the possibility of children being born from the second

marriage. The hypothesis is that some of these couples were

more interested in creating a home rather than a new family.
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(11) The f\dp.pt4.0n gfj^le^t.imto Chile,re,n

Some of the arguments advanced for and against the

adoption of legitimate children by their mother and step-father,

apply also to the adoption of illegitimate ones. The motiva¬

tion, however, for these adoptions is as obscure as that for

legitimate children . The "Ilidboro" study found that of the

single women who bore children in 19^9? 21, had married the
1.

father and another 21,0$ some other man. Similarly, /right's

study of 80 unmarried mothers who kept their babies in Calif-

lorni-1, showed that 3 years after the child's birth, 36.0$
2.

had married men who were not the fathers of the children.

Between 1961 through 1965 the percentage of Scottish 10tv

adopting their illegitimate child jointly with their husband

was approximately 3.6 of all mothers giving birth to an

illegitimate child. If we take the two studies referred to

above as having some relevance to Scotland, it would suggest

that only a small percentage of mothers, who marry some one

who is not the father of the chile, proceed to adopt jointly.

It is very difficult to say with any real conviction who these

1. V, ughes, quoted in "The Unmarried Mother and her Child" by

V. imperis, lien and Unwin, London, i960.

2. F. -.Wright "80 Unmarried Mothers Who Kept their Babies"

.<ept. of Jocial .'elfare,State of California (1965), p.17.
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mothers are, and especially whether it is the more insecure

ones who proceed to do so or, on the contrary, that it is those

with more forethought and greater understanding of their

children's needs.

The 'jex and Age of the Child

Of the 93 illegitimate children adopted by their mothers

and step-fathers, 52 (or 56.0") were male and only kb.0% female.

(In contrast of legitimate children adopted by their mothers

and step-fathers, 52.7% were female and the rest nale). In

view of the fact that wore illegitimate male children are

also adopted by non-relatives, the question that arises is what

happens to the girls. One possible explanation is that some

mothers of illegitimate female children are not too anxious to

adopt them after marriage, or that sore mothers with male than

female children appear to marry. This tendency may he

attributed to the commonly held belief that a boy needs a father-

figure, though the sane is not said about the ' rl. The same

belief may also raise anxieties in some of the mothers of male

children, about their ability to discipline and control them.

Child guidance experience suggests that the age between 2 and

5 is one of the periods most likely to face the mother with

considerable problems of control.

Over two-thirds of the chile-en were under 6 years old

at t- e time of their adoption, one every ten were between 6 and
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10 and another fifth were over 10. The fact that most children

are adopted when still relatively young, may be due to a

pre-marital agreement by the mother and her husband, or with a

wish to finalise the situation before the child starts its

contacts with, the outside world (i.e. school) and perhaps with

a desire to blot out the past both for themselves and for the

child.

lee of Child at Mother's marriage

Under a third of the mothers in this category, married

before the child was 2 years old, another k-6.0% between the

child's third and fifth year and the remaining 23.7$ delayed

marriage until the child was six or more years old. A

pattern was established which showed that mothers with boys

tended to marry when the latter were between one and five years

old, whilst those with girls tended to marry either before the

child was a year old, or after it was six.

As a group, the mothers in this category ware older at

marriage compared, to the general population but younger compared

to non-related adopters. Their average age at marriage was

2^.8 compared with 23.^ in the areas where the study took place,

and with 25.2 of that of non-related adoptive mothers. The

fact that these mothers were older at marriage compared with

the general population is understandable in view of the time

necessary to adjust to the i ea of a new relationship. Approx-



:imately 55 of the mothers were under 25 at the time of their

marriage and only just over 7.' were older than 35. The average

age of their husbands at marriage was 29.3; one in five of

the mothers nrrried a man at least 10 years older than them-

:selves, but equally one in five married a man younger than

themselves by one to five years.

- -rlc between hrnU r.e tic -ct.ltion. to ..uost

Well over half of the petitions in this category were

submitted within 12 months of the date of the marriage. A

further 13 were made between the first and second year and

one petition in every six was delayed for five or more years.

The speed of the action in over half of the cases suggested

that this was a pre-arranged decision and that both the mother

and her husband wanted to put this matter straight and perhaps

out of the way. The speed of the action also suggested that

they wanted to finalise the adoption before c ildren of the

marriage were horn. Children that were 5 and under at the

mother's marriage, were mostly adopted within a short period
after marriage, whilst children who were 6 and over tended to
he adopted within a longer period (2 years and over) after the

marriage. Again this supports the view of a possible wish

to regulate the child's position before it starts at school.

At the time the adoption order was granted, two-thirds



of the couples (62), had not yet given birth to an own child,

but *+ of the mothers were reported as expecting. This is

likely to be an underestimate, however, as it was not the usual

habit of the curators to provide details of this nature.

Several mothers in speaking to Goodacre maintained that it was

the advent of a child of the marriage that had mo.de them feel
1.

they should hurry on with adoption plans. Nine of the

chil less couples (or 9.3 ) had been married for 3 or more

years which is about the same as the national average for first

marriages. All the mothers and their husbands were well

within fecundity age, except for two mothers who were in their

early forties. As the age of mothers at marriage was " '

near the national average for first marriages, their chance

of an own child appeared greater compared to mothers adoptin;

their legitimate children jointly with their husbands.

f e Child's dove.aents Between firth "nd Adoption

Of the 93 children in this category, all " ut 7 (or 7,5 )
were continuously in the care of their mothers. Two of the 7

children had been in care for certain periods of time, whilst

the remaining 5 were looked after by their grand-parents in the

1. I. Goo acre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin,

London, 1966.
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mother's absence. The percentage of illegitimate children

who did not experience unnecessary separations from their

mothers and who we^e subsequently adopted by them, appears to

be remarkably high. Here it is appropriate to compare these

figures with the findings of a Canadian study which showed that

of 92 illegitimate children studied, only 25 had remained with

the same family "roup since birth, though a further 19 had been

accompanied by their mothers through a variety of changing
1.

circumstances. These figures would suggest that it is the

mo^e 'stable' and thoughtful mothers who appear to apply to

adopt jointly with their husbands. On the other hand, the

more recent study by Wright has found that of 80 mothers who

had kept tv,eir children there were only 10 (or 12,5 ) who had

not cared continuously for them for the 3 years that followed
2.

confinement. Unmarried mothers who keep their children may

in fact manage better than is generally assumed.

1. .uoted by J. Bovlby in "Child Care and the Growth of Love"

Pelican, London, 1953#

2. H.R. Wright "80 Unmarried Mothers /ho Kept their

Babies" - Dept. of iocial Welfare, State of California

(1965).
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■ Lttutory -upc--vision and Court l'rocedure

As a result of changes introduced by the 1958 Adoption

Act, no supervisory visits are paid by the local authority in

cases of this category. The only person who ever gets in

touch with the fauily is the curntor-ad-liten. Goodacre suggests

that there is a good case for supervisory visits in these cases

to discu s the implications of adoption, such as sharing the

chili, or the step-father's attitude towards a non-related

child, o:- the particular difficulties of telling in this type
1.

of adoption.

Curators in the court sample, reported that in 5 of the

h5+3 cases, the children were not aware that they were not the

natural children of both parents. However, it would be too

optimistic to suggest that if supervision, as currently

practised, had taken place, the family would have been helped

to overcome t! is difficulty. Our subsequent findings on the

practice of supervision showed how this type of work was seen

by the caseworkers as a formality rather than as an opportunity

to help with the deeper implications of adoption. In addition,

as stated earlier on, both the curators and the Sheriffs came

to see these type of cases as a formality,without any questions
or queries being raised. The parents too, took it for granted

1. i. Goodacre "Adoption lolicy and Practice" Allen and Unwin,

London, 1966.
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that the petitions would he granted and their assumption

appeared well justified. Even in the 5 cases where the court

was notified that the children Involved x;ere unaware of their

adoption, the Sheriff did not see fit either to postpone the

or er or to nr ke an interim one. It should he noted, though,
that the parents had promised the curator to tell the child

about his pending adoption.

nummary Table

Four common background characteristics could be identified

for both the group of mothers who surrendered their children

and for those who kept them and subsequently adopted them

jointly with their husbands. These were: age, social class,

occupation and movement. (Table 15). The age-range of mothers

who kept their children and subsequently adopted them, had close

similarities with that of mothers whose children were adopted

by non-relatives. Otherwise the emerging pattern suggested

that the mothers who surrendered their children, were mostly

from a social class background I, II & III, were occupied in

professional or clerical jobs and had moved away to another

area for the period of confinement. In contrast, the mothers

who kept their children and later adopted them, were mostly

from a social class background V, IV ar III, were working in

factories, mills, breweries and warehouses as unskilled,

semi-skilled and skilled workers, an few ha< moved away from



Table 15: Summary of background characteristics of mothers who

surrendered and mothers who kept their babies and later

adopted them.

(Court and Agency samples)

Child Child kept and
Surrendered later adopted

% %
I. AGE

Under 20 35.1 33.0

20 to 24 33.0 42.0

25 to 29 15.5 16.0

30 and over 11.4 9.0

100 100

(N) 363 (Nj 22
II. SOCIAL CLASS

I & II 18.8 7.3

III 52.6 46.4
IV & V 28.6 46.3

100 100

(N) 346 i]H 32
III. OCCUPATION

1. Prof., Manager., technical
or studying 18.8 7.0

2. Clerical and secretarial 28.6 9.2

3. Distributive workers 5.5 15.0

4. Skilled manual 18.5 2.J. 5
5. Transport, catering and laundry 13.5 15.0
6. Domestic 6.1 7.0

7. Factories, mills, breweries and
general labouring work. A.0 25. 3

100 100

(N) 346 (U 32
IV. MOVEMENT

1. Moved to another area for
confinement 58.2 5.4

2. No movement or movement within
the same city or borough 41.8 94.6

100 100
(N) 368 (N) 93
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their usual residence to avoid embarrassment to themselves or

their families.

Conclusions

The motives behind adoptions by parents are very obscure,

especially as it is a practice followed by a minority of

parents. Caseworkers suggested to us that the main motive

is the desire to make the child feel as one of the family.

If so, this may explain the high percentage of children adopted

before they were 6 and the quickness with which a great number

Ml ren were adopted soon after their mothers' marriage

and before the birth of a child of the marriage. On the other

hand, we were also told of occasions when the husband vent

through the procedure "to please the wife". It seems that the

motives behind a fair number of such adoptions cannot be

entirely divorced from the circumstances that brought about the

marriage itself. In the case of legitimate children there

were some indications that the creation of a home was more

important than the starting of a new family. In the case of

illegitimate children one possibility that suggested itself was

a desire by the mother to provide a fathe^-fi?ure, especially

to a male child which seems to raise considerable anxieties

about discipline and control.

The advantages that this rocedure confers on the child

are rather dubious. In fact adoption appears in some cases
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to lead to more complications than the ones it tries to

resolve. Adoption could well be replaced by a form of

guardianship without any apparent harm to the welfare of the

child.
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CT7u-?S?.

i: . i-'".. - 'iGi;, ...■.hhh. j ./t:j h o.ah,... c.1 ...c .no,

The Func.UojLPX Adoption /.genqies,

The representatives of the twelve agencies in our "agency

sample" were broadly agreed about the function of their

agencies and the kind of services they set out to provide.

Their description of their function coincided, in many respects,

with the recommendations of the various professional bodies

i social work literature. All agencies believed that

they were offering appropriate services to:

(i) Unmarried mothers who surrender their children for

adoption;

(ii) adoptive parents during the selection and post-

placement supervisory period; and

(iii) children surrendered for adoption.

^ach .round to ,/-• .o,.tloi^ .owl,

The Adoption Act of 1926 made no provision for regulating

the activities of existing or emerging adoption societies, and

as a result, adoption societies proliferated all over the

country. Though some .ere established with considerable fore¬

thought and deliberation, many others were hurriedly set up

and haphazardly organised. Their unregulated activitie. .

especially in the early thirties, ave rise to public concern
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which led to the appointment of a committee under Lady
1.

Horsbrugh "to inquire into the methods pursued by adoption

societies or other agencies engaged in arranging for the adop-

:tion of children,..". The Korsbrugh committee reported in
2.

1936 and an Act was passed three years later, aimed at

regulating the making of arrangements by adoption societies,

or by other persons in connection with the adoption of children.

Because of the outbreak of the war, the Act did not come into

operation until 19*+3. dome minor amendments were effected in

this Act by the Children's Act of 195+3, but the whole Act was

subsequently incorporated into the 1953 Adoption Act. Since

then, the Adoption Act of 1953? together with the Adoption

Agencies (Scotland) Regulations, 1959, regulate the work and

some of the practices of adoption agencies in general.

Adoption agencies are non-profit, voluntary or public

agencies whose primary purpose is social service, subject to

leg 1 and community control. Their general aim is to bring

together applicants eager to adopt and parents who are anxious

for some reason or other to surrender their children. There

1. "deport of the Departmental Committee on Adoption

Societies and Agencies". H.M.3.0, Cmd.5!+99 (1933).

2. "Adoption of Children (Hegui tions) Act", 1939.
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is no bar to adoptions being arranged by any individual acting

as a "third party" or by the parent of the child acting

independently. For reasons to be explained later, agency

adoptions are thought to be more desirable. At the moment,

the following four different ways can be used to arrange an

adoptions

i) through a registered adoption society;

ii) through a local authority children's department

acting as an adoption agency;

ill) through a third person acting as a go-between for

the natural parent and the adopters; and

iv) through the parent directly,

were -^ran.^MJdk,12.15'

No official or other statistics have been available to

show how adoptions have been arranged. In the last twenty or

so years considerable anxieties have been expressed about the

supposedly large number of adoptions being arranged by "third

parties" or by parents acting independently. witnesses, giving

evidence to the Hurst committee, stressed that "third party"

and "direct"placewent adoptions were undesirable and "wholly
1.

unsuitable". The committee itself, thougl unable to produce

any figures about the size of the problem, claimed that more

than one third of the adoption orders made annually, were in

1. "Adoption of Children.Departmental Committee" 195^. H.H.3,0.
Cmd 92*+cj,para ^3-51.
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respect of children placed outside their families, either
1.

directly or by "third parties". McWhinnie estimated these
2.

to be over a third, and ^chapiro found from his study that

at least 32,i of the children adopted in the U.S.A. in 1953 had

been placed independently, most writers have lumped together

"third party" and "direct" placements by parents, failing to

identify the different characteristics that distinguish the

two groups from each other.

Table 16 shows that, contrary to earlier assumptions,

only a very small proportion, under 5$» of children were placed

with non-relatives either by a "third party" or directly by a

parent. The remaining 95/* of the placements were arranged by

adoption agencies. Two thirds of the 2*+ children, placed direct-

sly by a parent, were placed with neighbours or friends of an

almost similar socio-economic background to that of the parent(s).

In six of the 2k cases, the children were placed with neighbours

or friends following the death of the mother, which was preceded

1. A. 'eWhinnie "Adopted Children - Row they grow up"

R.K.P. - London - 1967. p.2*+.

2. M, .,chapiro (2d.) "A Study of Adoption Practice"

Child Welfare League of America - 1956, p.109.
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by long illness. The friend taking over the child had often
1.

cared for it during the mother's illness. Goodacre found

that, in the Anglish county where she carried out her study,

just over 13,-l of adoptions by non-relatives were arranged either

by a "third party" or directly by a parent.

The 7*+7 agency placements, in our sample, were arranged

by 3*+ agencies, 26 public and 8 voluntary. The public agencies

placed just over of the children and the voluntary ones

just over 51.6/—

.-i.6. Adoptions bv non-relatives and the way they were

arranged. (Court Sample. N763.)

i) Arranged by adoption

societies too (51.1)

ii) Arranged by children's

departments 3^7 (Mf.3)

iii) Arranged by a third party 12 ( 1.5)

iv) Arranged by a parent directly 2k ( 3.1)

Total 783 (100 )

The small number of "third party" an direct placements

1. I.Goodacre "Adoption Policy anc" Practice" Allan and Unwin -

. on on, 1966, p.22.



found in this study appears to be connected with the

following factorsj First, the comparative availability and

accessibility of adoption agencies throughout Scotland. Apart

from the 8 voluntary societies which operate over a wide area,

*+6 of the 5*+ local authority children's departments were also

operating as adoption agencies in 1965. The second explana¬

tion may be connected with the flexibility shown by many

Scottish agencies with regard to the timing of the placement.

Three quarters of the agencies in the sample had no rigid

requirements for a pre-adoption placement, provided the mother

was ready to surrender. It appears that if mothers are forced,

because of agency requirements, to agree to an interim fostering

period, they are then likely to decide to seek out adoptive

parents on their own or through the services of a third party.

Ire-adoption placements involve not only substantial fostering

fees, which have to be met by the mother, but also continued

anxiety until the baby is finally passed as medically fit.

There is always the fear that the baby may be returned as

unadoptable by a too scrutinizing society.

The 12 "third party" adoptions, found in the "Court

Sample", were arranged by the following people acting as third

party agents. For purposes of comparison, the mother's

occupation is given on the left, that of the adopters on the

right and that of the third party in the middle.
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Qi?,puR£Uon^£
JJathas

Bus conductress

Student

Une iployed

Hairdresser

Bank Gierkess

Secretary

.aas : i e(married)

secretary

Teacher

Nurse

Clerkess

Confectioner

Occupation of
third party
agent

Bus contuctress

Doctor

Nursing Home Matron

Hospital Matron

Nursing sister

jeer.Jewish Board
of Guardians

Matron children's
home

Solicitor

solicitor

Vicar

Vicar

Unknown

Occupation of
ad, father

Factory machinist

Pharmacist

Company
representative

Musician

Farmer

Company
Director

Lorry driver

oolicitor

Accountant

Petty Officer,
Hoyal Navy

Teacher

Captain U.S.
Air Force

third party agents placed the children mainly with

adopters from a similar socio-economic background to that of

themselves and of the mothers. (In contrast, direct placements

were mostly by parent(s) of a lower socio-economic background

placin • the children with couples of a similar background oo

themselves). Though these figures are too small for
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comparisons or conclusions to be made, the percentage of middle-

class couples, who adopt through third parties, is twice the

percentage of middle-class agency adopters. It appears that

a tiny number of middle-class adopters use certain personal

acquaintances to act as third parties on their behalf, because

they possibly dislike the scrutiny and investigation involved

in agency selections. Agencies are known to ask personal

questions and this puts off a number of adopters. Another

attraction of third party adoptions appears to be the satisfac¬

tion of caring for a baby almost from birth. A woman who

jointly with her husband adopted six children, two through

agencies arid four independently, maintained at an open meeting

organised by the standing Conference of Societies Registered

for Adoption (London 10.7.69) that the greatest enjoyment for

herself and her husband was when they received a child of a

few days old, directly from its mother; "He felt as having
started from the beginning this time".

Contrary to fears expressed in the Eouse of Commons

recently, no evidence was found to suggest any "illicit" traffic
in babies happening in Scotland. Only 2, of the 12 third

party adoptions, were arranged by what could be described as a

professional third party agent. This was the matron of a

Private Nursing Home outside Scotland. Both the adopters, who

acquired babies through this source, were couples where td

wives were in their forties and it is very possible that they
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failed to get a baby through a recognised agency. (During the

process of this study the writer received a few enquiries from

would be adopters, v/here one of the spouses was over fortv,

asking for advice on how to obtain a baby because they were

turned down by agencies). In all the remaining cases there

was some connection between the third party agent and the

adopters, with the exception of the last case where neither the

curator nor the Sheriff attempted to establish who the third

party was. In the house of Commons on 11th December, 196!+,
" ~

r Abse, H.P. for Pontypool, questioned the Attorney-

General on the subject of third party adoptions and asked if

anything would be done to stop "traffic in babies". Mr. Abse's

question followed a series of articles in the 'Daily Mail'

about private adoptions. One unidentified interviewee of the

•Daily Mail' was "a thirty-nine year old business woman who,

after trying unsuccessfully to adopt through the recognised
1.

channels, was offered a baby by a doctor for £200". Also
mentioned was a "solicitor in Yorkshire" whose fees for finding

a baby were alleged to be around £300. Chat is surprising

about third party adoptions is that most of them are arranged

by professional people who appear to be aware of the implications

of their actions. Contrary to the recommendations of the Hurst

committee, third parties in Scotland are not made respondent

1. 'Daily Mail', 30.11.6^.
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1.
to the application.

Third party adoptions are generally frowned upon by

recognised agencies because of! (i) the total absence of any

casework services to the parties involved and especially to

the mother; (ii) the haste with which some of these are

arranged; it is suggested that a considerable number of these

arrangements eventually break down, either because the

adopters or the biological parents come to change their minds.

No evidence is available to support this claim; (iii) being

.lly local, and lacking the protection from the privacy of

secrecy and distance. The opposite in fact was found to be

true. Third party adoptions in the sample were generally

less local than agency adoptions; (iv) greater health hazards

for the adopters; and finally (v) being arranged mainly with

the interests of the adopters in mind. One of the main

advantages quoted in their favour is that the child can be

transferred directly from the mother to the adopters and avoid

an interim pre-adoption placing, which may carry risks for his

future emotional health. This in fact was true for only 9

of the 13 children, but that is well above agency adoptions,

where only about half of the total children placed did not

experience a pre-adoption placement.

1. "Adoption of Children.Departmental Committee" 1955+.
E. . -.0. Cmcl 92^8, para.*+3.
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The Eurst committee resisted considerable pressure to

recommend the prohibition of third party and direct placements,

because of the absence of conclusive evidence about their adverse
1.

effects. The small number found in this study does not

appear to .justify any such drastic action, when adoption agencies

still need to put their own practices in order, before they

can demand the prohibition of such placements. Safeguards

can be. built into the present system that can equally protect

the interests of the child, (see chapter eleven). It is still

d'lo within the present system to allow for choice, without

it necessarily being to the detriment of the child.

ti" , :-,;:t and aesqudces of adoption societies

In 1965 Scotland was served by 8 registered adoption

societies. Five of these were based in Edinburgh, 2 in Glasgow

and 1 in Perth. The first society to place children for de

facto adoption, was the National Vigilance which started

operating in Glasgow in 1910, mainly with the aim of ensuring

that 'undesirable1 women were not corrupting the virtues of

'innocent' men and women. A second society, which was founded

with the expressed aim of arranging adoptions, was the Scottish

1. "Adoption of Children. Departmental Committee" 195^>

para. *+6.
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Adoption Society which was set up in Edinburgh in 1923. By

the mid-fifties, the number of societies had grown to 3; Four

of these were denominational, 2 Catholic, one Church of Scot-

sland and one run by the Episcopal Church of Scotland.

(i) The *ianage;aent of the .Jocietie?

There are three levels of decision making which are the

responsibility of adoption agency committees

(i) Administrative and financial decisions which

determine size and scope and the range of services

to be offered;

(ii) professional policy decisions which determine general

eligibility and other criteria for accepting children

and adopters; and

(iii) individual case decisions.

Except for one society - Independent - where these three

levels of decision-making could be clearly distinguished, the

function of the committees of the rest of the societies was

difficult to identify. In some instances the same committee

or the same people carried on a variety of functions transcend-

:ina the three aspects described above. In the case of

denominational societies it was even more difficult to establish

where decision-making lay.

except for denominational societies, the work and

activities of the rest were controlled by a general committee,
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assisted by an executive and/or an adoption committee, and/or
a case committee. Tbe general committees were usually "elected"

from among the subscriber members at the annual general meeting

of the society. Though, on the f~ce of it, this appeared to

be a democratic process of election, in actual fact the annual

general meeting had no choice hut to vote on the persons already

nominated and recommended by the executive. The executive in

turn perpetuated itself by electing new members, when vacancies

occurred, from among the members of the general committee,

w-al power in fact was with the executive which was responsible

for conducting the business of the society, with full administra¬

tive and executive powers with regard to the management,

appointment of staff and the appointment of sub-committees.

The churches' practice was to have a general committee which

was responsible for the total social welfare work of the church;

this committee in turn, appointed an adoption committee or

case-co xiittee to carry on with the adoption side of the work.

In the case of the non-'enominational societies accountability

appeared to rest in the annual general meeting, hut in the case

of the denominational ones this was unclear.

The committees and sub-committees of tve 8 societies were,

in 1965, mostly composed of ministers of religion, solicitors,

octors, representatives of several women's organizations and

a number of housewives, a few of whom were titled. Over 95

J
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of the committee members were of a middle and upper class

background and were classified under the Registrar General's

social class I and II. The membership of the various committee;

confirmed the established image of adoption societies as middle-

class institutions managed and controlled by people from a

similar - ckground.
1.

The Adoption Regulations require each society to appoint

a separate "case committee" whose main responsibility will be

to approve the adoption placements. Before approving a

placement, the case-committee is expected to consider all the
'

1? hie information about the child and the adopters, and to

satisfy itself that the placing will be in the interests of

the child. The actual role of the case committee, however,

lends itself to several interpretations. As the regulations

stand at the moment, a case committee may choose to conduct

interviews or make home visits and thus bypass its professionals.

It is also possible for a committee to avoid appointing a

sufficient number of staff and thus to leave a major part of

the work to be carried on by members of the case-committee.

The lack of clear boundaries between the function of the case-

committee and that of the professionals has perhaps contributed

1. "The Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations,"

1959.
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a

to the perpetuation of/rather amateurish approach by societies

towards their adoption work. Five of the 8 Scottish societies

ware using their case-committees only as approving bodies

without entrusting them to carry out individual casework, " ut,

in the case of the remaining 3 societies, the case-committee

members took an active part both in some selection and in the

approval of adoptive applicants. Thus, to a large extent, the

same person could participate both as a selector and as a

member of the case-committee that took final decisions. The

possibility of a case-committee going against the recommenda-

stions of one of its members would be highly unlikely.

The case-committees of the 8 societies were mainly

composed of members of the general committees and in some cases

were assisted by a number of co-opted members. The 1959
1.

Adoption Regulations make no reference to the particular

qualifications necessary for case-committee members, except

that they should be competent to judge whether the proposed

placing is in the interests of the child. Though adoption

work involves many decisions with a mainly social component,

only 1 of the 8 societies had a trained caseworker as a co-opted

member on its council, but no society had a trained worker as

a member of their case-committee. All the societies had,

1. "The Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations",

1959.
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however, doctors, and sometimes health visitors or lawyers

were on these committees. The absence of trained social

xrorkers deprived the committees of the direct experience and

relevant knowledge that caseworkers coul bring. On the ether

hand, there are good arguments why individual case decisions,

being professional matters, should be considered solely by

professionals mostly from the agency, with advisors such as

doctors, psychiatrists and psychologists being co-opted. The

Maud committee on the Management of Local Government, recommended

that professional functions should be delegated and carried
1.

out only by professional workers. Lay people should be

encouraged to serve on the first two types of committees outlined

earlier on.

The case committee of each society met between 5 and 20

times during the year. One case committee dealt on an average

with 32 applications at each of its sittings, in contrast to

three others which dealt only with 8 applications. It is

recognised that the number of sittings cannot by itself be an

accurate indication of how careful or otherwise the final

assessments are. As no detailed minutes were kept by most of

the committees, it was difficult to evaluate the thoroughness

with which they pursued each application. The fact remains,

however, that the decisions of 3 of the committees, that
featured in the agency sample, -e based on a very limits range

1. "Management of Local Government" H.M.S.O. S.O.Code No.75)1967-



of factual material (See chapters six, seven and eight).

Ob) The Financing of the ■x>cietios' fork

adoption societies were almost exclusively dependent on

voluntary subscriptions and contributions to carry out their

work. A court that deals with an adoption application may

authorise a payment or reward to cover certain expenses incurred

by the society in connection with the adoption of the child,

but such paymehts accounted for only lh% of the income of

adoption societies in 1965. This left the societies responsible

for raising substantial additional funds. The raising of funds

appeared to be dependent not only on how active a particular

committee was, but also, more important, on how well-kno-.m each

society was. ladio appeals, dances and fetes were variously

used, but the most common method of raising funds was to ask

adopters to make voluntary contributions as tokens of their

appreciation of the society's work. Almost all adopters were

glad to o so and sums of £1 upwards were donated. Donating

money to the society appeared for some adopters to take away

the element of charity that might be inferred. Hot infrequently,

societies also asked adopters to sign covenants committing

themselves to certain regular contributions. Some of the

adopters in the sample had covenanted sums of up to £25 ann-

:ually. In four cases we came across, the adopters wrote back

to the respective societies to say that they could not a rd
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to make "fixed and regular payments" but would try and

contribute • ch year acco din to their financial circumstances.

One serious implication of this practice is the possible effect

it may have on those adopters who wish to return to the same

society for a second or third child, A second implication is

how far so ieties may weight their selection procedures in

favour of their more affluent clients. During the hearing of

an English case, the Judge, on learning that the adoptive

applicants had covenanted after their first adoption from the

sr e society, declared himself uneasy in principle and questioned

the a visability of an adoption society accepting money from
1.

adopters - even after an order has been made. It v/ould have

been expected that in cases of second adoptions, by persons who

had covenanted, the agency woulc, have informed the court

because of the implications of Jec.53 of the Adoption Act of

1958. In none of the cases in the sample was the court told

about the existence of a covenant. A third implication of

this system, is the effect it may have on the relationship
between the child and the adopters who may come to resent this

annual levy, though nothing prevents them, of course, from

c ncelling the arrangement. Contracting out of the system

cannot be easy for some adopters.

1. e. or ted in Chil Adoption I .+6 inter, 1965.
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Income from covenants end contributions from adopters,

including subscriptions from members, amounted to approximately

one third of the societies' income. Only one society received

a tiny grant from the local authority children's committee.

This grant a iounted to only 5- of this society's income in that

year. Another society received a grant from the Central

government for providing training facilities to stu- ents on

chile care courses.

In 1965? the four societies in the agency sample spent

ar; 'oximately ,tfO ,000 on their adoption work. In the same

year, they placed *+80 children between them. The placing of

each child cost the societies approximately £83. Ihere /as,

however, wide discrepancy between the expenses incurred by each

society separately^ table 17 shows that whilst Independent

society spent an average of £180, National society spent only

£*+6. The low cost per child expended by the National appears

to be related to its policy of direct placements anc the rather

rare use of foster-care an nursery facilities.

Table 17. Approximate expense incurred by each society in respect

of .each chil<-.j^laced. (Njjenqy >. ylc)

iocietv

Independent .

Moral society

■Post eer child

£180

£ 80

National £ b6

it. Kilda 85
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No doubt was left in our minds that adoption societies

were functioning under considerable financial stringency.

This partly accounted for the fact that the programmes and

objectives of many of these societies had remained almost

unchanged since their inception. The constant anxiety of

having to raise sufficient funds to carry out the work makes

it necessary for adequate grants to be made available to them,

either by local authorities or central government. There are

many reasons why local authorities should consider such an

actions First, the societies carry out work which the over¬

worked and under-staffed children's departments cannot hope to

do. In fact, we have found that, in the case of Catholic

clients, many local authorities, in the areas studied, re-referred
them to Catholic agencies. decond, it appears that the more

adoption agencies there are in an area, the more adoptions are

likely to be arranged. Availability of service, opportunity

to surrender, and action whilst the child is still young and

adoptable, are important factors in adoption work, otherwise

many children run the risk of becoming long "care" cases to

their own detriment and at considerable expense to the local

authority. Third, the grant-aiding system can afford an

opportunity, if properly used, to influence the practices of

some of the societies towards better standards and wider

programmes that can benefit their clients. Fourth, some



voluntary societies have proved to be In a better position to

initiate change and respond to new needs. At least one society

in the sample - Independent - worked out new practices,

participated in several research studies, and introduced new

concepts to its work, some of which could be described as a

model for other agencies. Uo equivalent of this work was found

among any of the local authority departments. Fifth and last,

citizen participation in voluntary work etc. helps to create

a feeling of involvement In the community and to spread more

understanding about the nature of the work.
1.

The r:urst committee recognised that adoptions arranged

by a society prevent a child coming into the possible long care

of the local authority, and so becoming a heavy burden on the

rates. The committee, however, criticised local authorities

for taking little or no interest in the work of the societies

registered with then and recommended special contributions

towards the expenses of those societies which employed trained

workers. This leek of interest was demonstrated to us by one

registerin; authority which, by 19&7) already destroyed the
returns of societies, giving details of their work prior to

1. "Adoption of Children. Departmental Committee" 195^»

p. 10.
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1965. One other authority did not even know that such

returns existed. The societies' annual returns are the main

sources of information by which registering authorities can

compare the work, staffing an! other resources of each society.

These coul enable an authority to suggest or demand improve¬

ments, or even determine whether registration should be

allowed to continue,

(ill) The Use of Resources

The resources available to an agency determine, to a

gu extent, both its objectives and the quality of the

practice. Equally, the objectives and activities of an

agency may determine the amount and quality of resources that

can be used. For instance, the objectives and work of most

Scottish societies have remained unchanged for many years,

irrespective of changes in need anc in adoption practice.

Because of the narrow basis of their programmes, additional

resources could only be used to carry on with traditional

practices, and not to initiate changes. dor this same reason,

committees may find no incentive for trying to attract lore

resources. \t the time of this study, most of the societies

appeared to have reached this stalemate, mainly because of a

general failure to carry out continuous reviews and evaluation

of their work, and to set new objectives in the light of new

needs or new emerging practices. Only Independent society
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had been aelively engaged in this constant examination of its

activities and as a result it evolved new policies compatible

with new thinking. This society, for instance, widened its

function to include services to biological parents and to a

small number of "hard-to-place" children. it managed to

attract more funds through voluntary contributions anc this

enabled it to provide more and better physical facilities such

as a residential home, more trained staff and better office

accommodation.

The resources considered necessary to carry out an

adoption agency's work satisfactorily are, besides staff,

suitable premises where applicants and parents can be inter¬

viewed an where children may be viewed by a would-be adopter,

nurseries for short-term care cases, a ready pool of foster-

homes for pre-adoption care, where necessary, and nursery home

facilities for "hard-to-place" children. Only one of the 8

societies - Independent - had a long stay home of its own to

cater for "hord-to-place" children. Other societies could

use, if they so wished, nurseries run by other voluntary

organisations or, in the case of denominational ones, homes

run by their respective Church organisations. Recourse to

facilities outside the societies themselves was only exception¬

ally made. Apart from Independent society, there was no

evi ence to suggest thet any c the other societies were
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allocating any of their scarce resources to meet the needs of

children who might develop into long-term care cases. The

latter were usually either re-directed towards local authority

departments or simply dropped as cases.

Because of the great cost involved in setting up and

running nurseries, societies generally preferred to use foster-

homes which were more within the means of the natural mothers.

The use either of nurseries or foster-homes was, however,

further influenced by each society's policy according to whether

cvoured direct or pre-adoption placements. (The issues

involved in this aspect of practice will be discussed in chapter

seven). Even if a particular society favours direct placements,

it -rill occasionally be obliged to make different arrangements

for a number of children who, either because of medical require¬

ments or their mothers' indecision, may need pre-adoption

care. Table 18 shows how the use of nursery and foster-care

facilities varied from agency to agency. Though of 209 children

placed, only 28$ received no pre—adoption care, none of the

children placed by Independent society had a direct placement

and very few of those placed by Moral an" St. Xilda societies;

in contrast, 70 of children placed by national Society were

direct placements. National society made much less use of

nursery ahd-~ foster-ears facilities compared to the other

societies, though its big Churcl organisation had a fair number



of residential homes and nurseries that could have been used

for the purpose.

Planning for the fostering of children can be either a

very time-consuming activity or it can be reduced to a formal

activity. Societies that used pre-adoption placements had

a ready pool of foster-parents who were prepared to look after

the babies for this interim period. Selection reports on

foster-parents were available only in the records of one society

- Independent - whilst in the remaining records the only i enti-

information was the name and address of the foster-parents.

If some care went into the selection of foster-parents, this

was not recorded. The average period a child was in foster-

care was just over ten weeks, during which time usually no more

than one and occasionally two visits were paid by the agency

caseworkers. This was in fact below the average number of

visits suggested in the boarding-out regulations for local

authority placements, -ore frequent visits were paid by

In ependent society. Only exceptionally case-records described

any activity between the caseworker and the foster-parents,

apart from practical arrangements such as medical examinations

and foster-care fees. The conclusion that there were some

very formal and hasty arrangements coul; not be avoided, espec¬

ially in tl - .a st o" one society which, in one year and with

only two caseworkers, managed to place 170 children in fosu-er-

care, apart from its main adoption work.
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Table 1,8. r . Uso of Nursery and Foster-care facilities by

Vre societies, (.-genqy ..ample) ti:t2p9.

(/- based on each agency's cases)

Jocicty liursery Foster*- care neither do tal

N. % N, % N. % N.

Independent
Society 9 (19) 39 (81) - - bQ

Foral 'Oc• b ( 8) M+ (8*+) b (8) 52

National
lociety b (6) 17 (2*f) 50 (70) 71

>t.Kilda
Society 3(8) 30 (79) 5 (13) 38

Total 20 130 59 20 9

% (10) (62) (28) (100)

Four children had both nursery and foster-care experience

but because their foster-care experience was longer, they

were included under foster-care).

Though an association was found between '"•esources and

amount of service given, attitudes towards the use of resources

and to certain types of work were equally important. One

society - rational - relayed accepting a child's surrender

from its mother until the adoptive home was ready to receive
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it. Another area, where limited resources and attitudes had

a definite bearing on the kind of service offered, was in the

case of "hard to place" children (i.e. children over twelve

months in age, physically or mentally handicapped and children

of coloure 1 or 'mixed' blood). Adoption societies placed

seven children (or 1,7% of their placements) over a year old,

and another eight children (or 2,0% of their placements) with

some physical handicap. The effect of resources on and

attitues towards such children was demonstrated in the prac¬

tices of two societies which refused to handle or dropped

cases that appeared to present some particular difficulty.

The following cases were some of the examples we carae across*

(a) The cases of two children were dropped because it

was thought that they might be mentally defective.

The agency caseworker arrived at this conclusion

because of the children's features and without any

supporting evidence;

(b) one society refused to accept the child of a mother

because the caseworker described her as "hysterical"

and the society decided that it "could not place the

child of a mentally unstable mother";

(c) two children, that were bom with a dislocated hip
and a cut-lip respectively, were declared unadoptable
and refused placement;
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(d) one society refused to consider placing the child

of a mother that recently had treatment for depression;

(e) another child was not accepted because the society

worker suspected it of having "negroid" features;

(f) a child was declared unadoptable because his uncle

was in a mental sabnormality hospital;

(g) service was withdrawn from one mother because she

was taking too much time to make up her mind and the

society "could not wait",

(h) one worker remarked that a particular child was of

"poor"stock and could not be placed with their kind

of adopters.

All these children were subsequently referred to children's

departments and most of them were eventually placed for adop¬

tion. It is understandable that such referrals of children,

rejected by societies, contribute to considerable ill feeling

between the workers of these two types of agencies. .hat was

equally important from a social work point of view, was that

casework service was in some cases discontinued by the original

society at a time of r ximum need for the mother and the child.
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(Iv) The Casework Personnel

A connection is usually inferred between the number and

qualifications of an agency's staff and the quality of work

performed. In 1965* all the eight Scottish societies employed

one or more caseworkers. The role of the caseworker employed

in an adoption agency is seen, by social work literature, as

being one that requires skills which are basically similar to

the skills of social workers employed in other forms of social

work. Besides these, however, some other special skills

appear to be necessary, such as a high degree of interviewing

skills, plus a thorough understanding of human growth and

development, marital interaction and normal family life. These
are connected with supporting and helping natural parents to

come to a decision about their child, both selecting adoptive

and foster-parents, arranging placings and following them up

to see how they are working. The Chil■ Welfare League of

America stresses in its "standards manual" that adoption requires

specific knowledge and skills acquired through professional

education and experience in social work, and that the quality

and quantity of staff are of crucial importance for the success

of any social work undertaking, but more so "in adoption where
1. 2.

well-trained personnel are essential". The Hurst committee,

1. "Standards far Adoption Service" Child Welfare League of
America, 1959 (edition) p.^5*
2, "Adoption of Children. Departmental Committee" 195*+>
para. $+.
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too, stressor' in its report that there is no other field in

which a co donation of personality, training and experience

is more necessary than in adoption work. The committee

recognised the vital role of the placing agencies at the initial

stages and pointed out that the initial placing of a child is

even more important than the later investigation by the Curator

ad litem, '"hough care in th initial stages does not guarantee

a perfect result "it provides the most hopeful method of ensur-
1.

»ing success".

In spite of the views quoted above, the Adoption Agencies

(Scotland) regulations of 1959 do not prescribe any qualifica¬

tions necessary for caseworkers employed in adoption agencies.

The Adoption Act simply requires that the staff should be
2.

"sufficient", "fit and proper". It is left to the registering

authorities to interpret what these terms mean. The wide

discrepancies found indicate that the registering authorities

give a variety of interpretations to these terms. As the

1. "Adoption of Children, departmental Committee" 19$+,

para. 52.

2. Adoption Act 1953> tec. 30 ->ub. jec.b
(a and b).
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regulations were drafted in 1958, it is doubtful whether they

coiil; be more specific about qualifications because of the

almost total absence then of trained social "orkers in the child

welfare field in Scotland. Now that the situation is improving,

there is a good case for reviewing the regulations ant laying

down some agreed standards about numbers and qualifications.

. t the end of 1965 the eight societies employed between

then 17 caseworkers,(Table 19), four of whom were professionally

trained through a University course. Three of these were

_1 yod by Independent society. A fifth caseworker held the

Josephine butler certificate. Five of the eight societies

had no trained caseworker on their staff. Four other workers

employed by societies had a degree, diploma or certificate in

social study or administration, but no professional training.

Two op the caseworkers had only secondary school education.
1.

Schapiro found that half the caseworkers employed by American

adoption societies in 1956 had a professional training in

social work and another quarter had some graduate social work

qualification "but not enough for a Master's degree". He

remarked that, as a group, the social workers employed in adop¬

tion agencies there were among the best trained and most

1. . chapiro ( .) "A Study of Adoption Practice"

p. 29.



Table 19: The education and qualifications of caseworkers employed by the

adoption societies *

Education and qualifications Independent Soc.
—

MoralSoc. National Soc. St.Kilda Soc. CentralSoc.
j

EasternSoc. Highland Soc. Western Soc. Total
Professionally trained 3 1 4

Social study degree,
diploma or certificate 1 2 • 1 4

Non-relevant degrees
-

1 1 2

Secondary school education
only 1 1 2

Other qualifications (S.R.N., 1

R.P.M., and one holding the 3 1 1 I 5
Josephine Butler Certificate) ii

Total

- '

4„ 2 4 2 1 1
i

1 2 17

* This table is based on the returns submitted annually by each society to

the Registering local authority.
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skilled in the child welfare field. The same cannot be said

of adoption caseworkers in Scotland. For a variety of reasons,

only very few trained workers have been attracted into adoption

and c' il welfare work in Britain, and particularly in Scotland.
The small number of trained workers employed by the

societies is due to several reasons. First, to the general

scarcity of social workers which continued into 1965. In the

whole of the child welfare field there were in that year only

25 trained workers out of an approximate number of 2J0.

Second, to the lack of fun-hs to compete with the better salaries

offere especially by English local authorities. Some of the

few people coming,off courses in Scotland are usually attracted

by the better salaries offered by children's departments in

England. Third, the establishment of some of the societies

is such that neither the employment of new staff nor the

secondment of existing ones to courses appears possible. Three

societies had a single untrained caseworker each, over middle-

age and likely to be there for some years to come. The total

work of two of these societies was small and could not justify

further trained or untrained staff.

Unavailability of funds and the relative scarcity of

trained personnel was only part of tv- re- son why five of the

societies had no trained caseworker on their staff. An

equally important factor contributing to this was the In ~ of

conviction among certain societies about the value of qualified



workers. ualified workers, too, were less prepared to work
in small agencies where their rolos woul be very un<i feren-

: tinted and wh~re their work would be wholly controlled and

scrutinised by lay committees. In contrast to untrained staff,
the identifications of qualified workers are only partly with

the agency which employs them, because they are also partly

with the profession of social work. They are more likely to

want to act independently in matters of professional

responsibility and to insist on giving their clients an adequate

service, not dictated entirely by resources and by caseloads,

but bearing some relevance to professional standards. This

outlook was demonstrated in 1963 when some of the casework

staff of the children's department of the London Borough of

Tower Hamlets resigned because of interference by the committee

in what was considered to be a purely professional responsib¬

ility. Untrained staff, on the other hand, because they
derive their security from the agency's rules and the directives

o "* the committees, are more likely to identify with the agency

and its policies. The fact, that in three societies the lay

members of the committee were sharing with their untrained staff

some of the casework aspects of the work, illustrated the

greate- acceptance by untrained staff of such interference.

Then we asked some o" the young untrained caseworkers, who had

brsic social study qualifications, why they did not seek further

training, their replies were in many ways similar to those of
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some- of the lay committee members. They implied that they

were not convinced about the value of further training and

could not see in what way such training could help them to do

their present job more effectively. They were convinced that

what they re doing could not be significantly improved. It

appeared from their comments that there was a general misunder-

:standing about the difference between administering a service

an" offering a casework service to parents, children and

adopters. Because adoption work involves a considerable

amount of doing and planning compared to some other forms of

social work, it quickly gives rise to a feeling of achievement

and confidence, especially in the untrained worker. The

anxiety often experienced in a casework situation is not

allowed to develop because of the considerable planning and

activity, with tangible results obtained at the end.
The small number of trained staff employed by the

societies did not come as a surprise. The surprising thing

was the lack of conviction among some of the societies about

the need for better qualified staff, Ilc..hinnie, commenting

on the shortage of trained workers in the field of adoption,

remarked t at "as a community, we have assumed thab the law

gives adequate protection to adopted c". ildren, but this in fact

is far from true". The Association of Child Care Officers

1, A. ;ic./hinnie "Adopted Children - How they grow up", p.269.
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in its evi ence to the deebohm committee expressed deep concern

because there are "some adoption agencies which do not seem to

consider that their workers require any training or qualifica-
1.

stions, and sake no attempt to recruit qualified workers".

The main interest in training and performance that we met was

in the small number of agencies, both voluntary and statutory,

that re already employing the few trained workers, who were

trying to improve their practice through the use of various

techniques.

(y) orklpaqs

There are no agreed standards about what is a reasonable

caseload for an adoption worker to carry. in determining

caseloads in adoption work, account must be taken of time

required to study the child,to complete work with the unmarried

mother and other parents, for placement and supervision in

temporary foster-homes, ana for selection of adopters, adoptive

pla cement and supervision in homes. Time needs to be allowed

for preparing reports, travelling, interviewing, telephoning,

co-ordinating with allied professions and attending case-

committee meetings. The area covered and the size of the

1. "Evidence submitted to The Committee on Local -authority and

Allied .ersonal Social Services" Chaired by F.Seebohm anu

reported in 1968 Cmds3703.
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1.
agency are additional important factors. Nott concluded,

from her study on the subject of caseloads, that, under optimum

conditions and considering the time, thought and skill and

effort required to fit together the homeless child and the home

that seeks a child, a worker is able to make one and one half

placements per month. On this estimate, some adoption

societies in Scotland, should more than treble their present

staff. The nearest approximation to Nott's estimates was

reached by Independent society which had a ratio of ono staff

to every 19 children adopted. Table 20 shows the wide

discrepancy in what adoption societies consider to be an

"adequate" number of staff. Whereas Independent society had

a ratio of one staff to every 19children adopted, Central

society had one staff to every 77 children. The four

societies, National, Moral, Central and Western not only had

considerably greater case-loads, but also placed children at

distances of over a hundred miles from their bases. Independent

society, Eastern and Highland, with considerably smaller case¬

loads per worker, restricted their placements to within

approximately fifty miles from their bases. '..'hat was rather

surprising, from these figures, was that the same registering

1. II. Nott "Breaking Adoption Bottlenecks", Survey,

October, 19!P.
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authority, that accepted for registration the society that had

a ratio of one staff to every 19 children adopted, also

accepted, without apparent query,the society that had one

caseworker for every 77 children adopted. This discrepancy

may easily give the impression that registration is a mere

formality. It reinforces the argument of those who would like

to see registration being transferred to a central Government

body. Though the Adoption Act makes provision for the

cancellation of a registration, no registering authority has

c/cr used this power. It would have been understandable if

in the meantime the registering authorities were trying to

persuade these societies to improve their staffing situation.

The destruction, however, of the adoption society returns, by
some registering bodies, so quickly after their submission,

indicated that no serious thinking was being given by these

authorities to the standard of service provided by the adoption

societies.
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Table 20. The ratio of staff to cases (voluntary societies!

Society Children Casework Ratio
adopted staff st

Independent
76So c. *+ 1:19

Moral Soc. 115 2 1:57

National Joe. 193 If 1-A3

St.Hilda joc. 72 2 1:36

Central >oc. ,77 1 1:77

'Astern Joe. 26 1 1:26

Hi -hland ioc. !+0 1 1:^0

western Joe. 10 9 2 1: 5*+

This table is based on the returns submitted annually by

each society to the Registering local authority, but certain

fi -ures were obtained from the respective societies directly,

M

Only the number of casework staff engaged in actual adoption

work have been included. The organising directors of three

societies, i.e. Independent, National and Moral have not been

included among the casework staff.

Earlier on we remarked on the tendency of some societies

to pi ce children at a considerable distance from their offices,



noting that ?t was some of the societies with the poorest

ratios of staff to cases that placed further afield. dost

of the drawbacks connected with this practice are linked vith

the difficulty of carrying out proper enquiries when selecting

applicants, and of following up the placement until notifica¬

tion is given to the local authority. Two cases quoted to

us by two small Sheriff courts illustrate this point. In the

first case, a society, operating from 75 miles away, placed a

child with a couple in which the husband was an alcoholic and

the wife had a psychiatric history. In the second case, the

adoptive parents had separated on at least two previous

occasions and, soon after their second reconciliation, a child

was placed with then by a society based 120 miles away. The

courts which eventually granted the adoption orders remarked

that, if it had been a local agency making the placement, they

would have known the circumstances of these families. When

the two cases were pursued with the societies in question, it

was found that neither of them had made a local investigation.

The placings took place following interviews with the couples

at the societies* offices.

The argument put forward in favour of placing children

over a wide area is that placements within a short radius of

the parents' residence may lead to identification of the

adoptive parents by the biological parents and vice versa.

From our findings, such a danger appeared to be minimal. Four
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out of every five children were adopted either in cities or in

large horoughs. Furthermore, though 37 per cent of the mothers

whose children were adopted outside their families in 19&5 were

from small county areas, 95 pe? cent of these moved to a hospital

in a city or large borough for the birth of the child, and

arrangements for its adoption were made in the latter places.

It appears that the problem of proper selection and

supervision can be resolved either by providing adoption

societies with extra funds to improve their staffing situation

cover their areas properly, or by restricting their

activities to small area3 which they can cover adequately.

(vi) Consultant Services.

Adoption work consists mainly of a social component but

not infrequently the services of consultants from allied fields

are necessary. >uch professionals as paediatricians, psycho¬

logists and psychiatrists, as well as fertility experts may

be consulted. Only one society - Independent - had by

arrangement a medical consultant and a psychologist from whom

a vice was sought in appropriate situations. Otherwise, all

the societies made extensive use of the facilities offered by

the National Health dervice, and where necessary might ask for

the views of a 7^ctor serving on one of their committees. The

most frequently used service was that of paediatricians,

followed by fertility experts and psychiatrists. Independent



society succeeded, to a great extent, in using the same

consultants over a long period, thus giving the latter the

opportunity to develop an understanding of the adoption situa¬

tion and of the kind of consultation that adoption workers

foun useful and helpful. Their services were integrated with

the work o the rest of the department and a team approach to

the problem of diagnosis, selection and placement was developed.

Even with this arrangement, however, final responsibility

always rested with the agency, the consultant contributing from
' -ticular expertise.

THE .IAI;AGEME:':T AhJ RESOUICES OF LOCAL AUTFO HITY AGErCIES

The 1953 Adoption Act gave explicit powers to local

authorities to arrange and participate in the arrangement of

adoptions. Before that, they could only arrange for the

adoption of children already in thei: care. Some authorities,

however, had interpreted the 195^ Adoption Act as empowering
them to arrange adoptions in general. In fact, one third of

the local authorities replying to our postal questionnaire said

that they were acting as adoption agencies before 1953.

(i) The Management of the Anencies

Adoption work ir» local authority is the responsibility

of the children's department. The general work of the children'

department, including its adoption work, comes under the
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authority an control of the children's committee. In

Scotland, these committees and their sub-committees are aade

up entirely of local authority elected representatives. Unlike

adoption societies, there is no provision in the regulations

for the appointment of a separate adoption or case-committee

to perform similar functions in relation to the department's

adoption work. The appointment of an adoption committee or

case-committee is left entirely to the discretion of each

indiviaua1 authority.

Of the 38 authorities replying to our questionnaire, just

under a quarter (9) had a separate sub-committee responsible

for approving the final placement and for considering matters

arising out of the authority's adoption work. Of the eight

local authority agencies in our "Agency sample", only one had

such a committee. In the remaining ones the final decisions,

about selection and placement, were made either by the children's
officer alone, or solely by the caseworker carrying out the

investigations, or in consultation with the children's officer.

One agency in the sample, south Eastern ..County, reached all

its adoption decisions following discussions among the profess-
1.

:ional staff of the agency. The durst committee condemned

1. "Adoption of Children. Departmental Committee" 195^>

p. 7.



the practice by which a children's officer accepts a child

for adoption and arranges for his placement entirely cat his own

responsibility, without consultation with any committee. The

report dismissed objections that adoption is too confidential
1.

a matter t~ he handled by a committee. Goodacre commended

the practice of the local authority in whose area she carried

out her study for having a committee considering in detail all

applications for adoption. The final decision was a joint

one, taken by the committee in conjunction with the children's
officer and the child care officer responsible for undertaking

the investigation. Copies of records, notes and references

were circulated in advance to members of the committee. Burns
2.

an- Sinclair remarked, in their study of the child care

service, on the very inadequate use that Scottish children's
officers made of their committees. It is assumed that an

active committee will be able not only to make final decisions,

but to stimulate more interest, fester better standards and

help to attract more resources to this part of the agency's

lJ.Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice", p. k2.

2. T. "urns and J. Sinclair "The Child Care Service at ork"

TV .s.O. 3.0. Code 1+9 - 508 (1963).
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work. As In the e se of adoption societies, ho-ever, many

would dispute the capacity of a lay committee to make individual

case decisions, which should preferably be left to a case

committee composed of professionals.

(ii) The Financing of the Agencies1 fork

The financing of a local authority's adoption work comes

under the general funds allocated by the authority for the work

of the children's department. No separate costing has been

attempted of the departments' adoption work, though the two

biggest authorities employed, in 19&5* separate adoption

workers. Even so, some of the work with the biological parents

was undertaken by the rest of the department.

It is usually assumed that local authority departments

are more fortunate, compared to adoption societies, because

they do not have to rely on voluntary contributions and

covenants, to carry out their adoption work. Also that,
because of the more comprehensive services at their disposal,

c coworkers in such departments have a real choice when

planning the placing of a child. In practice, as will be

seen later, this has not been so. There are as many variations
anion- local authority departments in their use of resources

as there are among voluntary societies.

(lii The use of Resources.

Local authorities are empowered, under the provisions



of the- 1937 Children's and Young Persons Act and the 19!i-8

Children's Act, to provide a wide range of services to children

who are received or committed to their care. Such services

may include fostering and residential facilities of different

types. The 1963 Children's Act further empowered local author¬

ities to allocate resources for preventive work with fa Hies

and children. All'these facilities can also he used,

especially in connection with services to biological parents.

Many local authorities in .Scotland are, by their size,

too small to provide their own residential facilities and so

use either those of larger authorities or of voluntary

organizations. They can, however, develop their own foster-

care facilities. Local authority agencies used nursery

facilities (table 21) for per cent of the children they

placed for adoption, and foster-care facilities for well under
a third of the children. In other words, nursery or foster-

care facilities were used only for one out of every three

children placed, compared to seven out of ten placed by adoption
societies. direct placements were made for 65,3 per cent of

the children, compared to 28 per cent placed by adoption

societies.

Like adoption societies, there is considerable variation
in the amount of nursery and foster-care facilities used by

local authorities. Only two of the eight authorities ir. die

sample - Eastern Borough XI and Western Borough - had their own
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nurseries, but neither authority made much use of them for pre-

adoption placements, dimilarly, neither of these two big

authorities made much use of foster-care. Over 80 per cent of

their placements were direct from the mothers, but this was

often effected by asking mothers either to stay in Mother and

Eaby Homes until the child could be placed or to care for their

child until its adoptive placement. Foster-care facilities

v/ere used mainly for children who were in long term care, whilst

children surrendered soon after birth were, as far as possible,

directly placed. Though some adoption societies had a definite

policy about pre-adoption placements which was based on certain

concepts and which eventually determined their use of foster-

care facilities, no such policy based on any theoretical

concepts was found among the local authority agencies. Their

practice in the use of resources was mainly determined by

expediency, which included the least use of resources.
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Table 21. -1 g u3G of r^ursory and foster-care facilities by

local authorities agency ■Jaemle-.j.r-ht authorities:

K.167)

(>S based on each agency's cases)

3€

Agency Nursery F/ care Neither Total

N. % N. % N. % N.

3astern
to rough I 7 (6*f) ^ (36) 11

Eastern
Ttorouch II 5 (12) 3 ( 7) 3^ (3D k-2

Eastern
County 2 (12) 8 (50) 6 (38) 16

highland
Borough - - 5 (?6) h (M+) 9

highland
County 6 C+6) 7 (5*+) 13

3,Eastern
County - 9 (100) 9

Western
Borough 2 ( 3) 5 ( 9) 52 C 88) 59

hestern
County - - 6 ( 75) 2 (25) 8

Total 9 *+9 10 9 167

3 (5.D (29.3) (65.3) (100)

3*

Four children had both foster-care and nursery experience.
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Caseworkers in local authority agencies used resources

such as nursery and foster-care facilities to a lesser extent,

compared to adoption societies. It would have been thought

that the wide range of services at the disposal of local

authorities would offer caseworkers a real choice when trying

to not diverse needs. The fact remains, however, that even

if ^sources are available it does not necessarily mean that

they will be used. More important appears to be the attitude

of caseworkers and administrators to the use of resources. For

or- :le, two authorities, estern borough and Eastern v »ough

II, to save themselves time and expense, delayed accepting a

chil for placement when the mother was ready to surrender,

waitin until the adoptive home was available or ready. Social

work literature stresses that no mother should be expected to

go on caring for her chile once she has reached a final

decision to surrencer. A further example that demonstrates

that existing resources may not be usee to meet diverse needs,

is s' own by table 21. This indicates that some authorities,

by carrying out an indiscriminate policy of direct placements,

fail to take Into account individual needs which may demand a

more imaginative use of resources.

(iv) ' ' Casework i-ersonnel

mil,/ two 01 the e author:'.:' -s in our sample, Eastern

Borough II and Western borough, employed separate adoption
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workers. The rest of the authorities did not distinguish

between their adoption and other child care work and consequent-

sly the caseworkers had a mixture of cases wrich included a

certain number of adoption ones. Because of the multifarious

type of work being carried out by the local authority children's

department, it a/as exceedingly difficult to separate the enact

amount of time allocated to adoption work. Apart from the two

authorities which employ separate caseworkers, for the remaining
sin agencies we decided to look at the total staffing situation

and the total caseloads carried by the staff.

The educational background and qualifications of child

care workers employed by local authorities in 1965 compared

less favourably (table 22) with those employed by adoption

societies. Of the 32 caseworkers employed by the ei~ht local

aut' orities, only four were professionally trained, whilst

half the staff had only secondary education. In contrast,

of 17 caseworkers employed by the adoption societies, four

were professionally trained and only two had secondary

education only. The four trained workers among the local
■ a9 - ity agencies were distributed between three departments.

Generally, however, trained staff were as scarce among local

authority departments'as they were among adoption societies.

This possibly explains why local authorities, when registering

societies, do not insist on the employment of qualified



Table 22: Education and qualifications of caseworkers employed by

local authority departments ('Agency Sample")

Education & qualifications Eastern Bor.I Eastern Bor.II Eastern County
1—I Highland Bor. Highland County S.Eastern County Western Bor. Western County Total

Professionally trained 2 1 1 | A

Social study degree, diploma
or certificate 1 U 2 7

Non-relevant degrees 1 1 2

Secondary school education only 2 1 6 2 2 1 1 1 16

Other qualifications (In
residential care) 1 1 i 3

Total 2 1 10 3 2 7 2 5 3?

* Table based on information supplied by the Scottish Education Department.

Under Eastern Bor.II and Western Bor. only the qualifications and education

of their adoption workers were included.
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personnel, because those employed by their own agencies are

not better qualified. One hopeful feature about local

authority departments is that their position is more fluid,

\<rhen compared to that of adoption societies. Because they

employ greater numbers of staff, there is always the possibil¬

ity of recruiting from the increasing number of newly

qualified workers. More recently they also started offering

more realistic salaries, comparing favourably with those

offered by English departments.

Anxiety about the training situation in local authority

children's departments was repeatedly expressed in 1968 in the

House of Commons. M.Ps., on at least two occasions, as:w;d

for information on the natter from the Secretary of itate for

Scotland. Ilis rei ly was that the matter was under consi era-

stion and that his department was encouraging the setting up
1.

of now training courses.

(v) or':loads

Except for Eastern borough II and ..estern borough, which

have separate adoption workers, the ratio of staff to cases

1. The matter was raised twice by Mr. Hannan, M.F. on ec. 1967
and 17.3.68.
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for the remaining agencies was worked out on the basis of their

total child care v;ork, excluding preventive work, The ratio
was based on a rough estimate from figures gathered from the

local authorities' annual returns. The departments' child

care work was defined as children in care, children in private

foster-homes, children awaiting adoption, children on licence
from approved schools and curator-ad-litem work. It is

recognised that some of these cases my not require the same

amount of work necessary in each adoption case. On the other

hand, though children in care may appear once in the returns

they may have had several placements and moves during the year.

In adoption it is rare that the same child may have to bo

removed from its adoptive home and placed elsewhere, neither

does it require the same rehabilitative work with the parents
1.

that is necessary in foster-care case3. Burns and Jinclair

suggested that taking children into care was the most time-

con-using of all the processes in which child care officers

were involved. They also pointed out the great variation in

time spent on adoption work by the different local authority

agencies. For instance, casework staff in the largest

a ;t' ority in their sample, spent an eighth of all their time
on adoption work, comparer to the next largest uthority where

1. T.Burns and 3.Sinclair "The Child Care Service at Work",
P#36.
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it was in total only 2 per cent.

The ratios of staff to cases, found in the next table.
1.

have similarities with those found by Packman in her study

of English children's departments, but the 19&7 report on child.

care in Scotland was critical of the fact that the case loads

of child care staff in posts all over Scotland were still "far
2.

too high". The two authorities, Eastern borough Ii and

Western borough, which appointed separate caseworkers, had a

higher caseload per caseworker compared to most of the societies.

In fact Western borough had the highest ratio of cases to staff

of all agencies, statutory and voluntary. Western county had

the lowest caseload per worker, though the county is fairly

compact and not much travelling is involved.

Footnote: A study of the workloads of children's departments

has just been published by the Lome Office Research Unit.

The study project was set up to consider criteria for determin-

:ing child care officers' establishment. Assuming a 33 hour

week and a certain amount of time being spent on children in

care and on other children, the optimum case load for each
3.

worker, excluding senior officers, was calculated at ^3.

1. J.Packman "Child Care:Needs and Lumbers" Allen & Unwin,
London, 19&9#
2. "Child. Care in Scotland" 1967» Issued by Social „ork
services Croup, Cm' 3682 p.9.
3. "Workloads in Children's Departments", H.L.3.O., S.3.W.11-
3^:101 - 9 (1969).
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*

Table 23. The ratio of staff to cases (Local authorities)

Local authority datio

Eastern borough I 1:59

Eastern borough II 1:61

Eastern county 1:55

Highland borough 1:63

righland county 1:62

E.Eastern county 1:77

western borough 1:83

.western county 1:39

*

This table was based on figures and information supplied by

the Scottish Education Department and .from adoption records.

In view of the great percentage of untrained staff

employed by local authorities as well as the relatively heavy

c:seloads carried by them, an attempt was made to understand

how t1 e workers managed to cope. hart of the answer appeared

to lie in the way that most of the agencies hao. organised their

work. All the departments in the sample made constant use of

a great number of different forms and pro-forma letters and



reports, designed to leet every possible situation. The only

thin-; left to the caseworker "as to fill in the blanks one sign.

There were pro-form letters for communicating with foster

and adoptive parents, cyclostyled letters that could be sent to

parents, forms which could be filled in with factual information

about the parents, t! .. chil and the adopters, stencilled

curators reports and pro-forma letters, which were sent to other

authorities when children were placed in their areas and vice

versa. This massive use of forms did not appear to allow for

initiative and flexibility to be developed, but on the other

hand it ensured that administratively the work was done.

This administrative device appears to be supremely

effective in ensuring that the work is done, though it ces

not take into account the content and quality of the work

performed. As a device it helps untrained staff to carry

out administrative functions without being over-whelmed. This

tangible doing also creates a feeling of achievement and satis¬

faction for the untrained staff, comparable with the satisfac¬

tion felt by untrained workers employed in adoption societies.

Je wondered how far a system that was appropriate for the use

of untrained staff would accommodate the few trainee staff

employed in local authority apartments. It . 3 of interest

to observe that when trained staff were dealing with similar

coses they followed exactly the methods and approach used by
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the untrained. There was no attenpt to depart from the

stereotyped methods developed by their agencies, nor any

attempt to initiate some kind of change. This demonstrated

not only the power of the agexocy over the individual, but also

that trained staff, when dealing with a type of ease th-t they

consider peripheral to their main activity, are likely to

follow existing patterns of coping, because they are quick and

require less thinking and decision making.

(vl) Consultant services.

Local authority agencies made exclusive use of statutory

services such as the National Health Jervice ant the local

authority tublic Health departments and had no private

arrangements with any consultative services. They mainly

used the paediatric services for the medical assessment of

surrendered children and occasionally t" ey woul* ask for a

psychiatric report in connection with adoptive applicants.

Less attention was paid to the contribution of allied profess-

:ions in the adoption situation, compared with some adoption
societies.
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Over 95 per cent of completed adoptions, in 1965» were

arranged by adoption agencies and only less than five per

cent were arranged independently. The findings suggest that

no third party problem exists in Scotland.

Local authority agencies made less use of wider

resources compared to adoption societies. Availability of

resources was only one factor that affected the amount of

service. :k>re important appeared to be the attitude towards

the use of resources as well as the policies and programmes

pursued by each agency. The majority of casework staff were

carrying heavy caseloads and had little or no training for

the job. A very big part of the work was reduced to routine,

pro-forma type of work aimed at meeting legal and adninistra-

:tive requirements.

Table 2b summarises some aspects of the work and organisa¬

tion of adoption societies and local authority agencies.



SummaryTable24sAspectsofAdoptionSocieties'andChildrens1Departmentspractices Typeof Agency

Case- committees
Adoptions arranged

Finance

Useofresources

Staff

Average case-loads per caseworker

F/care

Nursery

Trained

OnlySec. SchoolEduc.

Adoption Societies
Allagencies hadthem

51.1*

Covenants Cbntributions donations etc.

62%

7%

23.5%

11.3%

42

Children's Depts.

Onlyone Agencyin thesample

44-3%

Rates

52%

10%

12.5%

50%

61
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CT7 PTB.1 6.

•vr. 'ioir agencics and theih casework ;ciwicB3 to biological

I' dhL'TO

The Adoption Act of 19J>8 failed to place any responsibil¬

ity on adoption agencies to provide casework services to

unmarried parents surrendering their children. The problem

of providing services to help parents with social and personal

difficulties arising out of their current situation had to be

left entirely to the deliberations of adoption agencies. This

situation appeared to be made worse by the absence of any

mandatory requirements laid upon any one local author! /

department to provide general and comprehensive services to

this group of parents. The permissive powers given to local

authorities, under the 19*f8 National Health Act and the 1963
Children's Act, have resulted in a lot of piecemeal action being
taken by such departments as Children's and Public Health, in

addition to certain services provi ed by hospital social work

"apartments and Mother and Baby Homes. In the last twenty

years there emerged a considerable division of responsibility,

with identifiable symptoms as the only guide to where each

problem belonged. This pattern followed the policy already

adoptee in meeting other social needs. The division of

responsibility further resulted in a considerable blurring of
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roles and of boundaries. Though some agencies, such as

hospital social work departments, tried to work out their

function and delineate their field of operation in relation to

this problem, their thinking has never been made public and

remains as a guide-line for departmental policy only. This

possibly accounts for the fact that the practices of depart-

sments vary from each other.

It is now generally agreed that social workers in differ¬

ent types of agencies accept referrals of cases of unwed

parents, only in so far as they see them to fall within the

narrowly defined function of their respective agency. If

afterwards a particular client's problem or needs cb , d,o

is t^en referred to a new agency that is supposed to have a

more suitable programme for meeting her new needs. As a result,

unmarried mothers have found themselves being passed from one

agency to another, according to how social workers cane to

interpret their agency's function. Because of such rigid

policies, the view has often been expressed that many unmarried
aothers fail to receive a satisfactory service. In the course

of this study we came across situations in which an unmarried

mother was referred by her doctor to a children's department,

from there to the Matron of a Mother and Baby Pome, then to

the hospital social worker who, on learning that the mother

intended to surrender her child, referred her to an adoption
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agency; following the surrender of the baby, the adoption

caseworker re-referred the mother to the children's department

for after-care work. Each of these workers dealt with only a

small part of the mother's problem and often assumed that certain

other help was either given by the previous worker or about to

be given by the next one in the line. This often artificial

division of responsibility and the multiplicity of agencies

involved, resulted in considerable confusion both for the workers

and the mothers concerned. The latter too often cut adrift

at the time when help was most needed. Nicholson in her recent

study of .other and Baby homes found lack of agreement amongst

field-workers and Matrons as to who should give certain

casework services to the mothers during their stay in the
1.

home. similarly, most mothers in the Homes were critical

of the fact that once in the Home they seemed to lose touch
2.

with their field-workers.

Adoption agencies are one group of voluntary agencies

whose work bring them in touch with unmarried parents who

are planning to surrender their babies. Because of the

eon;roversy of who gives what service to unmarried parents and

the difficulty of delineating boundaries, several conferences

1. J.Nicholson "Mother and Baby Homes" Allen and Unwin,

London, 1968, p.131.

2. Ibid. pp.131-13^.
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and articles in social x-/ork Journals have tried, in the lost

twenty years, to outline the function of adoption agencies in

relation to these clients. The 19J+8 workshop of the Child

Welfare League of America reached the consensus that "good

adoption practice is predicated upon good casework service to
1.

natural parents." The conference agreed on a number of

recommendations for providing such service and, since 19*+8,
these appear in the "standards guide", published by the League

and frequently revised to be in line with new findings and new

concepts. In its 1958 edition, the guide stresses that

services to natural parents should not be limited to help in

plaining for the child, "but should include casework services

required to meet the parents' physical, emotional and material
2.

needs as individuals". Schapiro, writing in 1958, claimed

that a truly helping relationship with the natural parents was

essential for successfully initiating and carrying through the
3.

adoption process.

1. M. Schapiro (Ed.) "A Study of Adoption Service" Vol.1 p.*+2
Child Welfare League of America, 1958.

2. "Standards for Adoption Service" Child Welfare League of

America, NAork 1958 p.11.

3. M« Schapiro (Ed.) "A Study of Adoption Service", p,k7»
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At a conference at Folkestone in October, 1961 organised

by the British standing Conference of Societies Registered for

Adoption (3,C. 3,I.A,), a number of conclusions were reached
1.

concerning the subject of casework services to natural parents.

The conference recognised that the mother needs both practical

help and help with her emotional difficulties during her

pregnancy and also after the baby is born, whatever her final
decision about the baby's future may be. It resolved that

the mother should be helped to reach the decision about the

baby and to make the arrangements that are appropriate for her.

Also that the agency should help the mother by giving her as

much help and information as possible, concerning both

adoption and the alternatives to it. Thus the representatives

of the 198 organizations, mostly adoption agencies, saw their
function in relation to the natural mother as going .'ell beyond

a formal acceptance of surrender. In a memorandum sent to the

Home Office in April, 1968, the S.C.S.R.A. reiterated this view

by stressing that agencies should concentrate on helping

unmarried parents "make sound decisions about whether or not
2.

to place their children for adoption". Rowe, in her

1. "Report of the Conference Held at Folkestone" -October,1961

.Standing Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption.

2. " eport to the Home Office on Difficulties arising from the

Adoption Act,1958" Standing Conference of Societies Registered
for Adoption, April, 1968.
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latest book on adoption, outlines the adoption agency's

function with unmarried mothers as beings to help the .mother

make the best possible provision for the baby's future; and

to help her rehabilitate herself - either with or without her

child - to become a wiser, more mature person, finding her

satisfactions in ways acceptable to our society and enriching,
1.

not destructive to herself, A minority of adoption

workers argue that some of the types of help outlined by Howe

should be given by caseworkers not employed in adoption

agencies. The main argument of who gives what help to the

mother appears to be between Matrons of Mother and Baby Homes,

hospital medical social workers and adoption agency caseworkers.

There is no doubt, however, that the literature on adoption

as well as the standards of the professional bodies place the

responsibility wholly on adoption agencies. As stated in

Chapter five, the representatives of the IP. agencies (Agency

Sample), gave as one of their objectives the offer of services
to unmarried mothers who surrender their children for adoption.

Later on, in this chapter, it will be seen how each agency met

1. J. Howe "Parents Children and Adoption"- H,K.P.London,

1966, p.27.
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how the others were deferred to the Adoption .aoncies.

A mother is usually referred to an adoption agency when

she expresses some intention of relinquishing her baby for

adoption. This intention may be expressed in the early .months

of her pregnancy, a few weeks or days before confinement or

soon after confinement. Almost *+5 par cent of the mothers

(table 2lj) wore referred to adoption agencies by hospit 1 social

workers and just over a quarter by a doctor. There were more

self-referrals to local authority departments than to adoption

agencies and these were mainly in county areas which were less

well served by adoption societies. Though the sources from

which the mothers were referred were many, there is no doubt

that the greatest number came from social workers and others

employed in the caring professions. The conclusion may be

drawn that there is considerable awareness, among workers

in the caring professions, of existing adoption facilities
and that considerable co-operation exists between them and

adoption agencies.
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Table 25. Tow the mothers were rei'erreci to the abortion. arc-ncies.

(A -encv sample. T. 376).

A? f,err ins Ageiit . .go i t ion >cciotv Local Tstai
Authoritv

N. % N. % /O

host.social workers 110 (52.6) 59 (35.3) 4-4-.9

Family doctors 56 (26.8) 4-2 (25.1) 26.1

Jelf-referrals 11 (5.3) 38 (22.8) 13.0

1-other and Baby Homes 15 (7.2) 6 (3.6) 5.6

Health Visitors 6 (2.9) 8 (1K8) 3.7

Other social workers 11 (5.2) 14- (8.4-) 6.7

Total 209 100 167 100 100

The hulk of referrals to adoption agencies, as seen froa

table 25 was made by hospital social workers. To a great

extent these external agents determine th kind of clients each

agency will have. Such choice is restricted, of course, in

areas where there is only one adoption agency, but in places

like .hi: burgh and Glasgo : w* ere there are nor than one, a

fair amount of choice exists for the referring agent. It is

not unknown, however, accordin , to hospital social workers,
for them to have to try several agencies before one of the adoption



agencies accepts responsibility for a particular case. The

process of referral has in fact generated some ill-feeling

between child care officers and hospital social workers. The

former maintain that hospital workers refer to them the less

rewarding clients and especially mothers from a lower socio¬

economic background, or mothers whose babies are suspected as

being unadoptable. They express envy towards adoption

societies for having referred to them the less problem-ridden

cli-nts and for dealing mainly with mothers of a higher socio¬

economic background.

From discussions with hospital social workers it

emerged that a number of factors influence their decision about

whether a mother is referred to 'X' or 'Y' agency. Thus, in

an area where the local authority department or a particular

adoption society are well staffed, hospital workers tend to

refer to them the more complicated cases and refer their more

straight-forward ones to agencies which have few resources and

are poorly staffed. "mother factor is the financial status

of the mother. The better off ones are more likely to be

referred to adoption societies because they can afford to meet

the fostering fees. From the pattern of referrals we deduced

a further factor which appeared to be connected with the "match-

:in;" policy of adoption agencies. dome hospital workers,

influenced perhaps by the attitude of certain adoption societies,

refer more middle-class mothers to them, because middle-class
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adopters use adoption societies rather than local authorities.

In this way, they wittingly or unwittingly reinforce some

societies' "matching" policy based on social class background

and the continuing practice of looking for 'gild-edged'

babies for 'gild-edged' parents.

Table 26 confirms to a great extent the feelings of child

care officers that mothers of a higher socio-economic background

are generally referred to adoption societies and those of lower

socio-economic background to local authorities. The pattern

of referrals of the 169 mothers referred by hospital social

workers bears, however, close similarity to the pattern of the

rest of the referrals. This suggests that it is not only

hospital social workers that exercise this kind of selection

in favour of adoption societies, but other agents as well.

The availability of long term care facilities by children's

departments appears to attract more complicated referrals too.

Table 26. The social class background of mothers referred to

adoption societies and local a ithority departments

(:1Agency Sample". IT. 376)

Social class

I 4 II

Adoption Societies Local Authorities

N. 7 of total % of total

IY, & V

III

Total

63 (30.1) 12 (7.3)

9h (*f5.0) 59 (35.3)

-52 J2!l£L (57,5)

209 (100 ) 167 (100 )

(7.3)



The 3tagg at Mhich Referrals were Made.

The stage at which referral agents refer mothers to

adoption societies is mainly determined by the stage at which

the mother consults the respective worker and the point at which

she expresses her intention to surrender. Adoption workers

attach considerable importance to the timing of the referral,

as it affects the time-span available to them to prepare the

mother, select the adopters and make arrangements either for

the direct placement of the child or for pre-adoption placement.

Most often adoption workers explain their few contacts with

mothers as being due to the short time-span between referral

and confinement.

Almost half the mothers in the sample (table 27) were

referred six weeks or more before confinement and only Just

under one fifth after confinement. Family doctors and

health visitors made all theirreferrals well before confinement

whilst Mother and Maby TTomes did so Just before- confinement.

Self-referrals were also mainly made before confinement and

so were referrals by other social workers.
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lajje 27. The stage at which the mothers were refe-rod to the

agwjeg. ("Agepgy *aaple" N,376).

..^ferri^g
Ageptg

Hosp.social
workers

Family doctors

Jelf-referrals

Mother & Baby
Homes

Health visitors

Other s/workers

6 weeks or

me frgfgfg
TOBfiflgnent

N.

65

69

2k

11

18

^egs tfraq 6

N.

53

29

17

12

3

1+

N.

51

8

9

Total

C?
y°

137

(^9.7)

118

(3lA)

71

(18.9)

GA3:7.0 IK SERVICES TO P \R5NT3

The evaluation of the agencies' services to the biological

parents - mainly the mothers - was based on the following three

explicit criteria over which there is general agreement in social

work literaturej-

(i) the number of actual contacts with the parent(s);

(ii) casework help given around the adoption situation;

and
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(iii) the provision of a background history and background

information on the parents.

(1) The Number of Actual Contacts with the !Mothers.

Though professional bodies see such contacts as very

necessary, they do not lay down any rules about any desired

number. This is a complex matter which depends on many

factors such as the nature of the mother's situation, the

stage at which she is referred, what other kinds of help she

has already had - if any - and whether a husband or putative

father is involved. A mother who is conflicted in her feel-

sings and uncertain about her intentions will obviously need

more time and more contacts. Likewise, the mother wk; is

referred before confinement is more likely to need help over

a longer period because she is living through the decision -

making process. A mother referred after confinement and who

is ready to surrender is likely to need help mainly to reflect

on her decision and try to come to some kind of terms with it.

If a husband or putative father is involved, the worker may

need to spend considerable time in contacts with him too. If

the contact with the icther is also seen as an opportunity to

assist her to rehabilitate herself, then even more interviews

will be necessary, and, in the case of adolescents a considerable
number of contacts with their parents.

In just over five per cent of the cases (table 28), the



mother was not seen ct all and the su'wen^sr was. negotiated

th?ou h another person, usually the Matron of a 'bther and Luby
* *

Tome. In a further 62.2 per cent of cases the caseworker
« *

#

had only a single interview with the mother, mainly to arrange
' * ' * '

, •
%

swrencer and the obtaining of consents. In the remaining
9

*
»

casos two or more contacts took place.
j 1

Local authority caseworkers had a mean of 1.25 contacts

with oach.mother comparer, to 1.6 by adoption society workers.
* \

Only one agency,' In cpendent, had a definite policy of seeing
4

1

the mother for as long, as she required contact. In all other
*. 4 *

casos the amount of contact was mostly determined by the
p

-

%

caseworker's other commitments and the way she interpreted her

rol3 via n vis tho itot^ors. . The occasion i;hen local authority
*

workers iwV more than one or two contacts with the mothers was
»

when the cMl'1 had been in care for sometime and had not yet •
•

4

been released for adoption. One.aspect that makes contact
%

p

9

difficult is the fact that, because most mothers change resi-
• I •

*

:donee before confinement, they are likely to try to get back
(

to their original.address.as soon as the pregnancy is over.
P

fhis increases the difficulty of adoption workors obtaining
i

ft *
* .

consents at the cud of the six week statutory period following
♦

confinement.
1

9

'

.
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Table 23. dumber of contacts with th e mothers of a.do d ted

children ("Acencv Sample" »376).

"dumber of c o n t act s

dil 0n§, Two Three Four
more

or Tota;

Eastern Borough I 5 b 2 - 11

Eastern Borough II - 38 2 2 - b2

Eastern County - 10 5 1 - 16

highland "orough - 7 2 mm - 9

Highland County - 9 2 2 mm 13

3.Eastern County - 5 2 2 mm 9

Western orough - 57 1 1 - 59

Western County - 6 2 mm - 8

Independent Society - *+ 10 22 12 *+8

Moral Society - 39 13 mm - 52

National Society 1? 52 2 - - 71

St.Hilda Society 3 2 28 b 1 38

Total 20 23*+ 73 36 13 376

% (5.3)(62.2) (19.*+) (9.6) (3.5) (ioo:
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>

(ii) Casot-jo?k T~elp Around tiro Adoption Jitnr/frion.
fr

I *

As stated earlier, the function of the adoption case-
fr

r/orlte." in relation to the n'-turcl tn-cnt is rather vaaue and

unclear. There is, korever, ono area over trhich there.is
4

ft

general agreement. -his is in connection uith help over tho

adoption situation, as ecr arete from help in connection t/itk
« *

otser personal and social p'toblc .13 that the parent nay bo facing
V .

JT is is ~n artificial division, of course, as very often the
4

I % S

bi^tii of a a illc-citime tc child an<- the issues involved are tho

result of or give riso to other personal and social problems.
m 4

7o* this reason, tho bettor organised agencies, of uhich
n

Indepen ent society ras one, believed that services to the
1 t

nr.rent should be an all-inclusivo one :;ith plcnnin" To•' the
had

chil< bain" only one part Of it. Touever, uc/to base our
, '

evaluation on •,h"t are -greed to. be minimum requirements.
/

%

The jinimuri re _ liremcnto orpcctoi" of adoption a^encios
4

are as follows: first, that mothers uho ere referred tor | » p
> •

,

>

adoption agencies are still likely to need considerable help
$

bs "o t3 they can arrive at r final ''ecision; some may do so
*

<

moro Uckly than others, acpcmdins on tho stage atrrhich tboy
are referred. Joconf, thrt the mothers 'Jill need help in

sep"rating from thoir ch.ilr• Third, that they trill need help
in resolving, in so far as possible, conflicts and guilt arising

*

'
. '* i

out of their decision.
k

9 •

In evaluating this topic tre tcok into account caseuork
/

*

* '



help given on any of the three items outline ' abov . here

the records showed the t durirr. the contact some : elp was given

on any one of tho throe items outlined, such help'was scored

under "Little". 'here somewhat more extensive help was given

on any one of the items, such help was scored un er "-''air".

Where there was evidence of more intensive help given, on any

one of t' o items, such help was score-' under "Considerable".

Each of the three items was taken in association with the

others. so attempt was made to evaluate each item separately

as caseworkers would argue th t intensive help given on any

one of the three items :oulcl have a corrective or therapeutic

effect on feelings arising out of the other two items, ,ome

caseworkers would further argue that it is the concentration

of help -given i.e. whether it is superficial or based on a

goo relationship, that is more important than the exact area

covered.

The exercise oI /coring proved to be less complicated

than expected because in the majority of cases there was no

indication from the records thet an attempt to provide a case-

:work service based on a meaningful relationship was attempted

at all. here the contact as simply used as an opportunity

for acce-tin ' the surrender and obtaining consents, such cases

were scored under "formal acceptance of surrender"♦

The findings from table 29 show that in over two thirds



*
t

$

t "

of the cases, the contact between the caseworker and tho mother
9 v

*

4

was restricted to the formal surren-. er of. the chile and the

obtainin; of consents. I.o casework help was atteiptod concern
t ,

I
k •

sin": the adoption situation and there i/as no indication that
-

any of tho items, outline' earlier, vere discussed. 'ihere
4

was no evidence, from tho content of tho records, that tho
i

' 1
. .

caseworker had rn opportunity to establish, within this contact
9 • '

4

the "war i", "un'.ersbanding" and "continuing relationship1) that
4 a »

t

*

boci?l literature suggests. ."his was not surprising,
*

consider in: thot in almost seven out of every ton cases th.ero
*

+

wrg-only one contact between the adoption caseworker and tho
► •

%

uo ther.
I 4

* »

In the remaining 119 cases (or 31.6 per cont) some kind

of casework help *•' s given to the mother in connection with the
*

•»
' ' *

adoption situation. iW. "ifths of these cases "-ere, however,
»

9

handle* by a single society - In"spendant. Otherwise the
4

4 4

I

help given was of a very sporadic nature anr' not-besec" on any*

• •

'
' * 4 ■

explicit jolicy about rendering such service. It could bo
* ' •

4

argued that, in tve c"ses of mothers rfrero the contact was

restricts" to a form"! acceptance of the child's surrcn or,
b

4

there was no rt~sd'for any ptrer kind of holp. "he pattern,
*

1 owevoa, established (table 29) suggests othcrwiso. For

instance, in none of the c.isos handled by Independent society
♦

* 9

wrs ti e contact a formal one, whereas in ninety per cent and
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more of cases handled by national society, -stern and -astern

borou :h 11, the contact was a very formal and practical one.

Adoption societies appeared to have performed better than local

authority ones. Local authority workers gave "considerable"

help to only just under 5 per cent of their clients, compared

to almost 13 par cent by adoption society workers. Again the

good performance of Ind.epen- ent society skewed the average in

favour of adoption societies in general. Ichapiro claimed

that almost all the adoption agencies, that participated in

his postal questionnaire, provided casework services to natural

parents, with more than 90 per cent of them doing so even if

adoption was not contemplated. he maintained that natural

parents were receiving, in 1956, greater an better attention
1.

than ever before.

hen the absence of casework help aroun the adoption

situation was discussed with a number of caseworkers, some

referred to the pressu e of work but others argued that such

help was given either by the Matrons in Mother and 3aby homes

or by the hospital social workers where the mothers were

confined. As regards help being given by the- Matrons in homes,

some rev aling information was found by Vieholson from her study

1, 1-1. dchapiro (Ed.) "A itudy of Adoption lervice;: Tol.l.,

p.^3.



haMe. 29. Casework ho 1 O T 3 1 to mothers on the adoption

situation. ("Aecncv Affile", h.176).

hscncv fornal hccei; tance Casework help hota!
of surrender a1® by

adop.caseworker

Cons. Pair Little

I" !•" jsy

ha 3torn ;oroush I 7 3 1 11

a s to to orou*h 11 37 2 2 3 h2

ia s torn County 10 13 2 16

T i-'-l": "foroueh 6 2 1 9

I iyjh.lr.nti County 3 0 3 2 13

j. Ca s t ern Coun ty 5 3 1- 9

h aste to horou-h 5 ■ 12 2 79

hostern County
/
o 1 1 8

In openhent ,ocicty «. 19 29 ho

Cora"' Cociety 39 3 6 72

ktional Cociety
/• /•
oo 3 2 71

.t.' il ha ocioty 21 5 k 8 33

Total 277 3k 77 83 376

(6,:.k) (9.0) (17.2) (7.lr) (100 )
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1•
of Mother arid Baby homes. Nicholson sees casework with

unmarried mothers in a ~ ome as having two objectives: a) to

support and assist a resident in making plans for her baby

and b) to help her to resolve the more basic problems of

adjustment of vMeh the illegitimate pregnancy may be a

symptom, she concluded from her study that "neither of

these objectives seemed to be achieved". She referred to the

unresolved arguments between caseworkers and Matrons as to who

should give this kind of help to the mothers and remarked that,

with few exceptions, the mothers in the Homes were ignorant

of the most basic facts about adoption or the facilities they
2.

might find helpful if they kept the baby. In discussions

with resident girls, the latter said that they primarily wanted

help in coming to their decision. Then they wanted to know

the practical and emotional meaning of their decision, in

particular of the decision to surren-er their bahy for

adoption. Nicholson comments that "there was little evidence

to suggest that much was done to help in this direction."

1. J. Nicholson "Mother and Bahy Homes" pp. 131-1^0,

2. Ibid. pp. 135-137.

3. Ibid. p. 133.
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Further on 3hc again incites that "casework support in ©notional

and social difficulties was not generally availshie; indeed

it is doubtful how far this was even recognised as necessary"...

"If the residents were given little support in the emotional

p oblens directly arising from their pregnancy, there was

nothing to suggest that the more basic problems of adjustment
1

received any attention". These findings dispel the adoption

workers* argument that casework help on the adoption situation

Is given to the mothers by the Matrons of Mother and Baby

Homes. When speaking to Micholsonf the great majority of
Matrons did riot even see themselves as caseworkers.

To test the adoption caseworkers1 second argument i.e.

that help on the adoption situation is usually given by the

social workers in the maternity hospital we arranged a small

comparative stu y. The cases of 38 mothers, who had been seen

at four of the 12 agencies (Agency Sample), were fbllowed-up
at the hospital where they had been confined. (All the case-

records referring to the 38 mothers wore made available to us

by the social work department of the oyal Infirmary, Edinburgh).

They wore full and detailed records and the casework process

could be followed through. The social work department at this

hospital Is noted for its good record-keeping system and its

1. J. Iiieholson "'"other and Baby Homes", p. 138.
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full complement of trained caseworkers. Its Head Social Worker,
in fact, wrote one of the very few articles available on the

1.
keeping of records in a social work department. The casework

help on the adoption situation was carefully identified and

evaluated on exactly the same criteria as the ones used in

evaluating similar help given to the 38 mothers at the adoption

agencies.

Of the 38 motliers followed-up in this way, only six had

some help on the adoption situation by the hospital social

■workers, (table 30). At the adoption agencies where the

mothers had also been seen, only 12 of them (or 31*^) had

some form of casework help; the remaining 26 had no help of

any kind. Four of the six mothers who received some help at

the hospital were also among those who had some help from

adoption workers. Thus, it appears that almost two-»thirds of

the mothers received no planned help on the adoption situation,

either from the hospital or the adoption caseworker. Hospital

caseworkers told us that they do not see that such help falls

within the function of their agency. They argued that help

to the mother to reach a decision and to have opportunities to

reflect on it is outside the context of a medical social

1. P. Andrews "The Medical Social Worker and Records System" -

Medical Record, vol.9» 1, Feb. 1968.
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worker fs job, who so main fmetion is to enable the patient to
make the fullest use jjossible of the medical car© offered. In

other words, the holp they give should be compatible with the

objectives of the total institution, and that the offer of an

adoption service is outside the objectives of a hospital.

Adoption caseworkers can no longer, therefore, assume that the
mothers receive this kind of help from hospital social workers.

Dr. Hilda Lewis advanced, as her sain argument against
third party adoptions, the fact that this deprives the mother
of casework help from social workers associated with adoption

agencies, "Moral Welfare Workers associated with adoption

societies" claims >r. Lewis, "o ften un ertake social work with
the unmarried mothers of adoptive children to assist them to

meet the material and emotional stresses of their situation,
and arc thereby often able to lessen the chance that they will

1*
fall again into the same predicament"• Our findings do not

support this assumption and show that only a very small number

of unmarried mothers, who surrender their children, receive

any appreciable help from adoption agencies.

1, H. Lewis 'Medical tesponsibility ill Adoption", Brit,Med,

Journal, 1, 119-1200 (I960).
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m<?. ,;-ipv^m-a<fojrt*Pfl j&£B82L2ovte?a,*

flfeamtal mviir mi "Awnw M*W

MimUm Amm,
W&rtEffirja

i N. %

(i)
Ho help given 32 (SU-.2) 26 MM

(ii)
Considerable help • 3 ( 7.9)

(iii)
Fair amount ** m 5 (13.2)

(iv)
Little help (15.8) k (10.5)

Total 38 (100 ) 38 (100 )

sataUmJMiCa^i

In recent years, many writers have drawn attention to

the needs of the putative father, irrespective of his legal

position vis a vis the child. Suah need is seen to arise out

of the fact that he is tho father of an illegitimate child mid

in many cases of a child that is about to be placed for
1.

adoption. Xomg for instance, has stressed that the putative

1, L, Xomr, "Out of Wedlock1' McGraw-Hill Co paperbach, p.!3k.
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father*s needs are not dissimilar to those of the single

mother .The Child Welfare Lnague stresses in Its standards

manual that casework help should be made available to putative
1.

fathers. Howe also writes that "the unmarried father is
2.

entitled to understanding and service for himself". She

especially singles out the teenage father who she considers

to be in urgent need of attention from social workers.

Of the 12 agencies in the "Agency Sample", only one -

Independent Society - had a definite policy of pursuing contact

with putative fathers. Independent society had contacts with

12 (or 25.0/1) of the fathers of children it placed for

adoption in 1965# This contact consisted mostly of on©

interview and was mainly used for the collection of background

information and the administration of an intelligence test.

Only in exceptional cases was the putative father seen as a

client in need of a casework service. He was mainly used as

an informant, contributing information that would aid the
assessment of the child's potential and its subsequent 'matching*
with the adoptive family. A number of these fathers had

travelled distances of up to 300 or *400 miles to come and

1. "Standards for Adoption Service", p. 1**.

2. J. Bow© "Parents Children and Adoption", p. 81.
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discuss their child. They had not been warned that one of

the objectives of the contact was the administration of an

Intelligence test. The main interest of the agency appeared

to be the collation of background information, but, in the

process of doing this, some fathers had the opportunity to

discuss the future of their child and the relationship with

the child1s mother. Fathers, residing not far from the society's

offices, had a better opportunity to discuss these problems

and a small number were seen more than once.

None of the remaining eleven agencies attempted to

establish contact with natural fathers. Factual information

about his age, occupation and physical characteristics was

usually obtained from the mother. Adoption agencies in

general lacked the resources to pursue such contacts, but
where the resources existed, there appeared to be no conviction
that such contact was of value. Some i^orkers expressed fears

that the inclusion of the putative father in the arrangements

could lead to unnecessary complications and delays. It is

not, however, surprising that the only agency that pursued such
contacts was the one with the highest ratio of staff to cases

and the highest ratio of qualified staff; furthermore, it

pursued these contacts as part of its policy which was built

into the agency programme.
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(iiiL The irevision of fackeround Information on ther-rents

The provision of an adequate background history of the

parents is considered, by social work literature, to be

imperative for th^ee main reasons: (a) To help towards a

quick physical! and mental assessment o " the baby which will

enable it to be placed as early as possible; (b) to provide

the adoptive parents with information that they can later on

share with the child. Information, about the kind of g eople

a child's parents were, is thought to facilitate the process

of the growing child's establishing his identity; (c) to be

used as a diagnostic tool when assessing the parents' needs

and planning help to them.

Desirable items of information identified from social

work literature included the following aspects:

(i) the circumstances of the parents' upbringing;

(ii) aspects of the parents' physical and mental health;

(iii) t' g"rent3' education and employment record;

(iv) information on significant events in the parents'

lives;

(v) the parents' achievements, hobbies and interests; and

(vi) the circumstances that led to the present pregnancy

and subsequent surrender.

The extent to which the twelve agencies in the sample

provided such background information is shown in table 31. No
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attempt was made to evaluate the provision of such

Information on fathers because of the lack of contact with

them by eleven out of the 12 agencies. Also, because of
the xjaueity of information provided, it would have been

meaningless to analyse it by item - as shown above. For

this reason, the following simple method was used!

(i) Where the only information provided was such

factual data as names, addresses, age,

occupation and some description of physical

characteristics, this was rated as "Little";

(ii) Where some detail vias provided on more than

one of the items suggestedabove as necessary,

it was scored under "Fair";

(ill) a case was scored under "Considerable" if detailed

information was provided on three or more of the

items outlined above.

The overall picture that emerged (table 31) was one of

great paucity of information on the mother's background.

Information of a historical and personal type was either

altogether missing or supplied in a very patchy and isolated

tray. In over three fifths of the cases the only information



Agency Sample" ILu3Z4)

laAte a£
£2^2,

n.

A,ma nnt

&

N.

U££l£
N.

Eastern Borough 1 11 2 3 6

Eastern Borough II k2 2 6 3^

Eastern count:/ 16 b 3 9

Highland borough 9 2 1 6

Highland county 13 2 3 8

3.Eastern counti 9 3 2 if

Western Borough 59 2 if 53

Western county 8 mt 2 6

Independent society if8 if8 m «*

Moral society 52 2 13 37

national society 71 • 11 60

St.Kllda society 33 6 19 13

Total 376 73 67 236

$ (100) (19^) (17.8) (62.3)
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available wag of a factual nature. Only 73 cases {or 19#l*$)
contained what could be described as "considerable" information,

but U-8 of these cases were handled by a single agency -

Independent society. Adoption societies appeared to provide

more information on this topic compared to local authority

agencies. For instance, only one in ten of local authority

reports contained "considerable" background information,

compared to one in four among adoption societies. The good

performance, however, of Independent society, obscured the

poor performance of other societies. However, the "fair"

column which is not affected by Independent society, shows

slightly better performance by adoption societies.

The argument can again be put forward that the case-

:workers handling those cases knew mush more about the mothers'

background than they put on paper. Though this could be true

for certain purposes, it is difficult to 3ee how this informs-

stion was for instance transmitted to the physicians who

examined the babies. Only Independent society had a policy

of furnishing the paediatricians with a report about the beck-

tground of each child and of the caseworker going to the

hospital at the time of the child's examination. This afforded

an opportunity for the doctor to discuss with the caseworker

directly any queries about the baby and its care. In most

other cases, the request to the physician was made by the agency
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In a short, sometimes pro-forma, letter without usually the

caseworker being present at the examination* The baby on most

occasions was taken to the doctor by the foster-mother or,

in a number of cases where the baby had teen placed before it

was six weeks old, by the would-be adopters themselves. The

importance of fall background reports on the parents reaching

the doctor at the time of the child's medical examination have
/

been the subject of many conferences end papers. Black and
1.

Stone, in an article in the lancet, stressed that the child's

proper assessment was incomplete without his family history,

Regarding the second point, i.e. the need to provide

the adoptive parents with information that they can later share

with the child to help it in developing a firm 3enss of

identity, the most authoritative comment cones from Dr.Winnicott.
Addressing the Standing Conference of Societies Begistered for

Adoption, in 1955, he quoted from his clinical experience of

adopted children in adolescence and said: "Adopted children

find adolescence more of a strain than other children; and in

my experience this is due to ignorance about their personal

origin. This has several adverse effects... These children

1, J. Black and F. Stone "Medical Aspects of Adoption" in

Lancet II 1953. pp.1272-75.
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1.
need information ...even unpleasant facts can be a relief",

Rowe also stresses that "Information about the child's own life

history is essential to adoptive parents from every point of

view..After placement they will need this knowledge in order

to handle problems which arise and to understand their child's

attitudes and reactions. And the adopted child himself has

a right to know his own past. It is part of him and he cannot
2.

be a whole, integrated person without it."
The need also to collect background information, that

can be used as a diagnostic and treatment tool, is recognised

by all social work literature. Howe, writing about work with

unmarried parents, points out that "Only careful collecting of

evidence will clarify each individual situation. Much can be

learnt about past and present relationships by careful

consideration of her pregnancy.. While information is being
3.

gathered a relationship is being formed."

Our findings in connection with this topic suggest

1, D.W. Winnicott "Adopted Children in Adolescence" in "Medical

Aspects of Adoption" Standing Conference of Societies Registered

For Adoption, 1966 pp.*K)-Vf,

2, J. Howe "Parents Children and Adoption" p . 220.

3. Ibid. pp.36-1+l.
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considerable discrepancy between social work expectations and

actual performance* Only one agency - Independent society -

appeared to give a service that approached these expectations

with South-Eastern county, St.KIlda society and Eastern county

following on, but below what would be described as average

expectations,

:>^ im Varr gaWy

.tfra

It is often assumed that the amount of contact and the

quality of the service offered to clients is very much dependent

on the number of staff employed by the agency and the c..seload3

they carry. A recent report published by the Social Work

Services Group attributed the cruelty inflicted by foster-

parents on a young boy as being clue to "grossly inadequate
1.

staffing in a Scottish local authority children's department".

The explanation offered was that the presence of more staff

would have resulted in more visits being paid to the foster-

parents which could have prevented the cruelty that followed.

The report inferred, therefore, a connection between the

1. "Child Care in Scotland", 1967" Social Work Services

Group H.M, 3.0. Cad. 3682.
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caseloads carried by agency staff and their effect on the

number and quality of contacts* It is well known too that

social work administrators use the increase in number of cases

as one of their main arguments when trying to persuade their

committees to appoint more staff* This, however, does not

necessarily reflect the amount of work involved as casework

activity on one case may vary greatly from that on another,
1.

Schwartz end Vol ins used the work unit, as a unit of count,
in their attempt to ascertain the relationship between the

use of staff time and output. The main drawback of this meas-

surenent, however, is that it only produces quantitative results
with no relevance to the quality of the service given and to

actual social need.

Our aim being not the establishment of man-power needs

in adoption agencies, but to ascertain the extent to which

currently employed staff wore offering an adequate service - as

judged by the standards of certain professional bodies - we

related the quality of the help given as already established

by tables 28, 29 and 31 to the number of staff employed by each

agency. The next table, therefore, was constructed on a league
basis to reflect the quality of the service given to unmarried

1. E.E.Schwartz and M. Wo1ins "Cost Analysis in Child Welfare

Service" Wasfcin ton: U. >•Government Printing Office, 1958.
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aethers, in elation to the number of staff e? -.ployed. Again

the limitation of this approach is that casework activity on

one case may vary greatly from that on another. It is assumed,

however, that in an average caseload of fifty or sixty, each
worker will have approximately the same number of more or less

complicated cases.

The first column (table 32), represents the league

position of each agency based on its staff to cases ratio. The

subse iuent columns represent the league positton of each

agency based on its performance in relation (i) to the number

of contacts made with mothers; (ii) to help given in connection
with the adoption situation; and (iii) to the provision of a

background history and information. The league position of

columns 3 and b was arrived at by swarding points on aspects

of each agency's performance, as it emerged from tables 28 and

29 and 31. One point was awarded where help was rated as

"little", two points for "fair" and three points for each case

where help was marked as "considerable", ho points were awarded

where the contact was used simply for the formal acceptance of

the baby's surrender and the obtaining of consents. Because

the number of trained staff was very small, it would have been

meaningless to relate performance to the training and qualifica¬

tions of the staff.



I'.aff: cases Io.of Help around the 3aciteround
ratio contacts adoption informs tio:

Independent 1 1
«

1 1

St.Kilcla ■2 2 3 3
9

Western C. 3 7
. 9 9

National b
tw

12 12 11

Eastern C. 5 6 b b

Moral 6 a ■ 7 8

Eastern 3. I
fc *

7 3 5
4 %

5

Eastern 2. II 8 10 10 10

Highland C. 9 5 6 7

Highland
P

10 9 8 6

S.Eastern C. 11 2 2

Western 12 11 11 12

«

X

(It is recognised thrt a league'table does not measure the
amount and quality of performance against any external criteria
but only in relation to the performance of each agency).
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A study of the league table reveals an interesting

pattern which indicates certain trendsj

(1) that some agencies with low caseloads, such as

Independent and St,Hilda, also appear to be at the

top of the league table?

(ii) that some agencies with large case-loads per

caseworker, such as '..'©3tern borough, Eastern

borough II and Highland borough, appear to be very

low on the league table?

(iii) that coma agencies, such as National and Western

county, in spite of their snail caseloads per

caseworker, are also very low on the league table.
This suggests that a good ratio of cases to staff

foes not, by itself, contribute to better perfor¬

mance? and

(iv) that soiae agencies, in spits of large case-loads per

worker, such as f, Eastern county, may perform such

better than agencies with a more favourable staff to

cases ratio.

These findings suggest that the number of staff employed

in a social work agency is only one of many factors that affect

the amount and the quality of the service given. A more important
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factor appeared to bo the agency*s policy, and hew its

programmes of work were organised, including facilities for

staff consultation and supervision. Bbr instance, the good

performance of S*Eastern countyappeared, from our study of the

agency's organisation, to be connected with the importance

attached to adoption work within the agency, the way work was

organised and with the regular discussions held between the

members of the department* The staff found the opportunities
for discussion and consultation very supportive. In contrast,

National society and Western county, with much more favourable
ratios of staff to eases, performed less well. This appeared
to be connected with the fact that adoption work in these

agencies was treated as a routine activity, with no defined

policy, no system of rocord-keeping, no discussions, rno lack
of opportunities for consultation or supervision. Each worker

continued what other workers before him were doing, and no

evidence was found to suggest that external influences from

the general body of social work wore permeating through the

agencies. Similar Isolation was observed in the cases of

Western borough, Highland borough and Highland, county, and

Eastern boroughs I and II. The consistency in performance of

Independent society could be attributed not only to its very

favourable staff to cases ratio, but also to its complement of
trained staff and to the constant reviewing of policies, the
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reorganisation of programmes, its research activities and the

availability of consultation and supervision to its staff, A

generally high norale was observed in this agency and all the

staff appeared to be actively engaged in the formulation of new

policies and programmes, A somewhat similar enthusiasm was

met at 3* Eastern county and Eastern county, and there was an

emerging interest among the staff of Moral society.

The overall conclusion was that the establishment of a

dynamic programme wi thin an agency can go a long way to minimise
deficiencies in the number and training of .staff, though it is
not a substitute fcr them, this being demonstrated by the

performance of Independent society and 3, Eastern county. An

increase of staff, however, if not followed by a corresponding

change of policies and programmes, can only result in the
continuation of traditional practices.

Ss&sXmi&a
The main conclusion to be drawn from this chapter is

the discrepancy between social work expectations and actual

performance regarding services to biological parents. Social

work literature and the professional bodies outline a kind of

service to natural parents which bears little resemblance to

actual practice. It is recognised that a certain gap between

theory and practice will always exist, but the gap found in



this part of the study was too wide to account for this. It

appears that those who usually publish are seas of the rsost

advanced practitioners in the field and consequently they become

standard-setters to the profession. Our findings suggest,

however, that new knowledge does not appear to reach nest

practising workers, or If it does, the lack of training makes
it almost impossible for thorn to utilise it for the development

of practice. Though the publication of research and of other

theoretical concepts including experience derived from

clinical work Is important for the building of the social work

profession, by itself it car create the false Impression that
th© exceptional is the usual.
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Social work literature and the "standards manuals" of the

different professional bodies suggest certain services for the

child that should ensure that he will receive the care he needs
1, 2, 3, **, %

and the appropriate home best suited to him, i'hree areas of

careful planning and study are generally recommended under the

following heading s s-

(i) study of the child to evaluate his needs and probable

1, J".Rove "Parents Children and Adoption" ii.K,Jr, , London, 1966,

2, A.MeWhinnle "Adoption Assessments" Standing Conference of

Societies Registered for Adoption (1966),

3, "Standards for Adoption Service" Child Welfare League of

America, Inc. 19?S«

lf. F.G, Brown "Adoption of Children with Special Heeds" Child

Welfare League of America, Inc, 195&«

5. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children" : „:,s,0. 92^8 (195**).



capacity to benefit by adoption?

(ii) the timing of the placement and the provision, where

necessary, of temporary pro-adoption care;

(iii) the preparation and planning of the actual transfer

of the child to the adoptive parents; and

Civ) services for the "hard-to-place" child.

jfoBftgIte, I1? ,P<?P3fftt ,by Aqcplloa.

This area of study and assessment is separated into two

aspects#

(a) Study and assessment of the child by the caseworkers; and

(b) assessment through an int©r-disciplinary approach.

(§L). .ptrWly. QX

A study of the child and of his natural family aims at

obtaining information that can be used to assess his physical

and personal characteristics, his current development and his

special needs. This study should determine whether the child

is adaptable and the information yielded will also be shared

with the prospective adopters to help them decide about taking

him or not. Considering that almost nine out of every ten

children were placed before they were seven months old, studies



aimed at eliciting the attributes suggested above would be

highly restricted. As it is generally agreed that the value

of psychological tests for very young infants is very doubtful,
and because only one of the twelve agencies - Independent

society - had such facilities, the alternatives open to the
caseworkers were; to obtain a detailed developmental history

of each child, a family background history and a medical

examination.

Developmental history? A developmental history can be obtained

from the parents, the hospital where the child was born, the

foster-parents, when there is a pre-adoption placement, and

from direct observations of the child by the caseworker.

Aspects to be included in such a history could bei peri-natal

history, feeding and sleeping habits, locomotor development,
response to people or situations, deviation from the range of
normal development In the early stages of infancy and so on.

Of the twelve agencies (Agency Sample) only Independent society

obtained a fair amount of information about the child's

developmental history. The remaining agencies would normally

record only some deviation from the range of normal develop¬

ment, such as a physical or mental abnormality, or whether it
was a coloured child or a child of •mixed* blood. In the

majority of the cases, the records made no reference to the
actual child as 3ueh, and the only identifying document was the
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medical certificate required under the official regulations.

The child, as an individual or as a person, did not even scorn

to exist, except for identifying data such as name and cat©

of birth. It wool" be misleading therefore, to talk of any

organised method of obtaining the child's developmental history

as outlined in the •'standard3 manuals".

family feckgrounu". 1:1ator-y; In chapter six we discussed why
the provision of such a history was necessary and noted that

one of its alms was to aid the study of the child's medico-social

needs. In tho same chapter a close examination of the agencies'

records showed that In almost two-thirds of the cases, no

information was provided on this subject, beyond a description

of the parents' physical characteristics. Local authority

agencies, in this respect, provided tho least amount of

information. So another aspect that could have aided the

careful assessment of the child was missing, except in the
eases of Independent society. Isolated pieces of information

were also included in some of the cases of St. Kilda and Moral

societies.

Medical examinetlont A medical examination before tho adoption

placement is required by tho Act, and adoption agencies are

charged with the responsibility of ensuring that this Is done.

If the baby is placed °H a fostering basis before it reaches
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six weeks old, the medical examination, provided for by the

regulations, must wait till then. Besides this rather formal

examination which aims at satisfying the statutory requirements,
social work literature suggests that a medical exajdLnation

should be arranged by the agency at an early stage, as part
of a plan for a study and evaluation of the child's needs, Bhr

this purpose, it is suggested that the examination should be

made by a paediatrician, preferably of Consultant status, to
determine the state of the child's health, his intellectual

potential la terms of his natural parents, and also any factors

that may interfere with his development, and their probable

prognosis. Because there are peculiar medical problems in

adoption practice which require special study and experience,

paediatricians recognise that special qualifications and

experience are required in dealing with the medical aspects of

adoption. Because the majority of children are vary young,

it is suggested too, that the techniques of examination are to
a large extant different from those which are employed with

an older age group. Professor Forfar stresses that "the primary

need is an interest on the part of the doctor and a willingness

to prepare himself for this part of the work. The worth of

the examination is thus very much relate! to the type of doctor
1,

who carried it out", Professor Forfar also stresses the

1. »J#0,Forfar "forth And Heed in Medico-".fecial Assessment! the
Adoption Situation" Child Adoption,57,Ho#2 of 19^9,PP-25-33-
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importance of relevant information and. add3, "Here the social

worker can make an important contribution in a medical field.

It is of crucial importance in examining the infant to know the

past history, the history of any significant illness in the

parents or any family history of illness, the state of the
mother's health during pregnancy, the character of delivery

1.
and the state of the infant at birth and subsequently". In

this way the social worker sets the stage for a proper examina¬

tion.

The demands mad© by this kind of responsible examination

point to the need for agencies to liaise with certain paediatrle¬

sions in hospitals or local authority public health departments,

who can develop interest in this type of work and who will in

duo course develop the required expertise. Though most of

the suggested examinations will be straight-forward, there will
ho some border-line cases and this is where the agency's medical

adviser will be called on 'to assess th© implications. The

examining doctor is not asked to give his opinion about whether

the child is, or is not, suitable for adoption, but to provide
the assessment outlined above. Although his opinion and that

of the medical advisers is usually sought, ultimate responsibil¬

ity lie3 with the adoption agency, provided that the prospective

1, J.O. Forfar " .orth and Need in Medico-Social Assessments
the Adoption Situation".



parents are made fully aware of the child * s medical history

and arc prepared to carry on with the placement. The Burst

committee explicitly said that "no provision should be made

for the doctor to express an opinion on the suitability of the

child for adoption. As we have indicated this is a natter
1.

for the applicants to decide when they know the facts".

In spite of this emphatic recommendation, in three cases ve

cans across, the doctors appeared to go well beyond their

•re-ait and were successful in delaying the adoption. It is

not known how many children were not placed at all as a result

of similar medical attitudes. In the first case we came across

the baby was horn weighing only three-and-a-half pounds and

had to stay In hospital for approximately thres months. The

applicants, who had already been selected by one of the agencies

wore very willing to adopt the chile and eventually took it

home in full knowledge of the medical situation. The particular

doctor concerned objected to the child being adopted ana wrote

at the end of his reports "I would not recommend to any of ray

friends to adopt this child". The cut-ator-ad-1iten in his

later report to the court commented that the child was doing

very well and that the adopters were very satisfied with its

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para. 1^3.
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good progress* The second cose was also that of a prematurely

horn baby, which was eventually placed with adopters at the

age of eight weeks. The adoption decision was twice postponed

at the court stage, because of the doctor13 insistence on

reexamining the baby at the end of 12 months. The adoptive

parents insisted again that they knew all about the baby's

history and its prematurity and for them this carried "no

weight". They went ons "we are fond of the baby and we want

to gc through with the adoption". In spite of their protests-

itions, the court postponed the case for r. later period to

make it possible tc obtain a further medical report. The

third case was that of a baby which was diagnosed as suffering

from a suspected heart murmur. The diagnosis was made after

the placement and, when the case came up to the court, at the
insistence of the medical practitioner and in spite of the

adopters' w£s! to carry on with the adoption, the case was

adjourned for another three months to give the doctors time to

reach a proper diagnosis# At the end of this period the baby

was entirely cleared#

Though the medical examination suggested by social work

literature, and outline . above, implies an intense screening

of the infant, this is explained as being necessary to make a

better assessment of his needs and not to create unnecessary

barriers to his adoption. The more skilled and experienced
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the medical examiner, it id argued, the lass likely is he to
play for safety and cause unnecessary rejections. Of the

twelve agencies (Agency 3anplo), only one agency - Independent

society - had a for .ill arrangement with a Consultant paediatric-
sian for the type of examination outlined above. The agency

supplied him with relevant background Information to facilitate

the diagnosis* The same Consultant was also acting as a

medical advisor or assessor to the agency. (Some Consultants

apparently do not mind accepting the dual responsibility of

examining the baby and engaging in joint mcdico-social discuss-

jions with the adoption agency). Independent society, unlike
the rest, arranged for two medical examinations: one very

early on, that could aid the general assessment of the infant
before its placement, and another at the end of the three month

probationary period to ascertain that development was continuing

to be normal, Again some aspects of this practice are likely

to be seen as meaning a more Intense screening of the infant

for perfect fitness, which can result in the rejection of a

higher proportion of infants on medical grounds. The safe¬

guard for the infant in the case of Independent society, was

the Consultant's awareness of these dangers and only in rare

circumstances a child would be declared as unadaptable, i.e.
where there were gross conditions such as mental defect,

spasticity, or where hereditary factors were known to affect
future development. The only drawback of this approach, was
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the need to keep the child for a longer period in a pro-adoption

placement*

The remain in--? eleven agencies had no formal arrangement

for the examination of the infants, and this was done on a more

casual basis, Other agencies mainly used paediatricians from

the hospitals where the particular child was born, but, as in
many cases the child was placed at a distance, a doctor from

another hospital was often likely to examine the child. The

examination that these agencies arranged was not meant to aid

initial assessment of the child, but to satisfy the statutory

requirements. As no background reports accompanied the

request ffer an examination,the paediatrician had to rely

mainly on the child's peri-natal history, where this was avail-

table. in. cases where the children were placed before the

six week statutory requirement, the medical examination took

part whan the child was already in the home of the adopters.

This meant again that medical considerations were not taken

Into account prior to the child's placement. Though Independent

society ensured that the caseworker on the case was always

present at the medical examination to supply additional

information and so on, the practice of the remaining agencies

varied depending on expediency. The most usual practice was

for the foster-Toother or, in the case of an early adoption
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placement, the adoptive anther to take the child for its met'leal

examination| without the presence of the caseworker.
Procedures for the m- leal or personal assessment of older

children did not appear to differ from those described above.

Even in the case of children who hat boon in car© for sometime,

no individual study and evaluation of the child*s needs preceded

its placement,

JuiI-JgSdLuaUsr^ a£ jftsusftUfl ma ,tovertpto

Though adoption is essentially a social service, the

skills ani specialised knowledge of other professions, especially
of physic inn3 and, ''/here appropriate, of psychologists and

psychiatrists, may be utilised in assessing the child*3 current

development and the kind of home he needs, Racommendations

from such assessments will be co-ordinated by the casework

staff, who will then place them, along with their own final

recommendations, before the case-cosamlitee. it lias been

noted, however, that, apart from Independent society which had
formal arrangements for medical, and if need be for psychologi¬
cal assessments, none of the other agencies had regularised

any inter-disciplinary approach to their work, Sver. medical

assessments, In a fair number of cases, were obtained after
the child * 3 placement. Trie further Implication of the absence

of these inter-disciplinary arrangements was that caseworkers
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and case committees, where the latter exists-*, reached their
decisions by relying on a limited range of information.

q,r Xm,,,Jfr,Qy,ia&gLfiLImwx&w?

.Para.

In tin earlier chapter it van noted that the use of

resources such as nursery ant fo^ter-caro facilities was only

partly determined by their availability and the number of staff

employed by agencies, but mostly by the individual agency's

policy regarding direct or indirect placements, and by its
attitude towards the use of resources. In re-cent years there

he.vi beer much research into the ©motional needs of infancy and

chili"--cd an ', though r greet deal is still controversial, it
is • morally arrcethat every child needs continuing loving

ea.ro from its parents or parent substitutes# The lack of

this, or so called emotional deprivation, can occur in & number
of different ways: a) lengthy or repeated separations from

the parent, especially from the mother and particularly in the

first few years of life; b) discontinuous mothering, l«a# a

succession of aether figures, oven if each is adequate in herself;

«MMr«Mn#w n i—o

1. J# Bowlby ^internal Care an* Mental Health", b.It.O.

Geneva, 1952#

2. dee also studies by GoIdfarb, Spitz, lu-inesco and

others.
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e) inability on the -aether's part to provi o affectionate

care, because of inherent personality difficulties.
The child exposed to ©actional deprivation to the

earliest years my show severe psychological disor or even in

the pro-school years, 'Alle- such children can respond, often

only vary gradually, to appropriate care by adoptive parents

or foster-parents, they show characteristically both an

extreme degree of "hunger" for affection and interest, with
limited capacity to reciprocate, and a recurring tendency to

"test out" by difficult, often extremely provocative behaviour.
In the selection of adoptive parents, especially for an older
chili, who has experienced earlier deprivation, the capacity
to live tolerably with this kind of child, for quite long

periods of time before recovery, is obviously relevant and has

to be taken into account. In every instance such adopters

will function more effectively given adequate professional

support. There is a good deal of evidence to suggest that the

child who has hoc adequate consistent mothering in the first

year or ties of life, even if thereafter deprivation has occurred,
is likely to make a better recovery than the chile whose earliest

month3 have been less satisfactory, iir, dibble has also shown

that the human infant is born with underdeveloped brain cells

and that the oxygen needed for the development of his physical

and mental health, must be secured through consistent "mothering"
1.

from birth onwards. All these theories have particular

1. M,A,itibbl© "The nights of Infants" Columbia Univ.Press, 19^3*
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relevance with regard to the timing of the child's placement

with the adopters and how far unnecessary intermediary moves

can be avoided.

(i) ,v;4:-V, •\-y -n

Two fifths of the children adopted in 1965 (table 33)

were placed with their adoptive parents lie fore they were seven

weeks old and another k$m6 per cent before they were six

•souths old. These figures compare very favourably with the

findings of 'itmar et al. that S6£ of independent adoptions
JL e

were plr oed before the child reached six months. k>nehow our

fit ..dings invalidate the argument that early placement is

characteristic of independent adoptions, though what aay be
true it thfit chile ran placed independently may not experience

the same number of moves. Only 66 (or 7.5 per cent) of the

children in our sample were placed when over a year old?

twenty-four of the3© wore adopted by relatives, mostly

fcllovin;; the death, divorce or separation of the parents,
2.

and another 25 by fbstor-pa rent3. Goodacre's English study

1. witmer, l„L,, Hersog, i, bainstain, E.A, a Sullivan, .1. d»

"Independent Adoptions - a follow-up stu y" Bussell Sage

Foundation, H/Ybrk, 1963.

2, I. Goodaer© "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen f. Urn;in,

London, 1966,
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showed e. s&aller proportion of children being placed whan

under sis isonths old (68 per cent) and a higher percentage <17

per cent) being placed when over a ye&r olo# The siaaller

percentage of young infants placet by English agencies say

be connected with the fact that there a larger number of

agencies, than in Scotland, insist on a pro-adoption placement.
On the other hand, the greater percentage of children placed,
when over a year old, aay suggest a greater effort on the part

of Ffegllsh agencies to place older children#

(Cpyy . tSZi)

6-12 »

13 - w

j-6 «

7 - 10 "

11 - 13 "

k - 5 Months

3-5 yours

6 years and over

Total

2 weeks and under

3 - 3- weeks
tt

<23* 5)

(11.0)

( 6*2)

(28*3)

( 7.1)

(10,2)

{ 6.2)

< 2,6)

< 3.1)

CJL&L
(100 )

J&

For footnotes - rnl / please tarn to following page
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Footnotes from preceding pa^e*

n
Children adopted by ono or both parents have not been

included in. this table* This is because all these children,
with the exception of four, lived with their mothers

continuously until the blue of their adoption,

4
Hine of these sixteen children were adopted toy relatives.

fhe widespread publicity given to the theories of

deprivation, uentioned earlier, resulted in an apparent effort
to place children as early as possible with their adoptive

families. marly placement was thought to facilitate adjustment

and to minimise the possible adverse effects of 3 paratlon.

To test the extent to vi ich the ti orins about deprivation

lniluoncac placing policies in adopt ion, r. comparison iras aade

between children adopted in 1935 and 1935 in the cities of

Glasgow and Edinburgh. The results slaved that over 90 per

cent o ■: the chil .'ron adopted in 19^5, in those two cities, were

place., whew. umJer seven months old, compared to only 6V.8 per

cent In 1935. toll over a fifth of the children placed In

1935 were over* a year old com, :'&& to 5.1* in 1965. Though

there has been a definite trend towards earlier placements, it
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is difficult to 3ay hoy fax1 this is duo to the influence of the

theories of deprivation and how much to the popularity of

adoption since the last World War iMch has meant that

available babies could he placed almost as soon as they were

surrendered.

Though the- trend towards earlier placements appears to

be in the It d* reetion, the d isconcertina fact which

ciarpad was that the placing agencies appear to concentrate

their work on very ycung infants to the neglect of the oi ler

child* Tills is x>po clearly illustrated when placinga are

anal/rcO. by the typo of agency or person that arranged them,
as shown in table 3?f. 'lie important fin tog from this table

is that both adoption societies and children*s departments

pi ee.. an insignificant number cf older c-ildren. Of 7J:?
children placed by agencies, only 33 (or b.h per cent) were

plAco-i when. bsyor." e ye"-r old* Of these, 28 were placed by

chil '• cr; *3 dr; utrxents ^r.-* only fire by adoption societies*

The older children place": by the children* s departments were
■

*,tly ado: tad by their foster-parents,, The- conclusion could

net be avoided that children* s iepartnents, ana even more so

adoption 30eicti.:s, • ent for the straightforward and uncoaplica-
tted cases. Also that, once a child i3 beyond a year old, its

chances of being adopted are ther poor. It is ironical that

the stu ics in child development may have unwittingly led

agencies, especially voluntary ones, to exclude the older
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chile from their prograosaes. A farther reason for the

tendency of voluntary societies to drop or refuse to handle

cases of older children or, as will be scan later, of other

unusual chilcren is their lack of adequate resources.

fhrough our postal questionnaire, ve tried to find, out
the number of older children available for adoption and for

whom no adoptive parents could ho found, but unfortunately,
two thirds of the agencies replying could not give any

in^sanation, as they .Id not "keep records of such cases". It
is a -letter for guesswork, therefore, whether there are such

children available for adoption and being kept either in

nurseries or In lone tern foster-en***.

&&&.Jk/;af njb. by tyne of .f£££££. Ik -&3
.ju

XJLJOl ,. jSlJ£L .JL JULILJLJL&JLJL
Placement £JTT th TPQT*- *

2*

Xb9 (37.3)
187 (b6.8)

J.rd party Pi•Bt h.v luywwe^E *

A lifcs. b
under

7-13 ^s.

137

115

%

(39.5)
(33.1)

1?

6

JT
9
2

b-6 mths. 3b < 9.8) V6 (11.5) *) 5

7 12 " 35 (10.1) 11 ( 2.7) 1

13»~b W 10 ( 2.9)
■«-* '■« snX • fi / 1 1

3-5 yrs. 11 ( 3.2) 2 ( o#5) mm 5

6 yrs,& over a ( 1A) *- «» ..2

Total 3^7 (100 ) boo (100 ) 12 2b
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QtLS-g. i ft itVHi «; >•*. «fe ,-mta - Jlroct aaC Indirect riacaaents

Thotrh -jost stales in child development are agreed about

the possible harmful of sets of separation in the early years

of life, there i~ very little info relation on how early In life
a child my be affected by separation experiences* Such

evidence would have been especially useful in adoption where

it is the practice of many agencies to foster, for a short

period, all children bo fore finally plocin . them for adoption.
These agencies maintain that, at this very early stage of life,
a separation experience of about six v/eeks carries no risks,

provided the substitute family is suitable. Bovlby sees the

crucial period, when separation experiences may carry risks,
as being after the first six months of life v.-en, the child

begins to recognise his mother and when attachments become

more meaningful. lis warns that earlier separations my also

carry risks but that conclusive research in this area is not
r'— »

yet available. /innicott places greater importance on the

very early period in a child * s Ufa and describes separation

during the first six weeks of life as ''muddling" experiences

for the child. io attributes the success of many third party

1. J. Bowlby "Maternal Car© an,. Mental Health".
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adoptions to the fact t*" ?.-t they ere direct t>le.cenf>nt3 from the
1.

aether tc the rdoptivQ jvrort, without intermediary festering,

Gerard sine Dukotte, tiriting in the American Journal of

Orthopsychiatry, gave exacq?lcs of children separate:' at the
€t*e of ei :ht an-, eleven months who showed evidence of real

mistrust towards adults, because of separations involved by
*— *

moving frora a temporary foster-boas to the adoptive home.

between 1952 and 195**- the Los Angeles County bureau of A'options

place-. h$ infants between seven and. 2D days old direct from the

hospital. All vera reported to he successfully integrated
3»

with their adoptive families.

Mo detailed research with, carefully controlled subjects

has yet been attempted to compare the outcome in ad justsout of

eMl 'ren plneed directly from their parents • if those who

experienced a pro-adoption placement! neither bus there been

1. , , innicott r"Vc Adopted Chil 're?!" Cnr.e Conference Vol.1,

Juno,195^. pp-.'f—11.
2. .Ctu-ar-- if-rotto techniques for preventing separa¬

tion t round in chll placement" American Journal of Ortho¬

psychiatry, pp.111-127 'T

3. E.I. Lynch "Adoptive Placements of Infants Direct from

Hospital" in "Headings in A tion" edited by I.:Smith,

Philosophical Library, N/York, 1963.
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e, 3iudy to identify whether it Is primarily the child9 s *<*•
or

at placement which is crucialAhether tho determining factor

is the- - i&lnishcd likelihoo' of prolong 3d early deprivation.

fha few findings available are mainly off-shoots o:" studios
1.

with a different aim nn--' focus. Kidman, in a study of

fifteen children, five boys and 10 girls, all of whom vero

attending a private primary school in the :Midlands, and

children in the sr.me adoptive family not yet attending school,
found that among the characteristics shared by the successful

adoptions were* a) tk> other placing before adoptive placing
and b) placement in adoptive homo before the age of three months,

c. v

FimpLray and Cwasted, in a study of eighty adopt®-' children
seen in child guidance clinics matched with non-adoptive ones,

found no difference in clinical symptoms bet --or adopted or

non-adopted children, except, if placed after six months, then

adopted children were more liable to steal and tiestroy

property, fney point out, however, that • ifferencoa between

1. £. Ocldman "A critical and historical survey of the methods

of child adoption in the U.K. and the United dt&tes" (Illustrated

with case studies of adopted children in school), h,A.Tl.a-sls,

Birmingham Univ., 1958,
2, M.Fu®phray and C, Ounsted "Adoptive families referred for

psychiatric advice: Part I, fhe Children" Brit,Journal of

Psychiatry, 109, pp.599-603, 1963.
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adopted and non-adopted children could not be explained purely
in terms of oerly parental deprivation. Broun, in a study

of thirty adopted children, 10 boys and 20 girls, matched with

30 non- 'optGd children from the Glasgow area, found that

children adopted after six weeks had nearly twice as high a

maladjustment rating as those adopted earlier, as well aa a

slightly hi*h®r anxiety score on the Test of Family Attitudes.

The lost relevant study appears to be that of Fradkin and
4&*

XCru&aan, who carried out an evaluation of the working out of
«n early placement pmgra aae, based on a set of definite
c.leui a ■ nd carried out by a ftev York agency. The study

uis s;> on a fbllcrcr-yp when the children were one year old.

ft ! oirj o.~ t1 ' r. er.cy progyrumio 'Tie to oinluiso the number of

r.* 1ft s fo the ch.il-" brfore adoption, arid to juoaote "greater
to jotheraoss* in the "*n dly and reduce adoptive i*rtmt tension.

"M- Mil' :«Wo. »#.i.

1. c.r, hrovss "The edjustnoat of c -opted children within their

fa.allies and- in the school environment" r.id. 1'besis, Glasgow

tftiiv. 1958.

2. rr, rrr.dkin w. * "r"'re -ram o" adoptive placements

for infants under three months" American Journal of

Orthopsychiatry, 26, pp.9711- 1996.



i'hirty*seven children were pieced, all under XI weeks, and

nine at an average age of two weeks and being placed directly,

At the ago of one year, 76 per cent of the group was evaluated

as being "of bright, normal or better development". Ifcne
of the direct placements were represented within the tmsucesss-

1.
si'ui group# littner, when discussing the advantages of early

direct placements arising out of this study, pointed out thati

<aj it avoids the impossible dileraaa that is pieced on fester*

©others when they are asked to give unstintingly to a baby who

is just on loan to them? and (b) it prevents the destructive

and somstiaos lid'.?ion.; and irreversible emotional searring that

may result, both from the difficulty in achieving s smooth

transition fro© one kind of mothering to another and from

the effects of separation itself,
2,

itmer and her associates were less definite about the

relationship between age at placement- and outcome# flout

three quarters oi the children in tb^ir sample v.rre placed

before a month ol ; half of the otbc rs "-'ere in their adoptive

horn-'. 5 by th- f-»o of six months. The proportion of children

wit?: goo' or fairly good adjustment wes largo-:" h-xmi: those

1# H.Fradkin and D# Krugoan "Program of adoptive placements £br

infants under three months",

2. Vsitoer, H#L# ,Hersog,K#, veinsteln9E#A# & 3ullivan,M, ."Indop-
tendent Adoptions * a follow-un atudv".
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placed earlier, 75*0 cent as compared with 6l.Q% of those

placed later. Though the authors comment that, other things

being equal, "the outcome prospects are slightly more promising
X •

if the child is placed before he is a month old", they also

x*arn that "it still cannot be concluded that age at placement

in itself affects later adjustment, since our data do not

perMt the separation of age front the effects of adverse
2.

pre-placeaent."

Though the evidence about a definite relationship between

age at placement, previous moves and outcome of placement is

inconclusive, the few studies available show some relationship
between a satisfactory adjustment and an early placement,

preferably with no pre-adoption placings.

The 376 children placed by the twelve agencies (Agency

Sample), experienced the following movements between separation
from their mothers and final placements -

Table 35. Child's moves before adoptive placing (Agency Sample

ia&>•
N. g,

(i) Foster-care before adoptive placing 175 (^6,5)
(ii) Nursery stay before adoptive placing 25 ( 6,7)

(ill) Foster-care and nursery experience 8 ( 2,1)

(iv) Direct from their parents to

adoptive placing 168 (¥f,7)
Total 376 (100 )

1.Witmer,H.L,,Herzog,E,Weinstein,E.A.& Sullivan,M.E."Independent
Adoptions - a follow-up study", p.3^.
2. Ibid. p.28'f.
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Just oven half the children (table 35) experienced at

least one move before they were finally placed with adopters.

Eight children, in this category, experienced at least two

moves. Approximately two out of every five children were

placed directly from their mothers with adoptive parents. The

direct placement took place usually from a hospital or a

Mother and Baby Home where the mother was staying. (Of the

twelve third party placings, ten were similarly placed). After

excluding children who were in long term care and nine cases

where the mothers were taking an unusually long time to make

up their minds, the remaining 1^7 children, who had a pre-

adoption placement, spent an average of ten weeks in foster-
care or in a nursery. The period is well above the average

six weeks claimed by agencies. One of the major factors,

that delayed final placements, was lack of agency time.

Agencies, by committing themselves to too many cases which are

beyond an optimum number for each member of their staff,

eventually take longer to settle each child in its adoptive

home.

Though, there is agreement among adoption workers that

it is in the best interests of a child to be placed as early

as possible with his adoptive parents, there is less agreement

on whether such placement should, be direct from the mother or

preceded by a pre-adoption placement. In its "standards
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manual" the Child Welfare League recommends that some babies

can be placed in their adoptive homes directly from the

hospital, at the time of the mother's discharge, provided
1.

certain conditions have been fulfilled. It urges agencies

to place children in the adoptive home as early as possible,

"preferably in the first weeks or at least by three months of
2.

age". McWhinnle, on the other hand, warns against the

"great risks" involved in direct placements. Her caution

arises mainly from medical requirements to ensure that the

adopters have a healthy child, and also from the need to give
the siother as much time as possible to make up her mind.

Among adoption agencies, there is a divergency of approach on

this matter and this is reflected in the placing habits of the

twelve agencies in the sample, A study of table 36 shows two

clear patterns emergingt One, the placing habits of agencies

above the black line,which are predominantly indirect ones,
and the placing habits of the agencies below the black line,

which are more mixed though predominantly direct ones. The

different approaches by the 12 agencies can be summarised a3

follows i -

1, "Standards for Adoption Service", p.21,

2, A, McWhinnle "Adoption Assessments", pp.6 - 9.
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(i) Three of the twelve agencies above the black line

followed a definite policy of not placing children

directly from their mothers, except on rare

occasions. Of the 138 children they placed, only

9 (or 6.0) were placed directly. All three

agencies, in fact, made it a condition to the mother

that they would agree to handle her case only if she

agreed to a pre-adoption placing and would meet the

expenses. Similarly, they would not accept adopters

who insisted on having the child direct from its

mother. Such a monolithic policy, though necessary

perhaps for some mothers, implies that all mothers
and all children have similar needs and makes no

allowance for difference. It is in fact ironic

that some social work agencies can pursue a policy

which blankets everybody as having the same needs,

when the rationale of social work practice is the

unique individuality of each human being, whose needs

should be separately assessed. It is a very rigid

policy which, apart from the risks it carries for

the child, also involves the parent in considerable

fostering fees. Agency time and resources were used

unnecessarily to select foster-homes, and arrange

placings for children not needing them, and time was
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also used to pursue the aethers for the collection

of fostering arrears#

(ii) The remaining nine agencies below the black line had

no policy on the matter and followed a mixed approach.

Of the 238 children they placed, two thirds were

direct placings. Though these agencies appeared to

have a more flexible approach to the matter, this was

based less on any explicit policy and more on

expediency and practical considerations. Their

practice was mostly dictated by the availability or

otherwise of such resources as foster-homes, nursery

vacancies and staff, as well as by their attitude

to the use of resources, even in cases where these

were available. At least three agencies - Western

borough, Eastern borough II, and National delayed,

on a number of occasions, accepting the child for

placing, even if the mother was ready, until the

adoptive home was ready to have the child. The

finding and preparedness of the home often depended

on how quickly the over-worked staff could attend to

this, because neither of these agencies was facing a

shortage of applicants. In this case, acceptance

of the child was dictated not by the emotional



Table 36. The placing habits of adoption agencies

(A^enpy Saraflj^).

Agency Total,
Direct Indirect

Tc
n;

Independent S. - if8 *f8
Moral S, b *f8 52

St.KI3.da S. 5 33 38

Eastern B, I if 7 11

Eastern B.II 3^ 8 **2

Eastern C. 6 10 16

Highland B. if 5 9

Highland C. 7 6 13

National S. 50 21 71

S.Eastern C. • 9 9

Western B. 52 7 59

Western C. 2 6 8

Total 168 208 376
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readiness of the mother to give it up but by the

agency's willingness to accept surrender only when

the adoptive home was ready. This policy often

meant that mothers were obliged to stay in Mother

and Baby Homes or to nurse the child until the agency

could receive it. This practice \ras followed

irrespective of social work literature, which warns

that no mother should be expected to continue caring

for her baby, once she has reached a definite

decision to surrender it.

The evidence available suggested that the

placing practices of the nine agencies were not always

dictated by the needs of the mothers and their

children. An indiscriminate policy of direct

placement also meant that there was less effort to

identify those children which needed a pre-adoption

placement. Agencies that placed children directly

explained to the mother that it might be returned

to her, if it was later found to be unadoptable.

Children's departments, however, did allow for the

fact that, in such cireuros tances, they might have to
receive the child into their care. If the babies

were less than six weeks when placed, the arrangement

was seen as temporary fostering until the child was
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over six weeks. Thereafter it was medically

examined and then viewed as having teen officially

placed for adoption. (We found some misunderstanding

on this subject among certain lay committee members

who appeared to think that, because the mother could

not give her consent before the child was six weeks

old, this prevented the agency from placing it until

it reached that age).

The agencies that had a definite policy of pra-adoption placings

explained it on two main groundss-

(a) that the Brother should have adequate time to make up

her mind without being hurried, otherwise there is a

real danger that she may reclaim tho child; and

(b) that a long time-span is necessary to carry out the

essential medical and, where appropriate,

psychological investigations.

(a) The Need to Give the Mother Adequate Time to Make up her

Mind.

Agencies that follow the practice of pre-adoption placings

for all children on this account assume that all mothers need

such a period. The studies, however, by Yelloly, by Meyer,

Jones and Borgatta and by Triseliotis (outlined in Chapter *f)
indicate that between seventy and eighty per cent of single
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mothers reach a final decision within the first ten clays after

confinement, Meyer and his associates found that the

disposition decision of the mother could be predicted for about
1, 2.

80 per cent of them; in Yelloly's study, 78 per cent of the

single mothers made a final decision within ten days after
3.

confinement, and in Triseliotis* study, eighty per cent of the
mothers reached a final decision within a week after confinement.

Similarly the retrospective findings from this study (Chapter *+)
have shown that two-thirds of the mothers whose children were

adopted in 1965 reached their final decision within a t*eek

after confinement. These findings suggest that a high

percentage of children could be placed directly from their

mothers within a couple of weeks after their birth, without

having to go through a pre-adoption placement because of

1. H.J. Meyer, W.Jones, E.P, Borgatta "The decision by unmarried
mothers to keep or surrender their babies" Social Work, 1,

pp. 103-9, 1956.

2. M.A. Yelloly "Factors relating to an adoption decision by

the mothers of illegitimate infants" Sociological Review,

Univ. of Liverpool, 13, pp» 6-13? 1965.

3. J.P. Triseliotis "The Timing of the Single Mother*s Decision

in Relation to Agency Practice" Child Adoption,58,No.2,0ct.1969.
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Indecision on the part of their mother.

The next stage was to get some facts on numbers of

children who were reclaimed by their mothers at different

stages before the adoption order was granted. From the replies

to our postal questionnaire and from the court sample, it

emerged that 30 children had been reclaimed by their mothers

in the year 1965. Twenty-three of the children had been placed

by six of the b2 agencies answering the questionnaire, and

they were reclaimed before applications were lodged with the

courts. The twenty-three children represented b,6% of the

placings of the six agencies, or 2.0 per cent of all the

placements arranged by the b2 agencies ansx/ering the questionn¬

aire# The remaining seven children (0,7$) were reclaimed

following the lodging of the application to the court. In

all, approximately 2,7% of all children placed were reclaimed

by their mothers, the great majority being reclaimed at the

stage when the mother was asked to give her original consent.

(Only two children were returned to the agency by adopters and

no child was reclaimed from the adopters by the agency). Of

those reclaimed by their mothers, 13 were placed directly with

adopters and nine following a pre-adoption placement. The

Standing Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption, from

a survey among Mi societies which between them had placed 732^

children, found that 2,1% were reclaimed at some stage in the
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proceedings by their mothers, and only 1,1$ were returned to

the societies, mostly on the initiative of the prospective

adopters. Of the l6l reclaims by the mother, 68 per eent

were reclaims for children placed directly and only 32 per cent
1."

for children who had an interim pre-adoptlon placing.

(Though the Standing Conference admits that adoption societies

were only asked to make a "rough" estimate of the percentage

having an interim placement, it goes on to suggest in evidence

that "this seems to support the belief that many mothers need

a period of separation before making a final decision".)

Whilst it is recognised that some mothers, rather than "many",
need such a period, the view that reclaims are due to the single

factor of whether the placing was a direct or indirect one is

too simple to be creditable. A factor, which may have as much

bearing on .reclaims and which no study has as yet assessed, is

the process by which the adoption placing is brought about.

The effectiveness or otherwise of such a process may depend

on two important factors:

(i) on the quality and extent of casework service offered

to the mother before and after confinement; and

1. "Some Casework Implications in the Study of Children

Reclaimed or Returned Before Final Adoption"- Standing Conference

of Societies Registered for Adoption, London, 1968.



(ii) on the caseworker's diagnostic skill in identifying

the mothers who are so conflicted in their feelings

that they are most likely to reclaim the child.

These important points have not been taken into account
1.

by the S.C.3#R#A.'s study. They pre-suppose that adoption

agencies have adequate and suitably trained staff to accurately

assess situations and offer appropriate help. An agency, for

instance, that has an indiscriminate policy of direct placements,
as found from this study, is also likely to place the children

of those mothers who are most likely to change their minds.

Our earlier evaluation of the amount and quality of casework

services offered to mothers by adoption agencies (chapter six)

showed that two thirds of the contacts were simply used as

formal occasions to accept the surrender of the child, and not

as an opportunity for a diagnostic assessment of the situation

or for the offer of any casework help. Finally, of the seven

children found to have been reclaimed at the court 3tage in

this study, four were placed indirectly and three directly from

the mother to the adopters# In two, of the three direct

placement reclaims, there was no evidence of contact between

the mother and the caseworker, and similarly there was no

1. "Some Casework Implications in the Study of Children Reclaimed

or Returned Before Final Adoption".
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evidence of such contact in one of the indirect placings.

These figures are too small to prove or disprove any claim.

It would be too optimistic, however, to assume that all reclaims
will eventually be stopped by following a policy of indirect

placements, as this does not take account of the fact that a

person's social and personal circumstances can change and can

affect attitudes in relation to earlier decisions made. In

conclusion, available studies suggest that the majority of single

mothers reach a decision about the child's future within a short

period after confinement. To expect all children to go through

a pre-adoption placement and all mothers to meet fostering fees

unnecessarily may not be in the best interests of client/

worker relationship. Besides the personal aspects involved

in this kind of policy, valuable resources are wasted.

(b) The Medical and Psychological Requirements

The second explanation offered, i.e. that a pre-adoption

placement is necessary in order that an accurate picture of the

child's health and its development can be obtained during this

period, conflicts with the obvious need to place the child as

early as possible to avoid risking his future emotional well-

being. Bowlby commenting on this requirement wrote: "There

is a very serious danger that keeping a baby in a nursery awalt-

:ing adoption in the belief that in a few more months an accurate

prediction can be made will itself pro uce retardation, which
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is then taken as evidence that the baby is inherently backward.

So there develops the paradoxical situation in which misguided

caution in arranging adoption creates a baby who at first
1.

appears, and ultimately becomes unfit for it," The

postponement of placement because of medical requirements, is
also questioned by Dr. Stone, In a memorandum he submitted

to the Joint Committee on Adoption Practices in 1967 he stated?

"In view of the possible serious effects of postponed continuous

mothering, it is necessary to consider very carefully indeed
2.

exactly what postponement is justified on medical grounds.

Witmer and her associates reported that in their large Florida

sample the incidence of serious disabilities was rare despite

the fact that adoptions were independently arranged at an early
3.

age and in roost cases without testing the babies. Whilst

it is recognised that some tests and examinations are necessary

1, J.Bowlby "Child Care and the Growth of Love", Pelican,

London, 1953, p.122.

2 » F.H.Stone "Preliminary Considerations" - Memorandum to the

Joint Committee on Adoption Practices, August, 19&7, p.3.

3. Witmer, H.L,, Hersog, E,, Weinstein, E.A. & Sullivan, M.E.

"Independent Adoptions - a follow-up study".
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to exclude any gross handicaps, major hereditary conditions,

genetically determined diseases or severe subnormality, Jitedical

opinion appears to be moving away from the notion of extensive

exarainations to present the adopters with a "gilt-edged" baby.

Surprisingly enough, most of the protestations about this

practice, and all it implies, have come from doctors rather

than from caseworkers in adoption agencies. The Hurst committee

pointed out that "the repetition of medical examinations would

be unduly burdensome and might deter applicants, leading to an
J. «

increase in de facto adoptions". Dr. Franklin, speaking at

the 1956 Conference of the S,C.o,R,A., questioned the whole

value of medical certificates and added "But mention the idea

that the baby may be *one for adoption' and at once the

Paediatrician subjects it to minute critical scrutiny, for

fixed firmly in hi3 mind is the idea that it will be his duty

to sign the baby up as fit for adoption, and that he can only
do so if he detects neither spot nor blemish". He concluded

his talk by saying that on reflecting on the number of such

certificates he signed, it occurred to him that he would be

happier, and the adopting parents would certainly have had

something of infinitely more use, if instead "they had gone with

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para. lU^,
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the time and date of birth to seek a reputable astrologer with
1. 2.

an old-fashioned horoscope". Karelitz, in a paper

presented at the National Conference on Adoption in 1955* said

that in the experience of some paediatricians, 95 per cent of

the children considered for placement are in good condition

initially and continue to appear normal until three months.

Only 5 cent show some defect (not all serious) by three
3.

months. Black and Stone, writing in the Lancet, claim that,

though the assessment of the mental and physical state of a

child of four years or more is usually relatively simple,

the assessment of the younger child or infant presents greater

problems. Fairweather also comments that "to be able to give

complete assurance of normal development we would have to place

adults and not children."

1. A.W. Franklin "Nee-Natal Disorders and Adoption" Standing

Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption - Report of the

1956 Conference.

2. S, Karelitz "Paediatrics and Adoption" in Schapiro (ed.)
"A study of Adoption Practice" Vol.II, pp.88-95> 1956. Published

by the Child Welfare League of America, N/York.
3. J.A.Black & F.H.Stone "Medical Aspects of Adoption", The

Lancet II, 1272-5, 1958.
M.E,Fairweather "If a baby is to be adopted, how early should

we place him in the new home?" The Chile,l6,pp,lK3-3, 1951.



It was suggested earlier on in this chapter that one way

of speeding the medical investigations is for the social

worker to furnish the paediatrician with a detailed report on

the background history of the parents and the child. Such

report should give details about the health record of both

parents and the presence of any hereditary conditions. The

paediatrician could obtain from the hospital the mother's

obstetric report and a perinatal history on the child. This

amount of information should be enough to help him arrive at a

quick and early diagnosis end postpone his recommendation only

where there is a history or signs of doubtful stability or ser

jious abnormality. This study showed, however, that

in the majority of cases no background reports were sent to

the paediatrician. Only Independent society had a policy of

furnishing the paediatrician with background information on

the child and the parents, but, surprisingly enough, instead
of the procedure helping this society to spend up its placings

the society bad a very definite policy of providing a pra-adop

jtion placement for every child that could last from six to

2k weeks. This society's ex-director wrote, in a recent

publication describing the practices of the society, how, in

cases where someone thought he observed "a trace of colour"

in a child, tests of blood grouping would be carried out with
1.

the aid of the department of Genetics of a nearby university.

1. A.McWhinnie "Adoption Assessments",
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These elaborate procedures by Independent society and

sporadically by other agencies tend to foster in adoptive

applicants the expectation of a guaranteed baby and a lack of

tolerance towards short-comings. It is again relevant to

quote Bowlby who xrarns that 3uch prolonged delays can produce

retardation which in the final end can be taken as evidence
1.

that the baby is inherently backward. The Hurst committee

stated plainly that "it is wrong to suppose that only the

robustly healthy and highly intelligent are suitable for

adoption ... there should be no discouragement of the adoption
2.

of handicapped children". Bowe comments that the difficulty

of finding homes for less "perfect" babies is due to the

unspoken doubts and hesitation of those involved in adoption

work. "We shall only begin" she adds, "to find enough homes
3.

when we all change our attitudes".

1. J. Bowlby "Maternal Care and Mental Health".

2. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para.21.

3. J, Rowe "Parents Children and Adoption"

p. I»f2.
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The overall evidence available from paediatricians and

experts in child development appears to dispute agency claims

that long periods of waiting are necessary in order to satisfy

medical requirements before the baby is passed fit for adoption.
1.

If, according to Dr. Karelitz, 95 P®*" cent of the babies should

be free for placement soon after birth, it is surprising to
find that some agencies subject all the children to long

waiting periods.

The claims of accurate psychological assessments of very

young infants, which greatly dominated adoption practice in the

forties and early fifties, have now been dismissed in the

light of available knowledge. Schapiro, writing a review of
relevant literature, cast doubts on psychological tests and

added: "Recent literature and studies report an absence of

relationship between mental tests starting before the age of

eighteen months and later test performance...As a consequence

of this new knowledge agencies are finding it unnecessary to
2 *

hold the ordinary infant for several months before placing him."

1. 3. Karelitz "Paediatrics and Adoption".

2. M,Schapiro (ed.) "A Study of Adoption Policy and

Practice" Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 1956}

p. 36.
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Brenner, retesting adopted children over four years old,

concluded that the value of psychological tests during infancy
1.

had been greatly over-estimated, Even if accurate

psychological assessments of very young infants could be

carried out, eleven of the twelve agencies in the sample did

not have the resources in staff or otherwise to provide such

a service. Independent society had the services of a part-

time psychologist, but she was mainly consulted on the giving

of psychological tests to biological parents.

The. ..Actual Need for a Pre-acloption Placement

The next step, in this particular aspect of the study,
was to carefully examine the cases of the 208 children which

had a pre-adoption placement and to try to identify how many

of these required this experience, either because of medical

requirements or because of the need to give the mother more

time to make up her mind.

1, F, Brenner "A Follow-up Study of Adoptive Families"

Child Adoption Research Committee, N/York, 1951.
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Table 37. Reasons for children having a pre-adoption placement

(Agency Sample IT.208).

Ik Jk

(I) Time needed for the parent to make

up his/her mind, (Number

includes cases of long

term care) 82 39»*+

(ii) On medical requirements 13 6,3

(lii) No indication that a

pre-adoption placement

was necessary 113 5^.3

Total 2D8 100

Of the 208 children that had a pre-adoption placement

(table 37), only 95 (^5»7 per cent) appeared to need it either

because the mother required more time to make up her mind, or

because of the medical requirements. Well over half the

children had what appeared to be an unnecessary pre-adoption

experience, which lasted just over eight weeks and which could

have been avoided, provided suitable adopters were available,

(There has been no suggestion by these agencies that they were



having any particular difficulties in finding adoptive parents).

The conclusion seems to point to a need for change in

agency practice that can accommodate the diverse needs of

parents and children, A blanket policy of direct or indirect

placements does not take account of individual needs, whieh
form the main rationale upon which casework practice is based.

To make such a practice possible, agencies will require more

and better qualified staff with access to consultative services.

This should make it possible for a quicker and more accurate

diagnosis of the situation to be arrived at, followed by the

appropriate decision about whether or not the child should be

placed directly, with reasons why a pre-adoption placement is

necessary,

(iii) The Preparation and Planning of the Actual Transfer of

the Child to the Adoptive parents.

Social work literature and the "standards manuals" of

the professional bodies go into great detail of how to plan

with care, the actual, transfer of the baby to the adoptive

home. The placement, it is urged, should not be left to chance

or done routinely. This is a moment of intense emotional

significance and the way the placement is carried out can colour

the adopters' whole attitude to the child. While the actual

arrangements may differ, in general the placement should be in

stages, by offering the prospective adopters the opportunity
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cf hearing about the child, seeing him and only taking him home

after opportunities for consideration and discussion. The

meeting place should provide privacy and comfort, and both

adopters should be present. If the child is old enough, it
should be helped to participate in the placement and find ways

of easing the transition. The warning is again made of the

possibility of such placements becoming a routine matter because

of the time they consume.

The way the actual transfers were effected, in the sample

cases, varied from the well planned to the most impersonal.

Two of the twelve agencies insisted on at least one meeting

between the prospective adopters and the baby before the final

placement was made. In such cases, either the caseworkers

accompanied the adopters to the Home or nursery where the baby

was or the foster-mother brought it to the agency's office

where it was viewed by the couple. The couple were given

the opportunity to think the matter over, express any possible

doubts and discuss their reactions with the caseworkers. The

remaining ten agencies had no thought-out policy on the matter.

They mostly asked would-be adopters to go and see the child

at the Mother and Baby Home, or hospital where it was being

cared for, and, if they liked it, to take it home. The
caseworkers who knew the natural parents and the baby were

often not present, but they would visit the adopters at their
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home a few days later. Some workers, on a considerable number
of occasions, asked would-be adopters over the telephone or

by letter to go to "X" hospital, ask to see 5!X:i child and, if

they liked it, to take it a\my home and let the agency know.

If for some reason they did not like it, the agency would then
find another one for them. In some other cases the transfer

of the baby was made to the wife only, because the husband

could not take time off work. In five cases the husbands had

indicated that other urgent business had "priority". In the

cases of the few children who were over a year old at the time

of placement, no gradual introduction of the child to the

family and vice versa was arranged, Ho evidence was found to

suggest that, with one exception, any of the other children

had participated in their placing. In four of ten such cases,

the child's caseworker was not even present at the handing over

stage and the first visit to the adopters was made ten to

twenty days later.

Adoption caseworkers, when talking to us, criticised the
court procedure for being very impersonal, but often one could
describe the transfer of the baby to its adoptive home as an

equally impersonal routine and unplanned procedure. The care

and planning suggested in social work literature was met only

in a minority of cases.
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(iv) Services for "Hard-to-place" Children

Social work literature has, in the last ten to fifteen

years, been urging adoption agencies to give greater attention

and to allocate more resources to meet the needs of what it

describes as "hard to place children". Such children are

thought to be the handicapped, the older child and children of

coloured or "mixed" blood, A policy geared towards the needs

of such children would presuppose not only extra resources in

the form of trained social workers, vrho can concentrate on this

group of children, but also more physical resources such as

nurseries, along with a change of attitude among committee

members and caseworkers alike. There are realistic difficulties

in finding homes for such children, but, at a time when adoption

is so popular, it is surprising that a greater number of
children are not being placed. Older children may come the

way of adoption societies and children's departments when the

mother decides, after a year or so of vacillation and effort,
to bring up the child by herself, to surrender it; she may

have been deserted by the child's father or have suddenly

found herself homeless. Another group is a number of children

who, because of some medical complication, cannot be placed

early and, by the time they are either cleared or have their

handicap confirmed, are too old to be placed, or no adoptive



parents can he found. Again, the difficulty of securing

adoptive .families for coloured children may result in their

spending considerable time awaiting adoption, and the older

they get the more difficult it becomes to place them. With

some individual exceptions none of the twelve agencies in the

sample had any special programme or had delegated to any member

of their staff the explicit remit of finding homes for "hand¬

le-place" children or for children who might develop into

"hard-to-place" ones, unless substantial effort was made at

the time when their chances of being placed were greater. The

placing of such children was more by chance than due to any

advanced thinking and planning. For instance, of the 28

children over twelve months old placed by the children's

departments, twenty-five were already with foster-parents who

developed an interest in them. In seven of the 25 such

children, there was evidence that the placing had been arranged

with the probability that it might develop into adoption. It

is reasonable, however, to recognise some of the difficulties

that often face children's departments when an older child,

who is already in care, becomes free for adoption, or his

parents disappear and lose interest. If the child is well

settled with foster-parents who are not considering adoption,

the department usually tries to avoid risking removal with a

view to adoption and ic prefers to settle for long-term
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fostering. Encouraging couples, whoare already acting as

foster-parents, to adopt the older or handicapped child, is
one x-ray of providing the child with a permanent home, but the
need for subsidising such adoptions may have to be considered

in future. In other cases, where there are indications at the

beginning that a child may become free for adoption, child
care officers look for foster-homes that are likely to develop

into adoptive ones, if and when the child is surrendered. The

difficulty which appears to hinder departments from encouraging

such adoptions is the possibility that the natural parent may

show belated interest and the foster-parents be asked to

return the child. Though a new provision was added to the 1958

Adoption Act, for dispensing with the consent of parents who
have "persistently failed without reasonable cause to discharge

the obligation of a parent or guardian of the infant", these

powers are by no means explicit and have rarely been used. In

the case of re L (an infant) 106 3,1, 611 (1962) reported in

the Times of the 19th of July, the issue of a parent's
reasonableness in withholding consent falls to be determined

as at the date of hearing and not at any other point of time.

Some workers argue that parental rights should be fully

terminated following a period of parental lack of interest.

This, it is added, would allow child care staff to plan place-
sinents more confidently and give the child an experience of
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continued care within a safer environment. It is soubtful,

however, that such powers, if given, would do ax-ray with more

than a small percentage of the "hard-to~place" children.

Our attempt to obtain information and statistics on the

number of children that agencies reject as unadoptable was

unsuccessful. Both statutory and voluntary agencies claimed

that they did not keep a record. It is crucial that such

a study takes place as soon as practicable, if a comprehensive

evaluation of practice is to be made. In chapter five, we

quoted from a number of examples which the study came across

and which showed that the rejection of certain children

appeared to be connected as much with the lack of resources as

with certain attitudes and policies. Other evidence of

rejection of what are described as "hard-to-place" children

comes from the annual report of the National Adoption Society,

which reported that in 1969,27 babies xirere refused by them
1.

mainly "because of the irregular and immoral life of the mother".

Until recently, most of what has been written has been about

the possible fears of adopters regarding unknown heredity in

illegitimate children, and much less has been said about

agencies and caseworkers having similar fears and beliefs. A

further example, which demonstrates the magnitude of the problem,

1. Reported in Child Adoption, No. ^7 (1966).
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1.
was outlined in a latter to Child Care News, by caseworkers

of the five principal voluntary organisations in England,

which carry out general child welfare work as well as adoption

work. In 1965? these five organisations accepted less than

one in four of the babies they were asked to take into care

(this did not include babies accepted for adoption, nor those

who went to them on payment from local authorities). The main

reasons for the rejection of 2,^9^ children were? the baby's

mental or physical handicap; an .adverse family heredity; or

his colour. Children considered as "unsuitable" for adop-

stlon were suffering from such handicaps as congenital heart

defect, cleft palate and hare lip, hydrocephalus, severe kidney

damage, physical abnormality, progressive disease or severe

prematurity. Many of the babies' mothers were also described

as "unstable or of subnormal intelligence". Though it would

be absurd to underestimate the difficulties of finding suitable

homes for such children, it i&istill obscure how far the

present situation is aggravated: (a) by the lack of applicants

prepared to care for such children; (b) by the lack of physical

and human resources; and (c) by certain attitudes and beliefs

dominating the practices of agencies,

(p) AyaUabili^y pf s.flLtabl? ^ studies are

1, Child Care News, No,5^, September, 1966, p, 23.



available in Britain to show the extent to which prospective

adopters would be prepared to accept a child with some sort
1.

of handicap. Maas, from a study in the United States, has
found that, of I83 adoptive parents, 6l were prepared to accept

a child with a minor handicap, and that 35 of these had children

so handicapped placed with them. Twenty-six would accept a

child with psychological difficulties, and twelve such were

placed; and 63 would accept a child of two or more, 33 of them

having received older children,

The bead of the adoption department of the Church of

England Children's society, in a series of articles in the

People in December, 1963> made the point that acceptance of
health problems by parents who have adopted young babies is

natural. "Many adopters", she wrote "frequently continue with

the legal adoption of a child who during the probationary

period had developed some serious illness or disability". This

has also been confirmed by this study which, found that in spite

of advice by Sheriffs and curators to postpone the granting

of adoption orders until the child would be finally cleared or

otherwise, would-be adoptive parents insisted on going through

with the adoption. They declared that they were very fond of

1. R.S. Maas "The Successful Adoptive Parent Applicant"

Social Work, 5j pp.1^-20, January, i960.
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the children and. nothing would make them change their minds.

In these eases, some of the handicaps developed or were

identified whilst the child was in the care of the prospective

adopters. The Aberdeen Evening Express, in a series of

articles on adoption, quoted on 29.1.68 one Children's Officer

as saying, "It's comparatively easy to find parents willing to

adopt a child with a minor handicap such as a heart murmur,

diabetes or a slight limp". In contrast, the People (11.5.69)>
in a front-page article headed >h-r Famine Shock", concluded

from its investigations that, in spite of this famine, "there
are still thousands of toddlers, of handicapped or children

of mixed race - who the adoption societies have difficulty in

placing". The paper failed to ask what efforts were being

made in this direction and what kind of resources the agencies

had at their disposal to enable them to concentrate on finding

homes for such children,

(b) Availability of Resources: In chapter five it was pointed

out that voluntary agencies, especially, were working with

very limited physical and human resources. The staff were

generally untrained and over-worked and they tended to concentrate

their efforts on straight-forward and uncomplicated cases.

Similarly, local authority agencies were hard pressed and the

percentage of trained staff was even below that of voluntary

agencies. Though local authorities had more physical resources



at their disposal, they rarely used them and the attitude to
the use of resources was of greater importance than their

presence. To concentrate resources at this stage may help to

place children that otherwise may become long-term cara cases,

not only to their own detriment but also to the rate-payers,

(c) Attitudes and beliefs dominating the practices of certain

agencies: Fears about poor or had heredity, which have
nc scientific basis, are either subtly \*oiced by representatives
of agencies or identified in their practices. The comments

that accompanied the rejection cf the children, quoted in

chapter five, were indicative of this, as were the comments
1.

made in the report of the Rational Adoption Society and the

reasons given by the signatories to the letter referred to above,

when they said that "many of the babies' mothers were unstable
2.

or of subnormal intelligence .... some came from broken homes".

It is relevant to quote here Ikodak and Skeels who, in a study

of children with inferior histories placed with adoptive

parents, found that children, adopted into homes of higher
socio-economic status than those into which they were horn,

tended to develop intellectual ability commensurate with their

1, Reported in Child Adoption, No,^7 (1966).

2. Child Care News, No.5^.
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adoptive hones and in fact av paged twenty I.Q. points higher
1.

than their natural mothers. Jane lows, commenting on the

fears of agencies about problems and failures, which have

deprived many homes of children and children of families,

wrote: "Adoptive parents are often holder and more broad-minded

than social workers give then credit for being and people vary

in their attitudes towards risk ...Almost all physically

handicapped children can be placed for adoption and many of
2.

them are most appealing". She then goes on to add, "but the

practical problems are often small in comparison with the

difficulties of changing entrenched attitudes, not ohly of

social workers, but more often perhaps, those of committee
3.

members, doctors, matrons and houseparents",

T-.niicanprd Children Adopted in 1965.

Of 783 children adopted by non-relatives, only 10 (or

1.3$) were described as suffering from a physical handicap. No

child adopted was described as suffering from a mental handicap.

The ten children were suffering from the following disabilities:

1. M. Skod.ak and H. Skeels "A final follow-up study of one

hundred adopted children", Journal of Genetic Psychology, 75,

85-125, 19^9.
J. Bowe "Parents Children and Adoption", p. 138.

3. Ibid. p.1^2.
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(i) fibrocystic pancreas;

(ii) kidney removed;

(iii) dislocated hip which was righting itself;

(iv) suspected heart murmur;

(v) born with one ear only and needing surgery;

(vi) hare lip;

(vii) weair chest;

(viit) born with skull asymmetry;

(is:) born with six fingers, one of which bad been removed;

(x) foot deformity which was righting itself after

treatment.

Some of the handicaps described above were fairly minor

and at least th^ee of them ware righting themselves. Three

of the ten children had been adopted by the foster-mothers

with whom they were placed, 'pending medical investigations'.

Three of the ten were placed by adoption societies, six by

children's departments and one by the mother herself. Though

the numbers are too small for any comparisons to be made, like

the piecing of older children, these figures confirm the view

that most adoption societies concentrate on uncomplicated cases

and re-direct complicated ones towards local authority

departments. How many of these children, when re-directed to

local authority agencies, remain, because of the lack of an

adequate number of qualified staff, in long-term care, it is
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difficult to say. (Of children adopted by relatives -other

than their mothers, or mothers and step-fathers - only two

were reported to have a physical handicap; one of the two child-
;ren was blind).

/- further 13 children, of those adopted, had a colour

handicap. Ten of the children were born to local girls

following associations with students from the black countries

or the Indian sub-continent, or with negro soldiers serving

with the United States forces in this country. The remaining

three children had black parents. Five of the thirteen were

placed solely by Independent society.

SUMhl ■"/

Eleven of the twelve agencies in the sample had failed

to develop any organised programmes for the study and evalua-

:tlon of the child1s needs and of his probable capacity to

benefit by adoption. Basic information that could have aided

their early assessment was uostly absent. Two patterns emerged

about the placing habits of agencies: A mixed practice followed

by nine of the 12 agencies and a practice that favoured pre-

adoption placements for all children. In the case of the

former, the timing of the placement and the separation of the

child from its mother was dictated mostly by expediency, rather

than by the needs of the child and those of his mother. Such
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pragmatic approach was unlikely to distinguish between the

mothers or the children that needed more time and those who

were ready for direct placement. In the case of the latter

agencies that followed a policy of indirect placements, they

did so irrespective of individual need by assuming that all

■mothers and all children had the same needs. Of the 2D8

children who experienced a pro-adoption placement, only under

half needed, it, either on medical grounds or in order to

give the mother more time to make up her mind.

Hon.: of the agencies in the sample had any explicit

arrangements to aid the adoption of "hard-to-plcce" children.

Many agencies, either because of the lack of resources or of

suitable adopters, or because of entrenched attitudes continued

to consider it an obligation to place only perfectly healthy

babies and to avoid handling the cases of older or handicapped

children, or of children with a 'poor' background history.

The overall conclusion from this chapter is that better

diagnostic and consultative facilities are needed by adoption

agencies, along with a more flexible attitude that can

accommodate individual needs and circumstances. At the

moment practice in this area appears to be dictated either

by rigid outmoded concepts or by expediency without any claim

to planned activity reflecting a body of knowledge, or research

findings.



Figure 1: Relationship between number of illegitimate children born
and number adopted from 1936 through 19&5
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190 CASE CONFERENCE

Courts and Adoption Practice
JOHN TRISELIOTIS

The amendment in January, 1967, to the
Scottish Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children),
made it possible to carry out research in this field
by studying information which until now was
available only to the Courts. The research was
planned to cover the wider field of adoption, with
the following aims:

(i) to give an overall view of adoption practice
in Scotland;

(ii) to evaluate adoption as practised by agencies,
independent parties and the Courts;

(iii) to determine the extent of uniformity, agree¬
ment and consistency of practice and the
decision-making process of a number of
agencies;

(iv) to appraise practice in the light of the legal
framework, the standards of professional
bodies, social work knowledge and research
findings.

The study had the full co-operation of the
Scottish Education Department, the Courts and
many adoption agencies, for which I am very
grateful. A grant from the Moray Fund,
administered by the University of Edinburgh, got
the survey off the ground.
The sample consisted of:

(i) 923 out of a total 2,014 adoption orders
granted by Sheriff Courts in Scotland in
1965. This gives a sample of 45.8% of all
orders, or 60% of orders granted by the 20
surveyed Courts.

(ii) 12 adoption agencies, including local
authority and adoption societies.

Details of how the samples were arrived at will
appear in the main study. The aim of this article
is to give a short description of practice as
reflected through the Court process only.

The Sheriff Court

The Sheriff Court in Scotland has extensive
jurisdiction in both civil and criminal cases and
the Sheriff who presides over it is a legally

qualified professional judge. There are only four
separate Juvenile Courts and the tradition of
submitting adoption petitions to them has not
developed. There are fifty-four Sheriff Courts
all over the country, but most of them handle
from one to ten adoption applications each year.
Twenty of the biggest Courts, covering both
urban and rural areas, were selected for the
purposes of this survey. The High Court granted
four orders during the year, but for technical
reasons these could not be included.

The Curator ad litem

Following the submission of an adoption
petition, the Court appoints a Curator ad litem
who is expected to carry out certain obligations
set out in the rules. Though the Scottish Adop¬
tion Act is broadly identical to the English one,
the rules governing the role of the Curator are
less explicit compared to the English ones relating
to the Guardian ad litem. (The rules have been
revised since the start of this survey.) According
to the Act, the Curator's duty is "to safeguard
the interests of the infant" by reporting to the
Court on various matters that have led to the
present petition being lodged. According to the
Home Office report on the Work of the Children's
Department 1964-19661 "the adoption law
insists upon a full, expert investigation on behalf
of the Court before an adoption order is made,
and requires the Court to be satisfied that adop¬
tion will be for the welfare of the child ". It is
with this statement in mind and the various
provisions of the rules, that we looked at the work
of the Curator and the Courts to see how far
these objectives were met. Unlike England, here
it is left to the discretion of the Sheriff whether
or not to fix a date for the hearing of an adoption
petition. More than 90% of the orders were
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granted, in the privacy of the Sheriff's chambers,
without a hearing. Because of this the Curator's
reports have an added significance.
Until very recently the tradition has been for

all Courts to appoint solicitors to act as Curators.
Since the early sixties, however, an increasing
number of Courts, especially in the three big
cities, have been appointing Children's Officers
and occasionally Probation Officers, to carry out
these functions. Solicitors are still appointed by
some Courts and they act as Curators in at least
50% of all cases. The reluctance of some of
these Courts to use Children's Departments seems
to be related to a long-standing relationship with
local solicitors, and sometimes to the failure, for
various reasons, of some Children's Departments
to establish themselves with the Courts.
The Curators report forms almost the only

basis on which the Court relies for its decision.
Except in cases where the supervising child care
officer was also acting as Curator, the reports
were prepared after one home visit to the pros¬
pective adopters. In a very small number of cases
only one of the adopters was seen and in many
others the child concerned was not seen.

According to the regulations the Curator is also
expected to contact the child's parents—usually
the mother—and ascertain whether she under¬
stands that the effect of the adoption order will
be to deprive her permanently of her parental
rights. At this eleventh hour the mother has
another chance to object, if she so wishes, to the
granting of the order.
The 923 Curators' reports have been studied

and a rating and grading system is being
developed. There are considerable difficulties and
drawbacks in classifying reports but the methods
used will be described elsewhere. The preliminary
findings from this study show that just over 60%
of the reports were classified in the category of
uniformative and factual. The only difference
between one report and another was identifying
information such as names, ages, addresses,
occupations, occasionally income, some descrip¬
tion of the applicants' house and certain notifi¬
cation dates. Almost all this information could
be extracted from the original petition form.
Otherwise each successive report was a repetition
of the previous one, especially when it was sub¬

mitted by the same Curator or by any other
Curator from the same agency. Information on
the adopters as people and on the child's circum¬
stances was terribly lacking. The similarity of
one report to another was only too striking, even
where information was given which appeared to
be of a more individual and personal nature. The
lay-out of the reports was often so structured that
unusual information or circumstances could not

be incorporated. One such example was place¬
ments arranged by a third party. Though these
were few in number, this important fact did not
seem to merit any special mention. One would
have expected a more rigorous investigation to
follow such petitions, especially as some Curators
justify their present reports on the grounds that
they " trust " the placement agencies. One other
important aspect on which information was very
lacking, but could have been of immense value to
the decision-making Court, was some description
of the adopters' other children. (Almost 45% of
adoption orders were granted to couples who
already had one or two or three adopted or own
children. There are indications that adoption
becomes more popular with those who already
experience the presence of children.) Most of the
Curators' reports would say about this "... the
petitioners have resident with them their adopted
son P. aged 4 ". No comment on P. as a person
and how he was developing. Even where some of
the children were adolescents, they were simply
mentioned by name and age. Similarly where
children aged between 3 and 10 were about to be
adopted, they were mostly mentioned by name
and age only, and observations about them as
persons were rarely made. Such observations
would imply, of course, that Curators have certain
abilities to understand children's behaviour or

recognise children's difficulties where they are
present. Many of the Curators, especially
lawyers, have not had either the training or the
experience in child welfare that would qualify
them to make suitable observations or assess the
situation.

With regard to another aspect, the Curators
expressed no reservations in two particular cases
where spinster aunts with no other wider family
support, were allowed to adopt three and two
children respectively, who had been boarded-out
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with them by the local authority. Both adopters
went on National Assistance once the notification
for adoption was made. It also meant that after
the order the children, as well as the aunts, were
deprived of very necessary support from the
former caring authority. It could be further
queried why the local authority in these cases
thought it fit to encourage the adoptions.
In contrast, a minority of reports included

interesting information about the applicants as
people and about their social circumstances, in¬
formation about their other children, about the
child to be adopted, and about the natural
mother's circumstances and the reasons for which
she was relinquishing her child.
Of the reports studied, Curators expressed

reservations in only two cases, the one on account
of the housing situation when the Court post¬
poned its decision for three months until the
family was rehoused, and the other because the
parents of a child were not agreed in allowing the
grand-parents to adopt it. In no case was a
recommendation for an interim order made,
though it could have been appropriate for a
number of cases.

There was no appreciable difference in content
between the reports submitted by solicitors acting
as Curators and by Children's Departments or
Probation Departments, and by trained or un¬
trained workers. New Curators fell into the habit
of copying previous Curators' reports and the
situation was thus perpetuated. The quality of
the reports was not related to the person who
prepared it, but to the agency to which he
belonged. Solicitors, however, when acting as
Curators, were at a greater disadvantage, com¬
pared to Children's Departments, because they
lacked the facilities and support of a social
agency. In carrying out personal interviews and
investigations they had to rely mainly on them¬
selves and subsequently resorted to letter writing.
Striking evidence of this was their failure to
interview the majority of natural parent(s) as
provided under the regulations. Even where the
natural mother lived in the same small town,
solicitors tried to correspond with her, often with
no response: in 15% of cases the report did not
even indicate whether an effort to contact the
mother was made. When the mother lived in

another county, which was frequently the case,
solicitors did not naturally request the services of
the local Children's Department to do the inter¬
viewing for them. Solicitors had personal
interviews with only 7% of mothers, compared to
50% interviewed by the local authority. There are
several arguments about whether natural mothers
should have an opportunity to object, but the
fact is that the law now gives them this right
and cannot be sidestepped. The Hurst Com¬
mittee which considered this problem rejected the
suggestion that a parent's written consent should
become irrevocable once it was given. Further¬
more from some of the agency practices we
observed, we feel it would be undesirable at this
stage to take this " right" away from the mother
until such time as all adoption agencies improve
considerably the quality and numbers of their
staff and their services to unmarried mothers, as
well as their placement practices. From this
survey it was found that in contrast to a few
agencies, many others do not provide casework
services to unmarried mothers who face con¬

flicting feelings about relinquishing their children.
Some would say that this is done by medical
social workers in hospitals, or matrons in mother
and baby homes. The former would say that
such help does not come within the function of
their agency. Mother and baby homes vary so
much that it is difficult to assess the availability
of this sort of help.
It is felt that before any radical change is made

in the law, provision should be made for the
registration and " inspection" of the work of
adoption agencies by a central authority. The
only provision of the present legislation is for the
registration of adoption societies (but not for their
inspection) by the local authorities. There are
many doubts, however, as to how far a local
authority can foster better standards than its own

agency. It is surprising too that though children's
legislation has provided for " inspection" in
matters of less serious concern, no such provision
has been made for decisions that determine
irrevocably the future of thousands of children.
There is only minimum accountability in adop¬
tion practice today.
The importance of the content of the Curators'

reports should not be underestimated if it is
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realised that the rules do not provide for a report
to be submitted by the supervising authority to
the Court. The Hurst Committee complained
that these reports were not always sought and
recommended that they should be. This practice
was followed by only one small Court. A second
Court which requested reports from the super¬
vising authority simply received each time a short
reply saying that "no objection is raised to the
granting of an adoption order". This Depart¬
ment by failing to supply reports with some
relevant information also failed to put its personal
services across to the Court for future use. Only
in 35% of cases was there some kind of contact
between the Curator and the supervising
authority, except where the latter was also acting
as Curator. Neither was any contact established
between the Curator and the placement agency,
nor between the placement agency and the super¬
visory agency for that matter. Thus very vital
links were not established and each agency or
person acted in isolation and ignorance of the
other's work.
In discussing the content of Curators' reports

the view was expressed that many Curators try to
present their reports in a " safe " form to avoid
legal or other complications. The question arises,
however, of how far the Courts encourage such
reports by not making different demands. One
Court which insisted on more comprehensive
reports got more informative ones. Increased
information, of course, puts the onus on the Court
for more deliberation on each case and there may
not always be the necessary extra time for this.
The vagueness of the rules themselves seems to
increase the Curator's uncertainty about what he
should be looking for and he consequently pro¬
vides only the very minimum requirement.

1. Children adopted by non-relatives ...

2. Children adopted within their families:
(a) adopted by mother and step-father ..

(b) adopted by mother and father (unable
at time of child's birth)

(c) adopted by mother only
(d) adopted by putative father only
(e) adopted by aunt or uncle
(f) adopted by grand-parents
(g) re-adopted (one parent having died)

As Curators' reports form the basis on which
the Courts make their decisions the following
important questions arise:

(a) how far is disposal of cases affected by the
absence of significant information?

(b) on what grounds can the retention of the
Curator in his present form be justified?

The decision of the Court

All petitions that appeared to be straight¬
forward were dealt with by the Sheriff in private.
Only in a very small minority of cases was a
hearing fixed. These hearings were for some of
the petitions submitted by grand-parents and for
the few cases where the mother withheld her
consent. The practice of not fixing a hearing
makes the whole process of adoption impersonal.
Except for one Sheriff who asked to see all first
adopters, in all other cases none of the various
parties involved was present at the final decision
stage. This system deprives the Curator of an
opportunity for giving any necessary verbal
explanation or for getting an understanding of the
kind of reports that the Court finds helpful when
trying to reach a decision. It should be borne in
mind that, with the exception of a few Sheriffs
who are personally interested, adoption work is
very much a fringe activity for the Courts. A
recent report, The Sheriff Court,2 devoted only
seven lines to its adoption work out of three
hundred and twenty-three pages. Likewise adop¬
tion is a fringe activity for many Curators who
are only concerned with the preparation of a
report and for many supervisors who under the
present system do not know what to supervise.
Below is an analysis of the 919 adoption orders

(45% of total) granted by Sheriff Courts in 1965.
As four applications were differently dealt with
they were not included in this table.)

658 71.60%

to marry

165 17.96%

6 0.65%
2 0.21%
1 0.10%

42 4.58%
41 4.47%
4 0.43'%

261 28.40%

919 100%
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Approximately one-fifth of petitions were
granted within a month of their submission,
another half within three months and the
remainder within twelve months. Six petitions
were delayed up to two years awaiting consents.
Obtaining the mother's ' second' consent is one
reason for the delays. Some other delays were
related either to slowness on the part of the
Court to appoint a Curator, or to the Curator
taking longer time to report. Big Courts being
busier took more time compared to rural Courts.
Local authority Curators took longer to report
than did solicitors. In 90% of cases the adopters
waited to submit their petitions until the child
had been in their care for three months. This is

only partly due to a misunderstanding of the
legal requirements. In theory petitions may be
submitted following notification to the local
authority and the order may be granted, if every¬
thing else is satisfactory, soon after the three
months' probationary period is over. Some
adoption agencies do not encourage adopters to
submit their applications before the probationary
period expires because of legal implications in
case they decide to remove the baby. Once an
application is lodged the child can only be
removed with the leave of the Court.

Of all the children adopted in 1965 88.5%
were illegitimate and 11.5% legitimate: of the
latter only one-fifth were adopted outside their
own families. M. Schapiro3 in his American
study found that of the number of children placed
for adoption in 1955, 50% were legitimate and
of these just under one-third were adopted out¬
side their own families. In this study the
number of children adopted within their own
families was just under 30%. Goodacre 4 in her
recent study of 295 adoptions that took place in
the administrative area of one children's depart¬
ment between 1955 and 1958, found a higher
number of children (44%) who were adopted
within their families. The number of children
adopted by their mothers and step-fathers in
Scotland was half that found by Goodacre. This
is hard to explain except by reference to the
widespread tradition in Scotland of grand-parents
bringing up their daughter's illegitimate child
without ever applying for an adoption order.
It is of interest that of all adoption petitions,

the ones that cause considerable difficulty to
Courts are the ones by grand-parents asking to
adopt their daughter's illegitimate child. In 17
out of the 41 cases, the child's mother was living
in the same household. The Hurst Report5
commenting on this matter said "... we wish to
stress, where an adoptive order is granted in such
circumstances, the extra importance to be
attached to ensuring that the child is brought up
in full knowledge of the truth; but in some cases
the balance of advantage may lie in the direction
of refusing such applications ". In at least two of
the cases we came across, and where the children
were old enough to know the truth, they were still
led to believe that their grand-parents were their
parents and their mother was their sister. It was
surprising to find that in some such and other
similar cases, the Courts did not think fit to make
an interim order which would have at least given
the supervising worker more time to work with
the parties involved. The Courts take a varying
attitude with regard to petitions by grand-parents
and occasionally by aunts and uncles. Some
Courts refuse to accept such petitions altogether,
some grant the petition if the mother is not living
there, a minority insist on seeing the grand¬
parents and the majority of Courts grant the
order without hesitation. Goodacre,4 who inter¬
viewed sixteen of these related adopters, says,
" The satisfactory and satisfying aspects of these
adoptions were obvious. The blood tie evidently
strengthened the bonds between adopters and
child; but there were also signs that the well-
being of some of these children was less assured
than it ought to have been ". She later adds that
eight of the sixteen couples " lacked the certainty
of purpose. Anxiety about their own suitability
had proved a definite handicap ".
We need to understand the more complicated

motives which induce a minority of grand-parents
to adopt their daughter's child and how far case¬
work help at the stage of application can help
the parties involved to sort out some of these
complications. It would be interesting for
instance to know how many of these families or
mothers received help from a social work depart¬
ment on account of the illegitimate pregnancy.

Courts seem to grant most of the orders in a
rather routine way. Rejection of a petition can
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be made on technical grounds only. Of all the
petitions studied, only one was rejected and that
because the natural parents were not in agree¬
ment about the child's adoption by the grand¬
parents. No interim order was made during
1965. Some of the Sheriffs are themselves
" unhappy " about this situation as it puts them
in the position of simply " sanctioning" the place¬
ments of adoption societies. They recognise that
the scanty information provided in most Curator's
reports is hardly adequate for making a discerning
decision. They are influenced by the fact that by
the time the matter comes to them the child has
already been with the adoptive parents for a
considerable time and unless conditions are very
bad the alternatives are not usually attractive.
The Hurst Committee5 after hearing evidence
on the matter added "... the responsibility for
making or refusing an order rests upon the Court
and it is necessary that it should be supplied with
adequate information on which to base its
decisions. . . . We think it important that no
colour should be given to the impression that the
Court acts as a mere rubber stamp . . .". There
was a general agreement among some Sheriffs
and fieldworkers that attention should be directed
towards strengthening the practices of agencies
rather than relying on the Curator and the
Courts. At the moment there is an uncomfortable
feeling about the extent to which each person in
the line thinks that there is still a next person
who will be involved and can rectify the situation.
Many practitioners in the field would say that
there is still the supervising officer, the Curator
and the Courts. The latter would say that by the
time the case comes to them it is already too late.
Consents

According to the Act the consent of every
parent or guardian is necessary before an adop¬
tion order can be granted, unless the Court
dispenses with such consents. This includes the
consent of the mother's husband. Just under
11% of adopted children were born to married
women whose husband was not the father of the
child. Out of 98 such cases the husbands gave
their consents in 88, and the Court dispensed
with the consent of the rest. A putative father
may be made a party to adoption proceedings but
his consent is not necessary. If he objects his

views should be heard and the Court may grant
the adoption order or not according to what the
welfare of the child demands. The putative
father can of course take action for custody, but
the legal position about what is to be done in the
meantime is unclear. Curators generally tried to
obtain written consents from putative fathers in
cases where there was an affiliation order, where
the child had been registered jointly by mother
and father, and where the putative father had
maintained a continuing interest in the child. Of
818 illegitimate children in the sample, putative
fathers gave their consents in 30 cases; only in one
case a father objected to the order being made.
Subsequently this Court arranged for a hearing
but the father failed to appear and his consent
was dispensed with.
The mother's consent is not valid if given

before the child is six weeks old, though this does
not prevent the placement of the child earlier on
a fostering basis. Of the total number of cases
the mother's first consent was not obtained in 10
cases. In six of these cases the mother had placed
the child herself. In all ten cases the Court
dispensed with the mothers' consents as they
could not be found. One Court gave as its reason
the fact that the mother "... had persistently
failed without reasonable cause to discharge the
obligations of a parent . . .". This was the only
decision made by a Court under this new
provision of the 1958 Act, reflecting the
continued conflict between the rights of the
parents and those of the infant.
In six cases the mother changed her mind

after having given her consent, and wanted the
child to be returned to her. The procedure
followed by the four Courts involved, differed
significantly. One Court arranged for a full
hearing at which all parties concerned were heard
separately. In this case the Court found against
the mother for (a) " having not and still not being
able to make proper arrangements for the child ",
and (b) because " adopters were found to be
suitable ". The second Court after hearing the
mother only, was satisfied that she " is not un¬
reasonable in withholding her consent", and
petitioners were advised to withdraw their peti¬
tion and return the child. The child had been
with them for 2\ years and had been placed
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directly by its mother. A third Court held no
hearing in two cases when notification was
received from the mothers' solicitors intimating
the withdrawal of their consents, and the Court
advised prospective adopters to return the child¬
ren. The children had been with the adoptive
parents for 6 and 4 months respectively. A fourth
Court dispensed with the mother's consent after
receiving evidence from the Curator indicating
that the mother had changed her mind several
times before. The four Courts approached this
serious problem in a different way, and three of
them did not offer a chance to every party in¬
volved to be heard. This and other points raised
earlier indicate the desirability of holding
hearings in all adoption petitions.

The placement of children
The following table shows how the 658

children who were adopted outside their families
were placed:

1. Placed by Children's Departments 292 44.4%
2. Placed by adoption societies ... 336 51.0%
3. Placed by third party ... ... 10 1.5%
4. Placed directly by their mother 20 3.1%

658 100%

One surprising finding was the very small
number of children who were placed by a third
party. Various writers have tended to exaggerate
the percentage of third party placements, putting
it sometimes as high as one-third of all orders
granted. McWhinnie6 speaking of adoption in
Britain says, "... and over a third were direct
or third party placements of children into homes
outside their own families ". The Hurst Report 5
on the same subject states, "... there is no
doubt that more than one-third of the adoption
orders made annually are in respect of children
placed outside their own families, either direct or
by third parties ". The low percentage of 4.6% of
direct and third party placements may be peculiar
to the Scottish pattern. Goodacre's 4 findings of
13% of third and direct placements may be more
realistic for England. The third parties who
arranged these few placements were mainly vicars,
doctors, solicitors and nursing home matrons.
Mothers who placed their children directly outside
their families placed them mainly with neighbours

or other friends usually of a similar social back¬
ground as themselves.
The small number of third party placements

for Scotland may be attributed first to the fact
that 90% of local authority departments in
Scotland act as adoption agencies, and thus are
more accessible compared to only two-fifths in
England and Wales. In fact this study demon¬
strated that the more adoption agencies there
were in an area, the greater was the number of
children placed for adoption. This invalidates
the argument of certain Children's Departments
who do not choose to function as adoption
agencies, because there are already adoption
societies in their area. A second factor may be
the flexible arrangements that adoption agencies
in Scotland follow regarding placement proce¬
dures. Because of the absence of any particular
policy on this by most of the agencies, just over
half of the children were placed directly from a
hospital, a mother and baby home, or from their
mothers. There is the feeling that where agencies
have a rigid policy of waiting for a medical
clearance whilst the baby is fostered or is in a
nursery, it encourages mothers to place the child
directly to avoid this period of uncertainty.

Age at placement, and placement of children with
special needs
Of children placed outside their families 76%

were under three months old when placed, and
only 5% were over twelve months; of the latter
three-quarters were placed by the Children's
Departments and were adopted by the couples
with whom they were fostered. It is more of an
exception for adoption societies to place children
older than six months, and though Children's
Departments place a few more, the total figure is
insignificant. Once a child is beyond six months
old its chances of being adopted are slim.
Of the total sample of orders studied, in eight

cases the adopted child had a physical handicap,
mainly of a minor type. A further thirteen
children were coloured or of mixed race and were

placed with local families. On the face of it, the
number of children adopted suffering from some
physical handicap appears to be very small, but
until we know what the available numbers are it
is difficult to draw any conclusions. We came
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across instances, however, where either the adop¬
tion agency or the Curator exercised some pres¬
sure on adopters to return children who were
found after placement to have developed some
hind of handicap such as a weak chest or a
" suspected" heart murmur. Though it seems
reasonable that an agency may have to take the
initiative to remove a child when it is found to

be suffering from a gross abnormality, in less
incapacitating handicaps adopters seemed
prepared to carry through with the adoption.
This was especially so when the handicap
developed or was discovered whilst the child was
in the care of the prospective adopters. In this
and other instances there seems to be excessive
cautiousness, especially on the part of adoption
societies. In fact we came across far more cases

of ill-health, physical and mental, in adoptive
parents than cases of " handicapped " children.
In a few cases the illnesses of the adoptive parents
were fairly serious. If we are accepting adoptive
parents with certain handicaps and a history of
current and previous illnesses, which in some
cases is reasonable, equal consideration should be
given to children with special needs.

One other aspect that merits further study is
the possible effect on a child's identity resulting
from the changing of names. A considerable
number of children who were placed between the
age of three and eighteen months were given new
names by their adoptive parents at a time when
their first name had already become meaningful
to them. Of equal importance is the position of
the much older child whose parents divorce and
who, when he is adopted by his mother's husband,
then takes the latter's surname. A considerable
number of these children were aged between four

and twelve", and did not appear to have partici¬
pated in the adoption proceedings.

Conclusion

One of the main conclusions from this
preliminary study is that too many agencies and
too many people are involved in adoption, with
little or no co-ordination and no continuity or
consultation between them. The great number of
individuals and agencies involved, i.e., the referral
agency, the placement agency, the supervising
agency—sometimes delegating supervision to the
Health Visitor—the Curator and the Sheriff,
often unwittingly create a false sense of security;
each one of these think that there is someone else
along the line who will safeguard the ultimate
" welfare of the child". There is no agreed
policy in adoption, no uniform practices and no
agreed standards among agencies, and the Courts
base their decisions mainly on the minimum of
factual information.
The role of the Curator in its present form

seems entirely unnecessary and superfluous. It is
also questionable how far the Sheriff Court with
its quasi-criminal function is the proper place for
considering adoption applications. With the
Scottish Social Work Bill about to become law,
there is a strong case for adoption petitions to be
handed over to the new Children's Panels. The
reporter to the Panels could carry out some of the
legal functions now performed by the Curator,
whilst the Social Work Department could provide
the Panels with the necessary social reports. The
Panel members with their training, as provided
by the Bill, and with increasing experience as well
as feed-back from the social workers, could
develop considerable experience in this field.
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